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Abstract 
 
Energy moves the World. Electricity demand and consumption keeps growing year by 
year to cover the needs for a wealthy development of all the countries. Nowadays, most 
of the energy is produced by means of fossil fuels, which entail a set of negative 
externalities such as their generated pollution and related health problems, the risk of 
global warming by the growing release of greenhouse gases and energy security 
provided by the unstable situation of many countries where raw material fossil fuel 
reserves is located. Shifting to a model including renewable technologies would help to 
reduce those externalities, by promoting more ecologically friendly systems and 
fostering the countries both economically and socially, as many related jobs would be 
generated and general wealth would be enhanced. Despite these positive effects, 
changing the model is not an easy issue, since incumbent technologies are currently 
well established profitable options, benefited by long developing time, compared to the 
more immature renewable energy options.  
 
In all, as stated in the literature (Geels, 2002), the inducement of a regime shift, not only 
depends on the availability of better technologies, but generally also needs a change in 
society to be ready to accept the novelties. Hence, making renewable energies 
competitive towards incumbent is not only matter of offering better technologies, but a 
critical policy challenge to be implemented long before their massive adoption. An 
attractive framework to for the analysis of such changes is the definition of a 
Technological Innovation System (TIS), which describes a number of functions to be 
set up by main actors, institutions and networks of an area of development in order to 
achieve its successful deployment. It includes 8 key aspects: the creation of new 
knowledge, the entrepreneurial experimentation, the materisalisation, the guidance of 
the direction of search, the supply of resources (such as capital and competencies), the 
creation of positive external economies, the legitimacy creation and the formation of 
markets. This framework has already been used to describe the successful deployment 
of wind industry and the take off of photovoltaics (PV)(Jacobson, 2004). 
 
The latter one, PV stands as a very elegant way of generating electricity directly from 
the sunlight in simple, modular, reliable systems. However, they are strongly 
constrained by the costs –and despite last years growing relevance, massive adoption is 
still limited up-to less than 0,2% of global electricity, and highly dependant on 
subsidies. One of the pathways for cost reduction is by means of optical concentration 
of the sunlight in smaller active surfaces. The concept is called Concentrating 
Photovoltaics (CPV) and sacrifices the simplicity of standard PV for the promise of 
highest performance and lower costs. 
 
This master thesis deals with the study of CPV technological option. It is an interesting 
study case for regime shift, as its evolution already shows several unsuccessful attempts 
to scale up. First one, in the late 70ies, an energy hungry world challenged by oil crises 
technologies triggered the research of first prototypes and pilot plants. However, they 
did not manage to meet expectations to continue the adoption after the crises passed, till 
the mid 90ies, when a more established PV industry nursed by state policies overtook 
again this research path, resulting in the Euclides project. Complexity of the system and 
the lack of well prepared markets to adopt the novelty kept the allocation of new 
resources away from this risky approach. But the founding from this project served to 
set up the direction of search, which resulted in the emergence of nowadays systems, 
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based on high efficient multijunction cells, and which are finally able to turn into reality 
the promise of the highest performances ever reached. With the steady growth of PV 
opening the window of opportunity of tracked small utilities, combined with the silicon 
shortage has finally given CPV the necessary attention to attract resources and brought 
an amount of new entrants with the main aim to take off this technology. 
 
Thus, CPV technologies will have to overcome a new set of challenges related to 
preparation for growth. With a PV industry on the verge of becoming mature (which 
will happen the day PV costs reaches grid parity), subsidies will shrink as they become 
unnecessary for some applications. Instead, CPV will still need to lower down costs to 
bulk power costs, and external economies may not be able yet to provide necessary 
returns in order to scale up. Last important challenge is the emergence of competing 
options such as concentrated solar power (CSP) and thin film that could result CPV 
technologies to be locked out if they do not manage to maintain the learning curve. For 
all these reasons, this seems to be a critical point for CPV industry deployment. 
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MOVDE: Metal Organic Vapour Deposition Epitaxy 
MOVPE: Metal Organic Vapour Phase Epitaxy 
MYPP: Multi-Year Program Plan 
MW: Megawatt 
MWe: Megawatt-electric 
MWp: Megawatt peak 
NDI: Normal Direct Irradiation 
NGO: Non-governmental Organization 
NEDO: New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization 
NREL: National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
O&M: Operations and Maintenance 
OECD: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
OLED: Organic Light Emitting Diode 
PMMA: Poly Methyl Methacrylate 
PV: Photovoltaics 
PVMaT: The Photovolatic Manufacturing Technology project 
PVI: Photovoltaic Innitiative 
PVPS Photovoltaic Power Systems Programme of the IEA 
PVPT: Photovoltaic Technology Platform 
PVSOL Photovoltaics Systems Optimization Lab 
PVUSA: Photovoltaic for Utility Scale Applications 
R&D: Research and Development 
REC: Renewable Energy Certificate 
ROI: Return of Investment 
RXI: Refractive – Internal Reflective 
SAI: Solar America Innitiative 
SAM: Solar Advisor Model 
SEGIS: Solar Energy Grid Integration Systems 
Si: Silicon 
SRA: Strategic Research Agenda 
SQ-limit: Shockley & Queisser Limit 
TES: Thermal Energy Storage 
TIR-R: Total Internal Reflection - Refraction 
TIS: Technological Innovation System 
TPP: Technology Pathway Partnership 
TPV: Thermophotovoltaics 
UL: Underwriters Laboratory 
UNFCCC: United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
UPM: Universidad Politécnica de Madrid 
UV: Ultraviolet 
VHESC: Very High Efficiency Solar Cells 
W: Watt 
Wp: Watt peak 
XR: Reflective – Refractive 
ZSW Centre of Solar Energy and Hydrogen Research in Stuttgart (Germany) 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1. Background 
 
Energy moves the world. And nowadays most of the overall electricity is generated 
from fossil fuel sources, a rate that keeps increasing year by year due to the growth of 
energy demand needed for covering our pattern of consumption and the rapid 
industrialization of developing countries (See EIA tables in Appendix 2). 
 
Although these ways of energy generation entail a set of negative externalities, the fossil 
fuel-based energy system has managed to lock-in industrial economies, pushing out 
other technological alternatives which are apparently more environmentally friendly and 
more efficient. This idea is called carbon lock-in, and has been extensively explained by 
Unruh (2000, 2002). Overcoming this situation can be difficult for renewable energies 
as they not only have to compete with the well established incumbent technologies, 
which already have had many years to mature. They have also to deal with not yet 
prepared regulations, cover huge costs of new infrastructures and adapt user practices. 
They have to be able to make the markets co-evolve with them. 
 
The fact is that there are many reasons for shifting to cleaner means of electricity 
generation. The principal are the environmental externalities caused by fossil-fuel based 
energy systems, which not only include the health problems associated with 
atmospheric pollution in densely populated areas, but also the widely accepted menace 
of global warming, driven by the emission of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide 
(CO2), and that has been discussed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
in its fourth assessment report (IPCC, 2007a; IPCC, 2007b; IPCC, 2007c). Moreover, 
there are concerns on sustainability if demand keeps growing at the same pace natural 
resources are going to be rapidly depleted soon or sooner. Many theories assure the 
world is reaching the so-called peak oil –therefore the need to find alternative means of 
electricity generation to cover future energy demand. 
 
Also an important aspect is the energy security, which means to ensure the 
uninterrupted availability of energy at an affordable price. Disruption of electricity 
generation, oil or gas supply can cause big economic and social costs (Longo, 2004). 
For example nowadays Europe already depends on energy imports, specially oil, natural 
gas and coal, which could become over the 70% of EU’s energy requirements over the 
next 20-30 years if no measures are taken (Commission’s Green Paper on the security 
of energy supply, 2007). Costs on fossil raw materials have been very volatile over the 
past years, therefore developing more energy options would also benefit in greater 
stability of prices. 
 
Other reasons for the implementation of energy systems based on renewable energies 
are the social aspects, as they enable the creation of jobs, which is particularly strong in 
both the expanding energy equipment industry and the renewable energy sector. Also 
the trend towards smaller-scale generation nearer to the point of energy use (so-called 
distributed generation) could also bring many benefits for remote communities. (PV-
TRAC, 2007). 
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Many political initiatives have been proposed (and deployed) for overcoming the carbon 
lock-in. The Kyoto Protocol in 1992 proposed the creation of a market of carbon credits 
in order to internalize fossil fuel external costs for emission of greenhouse gases 
(UNFCCC, 2002). European Commission has set a roadmap to deploy a mandatory use 
of 20% of generated electricity by renewable means use in the European Union. 
(European Commission, 2007) and many countries are implementing programmes for 
promoting Renewable Energies. 
 
 
Figure 1: World Electricity Generation by Fuel, 2006-2030 (EIA, 2009)  
 
Among renewable energies, after many years of research and many political efforts 
have brought wind technologies to grow till an already remarkable position. It shows a 
success story of how such a technology can be improved and become a competitive 
option (Jacobson, 2004), uncovering the myth that assured that renewable energies 
would never be profitable. 
 
Solar Energy has also been researched intensively over the last 30 years. And during the 
last years they have achieved highest growth rates among renewable energies, nursed by 
many governmental programmes such as the 100000 and 1000000 roof programmes in 
Germany, California, the feed-in tariff in Spain, or Japan subsidies (Jacobson et al., 
2004). However, despite the momentum of success of the last decade, the fact is that 
total contribution of solar electricity in the total mix is still very testimonial, less than 
0,1%. Main reason for that is the fact that it is still one of the most expensive options for 
electricity generation. Both research and industry are trying to to push the costs of solar 
technologies down. In fact, one of most important indicators in many studies and 
technological roadmaps is the grid-parity (i.e wholesale price of electricity) as the 
moment when solar electricity costs reaches it, it will not need to be subsidized anymore 
in order to be profitable. This moment will depend on the location (since more 
electricity output is given in sunnier places) and the country (each one having different 
electricity prices. In fact, experts envisage grid parity as the main indicator for assessing 
the maturity of photovoltaic technologies. 
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Figure 2: Costs of Renewable Energies (OECD/EIA, 2003) 
 
In order to bring costs down most important aspect is the so-called learning curve, 
which means how the prices are falling as the technology is improved and the 
production capacity increases (achieve economies of scale), by the implementation of 
best practices and the training of all the actors in the value chain.  
 
Nowadays silicon based technologies (most common raw material for solar cells) are 
already very mature and close to the theoretical performance limit (Luque, 2007). 
Therefore, main way to achieve costs reductions is by reducing the quantity of raw 
material (Silicon) per cell, as their performance cannot get enhanced anymore, and 
because they are the most expensive part of photovoltaic modules. Several strategies are 
followed for that: First one is to use less amount of silicon by reducing thickness of the 
solar cell wafers. Others try to substitute the silicon by using other cheaper-to-produce 
raw materials. It is the approach of the so-called thin film technologies (such as CIS or 
CaTd). A third way is to reduce the amount of active area by concentrating the light 
with mirrors or lenses into more little active solar cells, which could enable the use of 
third generation of cells based in other materials (so called III-V materials) which are 
able to reach highest performances (over the theoretical limit of silicon).  
 
This last concept is called Photovoltaic Concentration (CPV) and it is going to be 
deeply analyzed in this master thesis, not only from a technological point of view, but 
also from an industrial perspective, to see the main drivers that may permit a successful 
adoption of this technological paradigm.  
1.2. Study Questions 
 
So the main study question is: 
 
- Are CPV technologies ready to foster the massive deployment of photovoltaics? 
 
For answering the question several approaches will be undertaken: 
  
- Theoretical Part: Definition of a framework able to depict the technological 
evolution and change: technological innovation system concepts. 
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- Technical Part: Overview of the main technological aspects of the different 
CPV solutions (such as design options, materials, cost - performance 
indicators, related technologies). 
- Industrial Part: Assess the historical evolution of the CPV industry 
(addressing the key actors’ (first movers) activities, indicating the functions 
and the inducement and blocking mechanisms, the applications and markets 
within the innovation system. 
- And finally define the the state-of-art of CPV industry (stand-point in the 
industrial evolution curve, opportunities, challenges and key issues for 
granting the success of the technology) in the frame of several diffusion 
factors. 
1.3. Methods 
 
Concentration Photovoltaic technologies have been stated many times to be on the door 
of commercialization. However, it still did not succeed to be deployed, despite the 
several attempts. Over the last years new technological breakthroughs have hyped these 
technologies again, many new designs and players have blossomed following new 
promises for success.  
 
Theoretical Framework 
 
For this reason the chosen theoretical foundations refer to technological transitions. 
They cover issues like technology life cycle (Klepper, 1997), dominant design or 
assessment of technological competitive advantage (Tidd, et al, 2005). Some concepts 
of technological innovation systems (Carlsson, 2002; mainly based in Jacobson and 
Bergek, 2004 and Bergek et al., 2006) and of the multi-level perspective (Geels, 2002) 
niche market characteristics (Kemp, 2000, Rip and Kemp, 1998).  
 
Technological Framework 
 
The idea of this study comes from the work performed in an internship with Schott 
Solar. It provided all the basic foundations on technological, market and industry 
aspects for defining the aim and scope of the empirical case of the study, which has 
been developed later on. They also provided basic contacts with several key actors of 
the industry and gave the opportunity to attend to an industry conference, the CPV 
Summit 2008 in Madrid. 
 
Evidence and Data Collection 
 
The study is mostly based on the explorative assessment of published papers, and it 
follows a qualitative approach. (Remenyi et al.,2000).  Both indirect and direct sources 
were used for the data collection: 
 
For building the theoretical framework recommended lectures from the MEI programme 
(management and economics of innovation) of Chalmers were collected and analyzed. 
Thus, their reliability is assured. 
 
For assessing industry related aspects, press releases and announcements of CPV related 
players were tracked. They provided on-edge information of their activities and 
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technological improvements. However, some announcements happened to be 
ambiguous, positively biased or more based on expectations than on facts. Therefore, 
related green-tech business press publications both written and digital were also tracked 
(e.g. Photon International, Renewable Energy World, Greentech Media, Gunther’s 
Portfolio, among others), which provided complementary information on the industry 
development and expertise opinion, very important to leverage the reliability of the 
companies announcements. 
 
The technology assessment is mainly based on papers published in basic research 
publications, (such as Progress in Photovoltaics, Applied Physics, etc). Libraries from 
national and trans-national agencies and laboratories were checked (such as EERE, 
NREL, Sandia Lab or JRC1) and their related Research Programmes (like the Strategic 
Research Agenda, 2006; the Solar America Initiative, Kimbis, 2008; or the High 
Performance PV project, Symko-Davies et al. 2001, 2004; among others). Other sources 
of relevant data were the specific events or summits and workshops on CPV (ICSC, 
CPV Summit, etc2). More the literature can be found in the various proceedings of the 
IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conferences and the European Photovoltaic Solar Energy 
Conferences EU-PVSEC. 
 
One of main challenges encountered in this review was the big segmentation of the 
information. There are few general overviews (Boes, 1981; Boes, 1988; Swansson, 
2000; C-Rating, 2002; Swansson, 2003; Luque, 2007; Hering 2005, 2007, 2008), but in 
such a dynamic area some results were outdated or incomplete. Thus, the results had to 
be verified with the review of multiple sources (called triangulation by Remenyi et al., 
2000). On the other hand they happened to be a good source for tracking the 
technological evolution. 
 
In fact, CPV industry has been advancing significantly by the time this paper was 
written. At some points there were daily updates of companies’ activities, new entrants 
came in the playground, technology improvements were announced or funding 
opportunities were published. Thus, in order to track all these new insights of such a 
fluid area, a watch-tower approach was followed: i.e. relevant data sources had to be 
permanently tracked -especially those coming from industry sources (press releases and 
so on). Several tools were used for such enterprise: Google Alerts3 were set up to launch 
an alert when specific key-words appear in the web (such as “Concentrating 
Photovoltaics”, “Photovoltaic Concentration”, “CPV”, and relevant actors such as 
“SolFocus”, “Concentrix”, “Sol3G”, “Emcore”, etc). Those announcements were 
controlled –together with on-line industry news resources through a feeds setting with 
Google Reader4. Of course there were some sources of spam that had to be overseen –
and the most relevant information was saved in a structured data-base (based in Zotero5) 
and sorted with key-tags to facilitate the later use of the data. 
 
                                                 
1 EERE: Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energies agency from the US Department of Energy 
NREL: National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
JRC: Joint Research Centre from the European Commision. 
2 See Appendix 15 
3 http://www.google.com/alerts  
4 http://www.google.com/reader/  
5 Zotero is a Firefox extension that helps to collect, manage and cite research sources. 
http://www.zotero.org/   
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In order to face the uncertainty of the collected data, the validity of the findings was 
challenged with several interviews with different actors in the value chain (for 
triangulation purposes, Remenyi et al, 2000):  
 
- Antonio Luque and Gabriel Sala of the Solar Energy Institute of the 
Politechnical University of Madrid, are very respected experts in the field of 
CPV, having been involved in the development of this technology since the 
very beginning. 
- Gerhard Strobl, CEO of Azur Space, firm developing high efficiency cells 
for concentrators. 
 
During the interviews a presentation of the study was done, where main findings of the 
study were presented and challenged leading to an open discussion about the different 
topics. Semi structured questions ((Remenyi et al., 2000) where also prepared in order 
to guide the discussion to answer most important points. Interviews were held during 
2007-2008 –and some of the issues may have changed because of the already mentioned 
fluid dynamic of the study area. However, their imput should be still valid regarding the 
technological description base. 
 
Finally, the attendance in the CPV Summit 2008, gave the opportunity to get in direct 
contact with the industry and further discuss the different topics of the thesis in an 
informal way. 
1.4. Boundaries and Scope 
 
The scope of this study is wide and ambitious, since it tries to track the whole industrial 
evolution of a technology since the first inventions till nowadays –in total a more than 
30 years story- and frame it within a technological change theory. 
 
Research is not limited in a location or in a country, but in the activities taking place in 
the whole world. This is feasible since the size of this industry is not that big6. 
However, specific non-mainstream activities may have been overseen, because of being 
too local, or their lack of diffusion. 
 
As it was stated before, maybe most important constraint is the fact that Concentrator 
Photovoltaics is a very fast moving and growing area. Throughout all the time spent 
preparing this paper there were several announcements of technological updates, new 
champion devices, different solutions coming in the playground, new players arose, 
others evolved and some failed.  Hence, in such a dynamic environment data presented 
may get quickly outdated or incomplete due to the high inertia of this sector.  
 
Furthermore, published data by companies regarding announcements, projects, 
technological roadmaps, expectations, etc have the tendency to be over-optimistic and 
sometimes even contradictory.  They can serve as indicators to measure the state-of-art 
of their technology or the stand-point in the industry, but being aware that they can be 
biased for specific interests. For example, speculative announcements of companies 
traded in the stock exchange markets,  
                                                 
6 Or was meant to be when this work started. In reality many actors have already entered the industry (a 
whole actors list can be found in the appendix 11) 
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On the other side, due to the novelty of the investigated technology, many other players 
–especially firms- may keep their advances secretly –or just leave them unpublished. 
Thus, all the actors presented in this paper are selected because have published some 
kind of result related to the technology, but that they may not be the only ones. For 
example, regarding R&D activities, only the international project programmes (such as 
European Projects) or very specific national programmes7 (like the ones in US, in Japan 
or Taiwan) have been tracked, but there may be many other national programmes or 
centres having made the research apart. 
 
Another relevant issue is the fact that energy markets have very specific rules, regarding 
policy, behaviour of incumbents –however, in the thesis the aim is to make a general 
approach, being aware that there are many peculiarities about the energies “regime” and 
“landscape”8 that may also be relevant, but that cannot be covered in such a study. 
 
In some points, CPV is compared with competitor technologies. A more accurate 
description of them would be interesting, but it is not the scope of this work to make an 
in-depth technology comparison among them -but just the necessary in order to trace 
CPV industry.  
1.5. Structure of the Study 
  
Organization of the paper includes 5 chapters, first the already given 
introduction. The main body consists in the next 3 parts: The second chapter introduces 
the theoretical framework. Main idea is to provide a set of theoretical foundations on 
industry evolution and technological change. It is based in the Techological Innovation 
System (TIS) theory (Carlsson and Stankiewicz ,1991), complemented by multi-level 
perspective on system innovation which also includes understanding in technological 
transitions. (Geels, 2002, 2004). Other key ideas are also introduced such as 
technological life-cycles, diffusion dynamics, dominant designs, etc. All these concepts 
will help to pinpoint the most relevant aspects of the technological and industrial 
evolution of concentrator photovoltaics. The third chapter aims to provide an extensive 
overview of the technological foundations of CPV. All involved technologies in the 
value chain are identified and briefly described (optics, cells, balance of systems, etc) 
and their main indicators. The fourth chapter describes the industrial evolution of CPV. 
The fifth takes the previously related theoretical set for the analysis of the case study of 
concentrator photovoltaics. Main industry actors and first movers are depicted, main 
markets and locations and the evolution of the different functions of the TIS is traced, 
and the main sources for competitive advantage of CPV are uncovered in order to assess 
the readiness for adoption of the technology. In the sixth chapter main findings and 
results are discussed and finally in the seventh chapter the conclusions are collected. 
                                                 
7 Reporting remarkable results in CPV development 
8 Defined in the Multi-level approach for technological shifts (Geels, 2002) 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework 
 
2.1. Introduction 
 
As it has been stated in the introduction energy sector for generation of electricity is a 
very mature market. Incumbent technologies have already passed through a long 
learning process and nowadays are completely established. Under this regime, emerging 
renewable energies have been locked out to get massively deployed, despite their 
potential benefits (Unruh, 2000, 2002). The key issue is the identification of those 
factors where the new technology can enhance performance or provide new solutions to 
existing problems (Tidd et al, 2005) and the understanding that adoption of these 
technological innovations may require a transition process. 
 
Geels (2002) defined technological transitions as major transformations in the way 
societal functions (such as transportation, communication, housing, feeding or as in our 
case, energy) are fulfilled. They arise when new disruptive technologies are developed, 
Even though they may be driven by R&D investment, they may not only require 
technological changes, but also push changes in users’ practices, regulations, industrial 
networks or infrastructure and generally, by their adoption they may also need changes 
in the socio-technical configurations. They are a source of competitive advantage, 
renewal of industries and in the end they can lead to the creation of new markets. 
 
This transition can be described with the typical pattern product/industry life-cycle and 
the phases of their diffusion. The main idea is to understand the different stages of the 
evolution of a technology from the nursing stage till the massive adoption. Each stage 
has different characteristics and needs that may drive to a successful diffusion. Thereby 
the technological excellence is only the surface of the iceberg -there are many other 
important factors, especially when looking at the formative stages, when definite 
designs and uses of the technology are not clear yet. 
 
Thus, the concept of Technological Innovation System (TIS) is introduced. The 
technological innovation system is particularly appropriate to assess the performance of 
young industries (Bergek et al., 2006) since it may help to explain the development, 
diffusion and evolution of a new technology by giving a structured framework to 
analyse an emerging system.  Thus, this approach is particularly attractive when 
analysing competition between emerging technologies (such as solar, wind, etc). It 
contemplates the different roles of actors, institutions and networks that are influencing 
the creation, development and diffusion of the technology. Their contribution is 
collected by a number of functions (which are induced or blocked by a set of related 
mechanisms). 
 
 The TIS approach is complemented by the Multi-Level perspective, which helps to 
understand how the functions and inducement/blocking mechanisms of the TIS are 
triggered. The multi-level approach not only highlights the specific niche market 
activities performed during the formative stage, but also adds two further levels of 
analysis: The regime level –i.e. how established actors and technologies are able to 
shape newcomers; and the landscape, which sets the importance of global issues as 
agents of change, able to foster or block technology uses. 
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2.2. Product / Industry Life Cycles 
 
According to Ortt and Schoormans (2004) the emergence of new markets by means of 
the introduction of new technologies, rather than just substituting the existing ones, new 
combinations of actors are created during the process of development and diffusion of 
the innovation. Therefore, it is very important for firms wanting to introduce a new 
technology to understand the patterns of technological cycles (i.e. the process of 
adoption of innovations since they start being offered in the market since they become 
mature in a stable market) and which actors arise within the process. This diffusion is 
often characterized by an S-shaped curve, which shows the penetration in the market of 
the technology in the course of time (figure 1).  
 
 
Figure 3: S-Shaped Curve and the Phases of Transition (Könnöla et al., 2008) 
 
2.2.1. Pre-Development 
 
At the beginning the level of adoption of a new technology is low, and is characterized 
by a nursing stage where investments focus on R&D for stabilizing the still immature 
technology, creating assets and building network learning. (Dorf & Byers, 2005). This 
formative period is characterized mainly by a high uncertainty in terms of technologies, 
markets and regulations (Bergek et al., 2006). With many different designs compete as 
radical product innovations in highly dynamic (fluid) markets. As with most new 
technologies, initial costs are high (given the fact that manufacturing processes are not 
yet settled), and may not bring a clear competitive advantage. Early markets remain 
weak and very dependent on regulations and fuzzy expectations. Usually they arise in 
low volume very specialized areas, or as a result of subsidies, which aim to provide new 
technologies a protective space, where learning processes can take place, the 
price/performance of the technology be improved and new customer preferences be 
formed. As a result new entrants arise, first networks are created and positive 
externalities. (Afuah and Utterback, 1997; Klepper, 1997; Kemp et al., 1998). After all, 
many small changes result in a cumulative process, possibly lasting for decades. 
(Bergek et al., 2006). 
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2.2.2. Take-Off 
 
As markets go beyond the very first niche, they may need still protective spaces to keep 
developing. The diffusion of a new technology can be seen as an exploration of a whole 
series of niches prior to reaching mass markets, and protection may still be required and 
awarded by markets that act as bridges to mass markets. The formation of nursing and 
bridging markets generates a space providing an incentive for the entry of firms into 
various parts of the value chain. They bring new resources, enable division of labour, 
advocacy coalitions strengthen and legitimacy is improved. (Jacobsson and Bergek, 
2004). As a result the level of uncertainty gets reduced and enable positive external 
economies appear (such as cluster related ones, infrastructure, specialized suppliers, 
etc). At this point designs get stabilized and start showing some competitive advantage 
in some specific areas, which allow the technologies to start being deployed.  
 
2.2.3. Acceleration 
 
At some point the take-off becomes generalized, out of the nursing markets, starts 
experiencing a higher growth. Incremental innovations arise to get adapted to more 
specific costumer needs and to optimise production processes. Hence, general rate of 
product innovations decline. Moreover, increases in scale and accumulation of 
experience also help to levelize price/performance ratio compared to incumbent 
technologies (Ehrnberg, 1993). As well, weaker design approaches get abandoned in 
favour of mainstream options, weaker players fail, and the general amount of new 
entrants slow down. (Klepper, 1997). 
 
2.2.4. Stabilization 
 
The growth slows down in mature markets to a maximum when the technology is 
widely spread. (Klepper, 1997) The amount of technological options has been reduced 
and lead to the supremacy of a single option, the dominant design. (Schilling, 1998). In 
this stage these dominant options are not only able to be self-sustained, but they add 
self-reinforcing mechanisms which increase their relative advantage and settle high 
entrance barriers for new substitutive technologies. This aspect is especially relevant in 
energy sector with the dominance of fossil-fuel based technologies.  
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2.3. Technology Innovation Systems 
 
Technological transitions are more than the adoption of a new technology, they also 
need societal changes, behaviours, user practices. This process of technological 
emergence may be studied within a technological system framework (Carlsson and 
Stankiewicz, 1991; Jacobsson and Johnson, 2003). 
 
Specifically, Carlsson and Stankiewicz (1991) define a Technological system as  
 
“…network(s) of agents interacting in a specific technology area under a particular 
institutional infrastructure for the purpose of generating, diffusing, and utilizing 
technology…” 
 
2.3.1. Actors of Technological Systems 
 
Those agents are defined as Actors (and their competencies) may be any kind of 
organisation performing any kind of activity related to the TIS. (Bergek et al., 2007). 
They can be firms within the whole value chain, users, suppliers, venture capitalists, 
universities, research institutes, interest groups, NGO’s or other organisations. (Carlsson 
et al., 2002). 
 
Jacobsson and Bergek (2004) argue the importance of the prime movers as a basic force 
for creating the system (Hughes, 1983). They are those kind of actors which may have 
the power to strongly influence the technological development and the process of 
diffusion. It can be done whether by funding financially the deployment, by providing 
technical expertise or  by their political influence. In fact, actors developing pioneering 
technologies will have to overcome the investments of both technology and market 
creation, and stabilization and deal with their inherent uncertainties (Olleros, 1986). 
However, first movers may also benefit from an early technological leadership, control 
and pre-emption over critical assets (e.g. distribution channels, geographic space, etc) 
coming from early network effects (Lieberman, 1988), and the possibility to profit from 
increasing returns coming from adoption: i.e. “a technology adopted early may rise in 
market power through self-reinforcing positive feed-back mechanisms, culminating in 
its entrenchment as a dominant design” (Schilling, 1998). 
 
On the other hand, followers may also be important at some point of the adoption 
process. They are the ones that enter the playground once markets have been 
established. Thus, second movers can exploit and capitalize them and assets arisen by 
first movers’ investments, benefit from their incumbent inertia and adapt technologies 
to more specific needs of costumers and avoiding early entrants’ mistakes once the 
market is more certain (Dorf & Byers, 2005). They may be able to bring positive 
feedback to the new created markets, by adding new capital investments, widening the 
scopes, filling expertise area gaps, providing legitimacy. Boundaries for later entrants 
are time constrains for developing and deploying their technology before it falls far 
behind the state of art –or before being unable to catch up with a more competitive set 
of early developed and already established technologies. Moreover, potential buyers 
may have already adopted an earlier technology and might be unwilling to invest in new 
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shifts. Even more, first movers supporting new technologies may even hinder adoption 
of new ones by protecting them from newcomers. (Schilling, 1998) 
 
This trade-off between first mover and later entrants and the likelihood of technological 
lockout can be represented as a U-shape curve:   
 
 
Figure 4: Timing of Entry and Likelihood of Technological Lockout 
 
As we have seen, the shape of the curve will not only depend on the technological 
improvements, but on the novelty of the markets and other factors such as customer 
awareness, policy and regulations or behaviour of incumbent firms. 
 
2.3.2. Networks of Technological Innovation Systems 
 
In order to assure a correct development and diffusion of a new technology it is very 
important to assure the connectivity among actors. Networks are the channels how tacit 
and explicit knowledge can be shared and transferred between them. They can be 
technology specific oriented (learning networks), focusing the activity in the 
identifications and resolution of common technical problems, discussing about the 
pathways and critical technological issues. Involved actors can therefore benefit from 
gaining access information resources that can benefit to implement best-practices and 
recommendations, prevent errors, and in general to optimize resources such as capital or 
creation of knowledge to address the most critical issues.  
 
Networks can also be non-market related and with the main objective to enhance the 
general diffusion of the technology towards the external world. It can be by means of 
opening the information on the new technology to the general public. Finding channels 
to diffuse the benefits and advantages of the novelty is crucial for the success in the 
adoption process. It is not only matter of finding and educating potential users, but to 
create a general opinion base among the public which will later on help to leverage the 
adoption decisions among the potential user.  
 
Another crucial aspect is the “the ability of networks to influence the institutional set-
up” (Jacobson and Johnson 2000) of the so-called political networks. Implementing a 
lobby work is crucial for the success of a technology, and it is especially important in 
the pre-development phases. Finding institutional help may benefit in adapting the 
regulatory frame, overcoming administrative barriers and, of course, assuring grants, 
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subsidies and resources for the technological development and for competing against 
incumbents. 
 
2.3.3. Institutions of Technological Innovation Systems 
 
As it has been stated before, institutions are crucial agents, since their role is to stipulate 
the norms, rules and values that prevail over the innovation systems and the society in 
general (Edquist and Johnson, 1997). The role of institutions can be very varied and 
include regulating the interactions between actors, create and influence subsidies and 
incentive programmes, shape and guide towards some technology, create and settle 
niche markets. Thus, ensuring a good connectivity with the Institutional framework may 
be crucial for the creation of technological pathways, the modelling of their related 
markets and the growth of new industrial clusters. (Carlsson and Stankiewicz, 1991; 
Edquist and Johnson, 1997; Porter,1998; Bergek et al., 2007). 
 
2.3.4. Functions of Technological Innovation Systems 
  
Usually the technological system is analyzed by means of a set of functions that need to 
arise for ensuring a correct performance. Eight basic functions have been suggested by 
those studies (Bergek et al, 2006): 
 
- The creation and diffusion of ‘new’ knowledge: Technological Systems arise to 
support innovations and novelties which are –in essence- disruptive. Therefore, 
they arise as a result of new knowledge that results in new technological 
development. By their nature TIS need to be backed by a permanent diffusion of 
this knowledge. (Jacobson and Bergek, 2004) 
 
- Entrepreneurial experimentation: It is the transformation of knowledge into 
concrete actions, business opportunities or technical experiments. (Bergek et al., 
2006). The activity of those firms brings capabilities, resources and capital 
which normally results in the creation of new knowledge in an explorative way. 
This is particularly important in order to handle the inherent uncertainty within 
developed technologies in the early (and also later) phases (Bergek et al. 2007).   
 
- Materialization: Once the formal knowledge is created and it is adopted by 
several actors, the technologies have to be deployed. The function of 
Materialization refers to the result of such prototypes and projects. Good results 
in the application of the developed products may result in the realization (and 
commercialization) of further projects and products, so they are very important 
to leverage the definite technological success  (Bergek et al, 2006), 
 
- The guidance of the direction of search among users and suppliers of 
technology: Research and development initiatives must be aligned to address 
and fulfil most important technological challenges. The function of guidance 
does not only define a set of recommendations and goals to be achieved, but 
they also provide a source for legitimacy: during the development stage 
legitimating the identified pathway, and later on the results. 
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- The supply of resources such as capital and competencies: Without capital 
investments, technologies cannot be developed, even if theoretical findings may 
encounter big potential in them. Neither can they be deployed, even after having 
demonstrated promising prototypes. It may be the same with the competencies: 
without the necessary skills, technologies will irremediably fail. 
 
- The creation of positive external economies: By the development of a new 
technology not all the benefits generated by the actors can be appropriated. 
These come in form of (the already explained) new experience-based knowledge 
creation, networking externalities, stronger industry bonds or a raising 
legitimacy. (Bergek et al., 2007). Assuring returns (from the performed 
activities) is important, but even more are nursing such externalities which 
globally help to achieve the final objective of a Technological Innovation 
System: to transform the novelties into massively adopted products.. 
 
- Legitimacy: Legitimacy stands for the recognition needed for the TIS in order to 
develop resources, generate demand, gain political strength and broaden 
expectations among managers. (Bergek et al., 2006; Bergek et al., 2007). It may 
take a long time to get this recognition and it may need the creation of to 
advocacy coalitions and political networks able to influence the political forces. 
 
- The formation of markets. This is a very important function, since innovations, 
as they arise they may not find ready-made specific markets to get nursed. And 
they usually cannot compete with more established incumbents from the 
beginning. Therefore such protected spaces may need to be created stimulated, 
normally done by governmental actions and by the actors’ measures for 
legitimating the technology. 
 
According to Johnson and Jacobsson (2003) “these functions are not independent of one 
another, and changes in one function may lead to changes in others”. And changes in 
them may occur by a set of inducement and blocking mechanisms. Jacobson and 
Bergerk (2004) proposed several inducement mechanisms which proved to be valid for 
renewable energies:9 
2.3.5. Inducement Mechanisms 
 
- Government Policy: They are argued to be the most important mechanism. 
Firstly, due to the R&D programs promoting the creation of new knowledge and 
offer a source of guidance for the new technologies. Those programmes are 
generally are accompanied with funding and grants. Secondly legislative actions 
and further funding (in form of subsidies) may help in the creation of nursing 
markets. (Jacobsson and Bergerk, 2004; Jacobsson et al., 2002; Johnson and 
Jacobsson, 2001; Bergek, 2002) . 
 
- Firm entry / Activity: New entrants foster the entrepreneurial activities which 
normally results in further knowledge development. Entry in different levels of 
the technology value chain can lead to the creation of markets by themselves –
                                                 
9 Indeed, there may be more inducement and blocking mechanisms. They are very closely related to the 
activation / deactivation of the several functions. 
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by creating a new demand of the specific component of the novelty. As a result 
from these activities external economies are created. (Jacobsson and Bergerk, 
2004). 
 
- Feedback from market formation: As it has been previously mentioned, the 
creation of markets is a very important function. They create a protected space 
where new knowledge can be created and improved, new entrants can bring new 
resources and perform activity and get returns, and in the process enhance 
technological legitimacy. By the appearance of such loops (also called virtuous 
circles), a series of reactions of positive feedbacks can arise, which leads to 
cumulative causation (Myrdal, 1957) may enable the technologies to grow and 
mature into a self-sustained technological innovation system. (Jacobsson and 
Bergerk, 2004).  
2.3.6. Blocking Mechanisms 
 
- High Uncertainty: Regarding technologies, economic and markets. It represents 
a high risk that prevents new entrants entering the TIS (as developers or capital 
investments) and can block the market formation, or avoid the research guidance 
to step in the area (Jacobsson and Bergerk, 2004) 
 
- Lack of legitimacy: Failing to get the technological recognition may not only 
block the supply of resources and new entrants, but step away actors which are 
already in. It is usually triggered by technological or institutional failures. 
 
- Weak connectivity: if actors in the TIS fail to set up strong learning and political 
networks, they may not be able to get legitimacy, to influence the institutional 
frameworks and guidance of search may oversee the TIS and therefore market 
formation may not be stimulated (Johnson and Jacobsson, 2001) and after all the 
creation of positive externalities may get blocked. 
 
- Ambiguous behaviour: of established firms that may prevent to supply capital 
goods, reduce legitimacy, and guide direction of search away from these 
technologies, delaying the creation of knowledge and providing an uncertainty 
that may end locking the markets (Jacobsson and Bergek, 2004; Bergek, 2002; 
Johnson and Jacobsson, 2001). Also the ambiguity of actors within the TIS may 
have these negative effects. 
 
- Government Policies: if policies are not aligned with the development of the 
technology they may not be able to set up a significant guide, or may end 
locking the markets by not assuring the necessary stimulus for the activity of the 
firms. (Jacobsson and Bergek, 2004). 
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Figure 5: Technological Innovation System, Agents, Functions and Inducement/Blocking 
Mechanisms (Bergek, 2006; Jacobsson and Bergek, 2004; Carlsson and Stankiewicz, 1991) 
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2.4. Multi-Level Perspective 
 
Technological Innovation System theories may serve to track the evolution of a 
technology within an industry. However, inducement and blocking mechanisms may 
not fully explain how the related functions are triggered. What are the facts that enable a 
technology to ramp up from (pre-) development to more mature stages? For that, it is 
useful to understand how technological transitions occur. Geels (2002) assesses their 
dynamics with a multi-level perspective (Rip and Kemp, 1998; Kemp, 1994; Kemp, 
Schot and Hoogma, 1998; Schot, Hoogma and Elzen, 1994; Geels, 2002), which not 
only accounts the activities in the technological niche level but also adds two more 
levels: the regime and the landscape. They are defined as following (Geels, 2002)10 
 
Niches: 
 
“A ‘micro’-level of technological niches, which are ‘protected’ spaces in which actors 
search and learn in various ways about new technologies and their use; niches are 
precarious and require work by protagonists to be upheld” 
 
Regimes: 
 
“A ‘meso’-level of socio-technical regimes, which are rule-sets that are built up around 
a dominant technology and grant it stability; it refers to the ‘common sense’ activities 
of actor groups,” 
 
Landscape: 
 
“A ‘macro’-level of socio technical landscapes, consisting of a range of contextual 
factors that influence technological development but that cannot be changed directly by 
actors 
 
Figure 6: Multi-level Perspective on Innovation (Geels, 2002) 
                                                 
10 Niche, Regime and Landscape levels are meant to be taken “as analytical concepts, not ontological 
descriptions of ‘reality’.” (Geels, 2002) 
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Relation between Levels and the Dynamics of Technological Transitions (Geels, 2002): 
 
Niches are the locations where innovations emerge, where variety is generated. This may 
not occur in a spontaneous or blind process, but may require work from system builders. 
They have to form and manage a network of actors that share certain expectations about 
the future success of the innovation, and are willing to fund further development and 
maintain learning processes. The technological niche is formed against the background of 
the existing regime and landscape. The opportunities and problems in both kinds of context 
shape ideas about possible applications of the innovation. Radically new technologies 
usually have a hard time to enter established sociotechnical regimes, because of 
misalignments with other elements or because of strategic opposition from firms with vested 
interests in the old technology. Regimes and niches are both situated in a wider landscape, 
consisting of regime-external influences. Landscape developments occur slowly, and cannot 
be influenced directly by regime actors. 
 
The dynamics of technological transitions can now be understood as follows. On the niche 
level there is always work being done on innovations. The supporting networks and 
constituencies may be so small, however, that they are not noticed on the regime-level. The 
innovations then remain ‘hidden novelties’. The supporting constituencies may shift over 
time or fall apart. Although there are always innovations being developed, they usually 
have a hard time breaking through, because of the inertia of the incumbent sociotechnical 
regime.  
 
On the level of sociotechnical regime there are usually incremental processes ‘down the 
design hierarchy’, resulting in trajectories. They also have internal dynamics. These 
internal developments may result in ‘tensions’. There may be periods when linkages are 
weakening or‘loosening up’. Such periods form windows of opportunity for innovations to 
break out of their niches and be incorporated in the regime.  
 
Tensions in the sociotechnical regime can also emerge as a result of changes on the 
landscape level. A cultural change such as increasing environmental awareness has put 
pressure on regimes such as transportation and electricity generation. The broad political 
trend towards liberalisation brought forward tremendous changes in the electricity sectors, 
introducing new technologies (e.g. gas turbines), new actors (e.g. organisations for trade in 
electricity) and new markets (e.g. green electricity). 
 
The major point of this multi-level perspective is that technological transitions occur as the 
outcome of linkages and interactions of developments at multiple levels. Processes on the 
levels of regime and landscape create a ‘window of opportunity’ for innovations to break 
out of niches. 
 
Innovations can remain in niches for a long time or even die out. Innovations break out of 
niches when they can link up with processes at regime- and landscape-level. An innovation 
can link up with processes on one or more of the regime dimensions. It may be linked to the 
established technology as auxiliary device (add-on); it may be linked to new regulations or 
newly emerging markets, etc. TT are about the linking of multiple technologies. TT do not 
only involve technology and market shares but also changes on wider dimensions such as 
regulation, infrastructure, symbolic meaning, social and industrial networks (represented 
by the increased density of arrows). Once established, a new sociotechnical regime may 
contribute to changes on the landscape level. 
Box 1: Relation between Levels and the Dynamics of Technological Transitions (Geels, 2002) 
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2.5. Technological Diffusion Aspects 
 
Till this point the developed framework has established a set of indicators and patterns 
useful for tracking the evolution of a specific technology towards a transition and the 
related markets and industry over time. They provide both a valid insight on the 
inducement aspects which help a technology to develop and their related virtuous 
circles; and as well the issues that have been lacking, which have hindered or delayed 
the mechanisms. 
 
However, in order to close the circle, it is also important to look at the technology itself, 
to assess in what extent they are ready to complete a successful deployment. For 
undertaking the analysis there are several commonly used tools, such as the SWOT 
analysis or the Porter’ 5 Driving Forces. First one is a simple schema that pinpoints the 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threads (i.e. technological and market -micro 
& meso- aspects). However, its simplicity has the disadvantages that presented issues 
may be more easily subjectively biased and the fact that some important issues may be 
overseen or forgotten. The Porter’s Analysis is a very strong tool for assessing 
competitive analysis within an industry. It is based in the different drivers of success (or 
compentition) which are:  The bargaining power of suppliers, the bargaining power of 
costumers, the thread of new entrants, threat of substitutive products and last, (but not 
least) the competitive rivalry within an industry. As a result, the analysis presents a 
more detailed look into industry (meso level). However, this approach is weaker when 
analyzing the competitive situations of novelties, because when disruptive technologies 
arise (micro level) these are based in promises and beliefs, while the related industry is 
usually not yet well defined and settled (as it happens when disruptive technologies 
appear).  
 
In order to characterize if specific innovations are ready to take off Tidd et al.(2005)  
collects a more accurate series of indicators, which affect directly to the diffusion 
patterns of novelties (and which were proposed by Rogers, 2003): 
 
- Relative advantage: It’s the degree of the perceived superiority of an innovation 
over the incumbent product or process. It can be a superiority based in both 
financial terms and performance. 
- Compatibility: It’s the perceived degree of a technology’s consistency with 
existing values, know-how, experiences and practices. 
- Complexity: It’s the degree of an innovation to be difficult to understand or use. 
Novelties will be more easily adopted when potential users perceive them as 
something simple. 
- Trialability:  It’s the degree to which an innovation can be tested and tried 
before adopting it. Novelties which can be tested and tried may permit potential 
users to reduce uncertatinty towards their expectancies.  
- Observability: It’s the degree to which the advantages and benefits of an 
innovation are visible to others. 
- Availability: It’s the degree to which an innovation is ready to be purchased or 
adopted by a customer if desired. 
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2.6. Summary Figures 
 
2.6.1. Industry Evolution Aspects 
 
 
Figure 7: Joint Framework (Technology/Industry Life Cycle, Technological Innovation Systems, 
Multi-level Perspectiva) 
 
2.6.2. Technological Diffusion Aspects 
Relative advantage: 
It’s the degree of the perceived superiority of an innovation 
over the incumbent product or process. It can be a superiority 
based in both financial terms and performance. 
Compatibility: It’s the perceived degree of a technology’s consistency with existing values, know-how, experiences and practices 
Complexity: 
It’s the degree of an innovation to be difficult to understand or 
use. Novelties will be more easily adopted when potential users 
perceive them as something simple. 
Trialability: 
It’s the degree to which an innovation can be tested and tried 
before adopting it. Novelties which can be tested and tried may 
permit potential users to reduce uncertainty towards their 
expectancies. 
Observability 
It’s the degree to which the advantages and benefits of an 
innovation are visible to others. 
Availability: 
It’s the degree to which an innovation is ready to be purchased 
or adopted by a customer if desired. 
Table 1: Diffusion Aspects 
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Chapter 3: Technological Framework. Concentrator Photovoltaic 
Overview 
3.1. Introduction 
 
This chapter deals with the technological description of the so-called third generation - 
the Concentrating Photovoltaic Technologies. In order to understand their evolution and 
their possibilities it is necessary to know, how they work, and which the main bases of 
their competitive advantage are.  
 
Therefore, first, the different solar energy approaches will be introduced, in order to 
understand what are the aspects that CPV can enhance towards them. Secondly a 
general description of the main foundations of photovoltaic concentration will be given. 
Different design approaches will be depicted (classified by concentration and by optical 
design). Main technologies involved in the different parts of CPV will be sketched, 
focusing on their main indicators for performance, which may be the source of 
competitive advantages or the cause of challenges. 
 
 
Figure 8: SolFocus CPV System (CPV Consortium) 
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3.2. Solar Energy Technologies 
 
Sun is an endless source of energy. Everyday a flux of 1000W/m2 of solar irradiance 
meets the earth, providing the necessary light, and warmth for giving life to plants and 
animals of the planet. Since the old times, humans have been trying to harness this 
energy with different evolving technologies. Nowadays, given the associated challenges 
of meeting growing energy demand, finding a way to convert all this amount of energy 
into profitable electricity is envisaged to be a crucial issue. There are two completely 
different approaches for harvesting the energy from the sun: solar thermal and 
photovoltaics.  
 
 
Figure 9: Solar Energy Technologies (Schott Solar, Energy Innovations) 
 
3.2.1. Solar Thermal (Concentrated Solar Power –CSP) 
 
Solar thermal is the oldest way harvest solar energy: The use of sunlight in order to 
produce warmth. It was already used in the ancient china for several applications. The 
legend claims that Archimedes repelled the invading Roman fleet from Syracuse with 
concentrated sunlight from polished shield. In 1866, Auguste Mouchout used a 
parabolic trough to produce steam for the first solar steam engine (Butti and Perlin, 
1981). And this steam coming from the solar heat can be used to produce electricity.  
 
Nowadays, such transformation is done with the so-called Concentrating Solar Power 
(CSP) technologies. These systems use lenses or mirrors and tracking systems to focus a 
large area of sunlight into a small beam, able to heat up to hundreds of grads. Such high 
temperatures can turn water or some kind fluid to steam and power a turbine. Thus, 
warmth can be transformed to electricity.  
 
Main advantages are the fact that they are fuelled by “renewable” solar light –so 
practically no emissions are generated. They are meant to be one of the most 
environmentally friendly ways of producing electricity. Moreover, they are normally 
placed in unused deserted areas, being able to make benefit from pieces of land, which 
otherwise would remain useless. Another advantage is the fact that they can be 
hybridized with average gas or coal fired turbine plants –benefiting them with a 
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significant emissions reduction, provided the fact that peak power output of solar 
technologies usually meets peak power electricity demand. 
 
CSP technologies have some limitations: They require direct insulation in order to 
work, and cannot be placed in cloudy locations. The fact is that intermittency of 
sunlight can somehow be compensated through thermal storage systems (such as the use 
of molten salt). Deserts may be the perfect fit to deploy such solar thermal plants, but 
they have to overcome two further challenges: the intense amount of water needed to 
power the systems –which is normally lacking in deserts, and if the plants are located in 
a too isolated place, grid infrastructure has to be deployed in order to transport 
generated electricity. In all, building profitable solar thermal plants need high scale 
deployments, and entail relatively higher financial investments –making of this 
technologies still a bit too expensive, compared to the incumbent (gas or coal-fired) 
power plants. 
 
The main methods for concentrating the light are the solar troughs, solar power towers 
and parabolic dishes. Each of them, are capable of providing necessary high 
temperatures and considerable efficiencies, but they vary in the way they track the sun 
and focus light. 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Concentrated Solar Power Designs (Sandia Lab, 1998) 
 
Parabolic troughs are up-to-date the most advanced solar thermal technology, already 
offering a cost-effective alternative, which is commercially available. A solar trough 
consists of linear parabolic collectors which concentrate the sunlight onto a receiver 
positioned along the reflector’s focal line. Reflectors follow the sun position throughout 
the day by tracking along a single axis. Concentrated light heats up the fluid flowing 
inside the receiver up to 390ºC, generating the steam that feeds the power generation 
system. 
 
A parabolic dish or stirling-engine system is a huge stand-alone (compound) parabolic 
reflector that concentrates the light onto a receiver located in its focal point. Generated 
heat (up-to 1000ºC) is used normally to power a striling-engine that generates the 
electricity. These systems may offer a higher conversion efficiency (among other CSP 
technologies) and overall they enable a more flexible deployment –as each dish can 
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work as a stand alone application, and therefore, given their modularity, lower capital 
investments may be needed. However, these systems need a 2 axis tracker in order to 
follow the sunlight, and are generally technically more complex. Hence, despite their 
advantages, they have not been overtaken commercially yet. 
 
Solar power tower technologies are based of distributing an array of flat reflectors 
(heliostats) in a large land surface. Those heliostats track the sun along two axes 
(adapting the focus-light throughout the days and the seasons) and concentrate the light 
on a central receiver located in the top of a tower. Solar power towers are the ones able 
to reach highest temperatures (up-to 1500ºC). Such higher temperatures are able warm 
up molten salt which provides thermal storage, and electricity is generated by a second 
stage steam turbine. Nowadays, solar power towers are starting to be deployed 
commercially, due to their promise of higher performance and better energy storage 
capability.  
 
3.2.2. Photovoltaic Technologies11 
 
Photovoltaic cells are based in semiconducting materials similar to those used in 
computer chips. When sunlight meets these materials, the photons transfer their energy 
to electrons, which enable them to reach a new energy level, allowing them to loose 
from their atoms and flow through the material to produce electricity. This process of 
converting light (photons) to electricity (voltage) is called the photovoltaic (PV) effect 
and was discovered by Alexandre Edmond Becquerel over 150 years ago. 
 
Although the basic principles of PV were already known in the 19th century, it was not 
until 1954 that applied development started, when Bell Labs’ invented the silicon solar 
cell. It was an extremely inefficient device (about 4%), which fed the myth assuring that 
energy needed to produce a solar cell exceeded the one able to generate over the 
lifetime.12  
 
The fact is that converting sunlight direct to electricity is a very elegant way to harvest 
energy: More sustainable13 and respectful towards the environment14, module mounted 
without moving parts, with the flagship values of simplicity and reliability. But there is 
a problem: photovoltaic technologies are an expensive way of generating electricity. 
They found a place to develop in the satellite industry –where price is not a restricting 
factor given the advantages of photovoltaic cells. They could later on be deployed in 
stand alone applications where electricity grid would be too costly to be implemented, 
and so they stayed under development. Under the nursing help of government subsidies 
the development of such technologies followed to a range of different PV technologies 
became available with the promise of becoming a major way for electricity generation. 
But despite all the advances, till now this technology has kept too expensive to compete 
with traditional energy sources. 
 
 
                                                 
11 More information can be found at the appendix 3 
12 Myth that has been demonstrated to be completely false, as nowadays modules have energy payback of 
less than 1-3 years (depending on technology and location) 
13 Sunlight –even if intermittent and dependant on weather contitions- will never finish. 
14 Actually it is the electricity generation technology with less carbon footprint. See appendix 3. 
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First generation photovoltaics or wafer-based crystalline silicon solar technology are 
the traditional cells. Similarly to electronic chips, they are also made by silicon, in a 
process that consisting in growing silicon ingots or sheets, which are cut or sawn into a 
wafer, and is converted into a solar cell after adding metal fingers to guide the 
electricity. They are then interconnected in a module. Nowadays, with the progressively 
growing importance of photovoltaics, due to its availability, this is the technology has 
became widely spread and generalized. 
 
Crystalline silicon based cells have two basic disadvantages: Technology is already very 
mature and performance cannot be improved significantly, the material costs associated 
with relatively thick cells. This issue has been exacerbated in the last years, because of 
the growth in photovoltaic industry has induced a shortage silicon raw material 
feedstock supplies. In response, companies that process ingots, wafers, or cells have 
enhanced the production processes in order to yield better silicon utilization per cell, or 
by reducing directly the quantity of feedstock needed. This can be achieved by reducing 
the thickness of the cells (without losing quality).  
 
Second generation photovoltaic or thin films are a first disruptive photovoltaic 
technology. They may not need to use silicon as active material (or just in little amount 
of the so-called amorphous Silicon a-Si), but other materials such as Copper Indium 
Disselenide (CIS) or Cadmium Telluride (CaTe). They are made via vacuum deposition 
process (epitaxial growth) able to produce layers of semiconductor materials only a few 
micrometers thick. This process creates more pure material with higher rates of sunlight 
absorption –so cell thickness can be kept up-to 2 orders of magnitude thinner than 
silicon based ones, resulting in remarkable cost benefits. While thin-films are often 
deposited on glass, some manufacturers use flexible substrates which can be used in 
building integration applications (such as shingles). Thin film solar cells have a much 
higher rate of light absorption and which allows material thicknesses approximately 100 
times thinner that crystalline cells.  
 
The most significant technical barrier of these technologies is their lower module 
efficiencies, which make thin-film solar panels not suitable in applications constrained 
by space. Another issue to be solved is the development of a reliable –low cost- module 
packaging, because active materials can degrade easily if they are not correctly sealed. 
Moreover some of them use very toxic materials (such as Cadmium), therefore ensuring 
a correct encapsulation is mandatory. This becomes especially important in the flexible 
module designs used in building integration applications. And such flexible barrier 
material must be transparent, moisture proof, and affordable.  
 
Recent silicon shortage opened a window of opportunity to thin film technologies to 
start being adopted. This has been perfectly profited by First Solar, which developed a 
low-cost production process based on glass sealing, and after scaling up capacity have 
become the cheapest solar module (in terms of price/performance ratio $/Wp). Another 
peculiarity of First Solar advent is their use for utility plants: despite their lower power 
conversion area density, they are still able to offer better ROI provided the lower land 
costs of deserted areas, which reduce the need of higher efficiencies in benefit of the 
lower costs. 
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3.2.3. Summary Tables 
 
 
First Generation PV Second Generation PV Solar Thermal 
Materials Silicon based cells Thin Films (a-Si, CIS, CaTe) 
Concentrated Solar Power (no 
cells, glass tubes, water, 
molten salt) 
Performance 
Cell efficiency:  15-20% 
Champion Eff.: 27,6% 
Module Eff:  14-16% 
System Eff: 12-15% 
Cell efficiency:  10-15% 
Champion Eff.: 18% 
Module Eff:  8-12% 
System Eff: 6-10% 
 
Modular 
Reliability 
Versatile 
Most mature and avialiable 
technology (90% of the 
market) 
Minimal O&M Costs 
Close to achieve Grid Parity 
Best cost, best ROI 
Can be shaped at any form, 
any size, in module or in 
flexible films 
Used to empower little 
applications (pocket 
calculators, watches) 
Used for building 
integration 
Larger scales (>50MW) 
Thermal storage (molten salt) 
Possibility to Hibridize with 
gas / coal power plants Advantages 
No emissions, clean energies 
Coincidence with peak output and demand 
Expensive 
Storage for stand alone 
applications needs batteries 
Silicon shortage 
Close to theoretical 
efficiencies (cannot be 
improved much) 
Scaling up capacity is cost 
intensive 
Not able to achieve bulk 
generation costs 
Little performance 
Some technologies are based 
in very pollutant materials 
(Cadmium) 
Large scale markets could 
result in shortage of 
materials (Indium, 
Cadmium) 
High initial investment needed 
Transmission/distribution 
systems need to be developed 
to transport power 
Needs high amounts of water 
Needs to compete with 
wholesale electricity costs 
Disadvantages 
Intermittent source of energy (sun) 
Expensive  
Table 2: Main Characteristics of Silicon, Thin Film and CST Technologies 
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3.3. Technological Description of Photovoltaic Concentrators 
3.3.1. Introduction 
 
Given the main weaknesses of described solar technologies, concentrated photovoltaic 
technologies are aiming to provide a low cost solution (main challenge for solar 
technologies) by offering highest performances (the Achilles point of thin film 
photovoltaics), using less amount of active material (main constraint for cost reduction 
in Silicon technologies), with still lots of potential improvements (unlike maturity of 
Silicon) and in a more flexible way (with less capital investments needed to start a plant 
–unlike CSP). (Swanson, 2000) 
 
How are concentrating photovoltaic technologies seeking to achieve those conditions is 
going to be described in the next section, focusing in how do CPV systems work and the 
different involved technologies. This overview envisages providing general explanation 
of the different CPV designs and solutions and their main characteristics in terms of 
performance, used materials, etc, and will help to understand later on the competitive 
advantage assessment. 
 
3.3.2. Third Generation: Photovoltaic Concentrators 
 
The concept of Photovolaic Concentration is similar than the concentrated solar power. 
Both magnify the light with optical devices (such as lenses or mirrors). The difference is 
that in CPV focused light is not used to generate warmth, but directly onto a receiver 
based in photovoltaic cells in order to convert it directly into electricity. By doing this 
more amount of light are reaching the cells, so the panels generate more electricity. The 
main disadvantages are the added complications given by the optical devices, including 
the fact that only direct light (DNI) can reach the cells. Therefore, tracking systems are 
needed to keep cells aligned with the sun throughout the day. And the higher the 
concentration, the more restrictive conditions for 
the trackers. The other challenge, is the generated 
heat (which is used in the CSP technologies) that 
has to be removed in CPV systems. 
 
 This approach is being pursued since more than 
30 years (Luque, 2007), because the needed 
amount of active surface can be dramatically 
reduced when replacing it with cheaper optics. 
And this give concentrators  potential cost 
advantages. (Swansson, 2000) 
 
However, given the the added complexity of these 
systems, and their added costs associated with 
integrating the optics and cells, accurate tracking 
systems, etc. entailed such high failure risks that 
prevented the technology to start being adopted 
and to reach the manufacturing scale needed to 
offer cost-competitive solutions. (Luque, 2007) 
Figure 11: Source (Amonix) 
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In the recent years this conception has changed. The advent of high efficient 
multijunction cells used in spaceships has hyped the CPV systems. The main reason is 
because they are able to bypass theoretical performance limits of traditional silicon 
cells, adressing the other challenge: the learning curve. Including them in a system 
permit the design the photovoltaic systems able to provide more power output in a given 
area. (Swanson, 2000). 
 
3.3.3. Definition of Involved Technologies in the CPV Value Chain 
 
Main technologies used in a CPV system are the Solar Cells, Optic Devices, Heat Sink 
and Balance of Systems. 
 
 
Figure 12: Main Technologies Involved in CPV Systems Value Chain.  
(Solar Systems, Concentrix, Sol3G, Entech, Spectrolab) 
 
One of the main characteristics of CPV technologies is the big variety of their designs. 
Thus, the common definition of terms covering all the possibilities has been a 
challenging issue for the standard developers. (McConnell and Ji, 2007). Hereby has 
been collected most relevant terms: 
 
Concentrator: “a device using concentrated sunlight.” 
 
Concentrator cell: “a PV device used under 
concentrated sunlight” 
 
Concentrator optics: “optical devices that increase 
light intensity, filter the spectrum, modify the light 
distribution, or change the light’s direction. 
Primary optics face the sun directly, whereas 
secondary optics receive concentrated light.” 
Figure 13: CPV Terms (McConnell, 2007)
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Usually solar cells, optics and heat sinks are integrated in to a receiver: 
 
Receiver: “A receiver is an assembly of one or more PV cells that accept concentrated 
sunlight and incorporate the means for thermal and electric energy removal” (IEEE-
1513/D9). 
 
“Concentrator receiver is a group of one or more concentrator cells and secondary 
optics (if present) that accepts concentrated sunlight and incorporates the means for 
thermal and electrical energy transfer.”(IEC 6208) 
 
Several receivers (or just one, depending on the size of design) are usually integrated in 
a CPV module, those in an assembly (or CPV System) which can be placed together in 
an array field (or CPV power plant)15. 
 
Module:  
 
“A CPV module is the smallest, complete, environmentally protected assembly of 
receivers and optics, and related components such as interconnects and 
mounting, that accepts unconcentrated sunlight” (IEEE P1513/D9) 
“In the case of a large CPV module and receiver, a receiver section is a portion 
suitable for specific tests. (IEEE-1513/D9) 
 
“Concentrator module is a group of receivers, optics, and related components that 
accepts unconcentrated sunlight. It is usually prefabricated as one unit and the focal 
point is not field adjustable. A sub-module is a physically stand-alone, smaller portion 
of the full-size module” (IEC 6208) 
 
Assembly: “Concentrator assembly: a group of receivers, optics, and other related 
components that accept unconcentrated sunlight. Unlike a concentrator module, all the 
above components would usually be shipped separately and need some field installation 
and the focal point is field adjustable. A sub-assembly is a stand-alone, smaller portion 
of the full-size assembly.” (IEC 6208) 
 
Analogously, standard photovoltaic based technologies are assembled into panels, 
arrays (and subarrays). 
 
Subarray: “The part of an array assembly that can be considered as a unit and whose 
output is some fraction of the array output” (IEC 61277). 
 
Array: “A mechanically integrated assembly of modules or panels together with support 
structure, but exclusive of foundation, tracking apparatus, thermal control and other 
such components, to form a DC power producing unit” (IEC 61277). 
 
Array field: “The aggregate of all solar photovoltaic arrays within a given system” 
(IEC 61277) 
 
All the different components will be further described in the following section. 
                                                 
15 It is also important to mention that those definitions root from PV standards. They have been recently 
revised  in the specific standard for CPV systems: IEC 61508 which provides more accurate definitions. 
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3.4. Solar Cells  
(Materials, Performance, Efficiency, Costs & Future Technological Advances) 
 
Concentrating photovoltaic systems are aiming to provide the highest electricity output 
per given area. Hence, required cells need to be exclusively made with the best quality 
semi-conductor materials that give the highest conversion efficiencies. Most common 
materials used are: 
 
- Silicon (Si) – specifically high efficiency single-crystal Silicon cells. 
- III-V group elements 
 
 
Figure 14: Schema of Cells Technologies for Concentrators 
3.4.1. Silicon Solar Cells for Concentrators 
 
Silicon is not meant to be an optimum material for achieving best conversion efficiency. 
Due to physical properties of the material only a very specific are of the sunlight 
spectrum can be converted into electricity (see figure 7) –resulting in relatively low 
conversion efficiencies. Silicon cells champion designs have not improved anymore in 
the last 15 years (see figure 11) and efficiencies are relatively close their theoretical 
limit efficiencies16 of a 40% (Emery et al. 2000). Moreover, due to thermal properties of 
silicon, performance falls considerably with higher temperatures -around 0,5% per ºC 
(Rubin et al. 2007). This is especially relevant with higher concentration devices since 
all unused energy transformed into heat need an effective heat sink to reduce overall 
system working temperature in order to maintain final expected performance of the 
system. However, Silicon based solar cells are the ones with longest learning period, not 
too far from the technological maturity. Thus, cells technologies (including 
manufacturing processes) have been optimized throughout the last years and the 
production have been scaled-up. Nowadays, silicon based cells offer a very developed 
and available technology ready to be implemented. For this reason the majority of the 
first designs, prototypes, modules, arrays and concentrator plants were made and tested 
based on Silicon solar cells. 
                                                 
16 Fundamental limit of Silicon material was presented by Shockley and Queisser (1961). Luque (2007) 
states the fact that cell efficiencies are approaching this theoretical SQ-limit, to be one of the main 
reasons for not having a faster learning curve –as cost reductions cannot come anymore from better 
performing cells. 
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Figure 15: Area of Sunlight Spectrum Used by Silicon and Structure of Typical Silicon Cell 
(Swansson, 2003) 
 
Summary Table: 
 
Indicators Silicon Cells 
Materials Silicon 
Performance/Efficiencies 15-16%  (for poli-crystaline Silicon) 
17-18% (for mono-crystaline Silicon) 
Champion Efficiency 27,6%  (See Back Point Contact Silicon Cells) 
Theoretical Efficiency Limit 40% 
Optimum Concentration Not adapted for concentration (low) 
Thermal Properties -0,5%/º  
Price 0,09 €/cm2 
Future Technological Advances See Back Point Contact Silicon Cells  
Table 3: Indicators of Silicon Cells 
3.4.2. Back Point Contact Solar Cell (BPC) 
 
The back point contact cells structure was firstly proposed by Schwartz (1977), 
developed by Swanson (1984) at the Standford University and improved by Sunpower 
(Sinton et al. 1986) and later on by Amonix (Yoon and Garboushian, 1993). They 
consist in a set of alternate p+ and n+ dots to which emiter and base contacts are placed 
both at the back part of the cell (C-Rating, 2000). This structure has following 
advantages: 
 
- Since dense metal grids are placed at the back part of the cell, shadowing is 
avoided, so more irradiance can reach cell surface and consequently higher 
conversion efficiencies can be achieved. 
- Electrical properties are enhanced: a lower series resistance is obtained and the 
effect of base series resistance is avoided. 
- Physical properties are enhanced: The strong recombination in the heavily doped 
zones is lowered as their size is reduced to small dots (points). 
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Figure 16: Structure of a Back Point Contact Cell (Swansson, 2003; Blakers, 2007) 
 
As a result, final efficiencies not only increase, but cell structure and material purity is 
also prepared to withstand the higher solar fluxes necessary for maintaining 
performance under higher concentrations. (Blankers, 2007; Gordon et al. 2007)  
Nowadays this approach accounts the efficiency record for Silicon cells of 27,6% at a 
concentration of 100 suns (Slade and Garboushian, 2005) –both and in the laboratory 
and in final mass production.  
 
Summary Table: 
 
Indicators Back Point Contact Silicon 
Materials Silicon 
Efficiencies 27,6% (but in working conditions 26%)  
Champion Efficiency 27,6% 
Theoretical Efficiency Limit 40% 
Optimum Concentration Low-Mid Concentration: 100-250x 
Thermal Properties Same as Silicon cells 
Future Technological Advances Not expected (close to efficiency limit). 
Improved manufacturing processes 
Table 4:  Indicators of Back Point Contact Silicon Cells 
3.4.3. III-V Multijunction Cells  
 
As it has been stated before efficiency of silicon cells are able to convert only a part of 
the sunlight spectrum (due to physical properties of the material). Fortunately 
photovoltaic effect appears in other materials apart from Silicon, and they are able to 
convert different bandgaps of the spectum, such as the ones from the 3rd and 5th columns 
of the periodic table (such as Gallium Arsenide –GaAs, Gallium Indium Phosphide –
GaInP- and Germanium –Ge). These materials are grown in complex layers by an  
reactor (MOVPE17) in a semi-automatic controlled process. 
  
These cells have achieved much higher efficiencies than any other approach. And it is 
not by chance. The main reasons are: (Kurtz, 2009) 
 
                                                 
17 Metal organic vapour phase epitaxy 
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- The highest theoretical efficiencies (even higher than the SQ limit up to 86%) 
may be achieved if semiconductor materials are chosen to match the spectral 
distribution of the sun. (Emery et al., 2000) 
- Several active materials (with a range of bandgaps) matching this distribution 
can be placed together in a (multiple junction) cell. 
- The compound semiconductors used in these cells are direct-gap materials and 
can be grown with near-perfect quality. 
 
 
Figure 17: Area of Sunlight Spectrum Used by III-V Cells and Typical Structure (Bett et al, 2007) 
 
 
Figure 18: Multijunction Cells’ Description (Spectrolab, 2002) 
 
The multijunction approach has been described extensively in the literature: their 
advantages for powering CPV systems (King, 2007; Olson et al, 2007; Luque, 2006; 
Luque 2007; Swanson, 2000 cited by Kurz, 2009), energy payback (Peharz, 2004; 
Kinsey, 2008),  among other 140 papers –that had been written till 2005 (Solanki and 
Pimpalbar, 2005). 
 
Due to the quality and the expertise needed, highest-efficient III-V cells have always 
been the most expensive option -around 150 times more expensive than silicon (Rasello 
and Renzetti, 2007), and production was always done in little amount of kW. As the 
only feasible commercial option, multijunction cells were firstly developed for 
powering spaceships and satellites, as they seek best performance cells and they are not 
limited by costs. 
 
However, CPV systems uses little amount of active area compared to standard systems. 
Especially in the highest concentration designs active surface is reduced to the range of 
500-1000 times (as much as concentration factor). This fact enables the choice of III-V 
cells to empower the systems, as they may turn to be a more cost effective, even when 
cells are more expensive than conventional ones. (King et al. 2005). 
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Moreover, nowadays multijunction technology is still far away from their physical limit 
of efficiency, unlike Silicon cells. The latter ones are close to technological maturity, 
and new developments did not translate into significant performance increase –which 
has stayed stable in the last 20 years). On the other hand, III-V cells keep on improving, 
and year by year new champion devices are announced. (figure 18). R&D efforts have 
kept improving projecting a pathway beyond 40% efficiencies (King et al. 2005, 2007), 
having already achieved efficiency records of 40,7% (Spectrolab), 40,8% claimed by 
NREL18, and nowadays champion device 41,1% of sunlight conversion at the 
Fraunhofer Institute19. Those laboratory efforts are permanently bridged and transferred 
to the industry20. Cell producers claim commercial efficiencies of 37-39% and present 
promising roadmaps forecasting efficiencies of 42-43% to be achieved in short term, 
such as Spectrolab (Jones, 2008), Azur or Emcore (Iannelli, 2008) among others21. 
Some projects are aiming to top efficiencies up to 50% in a (not that) longer term22 
(Barnett et. al, 2006 and 2007). Most remarkable is the fact that these developments do 
not only appear in the laboratories, also big efforts are done to foster the technological 
transfer to bring them commercially.(Kimbis, 2008). 
 
 
Figure 19: Historic Summary of Champion Cell Efficiencies for Various Photovoltaic Technologies 
(McConnell, 2008 published by Kurtz, 2009. NREL) 
                                                 
18 Claimed in August 2008.  
http://www.semiconductor-today.com/news_items/2008/AUGUST/NREL_140808.htm 
19 Claimed by Fraunhofer ISE, as a result of the FULLSPECTRUM European Project. See Appendix 13 
20Collaboration with Greenvolts started in March 2009: 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/03/greenvolts-nrel-collaborate-on-
commercializing-imm-multi-junction-solar-cell?src=rss  
21 For example Spire Semiconductor, also trying to develop together with NREL 42% efficient triple 
junction cells: http://www.pv-tech.org/news/_a/spire_and_nrel_partner_on_42_three-
junction_concentrator_solar_cell_develop/   
22 Project VHESC is involving main Universities and some industry players investigating best pathways 
for  achieving highest efficiency cells . It has been strongly funded by US Defense Department (DARPA) 
and project accounting 100 Million $. Barnett et al. (2007) reported already a record efficiency of 42,7% 
by unifying Multijunction III-V cells together with Thermophotovoltaic cells using  a spectral splitting 
dichroic optics approach.  
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Another physical characteristic that has been demonstrated (both in laboratory as on 
field) are the better thermal properties of III-V (Siefer et al., 2005; Kinsey et al. 2008; 
Cotal and Sherif., 2006; Lasish and Verlinden, 2007). Performance gets less 
compromised at higher temperatures compared to Silicon. Understandable if the latter 
make less use of sunlight spectrum, so more unused energy is later on converted into 
heat. This fact has permitted multijunction based CPV systems with less restrictive 
thermal management. 
 
Summary Table 
 
Indicators III-V (Multijunction) 
Materials Elements from the III and the V column of 
the periodic table such as: Gallium arsenide 
(GaAs), Gallium phosphide (GaP), Indium 
phosphide (InP) 
Performance / Efficiencies 26% (GaAs) 2-Junction 
35-39% (Multijunction) 
Champion Efficiency 41,1%  
Theoretical Efficiency Limit 86% 
Optimum Concentration 500-1000 x 
Thermal Properties -0,17%/º  
Costs 10-15 $/cm2 
Future Technological Advances Quantum Dots, 4 Junction, 5 Junction 
Table 5: Main Indicators for III-V Multijunction Cells 
 
3.4.4. III-V Thermophotovoltaic Cells (TPV) 
 
TPV cells are able to convert secondary thermal radiation, reemitted by an absorber or 
heat source, into electricity. Thermophotovoltaic approach is a technology theoretically 
able to convert the whole spectrum in electricity, especially the infrared part. 
 
 
Figure 20: Basic Structure of TPV Cell (Shellengarger et al. 2004) 
 
Usually TPV approaches are made of Gallium Antimonide (GaSb) material and 
performed by dichroic lenses able to split the sunlight spectrum in different bandgaps, 
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into different active layers, and it can be a complementary approach together with 
Multijunction solar cells23. 
 
Even if TPV cells are not a new technology, they are still under development phase and 
–maturing in the shadow of III-V cells. (Schwartz, 2005). Main players within this 
approach are Ioffe Institute in Sant Petersburg, and Jx Crystals in US. 
 
3.4.5. Summary Tables 
 
Rear Point Contact Silicon Cells III-V (Multijunction) 
Last technological evolution of (mono) c-Si Use of materials of III and V  groups in the periodic table (e.g. GaAs) –not silicon. 
Increase efficiency of the cell by bringing the 
electrical contacts to the rear side of the cell 
and therefore increasing the active surface. Up 
to 27,6% 
Enable conversion in different wavelength 
bands of sunlight spectrum and achieve highest 
commercial efficiencies (35-39%) 
Mono Si more mature technology, close to 
theoretical limit 
Champion efficiencies have been growing in the 
last years, and expected to grow over 50% 
Performance degrades with higher 
temperatures 
Higher bandgap -> better temperature 
behaviour 
Silicon Based Cells (Mono, Poli, etc) cope 
about 90% of cell market share. 
III-V Technology was nursed in Space 
Applications’ Markets and stayed too expensive 
for terrestrial applications 
Better Fit for LCPV still used in HCPV Better fit for HCPV applications 
Table 6: Cell Characteristics Comparisons 
                                                 
23 For example earlier commented DARPA founded VHESC project. 
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3.5. Cooling Systems 
 
Heat is a serious issue when it comes to concentrating photovoltaics, or CPV. The 
efficiency of cells degrades at high heat and can damage, and conceivably destroy, 
equipment at extremely high temperatures. 
 
The heat sink is the receiver component responsible for dissipating excess heat 
produced by concentrated sunlight. The physical property that enables the removal and 
the diffusion of the heat from a solar cell into the surrounding atmosphere is convection. 
 
It can be achieved in an active or in a passive way: 
 
 
Figure 21: Schema of Cooling Systems 
 
Active cooling is normally made by the active induction of a fluid (such as water) or a 
gas (such as air) which is capable of absorbing or releasing heat and moving around 
(forced convection). Thus, heat is transported and removed through the movement of 
the heated fluid / gas. (C-Rating, 2002) 
 
Active removal of the heat could seem the most appropriate option because at lower 
temperatures better performances could be achieved (and lower costs per unit). But the 
problem of active cooling is the added complexity of the system which adds higher 
costs than the efficiency benefits (Marti and Luque, 2003). Moreover, reliability of the 
system may get challenged, if the flow of the cooling fluid fails. In that case whole 
receiver could be lost, burned or melted by overheating –or in the best case, 
performance would drastically fall. Therefore, active heat sinks may also need a special 
attention in maintenance –which may add further costs.  
 
For point focus dish (wider) receiver systems, active cooling is compulsory –since cells 
do not have the necessary space between them to release the heat. As well, older designs 
based in Silicon, used to have some kind of active cooling system, due to the higher 
performance losses of the cells. Nowadays, water systems are being implemented for 
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devices combining electricity and thermal harvest24. As well it raised some interest in 
electronic/ microelectronic industry –more experienced in this field. 
 
On the other hand passive heat sinks are able to cool down the cells using the natural, 
non-forced, movement of a fluid (natural convection) or just by the thermal dissipation 
properties of the substrate materials (that for example can be copper based25,  
aluminium26, etc). They may require a higher initial investment –depending on the 
materials used, but thereafter will function for ever –keeping the system design more 
simple. This is the option used in most of single cell point-focus devices, because the 
more-distant cells can provide the necessary heat exchange area for the cooling. 
  
The cooling of concentrator cells poses one of the major problems in CPV systems 
because good thermal transmission and good electrical insulation are required 
simultaneously. Even like that, there is not much research in this issue (Solanki and 
Pimpalkar, 2005). In fact, the majority of nowadays designs rely on passive systems, 
even though in a future, as concentration rate raises to higher levels an active approach 
may be needed again.  
 
Summary Tables: 
 
 Active Cooling Passive Cooling 
Mechanism Cooling made by forced induction 
of a fluid or gas (Water or Air) 
Materials with high dissipation 
properties (Copper plates) 
Application Used in large point focus receiver 
designs and in some old silicon 
based systems 
Used in single cell point focus high 
concentration receiver designs and low 
concentration ones 
Advantages Better temperature performances 
Needed for highest concentration 
systems and for large point focus 
receiver designs 
Waste heat can be used for solar 
thermal applications 
More simple, reliable and cheaper 
Disadvantages More complexity, added costs and 
less reliable 
Less efficient –could not be able to cool 
higher concentration systems 
Table 7: Heat Sink Indicators 
                                                 
24 Zenith Solar, D.i.sp, Absolicon, see Appendix 11 
25 Emcore system 
26 Arima Eco system 
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3.6. Optics  
 
Optics is used for magnifying the sunlight onto the cells. It is a crucial component since 
characteristics and requirements provided by the optical elements will compromise 
significantly the final performance of the complete system. The first constraint is the 
fact that optical devices (the ones that magnify light more than 10 times) to do not work 
with diffuse light, they can only concentrate direct insulations (DNI). This is the reason 
why CPV systems cannot work in cloudy locations. Normally the quantity of direct 
light is around 75-80% of the total light.27 The need for normal insulation, adds another 
complexity: the need for trackers to follow the sun during the day and throughout the 
seasons. And the precision needed for this tracking is given –again- by the optical 
characteristics: the acceptance angle. With narrow angles of acceptance the system will 
be more prone to get misalignments / mismatching errors, and therefore suffer related 
performance losses. The acceptance angle is directly related to the concentration factor 
(exact formula is shown in the appendix 5) in a way, that the more concentration, the 
less acceptance angle, and therefore more precise trackers will be needed. Relaxing the 
accuracy conditions of higher concentration systems is one of the challenges in the 
pathway for cost reduction. Other important factors are the uniformity of light reaching 
the cell (and that could damage them) (Nilsson, 2005) 
 
 
Figure 22: Schema of Optical Designs 
 
Looking at the schema of optical designs (Figure 22: Schema of Optical Designs) first 
thing that comes is the number of different existing approaches. Many shapes, materials 
and systems has been tested throughout the history of CPV. There are two main 
approaches that have been developed: the ones where the optical concentration is 
                                                 
27 This is an important issue that has been addressed in the performance-rating tests, how to define 
Standard Conditions for CPV. General consensus agrees with rating them at test light-flux of 800 W/m2 
(80% of the standard for CPV) 
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carried out by lenses (refractive concentration) and the ones using mirrors (reflective 
concentrators). Specially the first one is the most widely used in CPV designs.  
  
Other more advanced concepts using compound optical elements, others are seeking 
hybrid approaches where reflective and refractive elements are combined in a two-stage 
system. Further optical concentration techniques have also been pursued: luminiscent, 
dichroic - spectral splitting, holographic, prismatic lenses, etc. They of them are going 
to be described next. 
3.6.1. Refractive Concentrators 
 
The optical refractive concentrators can be Fresnel or classical lenses. Fresnel lenses are 
made by projecting the lens surfaces onto a plane or curved sheet in such a way that the 
rays encounter the same slopes as in a conventional lens, and therefore are similarly 
refracted (C-Rating, 2002) but with the advantage that they keep being more compact 
(than traditional continous lenses). Lenses are normally made of plastics (e.g. acrylic 
such as PMMA) or glasses. (Swansson, 2003). Main advantages for the use of plastics: 
they are cheaper and lighter, than glass. However, plastics are meant to degrade faster 
due to soiling and even though durability has been demonstrated in accelerated testing 
(such as IEC 6208), they still have to be demonstrated on-field real conditions. Any-
case they are meant to be replaced after some time if they get degraded –and still be a 
cheaper option. Thus, system design should be ready for it. There’s one approach 
(Concentrix / SolarTec) where they use an all-glass built module / lenses. Other 
advanced designs are described later. 
 
 
 
Figure 23: Fresnel Lens Vs Continuos Lens (C-Rating, 2002) 
 
Figure 24: Refractive Optics Examples (Concentrix, 2004) 
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3.6.2. Reflective Concentrators 
 
These are the designs that use mirrors to concentrate the light. Different reflector 
materials have been used, such as silvered glass and various types of aluminised 
surfaces. Also some plastic materials have been tried. The reflectivity of aluminium 
over the wavelength of interest for Si cells is 85%. For silvered glass this value can be 
as high as 90 to 95%. New interferential reflectors made of plastic films are promising 
higher reflectivity materials for concentration, able to get adjusted to the relevant bands 
of the sunlight spectrum28. Thus, reflective concentrators may be able to achieve higher 
optical efficiencies compared to refractive types. However, the challenges regarding 
uniformity of the concentrated beam have hindered the development of reflective 
designs. (Swansson, 2003). 
 
 
 
Figure 25: Reflective Optics Examples (Solar Systems, 2003) 
 
Advanced 2D Designs: 
 
These are the ones that have two-dimension geometry (with the first dimension 
following the aperture entry direction and the second, the receiver plain). Three 
dimensional collectors are possible by means of rotational or linear symmetry of the 
same 2D designs. The use of free-form concentrators has been investigated (Benitez et 
al., 2007; Winston et al. 2009) and may enable to create collectors with optimum 
increased acceptance angles. However, they would add increased production costs, and 
reduce deployment flexibility. Usually for being able to scale up to bigger sizes they 
have to be made by compound reflector systems. Different design options are the 
Compound parabolic (CPC), the Compound hyperbolic (CHC)29, the Compound elliptic 
(CEC), among others. Another approach for scaling up the concentrations is through 
heliostats pointing to a central tower –in a similar way than the solar CSP towers, 
replacing the heat by a cell receiver. 
3.6.3. Hybrid Designs (Reflective & Refractive) 
 
These are the designs that combine several stages of refractive and reflective devices. 
The main reason for that is to relax the acceptance angle restrictions provided by the 
optics, and therefore reach higher concentration rates without compromising the overall 
system complexity. Examples for that are the Refractive & Reflective (RX), the 
                                                 
28 Such as Alanod’s Miro SUN reflector: http://www.alanod-
solar.com/downloads/MIRO_SUN_test_report_engl_090428.pdf  
29 also called “trumpet” concentrator 
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Refractive & Reflective & Internal Reflection (RXI), the reflexive & Refractive & 
Internal Reflection (XRI) or Total internal Reflction & Refraction (TIR-R) (see figures) 
 
 
Figure 26: Schema of RXI Concentrador (C-Rating, 2002) 
 
Figure 27: RXI Example (SolFocus, 2006) 
 
Figure 28: TIR-R Design (Isofoton, 2003) 
 
Figure 29: Different Optics Layouts: Fresnel without Secondary, Fresnel with Secondary, 2-Stage 
Cassegrain Mirror, TIR-R,  XR Optics and RXI Optics (Rubio, F., 2009) 
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3.6.4. Luminescent Concentrators 
 
Luminescent optics is a non-imaging device for collecting and concentrating light 
energy. It is essentially a planar optical matrix embedded with a luminescent dye 
reflective on one side. Photons incident on the LC are absorbed by this dye at molecular 
level. These luminescent centers may then emit new photons, a large fraction of which 
are trapped within the LC and guided to its edges by total internal reflection.(C-Rating, 
2002) 
 
 
Figure 30: Schema of Luminiscent Concentrator (C-Rating, 2002) 
 
3.6.5. Dichroic / Spectral Splitting  
 
The Spectral Beam splitting devices try to make a more efficient use of the broad solar 
spectrum by dividing it into different energy ranges. This can be achieved by means of a 
dichroic filter which split the Sun’s spectrum into two or more parts and point them to 
the most suitable cell-part.(Martinelli et al, 2005). 
 
 
Figure 31: Schema of Dichroic Optics (C-Rating, 2002) 
 
Usually TPV approaches are performed with dichroic lenses able to split the sunlight 
spectrum in different bandgaps, into different active layers, and it can be a 
complementary approach together with Multijunction solar cells. 
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3.6.6. Prismatic Covers 
 
The prismatic covers are used for deflecting the light away from the cell metal fingers to 
allow a more efficient use of incident light. They were firstly used by Entech, that 
already patented a design using such covers in the 90ies. 
 
 
Figure 32: Schema of Prismatic Optics (C-Rating, 2002) 
 
3.6.7. Holographic 
 
Holographic optics is able to simultaneously perform concentration and spectral beam 
splitting by means of light diffraction effects. These are created by photosensitive 
holograms that select spectrally the light, collecting and concentrating the selected band 
that is transmitted through internal reflection to the cells. Transmission of the sunlight 
should be assured by the use of highly transparent materials. Their limitations are the 
fragility of those materials (water soluble) that need to be completely encapsulated, and 
the fact that only a partial band gap of the spectrum (about 100 nm) is concentrated 
(leaving the rest of the light without concentration). Hence, only low factors can be 
achieved and it is not clear whether they could be used in III-V cells systems.  
 
Although progress has been made from their first appearance in 1981, the general shift 
for multi-junction based high concentration systems left this approach aside from 
mainstream solutions. The advantages, lower concentration may allow saving (25-75%) 
silicon cells, and still maintaining the same power output of a traditional PV module. 
Moreover they are passively tracked –so the final product keeps being a simple module, 
with more flexible application than the higher concentration systems. Given these 
advantages one firm has managed to reach notable attention.30  
 
                                                 
30 Holographic Solar. A novel approach to concentrating sunlight could cut solar panel costs. 
http://www.technologyreview.com/read_article.aspx?ch=biztech&sc=&id=16736&pg=1  
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Figure 33: Schema and Example of Holographic Concentrator (C-Rating, 2002; Prism Solar) 
 
3.6.8. Secondary Optics 
 
Optionally CPV systems can have a second concentration stage usually known as 
secondary optics, and is has been used and described in many design approaches (Ries 
et al. 1997; O’Gallagher and Winston, 2001; Jenkins, 2001). This optical device gets the 
concentrated beam and conditions it for a better matching with the receiver. With them, 
CPV systems can achieve better acceptance angle, mismatching errors are reduced and 
collected sunlight is focused on the solar cells in a more uniform way. The only 
negative effect is the fact that optical efficiency is slightly reduced by the increasing 
number of components. The secondary can be mechanically integrated in the receiver or 
can be an independent component of the module. Normal shapes are inverted pyramids 
or internal reflection prisms. Other free-form optimum designs have been proposed –
such as the Kohler integration design (Cassarli, 2001; Born, 1975; James, 1989) 
 
 
Figure 34: Example of Secondary Optics Design (Sol 3G) 
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3.6.9. Summary Tables 
 
Finally some data has been collected with the main indicators of performance of the 
different commercial and R&D approaches and designs. 
 
Manufacturer Description Geometric Concentration
Acceptance 
Angle 
Optical 
Efficiency 
SolFocus-
Gen1 
2 Aplanatic mirrors + 
homogenizing prism 650 +/- 1,2º 70% 
SolFocus-
Gen2 
Solid micro-concentrator 
concept 650 +/- 1º 81% 
UC Merced 
2 mirror reflective design with 
tertiary glass lens and Kohler 
integration optics 
650 +/- 0,75º 70% 
Boeing XR (Primary mirror + secondary non-imaging lens 1000 +/- 1,9º 81% 
Amonix Fresnel Lens + Reflective inverted pyramid secondary 250 / 500 +/- 0,7º 85% 
Concentrix 
Solar 
Silicone film Fresnel lens on 
glass, no secondary optics 500 +/- 0,5º 81% 
Sol3G Square Fresnel lens + Secondary glass pyramid 476 +/- 0,75º 80% 
Energy 
Innovations 
Square Fresnel lens + 
secondary glass pyramid 1200 +/- 0,4º 74% 
Sharp / Daido 
Steel 
PMMA dome-shaped Fresnel 
lens + glass kaleidoscope 550 +/- 0,9º 83% 
Isofoton TIR+R reflective secondary optics 1000 +/- 1,3º 80% 
Table 8: Optical Features and Designs (Winston et al, 2009) 
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3.7. Balance of Systems (BoS) 
 
By themselves, modules or arrays do not represent the complete CPV system. Other 
structures are needed to point the modules towards the sun, inverters to convert and 
condition the direct-current electricity produced by modules into alternate-current for 
feeding it in the grid. Batteries may also be recommendable for storage of electricity to 
use it when is more needed. All these items are referred to as the "balance of system" 
(BOS) components. 
 
3.8. Tracking Systems  
 
Most relevant Balance of System technology for photovoltaic concentrators is the 
tracking system. With standard flat-plate photovoltaic systems, power output can be 
increased significantly -around 25-40%31 (Appleyard, 2009). With CPV systems they 
may be compulsory: As it has been stated earlier, the inclusion of optical devices sets a 
limit in the incoming light that reaches the cell: Only direct solar irradiation (DNI) 
coming from exactly perpendicular direction – with a little tolerance given by the 
acceptance angle of the optics. Therefore, CPV system must be permanently aligned 
throughout the day in order to follow sun’s apparent daytime motion in order to keep 
the direct sunlight always focused on the cells. (Luque-Heredia, 2007). 
 
A tracking system is a mounted structure usually made from steel where the CPV 
modules can be mounted in a sunlight collecting surface which stays constantly 
illuminated, always aligned with the sun. Positioning is made by a mechanical drive that 
which is operated electronically by a tracking control system ensuring an optimum 
aiming of the collecting surface towards the sun. 
 
Most relevant indicators for the tracking systems are: 
 
- The accuracy of the tracking mechanism: It is especially important, unlike 
tracked standard photovoltaic systems, concentrated photovoltaic arrays need to 
be very precise in order to avoid mismatching errors –if the light gets 
concentrated in a different point not only the cell performance declines, but it 
may compromise durability of the system due to overheating. Accuracy needs to 
be at least better than the optics acceptance angle (usually defined as the off-
tracking angle at which power output drops below 90%). (Luque-Heredia, 2007) 
 
- Stiffness and elasticity: Given the size and weight of concentrating photovoltaic 
arrays, wind load can be a limiting factor. Maximum stiffness should be kept 
within the sub-degree range, in order not to induce further acceptance-angle 
losses. Those factors set a limit in the maximum wind load that the system can 
withstand –e.g in the 10- to 20-m/s range (Luque-Heredia, 2007). Under 
stronger wind conditions usually tracking systems also have a security position. 
 
- The torque of the tracking system: Accuracy restrictions play an important role 
as well in the mechanical drive, as the resolution of movements needs to ensure 
                                                 
31 http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/06/solar-trackers-facing-the-sun 
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the high position resolution requirements. This means that it will need jointly to 
provide an accurate speed control and low backlash and at the same time be able 
to withstand the usually heavy payloads of the complete system. 
 
- The power requirements for the tracking motors: Obviously if the main objective 
is to maximize the final output of the system, power consumption of the tracking 
system itself should be kept to the minimum. 
 
- Cost Requirements. It is the other main constraining factor, given the fact that 
CPV technologies endeavour to lower final electricity generation costs. In the 
appendix 6 an example of cost curve for tracking devices is shown.  
 
Past experience CPV systems have shown that it is extremely difficult to implement 
successful sun tracking systems –as they have shown to be the cause of some failures 
(Schmela, 2000; Lepley et al. 1997), even more, when cost constraints are standing 
overall system requirements. Even in industry experts do not foresee tracking systems 
as a major challenge, operation failures and periodic maintenance is recognized to be 
the cause of lower performances and higher final costs (Kurtz, 2009). In spite, the 
stabilization of this component has been defined as the “Achilles Heel” and a challenge 
to overcome in order to achieve a definite industrial deployment for CPV systems 
(Swansson, 2003; Luque-Heredia, 2007; Hering, 2005).  
 
 
Figure 35: Schema of Tracking Control Systems and Movement Designs 
3.8.1. Tracking Control 
 
The type of tracking control can be: 
 
- Closed-loop, when the tracking is controlled actively by a set of light sensors 
integrated in the system structure. These analogue sensors are usually a couple 
of PV cells that are able to control the tracker’s driving motors through their 
unbalanced shadowing or illumination. This has been the approach used in early 
designs. Closed-loop control systems present a set of challenges, as their aiming 
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accuracy depends on the precise installation of their sensors. And even when this 
operation is well done, strain may eventually modify the relative position 
between the tracking structure and the sensors, resulting again in loss of 
positioning accuracy. Moreover, analogue devices are very dependant on 
external conditions, clouds or any kind of shadowing, dirt or dust may avoid 
direct light to reach the sensors, which can significantly reduce tracking 
accuracy –to the point of losing completely the sun position. 
 
-  Open-loop: The appearance of cheaper microcontrollers motivated the use of 
open-loop systems. These are systems with software based tracking algorithms. 
They do not physically seek the sun position, but rely on the digital computation 
of a set of precise astronomical (ephemeris) equations. As in the closed-loop 
case, a precise installation is compulsory. However, with the open-loop control 
accuracy is needed not only in the sensors but in the whole the concentrator 
system (regarding the orientation of the complete structure and the correct 
mounting of the position sensors), precision which is unlikely to be achieved in 
field, this being the major source of tracking errors for this approach. On the 
other hand, open-loop systems have the advantage of avoiding the problems 
with external weather conditions. 
 
- As it has been stated before, with the restrictions given by the optics accuracy 
becomes one of the most important factors in tracking systems. Both systems 
open and close-loop entail a set of challenges regarding precision that could 
make them fail to cover CPV system requirements. Therefore, hybrid 
approaches have been developed. They include tracking algorithms with self-
learning realignment technologies based on analogue sensing. (Arboiro et al, 
1997). These advanced systems are made to ensure their performance over time, 
able to correct both miss-alignments given in the construction of the system and 
the sensors, and keep neutral towards weather conditions, making the perfect fit 
for CPV tracking systems. 
3.8.2. Summary Tables 
 
Closed Loop Open Loop Hybrid 
Accuracy constrained by 
the precise installation of 
the sensor 
Accuracy constrained by 
the precise installation of 
the whole system 
Dependant of external 
weather conditions 
(clouds), dust, dirt, etc 
Independent of external 
conditions 
Better Overall Performance
Table 9: Tracking Control Issues 
3.8.3. One-axis Tracking 
 
They are commonly used with low concentration designs. They are the perfect fit for 
line focus parabolic trough designs such as Euclides with mid concentration factor up-to 
40 suns (Arboiro et al., 1998; Rubio, 2009). Normally one axis can be used strictly only 
with mirrors, because the not perfect alignment cause lenses degrade non-meridian light 
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(in spite, only possible approach using lenses would be the linear low concentration 
ones). 
 
Main advantage of one-axis trackers is its simplicity (comparing to the double axis 
designs). They are usually mounted in low profile structures able to withstand better 
wind conditions. As well installation, operation and maintenance is easier, because it is 
installed close to the floor. 
 
Several options for the rotation axis were mentioned in the C-Rating project (C-Rating, 
2000) and described by Swansson (2003) 
 
- Vertical 
- Horizontal east-west 
- Horizontal north-south 
- Polar (tilted from the horizontal at an angle equal to latitude) 
 
3.8.4. Two-axis Tracking 
 
This is the option needed for almost all the other higher concentration designs (up-on 
60x) in both refractive or reflective design options. Two axis tracking systems 
maximize the power output of the systems as they are able to follow the position of the 
sun throughout all the day long.  
 
The tracking structure can also be made in different designs. Four types of support 
structures have been introduced (C-Rating, 2000; Swansson, 2003): 
 
- Turntables 
- Frames 
- Pedestals 
- Racks 
 
The most common designs are the pedestal. Also turntables have been introduced as 
they can be mounted in a lower profile being able to withstand better the wind –losing 
instead area performance. 
 
3.8.5. Static 
 
Nowadays static mounts are only feasible for lowest concentration systems (below 5×) 
(Luque-Heredia, 2007). In the future static concentrators with higher ratios may appear, 
as more advanced optical concentration techniques develop, for example the ones 
making use of luminescence, holographic or light-guide optics. Other prototypes based 
in bifacial cells have also been investigated (Swansson, 2003). 
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3.8.6. Summary Tables 
 
 Static 1 Axis Tracking 2 Axis Tracking 
Concentration 
Only suitable for lowest 
concentration designs 
(less 5x) 
Only suitable for 
low/mid concentration 
designs 
Required in systems 
with high concentration 
(above 10x) 
Design 
Advanced optics may 
be needed 
(luminescent, 
holographic, light-
guide) 
Higher concentrations 
suitable for line focus 
reflective designs (up to 
40-60x) 
The only option for any 
other higher 
concentration design –
specially the ones using 
lenses. 
Performance ------ Output electricity increases 27-32% 
Output electricity 
increases 35-40% 
Table 10: Tracking Movement Issues 
 
3.9. Other Balance of Systems 
 
A set of different technologies are also needed in order to use the final system. Given 
the fact that electricity output provided by photovoltaic is in form of DC-power, 
inverters are needed to convert to AC for connecting the system in the grid –or to adapt 
it to the electrical requirements of the application empowered by the system.  
 
For stand-alone applications the system should be always ready to work. Since 
photovoltaic systems are only able to harvest the sun during daylight (and if the 
conditions are favourable), stand-alone systems are required to include batteries to store 
the electricity ensure the power supply in the moment that it is needed (not only when it 
is sunny). 
 
All these other systems may not be seen as critical bottlenecks, neither as technological 
problems –in fact they are already established technologies (used in average PV 
systems, among others). Most of the studies just skip them (as they are not an intrinsic 
part of a CPV system)32, as they just belong to a more general approach for PV power 
plants. However, the fact is that they are may be adding extra-costs, which sometimes 
are not accounted. 
 
                                                 
32 For example, Solar America initiative CPV projects focus on the development of specific BoS for CPV 
technologies and manufacturing processes. Only strategic research agenda includes specific guidance. 
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3.10. Types of CPV Systems: Classification by Concentration 
 
There is a big diversity for concentrating photovoltaic designs. In general photovoltaic 
concentration systems can be classified according to the ratio between the receiving 
(primary lens) and converting (active) areas33, being the latter the one covered by solar 
cells, relation that being always greater than unity, is known as geometric 
concentration. Another typical measure for concentration are the “suns”. It is calculated 
by dividing the average intensity of the focused light on the active area with the 
standard peak solar irradiance (1000 W/m2).(Swansson, 2002). 
 
Classifying CPV systems by their concentration rates results in two large families each 
one with very different features and characteristics: Low Concentration and High 
Concentration. A third approach –Mid Concentration- stands between both, even though 
it has not been widely undertaken. 
 
 
Figure 36: Types of Concentration 
 
3.10.1. High Concentration 
 
These are the systems able to magnify the sunlight up-to more than 200-300 till 1000-
2000 times. The maths go like following: The more concentration, the more electricity 
output per active area will be offered and more semiconductor material can be replaced 
by cheaper optics. However, due to the high concentration systems become more 
complex: With concentration the more restrictive become the optics for catching the 
sunlight (less acceptance angle) –unless advanced optical designs or secondary optics 
devices are used. Thus, a more precise alignment with sun will be needed (in order to 
get the direct sunlight irradiation (DNI)) –given by especially accurate 2 Axis tracking 
systems. Also thermal management becomes an issue since the higher is the 
concentration the more heat is generated, therefore some kind of cooling systems may 
be needed to be implemented in order to protect cells from overheating (and getting 
burned). 
                                                 
33 The active cell area is the region of the cell that is designed to be illuminated. Unlike in most standard 
PV systems, the entire cell need not be illuminated by the primary lens in order to keep conversion 
efficiencies 
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3.10.2. Low Concentration 
 
These are the systems with little optical concentration (less than 10 times). Unlike their 
higher concentration brother they are usually more simple designs compared to their 
high concentration brothers. Usually they can be mounted in 1 axis tracking systems or 
even in static panels. Using multijuction cells would be too costly. Instead, they can 
make use of more mature silicon cells. These systems are envisaged to be less profitable 
compared to high concentration ones, but given their more simplicity they may be able 
to be implemented and reach the market more easily. 
 
3.10.3. Mid Concentration 
 
Mid concentration are somewhere in the middle between high and low (between 10 and 
100x). This approach has not been adopted widely –only early experiments were using 
such concentrations, because silicon cells were not able to withstand higher 
concentration levels without losing performance. First attempts to deploy commercial 
CPV systems were in this range (50x). Actors following this design argue that they can 
achieve better performances than low concentration ones without the technical 
difficulties of the higher concentration systems. Sceptics think the contrary: this 
approach is adding complexity that is not really paid off by amazing performances. 
Nowadays, only Entech, old time survivor and a couple of new entrants are developing 
such systems. 
 
3.10.4. Summary Tables 
 
High Concentration Low Concentration 
Typical concentration rates: 200-1500x 
 
Typical concentration rates: 2-10x 
 
High efficient III-V cells 
 
Back (Rear Point) contact Si cells  
 
Complex Systems (Trackers, Optics, 
Cooling Systems, Bigger Sizes) 
 
Easier Systems that may be able to be 
mounted in static panels or 1 tracking 
systems 
Usually Ground mounted –even though 
some low profile tracking systems try to 
focus in roof-mounted 
May enable the creation of more efficient 
roof-mounted systems. Also used in ground 
mounted systems. 
 
Enable the creation of profitable Solar 
Power plants 
 
Till now were used for Solar small plants. 
Already some existing products for (mainly 
industrial) rooftops 
Table 11: High Concentration Vs Low Concentration Characteristics 
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3.11. Types of CPV Technologies by Design. Reference Concentrators 
 
The other way for classifying CPV systems is through the focus shape, i.e the form how 
the light is concentrated, with can result in various designs with different features. 
Normally light is focused in a line of irradiance or in a point34. Depending on the 
technologies used, designs (of how this line or point shape is created) may differ 
significantly. Therefore, at the C-Rating project several reference types were chosen and 
described as representative of most of the existing (more mature) CPV technologies. (C-
Rating, 2002). 
 
 
Figure 37: Schema of CPV Focus Designs 
 
3.11.1. Type I: Point Focus Designs 
 
They are also called rotational, due to the rotational symmetry of the collectors. They 
are the systems focusing the beam into a point and stand as the most common type of 
design: Individual lens or mirrors focus the light to a single cell.  
 
This was the design preferred for the early systems (Sandia, Martin Marietta, etc), with 
concentration ratios that did not reach more than 50x. Nowadays, it is still used in 
higher concentrations to feed multijunction cells (Amonix, Emcore, etc). This design is 
very flexible may include (apart from the cell and optics) an integrated receiver with 
heat sink, interconnections with the neighbour cells, secondary optics, light 
uniformizers, prismatic covers, light confinement devices, etc. 
 
3.11.2. Type II: Large Area Point Focus 
 
This option is the case of rotational design that focuses the sunlight in a relatively large 
“bidimensional” area of high irradiance, for example in large (compound) parabolic 
                                                 
34 In the appendix 5 several examples are shown 
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dishes or central tower. Optical designs have rotational symmetry. In order to avoid 
optical losses and convert more light the whole focus area must be covered by 
contiguous cells. 
 
The receiver will consist of the so-called bidimensional “parquet” of cells. These cells 
must be special, avoiding contacts on its front side to reduce optical losses. 
Alternatively the receiver must include a kind of prismatic cover to prevent the focused 
light to damage the interconnections and wires between cells. 
  
Main difficulties for this design is the fact that cells are so close between them that only 
way to dissipate heat is through active cooling. Moreover, solar beam has the added 
difficulty related to light uniformity and requires very precise tracking. This system has 
been mostly tried in the deserted areas of Austraila35 where a biggest CPV project based 
in solar tower is being held, and the Negev in Israel36 where active heat removal is 
being profited for thermal applications. 
 
3.11.3. Type III: Line Focus Designs 
 
This approach consists in focusing the sunlight in a line. In order to collect all the light 
at the receiver, the cells must be mounted also as a continuous strip without any gap 
between them. The receivers then consist in several cells, usually series connected, that 
stay aligned under the focus line. Optical designs have usually a linear symmetry. 
 
Due to its characteristics linear focus designs cannot reach too high concentration 
factors –which would result in constant misalignments of the sun, but they are 
especially convenient for lower (and mid) concentration designs (up-to 60 suns). 
Typical approaches are the 2-5x low concentration V-Trough systems designed at ZSW 
(Archimedes), or the Euclides project (see appendix 13), which was based in a line of 
parabolic troughs similar to the ones used in CSP technologies. For the lower 
concentration approaches single axis tracking can be used. For mid concentration, such 
as the fresnel lens linear mid-concentration systems from Entech double axis tracking is 
needed. 
 
3.11.4. Type IV: Static Designs 
 
They are the ones emulating a flat panel, where tracking is carried out in a “passive” 
way due to special properties of the optics or cells. This can be done with advanced 
optics –such as luminescent concentrators, holograms, light guided37 or with the 
inclusion of bifacial cells. Only lowest concentration options may enable static designs.  
 
3.11.5. Type V: Mini Point Focus Designs 
 
                                                 
35 By Solar Systems 
36 Zenith Solar among other experiments from the Ben Gurion University. 
37 Due to the immaturity of these technologies they were actually excluded for the análisis in the C-Rating 
project (C-Rating, 2002) 
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This is a special case of point focus design, where optics-cell sizes are smaller and may 
be integrated not in a single cell-optics receiver, but directly to a bidimensional module. 
They may be done with advanced optic designs (2 stage cassegrain, TIR-R) that enable 
a significant size reduction, and keeping (or even raising) concentration rates. The may 
have advantages not only in the performance, but miniaturization results in lighter 
smaller modules. Hence, tracking systems requirements are relaxed –having to 
withstand less weight, logistics becomes easier, and the automatization of 
manufacturing processes may become easier. Most advanced systems are using design 
of the Flatcon technology or Solfocus. 
3.11.6. Summary Tables 
 
CPV Type Optics Cell Assembly 
Cell 
Type 
Concentration 
Ratio 
Cooling 
System Tracking 
Type I: 
Point Focus Fresnel 
One cell or 
beam splitting 
Silicon 
III-V 
50 < C < 500 
C > 500 Passive 2 Axis 
Type II: 
Large Area 
Point Focus 
Parabolic 
Dish 
Central Tower 
Parket of cells Silicon III-V 150 < C <500 Active 1 Axis 
Type III: 
Line Focus 
Linear Lens 
Parabolic 
Trough 
Linear array of 
cells 
Silicon 
III-V 
15 < C < 60 
60 < X < 300 Passive 2 Axis 
Type IV: 
Static 
Non-Imaging 
device 
Advanced 
optics 
Usually linear 
array of cells Silicon 1,5 < C < 10 Passive Static 
Type V: 
Mini Point 
Focus 
Small lenses 
RXI devices 
Small 
Parabolic / 
Cassegrain 
Single cell Silicon III-V C < 800 Passive 2 Axis 
Table 12: CPV Designs Main Characteristics (Lagunas, 2008, C-Rating, 2002) 
 
 
 
Figure 38: Different Design Examples for CPV Technologies (IEEE, 2002) 
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3.12. Summary Tables 
 
Parameter Present Status (NREL) 
Present &Short 
Term 2007-2013 
(SRA) 
Future Goal 
2015 (NREL) 
Future Goal 2013-
2020 (SRA) 
Back Contact Si Efficiency 
(Champion Device) 
20-26% 
(27,6%) 22-26% 
22-26% 
(28%) 22-26% 
III-V Cells Efficiency 
(Champion Device) 
35-37% 
(41,1%) 
35-38% 
(ca. 40%) 
42% 
(48%) 42% 
Cells Costs 10-15$/cm² (0,3-0,5$/Wp) 0,3-0,5€/Wp 
$3-5$/cm²  
(0,1-0,2$/Wp) 0,2€/Wp 
Optical Efficiency 75-85% 65%-80% 80-90% 85%-90% 
Optics Costs **** <0,5€/W, (<20€/m²),  **** 
<0,1-0,3€/W 
Secondary:<0,20€/stk
BoS-Tracking Systems 
Costs 
BoS-Inversters Costs 
**** 
From 700€/m² 
downto 100-
150€/m² 
Inverters: 0,3-
0,5€/Wp 
**** 
<100€/m² 
0,1-0,2€/Wp 
Inverters: <0,3€/Wp
Commercial System 
Efficiency 17% >25% 29-36% Ca. 30% 
System Durability 5 years >20 years 20 years 20 years 
CPV System Costs 7-10$/Wp 6,5€/Wp to 2,2€/Wp <2$/Wp 2,2€/Wp to 1€/Wp 
Power Generation Costs >30c$/kWh **** <7c$/kWh **** 
Table 13: Summary Table of most Important Indicators for Performance, Efficiency and Expected 
Costs (SRA, 2006; NREL, 2008) 
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Chapter 4: Industrial Framework & Industrial Evolution 
 
4.1. Introduction 
 
So far main technological aspects have been depicted. What about the industry? This 
chapter aims to describe CPV (-not only technological, but-) industrial evolution. 
Knowing the way it has developed it is crucial for addressing the way the opportunities 
were seized, and the challenges that had to be overcome, and in a way to understand the 
future possibilities. Thus, main historical milestones have been collected from the 
advent of CPV technologies till nowadays.  
 
4.2. First Designs, Prove of Concept (1970-1980) 
 
The idea of photovoltaic concentration is not new. It has been around almost as long as 
the thought of commercial flat plate PV (Gordon et al, 2007). Oil crisis of 1973 
stimulated the governmental funding for energy research, first through the National 
Science Foundation’s Research Applied to National Needs programme, then through the 
Energy Research and Development Administration, and finally through the 
Departement of Energy (DOE) which was created in 1977 (Swansson, 2003). Their 
main task was the investigation of alternative ways to produce energy, including many 
photovoltaic technologies, which till that moment had been only used in little niches 
(Hegedus and Luque, 2007)38. Among them started to be developed the first theoretical 
designs, prototypes and prove of concepts on photovoltaic concentration (Rabl, 1976). 
Experiments held in Sandia Laboratories and Spectrolab (under Sandia’s tuition) in mid 
70es demonstrated prototypes of 1kW (Burgess and Edenburn, 1976) and 10kW of 
point focus fresnel lens based CPV arrays (Donovan, 1978). They used a closed-loop 
control tracking system in order to follow the direct sunlight which was focused 40 
times onto a silicon cell. Those designs were immediately followed by several 
experiences in Spain, Italy and France (UPM’s Ramon Areces Array, PCA’s Ansaldo 
and LAAS Sophocle). (Hegedus and Luque, 2007; Pizzini et al., Giufrida et al, 1980). 
Given the promising results of these early approaches Department of Energy (DOE) 
developed a plan where 17 different CPV concepts were evaluated in the Sandia Lab. 
The most promising 8 designs where further funded for developing a prototype test. 
Among them, reflective troughs achieved 5-10% efficiencies, while point focus fresnel 
approaches topped up to 12% (Burgess, 1978). 
 
Regarding the development of high efficiency cells, it also started triggered by the oil 
crisis. Utility companies, concerned with the energy supply formed Electric Power 
Research Institute (EPRI) in 1974, an industry consortium aiming to promote high 
concentration photovoltaic systems as the best technological option for utility future 
plants. Research was held at the Stanford University, and early years’ focus on 
Thermophotovoltaic cells’ development was abandoned due to technical difficulties. 
(Swansson, 2003).  
 
                                                 
38 And PV history box in Appendix 3 
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4.3. First Pilot Plants, No Commercial Success (1980-1990) 
 
The result of last decade investigations in concentrator technologies was already 
reviewed in early 80ies (Boes, 1980; Boes and Shafer, 1981). Point focus approaches 
were found more convenient than reflective ones due to the latters’ difficulties for 
achieving uniform light-beams. Most promising two approaches among the tested 
prototypes were scaled up to larger systems: Entech built a line focus fresnel system in 
the Sky Harbor in Phoenix and in the Dallas Airport (Arvizu, 1986), while Martin 
Marietta built 350kW point focus fresnel based plant in Saudi Arabia -called 
SOLARES. Despite the efforts, those systems did not manage to achieve the expected 
efficiencies (stayed around 11-13%) and cost targets (as they were aiming for 2$/Wp)39 
for the threshold needed for bulk power generation. (Boes, 1982). Although they were 
not unsuccessful, and SOLARES was operated for an extended period of time of 18 
years (Swansson, 2003), they experienced significant performance losses due to the 
immaturity of the designs which caused the system to work under overheated conditions 
(among other problems) and they did not manage to find commercial continuity. In spite 
of that, CPV development continued during the 80ies (achieving remarkable system 
efficiencies of 14-15%) within the nursing programme of Sandia Lab. Advances were 
done in the field of CPV optics and few more demonstration systems deployed by 
Entech.(Swansson, 2003).  Late 80ies, status of CPV program was further reviewed by 
Boes (1988). 
 
Regarding the research in high efficiency cells the EPRI/Stanford collaboration shifted 
focus towards silicon technologies. Highest efficiency records for Silicon cells were 
achieved in the frame of this programme with the Back Point Contact technology. 
(Sinton, 1986). These were maturing years, when some designs could not be tested due 
to the instability of the cells in mid 80ies. (Gruenbaum, 1988). Later on in 1989, a stable 
version of such cells was transferred to the industry, to Amonix and SunPower 
undertaking their manufacturing. (Swansson, 2003) 
 
In the mid 80ies another research line in high efficiency cells started showing success: 
the III-V cells, which developed by Varian, GaAs single junction technology ramped up 
from 26% efficiencies of 1984 to 29% in 1989. (Swansson, 2003). This approach was 
eclipsed by the appearance of the Multijunction cell with a 31% efficiency record that 
lasted over more than a decade. (Gee and Virshup, 1988) 
 
A complementary approach was presented by Isofoton in Spain, spun off the Solar 
Energy Institute of the Polytechnic University of Madrid. Lead by Professor Luque the 
concept of bi-facial cells for static low concentrating systems was developed. (Luque, 
1977). However, it neither met cost requirements for further development and Isofoton 
changed focus towards the commercialization of standard silicon cells for solar panels. 
(Swansson, 2003). 
 
4.4. First Commercial Approaches and Failures (1990-2000) 
 
Till this point, CPV technologies had been under research for already 15 years, but they 
had not achieved the necessary autonomy to assure commercial success. Therefore 
                                                 
39 $ of that time, which nowadays would be 5,6$/Wp. Fulfilled 20 years after (Swansson, 2003) 
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within the Sandia Lab research framework a new programme was launched, the 
Photovoltaic Concentration Initiative. (Maish, 1991). It was aiming to promote the 
entrance of new actors developing cells and systems and enhance the existing ones. It 
comprised 4 contracts for cell development (ASEC, Spectrolab, Sunpower and Solarex) 
and four module manufacturers (Entech, Solar Kinetics, Alpha Solarco and the SEA 
Corporation). Again, despite the successful achievements of the CPV designs (reaching 
module efficiencies in the range of 19-25%) funding was cut from the DOE and the 
program was finally closed in 1993. (Maish, 1993). Only SEA Corporation (under the 
changed name Photovoltaics International) managed to find a follow-on funding in the 
PVMaT framework. (Mitchell et al, 1997). Cell manufacturers had in the space industry 
a small niche to keep their activities active. Meanwhile, Entech managed to capitalize 
the PVUSA Project (Photo Voltaic for Utility Scale Applications) (Hester, 1988), and 
the PVMaT nursing framework (O’Neill, 1995) for installing several small power plants 
in the range of cents of kilowatts of their line focus lens technology for Pacific Gas & 
Electric and other Utility companies. Results were contradictory, while O’Neill (1995) 
was showing best efficiencies and generation costs40 for the PVMaT systems; 
Townsend (1995) reported still many tracking errors in the prototype installed at the 
PVUSA which compromised significantly overall system performance.  
 
Meanwhile, in Europe held another attempt to bring CPV plant capacity to a higher 
scale. Nursed by the Framework Program 3 a prototype based in reflective parabolic 
troughs was installed and tested in Madrid in 1995: the EUCLIDES (European 
Concentration Light Intensity Development of Energy Sources) concentrator. 
Successful results showing 14% under operating light at lower costs of standard 
systems41 (Sala et al, 1996), promoted the development of a more ambitious deployment 
of the system at the ITER in Tenerife: a 480kW power plant. (Sala et al. 1998). This 
larger scale deployment meant the official entrance of the solar energy giant BP Solar in 
the CPV market as a developer of the high efficient Saturn cells. Once installed, though, 
the system also suffered reliability problems –but this time not from the tracking 
system, but from the reflectors and the module assembly. (Anton and Sala, 2007). Given 
the immaturity shown by the technology BP Solar abandoned the production of the solar 
cells. Nevertheless, even if the system was not further commercialized, this project 
represented a significant step towards maturity of CPV technologies –from which the 
main learning of running a larger scale CPV plant was capitalized in the further 
development of concentrators. 
 
There were other European funded projects during those years seeking low 
concentration solutions (like the V-Trough of Archimedes, developed by ZSW), mid 
concentration in the University of Reading (which resulted in the spin-off Whitefield 
Solar), Gallium Arsenide cells investigations. They can be found in the appendix 13, 
 
In mid 90ies another significant initiative emerged, in Australia, where the combination 
of high irradiation with the big distances opened a window opportunity for stand alone 
high performance applications. Solar Systems developed with the Australian National 
University a point focus dish CPV system, starting a long-term run which has survived 
till nowadays. (Green, 2002) 
 
                                                 
40 Where LCOE could reach 8,5-17c$/kWh at a production capacity of 10MW (O’Neill and Danal, 1994) 
41 LCOE envisioned to reach 13c$/kWh at a production capacity of 15 MW  
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Regarding concentrator cells this decade was for maturing the technology, in the niche 
of satellite industry till the moment that they were substituted by higher efficient III-V 
cells. Amonix and Sunpower stabilized the technology and arranged them to be 
produced in larger quantities at lower costs (Garbushian et al, 1994; Verlinden et al, 
1995), showing a clear milestone towards the commercialization of CPV products. 
(Gordon et al, 2007). However, these expectations were not fulfilled at that time, due to 
the little interest after the ambiguous results of all systems deployed so far –promising 
and demonstrating higher performances, but at the same time added complexities 
causing failures, and thus, lack significant funding was allocated for the further 
development. (Gordon et al. 2007). 
 
Moreover, those were the times where the take-off of standard photovoltaic system 
found a somehow unexpected direction –instead of larger scale deployments; 
governmental programmes (e.g. Germany’s 100.000 or 1.000.000 roofs program -
Jacobson and Johnson, 2004) boosted the small scale distributed systems mounted on 
the rooftop of houses and factories. Hence, subsidized nursed solar panels started to 
mushroom in those places with adequate regulatory frameworks. Resources were 
allocated in manufacturing the panels that had to feed the increasing demand of late 
90ies. At the same time the more complex CPV systems for the –at the moment 
untouched ground mounted systems were left aside. 
 
4.5. Renewed Interest (2000-2005) 
 
The state of art of CPV systems was described by Swansson (2000). They were 
presented as those technologies that had been promising the best cost-effective solution 
–but that never reached to meet the expectative of becoming commercial. A further 
drawback came when Sunpower decided in year 2000 to switch focus. They abandoned 
the commercial production of concentrator cells in order to capitalize the excellence of 
point contact technologies for creating the highest performing flat panel in the market, 
ideal product for the space constraints of rooftops. Amonix stayed as the only company 
developing a CPV product based in high efficiency silicon cells, which they have 
managed to further improve into a stable commercial record performing cell of 27,6% 
(Slade and Garbushian, 2005). Almost 1 MW of this technology has also been installed 
and tested during this decade accounting already many years of operation (Stone, 2006), 
with such success that technology was licensed to Spanish company Guascor in order to 
produce massively and commercialize it –resulting in the largest CPV capacity ever 
installed -more than 3 MW  (Rubio, 2009). 42 
 
However, back in the early years of the 20th century, despite the promise of such already 
matured cell technology, the fact was that Sunpower and BP Solar were out of the 
playground, and the only concentrator cells producer, Amonix, was not selling them out 
(but just using them for their own product development). Moreover, there was the 
common vision that flat-plate photovoltaics had reached a stand-point so close to the 
theoretical limits, where the further complexities given by CPV products would not pay 
off anymore. (Sala and Luque, 2007). These reasons pushed the general research 
towards another direction: Multijunction Cells. 
 
                                                 
42 This is further discussed later in the study 
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III-V cells had been maturing during the 90ies feeding the satellite industry. And the 
answer came already in year 2000, when NREL and Spectrolab presented a monolithic 
dual junction III-V cell with a new record efficiency 32% (Cotal et al., 2000) -enhanced 
one year after to 34%43. Most important about them was the fact that a pathway for 
enhanced performances had been unveiled by placing different active-material layers in 
a Multijunction structure. 
 
Given these improvements, CPV systems became again in the research agenda, 
contemplating the idea of multijunction cells powering the systems. However, the 
deployment of these technologies could not be immediately done, since different 
physical properties of III-V cells had to be studied for terrestrial applications. (Gordon 
et al. 2007). For that reason, a panel of CPV experts organized in 2001 the International 
Conference of Solar Concentration (ICSC), the first event technology specific 
conference that has been replicated afterwards every two years. 
 
In that stand-point many new research programmes were implemented. In the USA, the 
department of energy decided to undertake again this research direction. Guided by the 
NREL the high performance PV project was launched (Symko-Davies, 2001, 2004; 
McConnell and Symko-Davies, 2005), encouraging again the entrance of both, cell 
developers (e.g. Spectrolab, Emcore), and system integrators (e.g. Amonix, JX Crystals) 
and universities. (See Appendix 14).  
 
In Europe, a new wave of research consortiums was stimulated in the Framework 
Programme 5. The different set of projects was not only aiming to explore CPV systems 
and cells, but also to enhance specific technologies within them, like the tracking 
systems, lenses or reflectors. Moreover, other technological pathways like low 
concentration or combined heat and power were investigated.  
 
Attention had been attracted around the world: in Australia Solar Systems went on 
deploying their Solar Dish system, replacing silicon cells with the new III-V (2006). In 
Japan, a consortium arose in 2001 to investigate a CPV design44, the Syracuse project. 
They developed a dome-shaped fresnel lens system based in III-V cells, demonstrated 
better performances compared to standard photovoltaics and most important brought 
new relevant actors in the market: Daido Steel, Sharp (Yamaguchi et al., 2004; Araki et 
al. 2005). In Israel, several CPV designs were tested at the Ben Gurion University of the 
Negev, also including new concepts in combined heat and power generation or studies 
for large scale deployment of CPV systems. (Faiman et al, 2005; Kurokawa et al, 2006). 
In Taiwan, a programme for investigating cells and systems started in 2003 at the INER 
(Tzeng et al. 2005).  
 
As a result of the renewed research, not only the III-V cells were enhanced, but new 
concepts arose to increase overall system performance, acceptance angle, higher 
concentration, etc. Some examples are the TIR-R lens developed by the Politechnical 
University of Madrid, the Cassegrain Concentrator taken by SolFocus or an All-Glass 
module developed in Joint collaboration of Fraunhofer ISE and the Ioffe Institute. (Sala 
and Luque, 2007) 
 
                                                 
43 http://www.boeing.com/defense-space/space/bss/hsc_pressreleases/01_08_15_spectrolab.html 
44 Following a long term research in III-V cells that had started in 1990 
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Parallel to all the technological improvements, there was another crucial aspect during 
the first years of the new century: The unprecedented growth of the Photovoltaic 
industries, which maintained a heavy yearly increase of installed capacity. This was 
mainly because of the governmental helps (firstly introduced in Germany and Japan, 
later on in Spain). Most effective one was the feed-in tariff that ensured fixed payment-
rate for the generated electricity during 20 years. They happened to be very successful 
since they were assuring good returns of investment, especially in the larger scale 
projects. This opened a window of opportunity for ground-mounted plants for utility 
generation of electricity and –in certain cases- they started to be deployed massively –
creating at the same time a market for CPV technologies.  
 
The second consequence of the huge growth was the associated shortage of Silicon 
feedstock, which prevented PV costs to keep lowering costs and meet demand. Thus, 
technological alternatives started to be taken into consideration: mainly thin films, CSP 
and of course, CPV. 
 
For all these reasons, in the mid 00ies, investments (other than R&D) were attracted and 
started to be allocated in form of venture capital (see appendix 16) and a big variety of 
start ups started to mushroom45 offering different innovative CPV designs –many of 
them collecting the last years technological improvements. Significant cases are the 
Europeans Concentrix, spun off from the Fraunhofer institute in order to commercialize 
the all-glass CPV technology, Solartec AG that overtook Ioffe’s Institute version and 
Sol3G. In the US the number of start-ups grew up to more than 30-40. Most significant 
one SolFocus, that managed to raise more than 200 million of $ in the several funding 
rounds, and that has arisen as one of the most active and  leading CPV players 
nowadays. 
 
4.6. CPV Real Take-off? (2005 - Nowadays and Beyond) 
 
Nowadays, green-tech and renewable energies media has overtaken scientific papers 
and collected the raising attention on CPV technologies and constantly updated about46. 
The fact is that many issues have been happening in the last years. Further stabilization 
of CPV technologies has been reflected in the creation of the qualification standard IEC 
6208 (2006). Other signs of industrial maturity are the creation of the first CPV specific 
association –the CPV consortium in 2008 and the rise of CPV specific events: on the 
one side, for specific technologies in the value chain such as optics (Worksops 
organized by concentrating optics, 2007, 2009). On the other side others have focused 
not only in expertise development, but also targeted to show-cast technologies to 
potential project developers and investors (CPV Today Summit’s, 2008, 2009). 
Technological improvements have boosted cell efficiencies beyond 40% and further 
                                                 
45 Green Light » Blog Archive » 150 Solar Startups, Pt. 2: CPV (UPDATED 1/24) 
http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2008/12/04/150-solar-start-ups-part-2-cpv-780/  
46 Photon international: Hering, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 
The Rebirth of Concentrating Photovoltaics: 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2006/10/the-rebirth-of-concentrating-
photovoltaics-46295  
Old solar tech back in limelight: http://international.com.com/Old-solar-tech-back-in-limelight/2100-
11746_3-6068926.html?tag=mncol  
Cost Competitive Electricity from Photovoltaic Concentrators Called 'Imminent': 
http://www.physorg.com/news5214.html  
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projects like the DARPA (massively funded -with a budget of 100 million dollars) are 
targeting 50% (Barnett et al, 2008). This is translated in the promise of 30-35% (module 
level) and of systems 25-30%. Furthermore last generation has established usual 
concentrations of 500x, and materials are already being enhanced to achieve cost-
effective 1000x systems. 
 
Nowadays, American start-ups have found a nursing place in the Solar America 
Initiative –the programme, where the High Performance PV project was integrated. It is 
whole framework for fostering solar technologies, and that includes funding for projects 
and companies in different development stages. (SAI, Kimbis, 2008). It includes 
incubator capital for promising start ups, to settle their technology build up their pilots 
and prototypes. As well, funding and guidance is given for the most ready to be 
industrialized, in order to scale them towards commercial production. 
 
European research has been followed in the 6th Framework Programme, where the 
FULLSPECTRUM project, achieved the cells’ efficiency record. Nowadays, two new 
projects have been established in the 7th Framework programme, the APOLLON aiming 
to further investigate pathways to improve CPV systems, and the NACIR, aiming to 
settle a benchmark of current CPV technologies (at the ISFOC institute) and trying to 
establish CPV systems in developing countries (See Appendix 13). In Canada the 
SUNRISE project has been established focused in nanotechnology and development of 
III-V cells47. In Taiwan, the developed point focus system is being transferred to the 
industry48 and many entrants coming from the microelectronic and semiconductor 
industries have been attracted to enter the CPV market there (Delta CPV, Arima Eco, 
Everphoton). Investigations in Israel have resulted in the creation of Zenith Solar49 and 
MST: The first one collecting the idea of a combined heat and power technology that 
envisions to have the highest combined (electricity and warmth) energy conversion 
efficiency ever. The latter aims to develop very large scale CPV power plants in the 
Negev desert. In Australia, Solar System has been engaged in a multi-million project 
with the objective to install 154 MW of a heliostat-tower CPV concept50. 
 
Regarding installed capacity, over the last two years many projects in the range 100-500 
kW have been deployed. Up-to-date the largest III-V cell based CPV installation 
accounts 800 kW (Sol3G)51, but is likely going to be soon outperformed when projects 
in pipeline are completed52. These projects are normally contracted by institutions and 
research centres such as the recently created ISFOC, first CPV specific institute 
installing a benchmark of most advanced concepts in a global 3 MW project. Another 
such kind of solicitation is being held in Taiwan by the INER –on the way of getting 
                                                 
47 Canadian government selects two nanotechnology-based photovoltaic projects for funding: 
http://www.nanowerk.com/news/newsid=5462.php  
48 EVERPHOTON Wins Solar Tender: http://www.everphoton.com/e200kw.html  
49 Israel Inaugurates Unique Solar Farm 
http://www.energymatters.com.au/index.php?main_page=news_article&article_id=424  
50 Australia building biggest solar power station in the world: http://cleantech.com/news/242/australia-
building-biggest-solar-power-  
World-leading mega scale solar power station for Victoria: 
http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/SolarSystemsMediaRelease.pdf  
51 Sol3g completa en Flix una instalación de 800 kW (AC): 
http://www.sol3g.com/downloads/pdf/Nota_de_Prensa_Flix_esp.pdf  
52 SolFocus lands Greek deal for concentrated solar: http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-10122976-
54.html  
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1MW53. As well, utilities (e.g. ENEL54, PG&E55) are installing them as R&D 
initiatives. Further commercial initiatives are being done by turn-key projects 
engineering companies (like Abengoa), nursed by ongoing feed-in tariff and subsidy 
programmes –and the ones that are being newly launched (Ontario –Canada56, 
Taiwan57, Australia58, Korea59, China60, among others). 
 
However, the importance of a benefiting regulatory framework has been shown as a 
crucial aspect to keep maturing, as it has been demonstrated in the case of Spain61, 
where the policy change in 2008 has relaxed (and somewhat broken) the photovoltaic 
growth62. While nowadays such programmes are still arising, the day standard 
photovoltaic costs reaches grid parity those benefits are likely to gradually disappear. So 
by that moment technology has to be ready in all the aspects for becoming the leader 
(among photovoltaic solutions) in the market segment of utilities.  
 
In this last aspect is especially important the rise of competitor technologies such as thin 
films63 and CSP64, that have profited the window of opportunity of silicon shortage to 
grow as a convenient alternative –first one, as a cost-effective technology providing a 
good ROI, the latter, as a way to install larger utility plants. Therefore the outcomes of 
ongoing CPV projects are so important. If they do not manage to accomplish the 
expected results, showing (again) signs of technological immaturity65, the entrance of 
new resources could be deviated (again) away from CPV technologies, which could also 
happen even being successful, given the big momentum of thin films or CSP66 
 
Regarding this entrance of resources, the last two years it has been drastically reduced 
due to the global economical downturn produced by the financial crises. Without capital 
investments, no projects can be started, so business development gets generally 
                                                 
53 Development of the High Concentration Photovoltaic (PV) System in Taiwan: 
http://www.aec.gov.tw/english/whatsnew/article.php?n=17  
54 Cassi, 2008 
55 PG&E Adds Utility-Scale Solar Projects to Its Power Mix: 
http://www.greenvolts.com/news_and_events/press/2007/07/07/pge-adds-utility-scale-solar-projects-to-
its-power-mix/  
56 Could Ontario Be the Next Germany? 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/05/could-ontario-be-the-next-germany?  
57 Taiwan green energy industry set to boom after new law enacted: 
http://www.etaiwannews.com/etn/news_content.php?id=976574&lang=eng_news&cate_img=35.jpg&cat
e_rss=news_Business  
58 Australia to join IRENA as it announces 1GW solar program: http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/australia_to_join_irena_as_it_announces_1gw_solar_program/  
59 Korea PV Industry: A Sleeping Giant?: http://www.semi.org/en/P043116  
60 China sees the light with solar subsidy for large systems: http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/china_sees_the_light_with_solar_subsidy_for_large_systems/  
61 Spain leads 2008 solar market: http://www.cleantech.com/news/4313/spain-leads-solar-market-2008  
62 Spain: The solar frontier no more: http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/spain-the-solar-
frontier-no-more/  
63 Analyst predicts First Solar to become largest solar module manufacturer in ’09: http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/analyst_predicts_first_solar_inc_to_become_largest_solar_module_manufacture/  
64 The Rush for Gigawatts in the Desert Explodes: http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/the-rush-
for-gigawatts-in-the-desert-explodes-5483/  
65 CPV, Pt. 4: Concentrated Photovoltaic Poetry Corner With Sunrgi 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/green-light/post/cpv-pt-4-concentrated-photovoltaic-poetry-corner-with-
sunrgi-552/  
66 CPV, Pt. 1: Stuck in the Middle: http://www.greentechmedia.com/green-light/post/cpv-pt-1-stuck-in-
the-middle-510/  
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compromised and/or delayed. However, this may not necessarily harm CPV, because 
they may be able to capitalize the already ongoing nursed projects. Moreover 
comparatively to CSP, lower capital investments may be necessary to commission a 
CPV power plant. In a more general scope, clean tech industry is seen as one of the 
motors for the economical recovery67, and hence, solar industry has been also targeted 
for receiving the stimulus helps68, and could easily revert in grants for CPV. 
 
After all, the fact is that several companies have been suffering the financial downturn, 
such as Emcore, Entech69 or SV Solar70. Others have changed perspectives (Soliant, 
Greenvolts). Moreover expert opinion forecasts that most of nowadays upraised start 
ups are more likely to disappear –and only the strongest will survive. This does not 
necessarily have to be a bad sign though, but a step towards maturity, where the weakest 
are blown away and the strongest may stay and be able to reach higher goals. All this 
will be more deeply analyzed in the next chapter.  
                                                 
67 Obama Signs Stimulus Package: http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/obama-signs-stimulus-
package-5736/  
68 President Obama Announces Over $467 Million in Recovery Act Funding for Geothermal and Solar 
Energy Projects: http://www.energy.gov/news2009/7427.htm  
69 Entech suspends CSP operations to focus on next-generation products: http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/entech_suspends_csp_operations_to_focus_on_next-generation_products/  
Entech Solar cuts workforce: http://www.pv-tech.org/news/_a/entech_solar_cuts_workforce/  
70 SV Solar RIP?: http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2009/04/27/sv-solar-rip-1421/  
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Chapter 5: Analysis of the Industrial Evolution in the Frame of a TIS 
 
5.1. Introduction: Technological Innovation System 
 
How to understand the past events of the industrial evolution? This chapter aims to 
further explain the specific events and key issues of the CPV history from being a 
technological niche till the creation of a specific CPV industry. Is has been framed in 
the theory of Technological Innovation System explained in the second chapter. Hence, 
following the main agents will be described and the specific evolution of the different 
functions of the TIS will be pinpointed. Finally the main findings will be discussed. 
5.2. Main Actors 
 
Firstly, a brief description of the main actors and their main contributions will be given. 
As described in the theoretical framework these include main research institutes, the 
first mover companies and basic suppliers, institutions and networks. Only the ones that 
have a relevant role have been developed and that may help to understand the industrial 
evolution that –later on- will be briefly described. The whole amount of players can be 
found in the appendixes 11 and 12, most of them have had a minor influence so far –
because of their smaller size, less resources or a technological solution still under 
development. 
 
5.2.1. High Concentration First Movers 
 
Amonix / Guascor 
 
One of the first movers, Amonix was founded in the late 80ies in order to capitalize 
their expertise in rear point contact silicon cells (for powering satellites, and for 
terrestrial concentrator systems) -they even account the world record for silicon cells. 
Already in 1994 they had installed the first system, from which later on has been 
upgraded 6 generations (Gordon et al. 2007). Up to date, Amonix’s is the most installed 
CPV technology in the world -mainly through its Spanish subsidiary, Guascor. It is 
interesting to notice though the ambiguous outcomes that is having Guascor’s project71. 
They (together) account a production capacity of more than 15 MW per year (Rubio, 
2009). It is one of the only completely vertically integrated firms through all the CPV 
value chain (including tracking systems, modules, optics, etc). They were also selected 
in the Technology Pathway Partnership programme of the Solar America Initiative72 
                                                 
71 It is an interesting case for system deployment. They have built the largest CPV plant in the world 
accounting more than 3 MW in Villafranca, Navarra (Spain). The system is point focus fresnel - rear 
point contact cell-based. Explotaition is done by Parques Solares de Navarra. Installing such an advanced 
technology is risky, and may need some time till the systems work 100% smoothly. So their business 
model related to its exploitation seems to be even more risky: it is based on the private ownership of 
investors of single arrays. Many of them have been discussing the less than expected output results in an 
internet forum, and the possibility of taking legal actions for it. Source: 
http://www.solarweb.net/forosolar/aspectos-economicos-legales-administrativos/6300-parques-solares-
navarra-villafranca.html  
72 U.S. solar companies to split $168M in grants: http://cleantech.com/news/856/u-s-solar-companies-to-
split-168m-in-gr  
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(see appendix 10) with the objective to foster the commercialisation of viable solar 
technologies. Their recently announced a system based in III-V cells is the CPV system 
with the maximum power output (55kW per tracker)73. 
 
Solar Systems 
 
Solar power coming from Australia, they are the other long time survivors and real first 
movers. Their solution based in a big reflective point focus dish is a unique approach. 
They account almost 1 MW of installed capacity which has already been running for 
many years. They also investigated together with the ANU the possible use of their 
Solar Dishes for hydrogen production. Nowadays, they account one of most ambitious 
R&D project: a more than 300 million (Australian) dollars plant of 154 MW based in 
Heliostat Concentration Photovoltaic (similar to the solar CSP tower)74. 
 
Concentrix Solar 
 
It is one of most promising European start-ups. It founded in 2004, spinned off the 
Fraunhofer ISE75, in order to commercialize –and further develop- the FLATCON 
technology (which recently reached a 27,2% module efficiency76). It has been 
financially supported by Good Energies (after other successful investments in the PV 
field as it is nowadays major player Q-cells). Also Spanish renewable energies giant 
Abengoa has invested in Concentrix and partnered with the installation of their CPV 
technological solution in Abengoa’s solar fields77 and as a supplier of precise tracking 
systems78 for the plant deployed in the ISFOC project79. Regarding their manufacturing 
capabilities they are one of most advanced firms, with the recent inauguration of a fully 
automated 25MW production plant80. 
 
SolFocus 
 
Founded in 2004 and nursed in the PARC research centre in California, this has been 
one of the fastest growing companies, supported by Moser Baer81 among other investors 
and related industry players, have succeeded to compile more than 150 million dollar 
from venture capital firms (see appendix 16). About their technology, they are the only 
company using a cassegrain optics (developed in the University Ben Gurion of the 
                                                 
73 Amonix Introduces CPV System: 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/03/amonix-introduces-hcpv-system  
74 World-leading mega scale solar power station for Victoria: 
http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/SolarSystemsMediaRelease.pdf  
75 PHOTON International The Photovoltaic Magazine - NEW PRODUCTS: http://www.photon-
magazine.com/news/news_2005-05_eu_feat_Flatcon.htm  
76 Concentrix Solar To Launch New Generation CX-75 Modules:  http://solar.energy-business-
review.com/news/concentrix_solar_to_launch_new_generation_cx75_modules_090506  
77 Concentrix Solar successfully connects 100 kW CPV to Spanish grid 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/10/concentrix_solar_successfully.html  
78 Concentrix Solar successfully installs new tracking system in CPV power plant: http://www.concentrix-
solar.de/news/newssingle/artikel/concentrix-solar-setzt-erfolgreich-neues-tracking-system-bei-kraftwerk-
ein/6/?L=1&cHash=ccf13db11d  
79 ISFOC receives the three firsts high performance CPV plants of the world: 
http://www.ies.upm.es/index.php?id=16&tx_ttnews[tt_news]=4&no_cache=1  
80 Concentrix Solar inaugurates Freiburg CPV production line: 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/12/concentrix_solar_inaugurates_f.html  
81 http://www.solfocus.com/en/news-events/press-releases/2006-10-10.php  
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Negev). They are the first company to receive the international IEC certification82 –
which assure the reliability of their CPV system. As well they got the certification for 
installing systems in California83. Apart from the cells (which are supplied from 
Spectrolab) they also account vertical integration in Optics (recently announced a scale 
up of their manufacturing plant of optical devices84), tracking systems (with the M&A 
of tracking experts Inspira SL85). Also took part in the ISFOC initiative, and accounts 
several bigger scale projects in pipeline86. In industry level they are one of most active 
actors as they have been the main promoters for the recent creation of the industry 
association CPV Consortium. Also remarkable is their support to the University of Jaen 
for the creation of a CPV research price. 
 
Sol3G 
 
Founded in 2004, Sol3 is a Spanish based start-up. Since their creation they have 
completed a series of prototypes, compiling very transparent and detailed technological 
reports which surely have helped them to have a very consistent development. They 
have managed to scale up the production capacity up to a pilot plant of 5 MW. As well, 
nowadays, they account the biggest installed CPV power plant based on III-V cells 
(800kW at Flix) which has been covering expectations, and take part of the ISFOC 
initiative with the installation of a 400kW plant. Their reliability has also raised the 
interest of Abengoa. 
 
Arima Eco 
 
Arima was chosen for the ISFOC programme, as a representative from emerging CPV 
development in Taiwan. They are coming from the electronics industry, and they could 
be the first of a range of Asiatic companies (coming from semiconductor or -micro-
electronics) to enter the CPV market. Their technology is an average point-focus fresnel 
lens based system. They are trying to develop cell production capabilities (still getting 
them from Spectrolab). They have passed many of IEC certification tests, which they 
are likely going to get awarded soon. 
 
Isofoton 
 
Isofoton is a Spanish firm, spinned off from IES-UPM in the 80ies. Even though their 
main activity is the production of standard photovoltaic modules, they account a long 
history in R&D in CPV systems development (since 1999). In fact, their solution, based 
in a TIR-R point-focus lens is up to date one of the best regarding optical properties 
(combining the best acceptance angle combined with their concentration rate and 
reasonable optical losses). Furthermore, they are meant to (already) have a pilot 
production line with capacity for 5MW (Rubio, F, 2009), and a 700 kW power plant 
from the ISFOC framework. Up-to-date, the business unit of HCPV has been created. 
                                                 
82 SolFocus module becomes first concentrator PV product to meet IEC 62108 standard: http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/solfocus_module_becomes_first_concentrator_pv_product_to_meet_iec_62108_sta/  
83SolFocus gets California regulatory nod: http://cleantech.com/news/3547/solfocus-gets-california-
regulatory-nod  
84 SolFocus Cuts Ribbon on Expanded Glassworks Factory in Mesa, Arizona: 
http://www.solfocus.com/en/news-events/press-releases/2009-04-23.php  
85 SolFocus-Inspira Deal Funds Solar Tracker Innovation; Targets Reliability, Lower Cost and Volume 
Manufacturing: http://www.solfocus.com/en/news-events/press-releases/2007-08-01.php  
86  
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Emcore 
 
Emcore is a successful firm working on opto-electronic devices (e.g. fiber-optics), that 
have been supplying also advanced solar cells for the space industry since 1998. In the 
cells industry they account much experience and a very consistent development –
excellence that has been awarded87 and recognized with many closed deals as a 
supplier88. They also offer a CPV solution (where they have also capability in the whole 
value chain), a fresnel lens point-focus high concentration array, which was the first of 
his class product launched commercially in this new wave of CPV (early 2007). 
However, those announcements were ambiguous and in locations like Canada 89and 
Korea90, where CPV technologies do not seem to fit91. This has been strongly criticised 
as wanting to push forward an industry without being prepared. Stronger critics92 
warned93 about those announcements94 being speculative actions to influence their price 
in the stock-exchange95. The fact is that the development of the CPV solution has been 
so far a heavy investment, without returns (yet). And this firm has been also struggling 
with the financial crises, which brought lack of liquidity, having to de-invest96, re-
negotiate bank-loans97 and even cut-off 30% of workers98. Their intention is to spin-off 
the CPV department through a public offering (IPO). 
 
Daido Steel 
 
                                                 
87 Emcore wins R&D 100 award for inverted metamorphic solar cells:  
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/07/emcore_wins_rd_100_award_for_i.html  
NREL Solar Cell Wins Federal Technology Transfer Prize: 
http://www.nrel.gov/news/press/2009/686.html  
88 Space Systems/Loral awards high-efficiency solar-cell supply contract to Emcore: http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/space_systems_loral_awards_high-efficiency_solar-cell_supply_contract_to_em/  
Emcore wins $4.6m follow-up order for solar 
cells:http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/04/emcore_wins_46m_followup_order.html  
$29 million purchase orders boost Emcore's solar division: 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/07/29_million_purchase_orders_boo.html  
89 EMCORE Corporation enters into an Agreement to supply 60MW of Terrestrial Solar Power Systems 
in Ontario, Canada: http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2007&news=172  
90 EMCORE Corporation To Supply 20 Megawatts Of Concentrating Solar Photovoltaic Systems in 
South Korea: http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2007&news=174  
91 Flawed EMCORE Concentrator PhotoVoltaic System deal with the Pod Generating Group? : 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/12/flawed-emcore-concentrator-photovoltaic-system-deal-with-the-pod-
generating-group/  
92 Smells like fish in the fog : http://cleantech.com/news/2914/cleantech-avenger-imperium-rec-emcore-
emkr  
93 Where Are Emcore's Commercial-Sized Orders?: http://seekingalpha.com/article/72367-where-are-
emcore-s-commercial-sized-orders  
94 EMCORE Receives a $24 Million Purchase Order for Concentrator Solar Cells from Green and Gold 
Energy: http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2007&news=163  
EMCORE Receives $28 Million Order for Concentrator Solar Cell Receivers from ES System in Korea: 
http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2008&news=196  
95 More Explanation of the Fraud at Emcore: http://www.citronresearch.com/index.php/2008/05/21/more-
explanation-of-the-fraud-at-emcore-nasdaqemkr/  
96 EMCORE Corporation Completes Its Sale of WorldWater & Solar Technologies Corporation (Entech 
Solar, Inc.) Shares for $5.9 Million: http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2009&news=214  
97 Emcore agrees three-year, $25 million loan: 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/10/emcore_agrees_three-year_25_mi_1.html  
98 Emcore considers asset sale: http://compoundsemiconductor.net/cws/article/business/39056  
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Japanese is metal company that entered CPV industry together with Sharp through the 
syracuse R&D project. They developed several prototypes (dome-shaped point focus 
fresnel lens, concentration factor 400x and 550x, multijunction cells) and demonstrated 
promising efficiencies (Kemoku et al, 2005; Yamaguchi et al., 2004). In contrary to 
other players, they are delaying commercialization of those systems till it can be done 
with the next generation  (with more than 1000x concentration) is developed, a “lower 
but more steady approach” which does not sacrifice long term growth for short term 
headlines” (Araki, 2007). 
 
Sharp 
 
Sharp is one of the leading standard photovoltaic manufacturers. Among their research 
and development initiatives, supported by the NEDO,99 they have implemented a pilot 
III-V cell production for feeding a CPV system prototype. Still not having 
commercialized the product, they are aiming for a 1000x solution for highest efficient 
multijunction cells, by now they have developed a set of testing prototypes based on a 
700x 3kW arrays (Hayashi and Tomita, 2007). As well they are meant to have a larger 
scale on-going project at the ENEL’s testing fields. 
5.2.2. Low Concentration 
 
Entech 
 
The other very first mover of CPV technologies –already in the 90ies they already 
managed to install almost 1 MW of commercial systems. Their technological solution 
was a line-focus fresnel lens mid concentration product. They also offered a solution for 
electricity and heat generation –profiting the properties of the water based active 
heating. In a way they started in a point where conditions were not prepared, and still 
managed to survive. Investment from World Water Technologies could have brought 
new insight of expertise for the CPV-T product100, as well as for irrigation and water 
pumping in isolated places. However, nowadays they have been struggling due to the 
financial crisis, which brought to remarkable de-investments and finally to a change of 
scope101 –cutting off most of working places and stopping the commercial production 
lines in order to focus on the next generation products. Dr. Hesse, founder of Entech, 
and one of biggest visionaries for this technology in the early beginnings passed off 
recently. His work in Entech has been widely recognized102. 
 
Abengoa 
 
Abengoa is one of leading engineering firms for renewable energies from Spain. They 
expertise in supply of turnkey projects and have a strong R&D approach. They master 
in CSP power plants and have been testing solar towers. As well Abengoa has been very 
                                                 
99 NEDO (New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization) under the Ministry of 
International Trade and Industry, Japan 
100 All-in-One Solar Panels and Solar Thermal: http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/solar-panels-
and-solar-thermal-all-in-one-5484.html  
101 Entech suspends CSP operations to focus on next-generation products: http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/entech_suspends_csp_operations_to_focus_on_next-generation_products/  
102 Two Early Solar Lions - Extraordinary Men with Extraordinary Visions: 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/04/two-early-solar-lions-extraordinary-
men-with-extraordinary-visions  
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active in R&D research for CPV systems –accounting already a 1,5MW power plant 
based on low concentration technologies103. They have invested in Concentrix and 
Sol3G, not only financially, but by testing their systems in Abengoa’s facilities104 and 
becoming suppliers of components (such as the tracking systems used by Concentrix in 
the ISFOC initiative105). 
 
Solaria 
 
They have a promising low concentration approach, based in the integration of the 
optics within the cells. Founded by a Solar America Initiative project they are scaling up 
their production capacity with a 50 MW manufacturing facility in India. 
5.2.3. Cells 
 
Spectrolab 
 
Spectrolab is a subsidiary company from Boeing. Having been one of main suppliers of 
high efficiency solar cells for the satellite industry, they account a successful technology 
development story –and a promising future, having worked closely with NREL experts 
(Jones, 2008). Production capacity is meant to be more 300MW (under concentrated 
light) which could be –further- scaled up. They have avoided developing a propiatary 
CPV solution –to become main supplier of the other system integrators (Solar 
Systems106, Amonix) 
 
Azur Space 
 
High efficiency solar cells developed in Europe –Azur Space came out of German solar 
conglomerate RWE. Having supplied historically cells for the satellite industry, they 
also found a new opportunity in the development of terrestrial high efficient cells for 
concentrators. They have worked closely with leading research institutes and 
participated in several R&D European Projects. Nowadays they are supplying cells for 
Concentrix and (probably) Sol3G. 
 
5.2.4.Optics 
 
Concentrating Optics is a firm spinned-of the Philips University Marburg. They 
envisage market for fresnel lenses among other CPV optic solutions to be multi million 
dollar market in a future. Most interesting about them is their R&D networking focus –
having already organized two conferences for concentrator photovoltaic systems, which 
is very important for bridging the knowledge from university to industry. 
 
                                                 
103 From the Sevilla PV Framework Programme 5 of European Commision, see Appendix 13 
104 Concentrix, Abenoga connect solar plant to Spanish grid: http://cleantech.com/news/3773/concentrix-
abenoga-connect-solar-plant-grid  
105 Concentrix Solar: Concentrix Solar successfully installs new tracking system in CPV power plant: 
http://www.concentrix-solar.de/news/newssingle/artikel/concentrix-solar-setzt-erfolgreich-neues-
tracking-system-bei-kraftwerk-ein/6/?L=1&cHash=ccf13db11d  
106 Spectrolab to Provide Renewable Energy to Australia: 
http://www.boeing.com/news/releases/2008/q2/080414a_nr.html  
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5.2.5.Universities and Research Institutes. 
 
NREL 
 
The National Renewable Energies Laboratory of US (NREL) has been the centre-point 
for CPV R&D activities over the years. In the last decade they have dedicated a special 
focus in High Performance Systems programmes. As technology development centre 
they account many cell-efficiency records (latest of 40,8%), with the main aim to 
further on transfer those advances to the industry107 (as such as the ones with 
Emcore108, Greenvolts or Amonix). They also work as certification laboratory as a 
source of legitimisation for technological advances (such as the cell/module efficiency 
records). During latest years they have been aiming to develop CPV standards. Last 
important activity is the fact that NREL acts not only as a technological expert partners 
in the Solar America Inniciative and other R&D programmes in close collaboration 
(with the EERE) in their definition –especially regarding the scope, objectives and 
guidance 
 
Sandia National Lab 
 
Sandia is the research laboratory, where early CPV designs were developed and tested 
(as a part of very first R&D efforts). Nowadays they are more focused in the 
development of CSP solutions, but even like this they still are able to provide on-field 
testing services. 
 
Arizona Public Service – Tüv Rhineland 
 
Testing site for solar energies, they have long experience with CPV systems –as 
Amonix arrays were tested there. Nowadays they are offering certification services.109 
 
Instituto de Energia Solar – Universitad Politectnica de Madrid (IES-UPM) 
 
IES-UPM has been taking part in most of the R&D European Projects related to CPV 
since the beginning of the development of this technology (see Appendixes 10 and 13) 
and nowadays they are meant to be biggest experts in the area (semiconductors, optics, 
trackers, etc). They account one of the first attempts to scale up CPV systems to pilot 
plant level (the so-called Euclides in the 90ies), which even though did not managed to 
attract more players and resources, the research project. From this institute many 
important companies in the field have spinned off (such as Isofoton, Inspira SL). Latest 
effort has been the creation of the ISFOC. 
 
Fraunhofer Institute 
 
Their department for Solar energy research is an other of the most important centres for 
CPV in Europe. They also accumulate long experience in R&D European project. 
                                                 
107 http://www.nrel.gov/technologytransfer/  
108 NREL Solar Cell Wins Federal Technology Transfer Prize 
http://www.nrel.gov/news/press/2009/686.html  
109 TÜV Rheinland PTL Provides World's First IEC 62108 Certificate: 
http://www.tuv.com/us/en/news_tuev_rheinland_ptl_provides_worlds_first_iec_62108_certificate.html?la
n=2  
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Among their achievements, they account record cell efficiency (as an outcome of the 
FULLSPECTRUM project). Together with Ioffe institute developed a glass-based CPV 
module (registered as FLATCON), and its commercial feasibility was demonstrated, 
which resulted in the creation of the institute’s spin off Concentrix. 
 
IOFFE Institute 
 
From Sant Petersburg, they are another of the cell-technology pioneers. Collaboration 
with Fraunhofer Institute resulted in the Sol*Con technology, licensed to Solartec AG. 
Nowadays their main areas of research are TPV materials. 
 
ZSW 
 
ZSW is a German research institute involved in the R&D and demonstration of solar 
tracking and low concentrator systems since its foundation in 1988. Their V-Trough 
design approach, developed in the frame of European projects110, resulted in the spin off 
Archimedes. 
 
ISFOC 
 
Created from the IES-UPM, this is the only specific institute created to investigate CPV 
technologies. Their mission is “to become a centre of reference that provides reliable 
information to the entire world on the power and productivity of commercial CPV 
systems” (Rubio et al. 2007). Its main aim is to leverage this technology in the path of 
commercialisation. For that reason they made an open call to CPV integrators for 
installing 3MW of different CPV technologies. When finished, it will be the largest 
amount installed in a project so far, and will represent a benchmark of systems that will 
enable the institute to further investigate them in a large scale grid-connected on-field 
working conditions. 
 
INER 
 
Institute for Nuclear Energy Research in Taiwan opened their scope towards renewable 
energies. One of the areas of research has been CPV systems –aiming to achieve a 
reliable, cheap to manufacture system and transfer the technology to their industry. 
Therefore they acquired III-V cells manufacturing equipment, and they have developed 
a fresnel lens based CPV system –first in a prototype (1kW), followed an assembly 
(5kW) and later on pilot plant (100kW and 400kW). (Yeng-Chan Tzeng et al., 2005; 
2007; Hua-You Shin, 2007). Similarly to the ISFOC initiative, an open call for 
Taiwanese CPV manufacturing firms has been announced for the installation of 1 MW 
in their test-field. Events and seminars are also being organized.  
 
5.2.6. Institutions 
 
Institutions have mainly contemplated CPV as a potential technology for the future 
among a pool of photovoltaic novelties (e.g. organic photovoltaics, quantum dots, etc). 
                                                 
110 ARCHIMEDES project „Advanced European VTrough Concentrator System for Decentralised 
Applications”, and IDEOCONTE. See Appendix 13. 
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R&D (and guidance) initiatives have been traced by the European Commission (in 
Europe)(Strategic Research Agenda, 2006), the Department of Energy -DOE (in US) 
(Solar America Innitiative, Kimbis, 2008),  the NEDO (in Japan). Legislative and 
Regulation aspects are specified by the governments of each of the countries (or the 
State governments within the US). For example in Spain all the regulatory frameworks 
appear published in the BOE (Boletín Oficial del Estado).111 
 
5.2.7. Networks 
 
CPV Consortium 
 
Not long ago, only networks and advocacy coalitions were the general renewable 
energies and photovoltaic industry ones (e.g. EPIA112, SEIA113, etc114). The CPV 
consortium is the first industry specific organization of CPV technologies, created in 
September 2008, with the aim of “steering a rapid growth of the solar industry”115 by 
setting up a collaboration framework between main players over the whole value chain -
lead by system integrators SolFocus, Isofoton, Emcore, Concentrix and Arima, cells 
developer Azur space, optics 3M, manufacturing equipment Veeco, raw material Axt 
and the research institute ISFOC. The consortium is open to accept any other interested 
firm, research institute, university or interest group. Their commitment includes the 
legitimization of CPV technologies through the definition of consensus standards 
(specially in performance rating claims, technical guarantees, safety issues), education 
and lobbying activities in order to diffuse the values of the CPV technologies as an 
aligned industry voice among interest groups and to develop a guidance of direction of 
search and further development. (Hartosch, 2008).  It is meant to be a crucial step in the 
development of CPV industry and a sign that it is moving forward to become a 
commercially viable option.  
 
                                                 
111 Such as last regulatory framework: REAL DECRETO 1578/2008: 
http://www.boe.es/aeboe/consultas/bases_datos/doc.php?coleccion=iberlex&id=2008/15595  
112 European PhotoVoltaic Industry Association (EPIA): http://epia.org  
113 Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA): http://seia.org  
114 To be found in the appendix 17. 
115 Press Release: http://www.cpvconsortium.org/downloads/cpv-cons-pr-launch.pdf  
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5.3. Functions of TIS 
5.3.1. The Creation of ‘New’ Knowledge 
 
In the early years, there was a big variety of CPV designs –covering almost all the 
existing options both reflective and refractive systems. Technologies were mainly based 
in Silicon cells and concentration ratio did not reach higher than 50 or 60x, because of 
the lack of preparation of the cells to withstand concentrated light (and related heat). 
Despite SOLERA’s experiment operating over 18 years, early technologies were 
characterized by the low reliability, mainly due to the lack of understanding of many of 
the processes involved in the technologies. 
 
As the years passed, main issues causing failures and efficiency loss were addressed, 
enhancing gradually the system durability. Reliability stayed over the years (among the 
different developed projects) as one of critical challenges to be solved. Later on specific 
silicon cells for CPV were developed enabling concentration to reach higher rates and 
higher efficient systems.  
In the last years, the main novelty has been the introduction of the III-V cells that have 
permitted CPV system to keep achieving higher efficiencies. Moreover many advanced 
optical designs have relaxed acceptance angles’ restrictions, and therefore higher 
concentration rates have been achieved. Cooling systems are one of the remaining 
challenges. Finding a material with better heat dissipation properties will enable to 
increase concentration –and enhance cell performance. Another noteworthy remark is 
the fact that nowadays there is one design that has gained a certain momentum among 
CPV integrators: The point focus fresnel lens based system.  
 
The main characteristics of the technological evolution have been depicted in the next 
figure. It shows basically the evolution of the main indicators that were described in the 
3rd chapter, with special focus in the system efficiencies, which may serve as indicator 
for assessing the overall performance. 
 
 
Figure 39: Historical Evolution of the CPV Technological Advances (Kurtz, 2009; Swansson, 2003; 
among others) 
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5.3.2. Entrepreneurial Experimentation 
 
The activities of the different firms have already been extensively explained in the 
actors’ description. Some noteworthy issues about the evolution are the last year’s 
increase of firms: On the one side big enterprises having undertaken research on CPV 
(such as IBM or HP). On the other side many start-up companies have blossomed 
fuelled by the entrance of venture capital116. These new companies are not only system 
integrators trying to commercialize a novel CPV system, but also offering specific 
products in the value chain. Thus, main suppliers offering Multijunction cells 
(Spectrolab, Emcore and Azur Space) will have a set of new competitors that will assure 
the feedstock of high efficient solar cells (Wakonda, Spire Semiconductor, Quantasol, 
Cyrium, etc). New companies have arised offering optics products such as fresnel lenses 
(Concentrator Optics), trackers (Ray-tracker, Array Technologies, Traxle, Titan 
Tracker, etc). Also remarkable is the entrance in the last years of the Asiatic companies 
(especially Taiwanese, also Korean, or Chinese). It is an important step, since they are 
coming from the micro-electronics / semiconductor industry, with experience in volume 
manufacturing processes (more than in the development of new technologies). Hence, it 
could be a sign of CPV getting mature. The whole list of companies has been collected 
in the Appendix 10. Their main products and activities are listed in the Appendix 1. 
5.3.3. Materialization 
 
The whole amount of publicly announced projects has been collected and can be found 
in the appendix 16. They are depicted (in logarithmic scale) in the next figure: the 
yearly installed capacity and the cumulative one. Noteworthy are the early projects 
(Soleras and E-Systems) which already in the early 80ies tried to seek higher capacity 
plants. Those attempts were followed during the 90ies with updated versions that did 
not manage to attract commercial attention.  
 
With the entrance of the new century a new wave of project seem to have started to 
foster the number of installations of CPV technology. Nowadays those bigger size 
projects are being triggered by research institutes (ISFOC, INER) but also for 
engineering firms (Abengoa) and utilities (Enel), and will be followed with even larger 
projects, which are already in pipe-line (Solar System Mildura Tower HCPV, SolFocus, 
Emcore, Opel Inc, Greenvolts, among others). 
 
                                                 
116 See 2.3.5 Supply of Resources 
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Figure 40: Materialisation. Yearly and Cummulative Installed Capacity (Swansson, 2003; C-
Rating, 2002; Kurtz, 2009; Press Releases) 
5.3.4. The Guidance of the Direction of Search 
 
In the first years of early development some programmes were launched for research 
such as the ones from Sandia lab, where several designs were searched and tested, or the 
Concentrator Initiative, which included the first involvement from companies. Later, 
High Performance PV projects tried to foster again the specific development of CPV 
technologies, which have been later on followed in the Solar America Initiative, where 
all projects are tracked and in order to reach expected results. (See Appendix 10). Also 
the EERE has presented a roadmap for the technological development of CPV (among 
other technologies). Some specific States within US have also undertaken some 
guidance regarding CPV technologies and their expectations (in Arizona) 
 
In Europe, guidance was mainly performed within the frame of the European 
commission framework programmes. They were more generally focused in the 
development of Renewable Energies, or Solar (such as the Joule / Thermie programmes, 
where Euclides was nursed), and guidance and control was limited to the specific 
projects. It was not until 2006, when specific set of recommendations was developed: 
Strategic Research Agenda published a whole chapter in the guidance of CPV research, 
presenting a technology development roadmap and the main issues to be addressed in 
order to reach the predicted results (SRA, 2006). Main recommendations can be found 
in the appendix 10.  
 
Asiatic initiatives include the strong commitment for solar energies development in 
Japan –where a remarkable industrial development of photovoltaics has been achieved. 
CPV development was also accounted: among their research programmes the Syracuse 
project placed together universities and firms for investigating a CPV product. As well 
in the last years, Taiwan has been trying to deploy CPV technologies. INER’s 
experiments are being transferred to the industry.  
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With the creation of the CPV consortium, important guidance based on the alignment of 
the main actors should give a positive feedback to the whole industry and a source of 
legitimacy (for instance, among their objectives: to settle standards for performance 
rating, and for CPV trackers) 
 
 
Figure 41: Evolution of the Guidance of the Direction of Search 
 
5.3.5.  The Supply of Resources such as Capital and Competencies 
 
In the early years almost all the funding for the technological development came from 
the different R&D Programmes (EPRI, Sandia Lab, European Projects or National 
Programmes). This tendency followed till the new century. High efficiency cell 
developers found in the niche market of space satellites a place to assure some revenues. 
Despite not being a large market in itself, it ensured their survival in the moments when 
R&D budget for CPV was gone (as it happened during the 90ies when the Sandia Lab 
programme was closed).  
 
With the entrance of the new century the newly found interest in CPV brought a new 
wave of capital resources. The first resource base was again the R&D budgets (High 
Performance PV, European Projects and the several National Programmes –from the 
NEDO, INER, etc). Especially the Solar America initiative proved to be effective, by 
targeting projects for the different stages of technological development (for the 
prototyping and development of pilots till the scale up of manufacturing).  
 
Parallel during the new century a new source of investments came in from of venture 
capital, which has fed the entrance of a large number of start ups. In the appendix 16 
can be found a list of the deals that have been openly published in the press. In the same 
appendix 16 can be found a figure with the solar (general) investments, where it can be 
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compared the amount of investments among the different solar technologies and the 
places where they were held. 117 
 
Regarding governmental helps, CPV could not benefit from early subsidies, which were 
more focused in small scale installations for roof-tops. However, later on, with the 
irruption of the feed-in tariffs larger scale projects became feasible. The introduction of 
the Emmision Certificates (RECs) has helped indirectly, since they are stimulating 
utility incumbents to invest in renewable energies –opening an interest to become 
customers of projects. 
 
The second requirement for constructing power plants consists in signing bank loans. 
This has been a tricky aspect till nowadays, given the uncertain nature of the so-far 
immature technologies, banks had stayed reluctant to concede loans. With the 
development of CPV standards over the last years, the risk has been considerably 
lowered –since reliability of the systems is certified. The future standard on tracking 
systems qualification will further increase power plants reliability. The circle will be 
closed when the also (under development) standard for performance rating is published. 
This will give a certain and definitive information for investors and project developers 
of the ROI that can be expected from such systems. When all this happens, loan 
agreements will be easier. 
 
The evolution has been plotted in the next figure: 
 
 
Figure 42: Evolution of the Resources Supply 
5.3.6. The Creation of Positive External Economies 
 
Early deployments were far from developing externalities. Projects were mostly 
targeting to address the technological challenges. With the irruption of European 
                                                 
117 Investments in public offerings and equity have not been tracked in this thesis. 
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Commissions Framework Program research consortiums were promoted in order to 
strengthen bonds among the different research institutes and players and therefore the 
generated knowledge could be better spread among them. Such formula has been later 
on replicated in the Solar America Initiative (especially in the Technology Partnership 
Programme). As well it has been very important the role in technological transfer of 
research institutes (NREL, INER). 
 
Other sources of creating externalities are the networking events. Apart from the general 
PV yearly conferences and exhibitions (such as EU-PVSEC or Intersolar, among others) 
several CPV specific events have already been organized. Most important so far, the 
International Conference of Solar Concentration (ICSC) is an event held every two 
years since 2001, where latest technological developments are seized. It is targeted 
basically for sharing experiences between the different players, and they have already 
reached the 5th edition. A bit more technologically focused, are the workshops 
organized by optics company Concentrating Optics, which celebrated the second edition 
this year. Since the last year a new initiative entered the playground, CPV Today, a 
private company collecting industry analysis and news, and which also organizes events 
aiming to foster the industry. Their scope is wider –and slightly more aggressive- than 
the ICSC. In their conferences they have also included other important contributors such 
as project developers or funding / project finance institutions. Moreover they have 
focused in more than European or USA audiences, but a conference was also held 
Dubai targeted for the MENA countries. A complete list of the specific CPV events is 
collected in the appendix 15. 
 
A third way has come when several companies have entered to offer products over the 
value chain (cells, optics, tracking systems). This could be a sign of maturity as several 
markets and business opportunities are being created around CPV (apart from the 
design of systems itself). Moreover, these new entrants have brought expertise in 
complementary areas (optics, manufacturing processes, etc). 
 
 
Figure 43: Evolution of the Creation of Extenalities 
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5.3.7. Legitimacy 
 
Lack of legitimacy of the technologies has been one of most important blocking 
mechanisms over the history of CPV. When a new technology arises, it is normal to 
need some time to get the acceptance of the users. Designs are not optimized and many 
pitfalls that hazard the systems have to be fixed. Exactly this happened with the first 
installations, that demonstrated the concept to be valid, but also showed many 
challenges to be addressed. Introducing high concentrations, optics, cooling, tracking 
systems, etc showed to have a complexity that made early installations operative, but 
without meeting the expected results. This has happened over and over again in the first 
20 years of development (Martin Marietta, Entech, Euclides, etc). 
 
In the end of 90ies the chance of direction of key players challenged again the 
legitimacy of CPV. Big companies stepping out such as BP solar or Sunpower not only 
limited the supply of concentrator silicon cells, but sent a message of “CPV not being 
the right direction”. Especially remarkable was Sunpower’s movement, as their Chief 
Technical Officer (CTO) is one of the biggest experts in concentrating technologies 
(e.g. having invented the back point contact silicon cells). 
 
Despite all this, development went on. Multijunction cells got a relevant acceptance in 
the satellite industry and several further projects (Solar Systems, Amonix) increased the 
experience on-field and showed finally ready-to-commercialize technologies.  
 
The other source of legitimacy has come in the last years from the creation of standards. 
In general, qualification standards help developers design their new products by 
identifying weaknesses before production and project installation. Moreover, they give 
customers the confidence that their project investments will pay off. In short, they can 
contribute immensely to a technology's successful market entry. (McConnell, 2006). 
Hence, the creation of the first recommendation in 2001 (IEEE) and standard (EIC 
6208) is a very important step in the technological development, since quality gets 
certified, enhancing legitimization of the technologies. Nowadays further standards are 
under development regarding quality of tracking systems, performance rating, and other 
equivalent from the already existing ones for PV technologies (Kurtz, 2009). 
 
However, these last years have also brought several drawbacks coming from the 
behaviour of companies. Some of them have changed strategy (Soliant, from low to 
high concentration, Greenvolts, from project developer to cell developer, Entech, 
closing production of current technologies to focus on the new generation products). 
The latter one, Greenvolts has been delaying the installation of their project with PG&E. 
Guascor has been reported by users for not meeting the electricity generation 
expectations. Emcore announced a set of huge commercial deals followed by the 
announcement of an IPO. Last years have also brought first start-up failures (SV Solar) 
–and the financial problems of other larger companies (Emcore, Entech). 
 
It takes many years to build legitimacy. Nowadays, CPV technologies have managed to 
attract general attention, therefore the results from current projects (such as ISFOC) –
and the behaviour of the companies are going to be crucial for the consolidation of CPV 
(or a new unfulfilled promise). 
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Figure 44: Evolution of the Function of Legitimacy 
5.3.8. Market Creation and Evolution 
 
Niche markets are all those areas where a technological discontinuity can find a 
competitive advantage towards incumbent technologies. They can be naturally found in 
specific applications where price is not main issue over performance or they can be 
created externally by subsidies of some kind of economical help. In the case of 
photovoltaic industry both cases can be seen. Following part of the text will give a short 
overview of their evolution and will highlight those specific areas where CPV 
technologies have found a suitable area to develop. 
 
 
Figure 45: Solar Energy Niche Markets 
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Among the different areas of application a first distinction can be found: The ones that 
make use of photovoltaic technologies stand-alone and the ones that are connected to 
the electricity grid.  
 
Off-Grid Applications: 
 
These are the niche markets coming from applications that use solar electricity as only 
source of energy. They can range from the little size of consumer electronics, the meso-
level of isolated industrial applications and rural electrification, till the biggest sizes of 
spaceships. As it can be noticed, they are all characterized by the big segmentation, 
increased by the variety of scope of the applications and their isolation. Thus, markets 
are, by definition not very big in size. However, they all share a common vision: In all 
the cases the use of solar energy is the most adequate energy option by itself. (PVPS 
Fact Sheets, 2007). Hence, the appearance of these niches even if small, managed to 
raise the interest in photovoltaic as a realistic solution and created some space to 
develop, –which is specially important at the early stages of development of a 
technology. Main characteristics of these markets are described next: 
 
- Consumer products: A variety of little electronic products such as pocket 
calculators, alarm clocks, etc, need with batteries to work. Since energy stored in 
batteries is expensive, industry started to look how solar energy could help to 
empower their products. Solar cells needed to perform that task are size and cost 
driven. On the one hand they seek big flexibility to fit into the little designs of the 
products, as well as their requirements for massive production lowest costs are 
needed. This brings traditional ingot-based crystalline Silicon out of the scope of 
this market, because of their rigid cell design and far too high costs. On the other 
hand, products do not need high performances to work, just several watts are 
enough. Thus, in this specific area, thin-films -especially amorphous Silicon cells 
(a-Si) have found their niche. 
 
- Stand-alone applications: There are many electronic devices which need to be 
empowered over isolated areas, where having to bring electrical grid would be too 
expensive and non-profitable. There is a big variety of applications, such as traffic 
(traffic lights, lighting, etc), agriculture (water pumps, irrigation systems), isolated 
antennas, etc. Size of electric plants needed is in the range of tens of kilowatts. 
 
- Rural electrification: The same concept as the industrial applications, there are 
houses or villages in isolated places where bringing electricity from the grid would 
not pay-off. This is the case of small country-houses and summer houses (in the first 
world). And in the third world and developing countries –in places where grid is not 
yet well developed, solar energy can be the only option for providing (or ensuring) 
electricity to isolated villages, schools, hospitals, etc. 
 
- Space: An important niche found for photovoltaic technologies is the creation of 
high-efficiency modules for powering spaceships and satellites. They are 
performance driven –seeking the best quality and highest performance per area, 
regardless the price. Space industry projects are uppermost cost intensive, because 
once at space, satellites have to be able to provide expected service for longest time 
–without the chance of being repaired and the only source of energy of the sun. In 
the 70ies this happened to be an essential niche for the development and 
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technological advance of silicon cells –which resulted in the 80es to the appearance 
of the rear point contact cells. In the 90ies there was a technological shift, with the 
emergence of III-V (and multijunction) technologies better prepared to provide 
higher performances and withstand space conditions.  
 
On-grid Applications: 
 
As it has been explained off-grid markets (even if important) are too little in size and 
not able, by themselves, to turn photovoltaic technologies into a mainstream option. In 
fact, nowadays, almost everything, almost everyone is connected to the electricity grid –
isolated applications are just the exception. Therefore, if photovoltaic technologies aim 
to play any role as a technological option for electricity generation, the only way is to be 
able to feed solar generated electricity into the grid. And here is the most difficult part, 
since photovoltaic technologies are not yet mature enough to offer electricity in a 
competitive way. For that reason, in contrast to off-grid markets that are self-
sustainable, grid connected markets have been created artificially with governmental 
help (through subsidies, tax exemptions and feed-in tariffs), in order to bridge the gap –
leverage technological improvements, scale up production, etc. Among grid connected 
applications two different approaches can be distinguished: rooftop panels and ground 
mounted plants. 
 
Rooftop Solar Panels: 
 
They are the ones aiming to be installed in the rooftop of buildings, in order to provide 
those buildings an additional source of electricity apart from the one coming from the 
grid. Therefore, the most important issue for this market segment is to be able to offer 
solar generated electricity at cheaper costs than the retail prices of electricity. This 
concept is called grid-parity and even though technology still most of PV panel 
producers are aiming it. According to experts it is going to happen in short term –
depending on the place- between 2012-2015, and when it happens PV industry will not 
have rely on subsidies anymore, will be self-sustained to get out from niche to regime.  
 
- Residential rooftop: Target group for this market segment are basically 
ecologically concerned mid/high class people aiming to help somehow to the 
environment, regardless the economical profit –even with governmental help, 
benefits for having such an installation are just as a little month by month –which 
only becomes remarkable after many years118. Space in rooftops is limited and 
sometimes orientation of the roof may not be optimal. Thus, best technological 
option may need to be able to yield maximum power in the limited space, but at 
the same time to be flexible to get placed/adapted to the roof. Aesthetics is also 
important. Silicon (polysilicon) based modules are the dominant technology in this 
area. 
 
- Industrial rooftop: Similar to the residential case, some industries use to have big 
surfaces in their rooftops that are starting to be seen as something profitable. Since 
systems to deploy are bigger than the residential case, they can start getting better 
benefit (economies of scale), and these systems are mostly ROI driven. As well, 
                                                 
118 For example, nowadays, it takes around 8-12 years to get the complete payback of original investment 
in solar panels 
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they are also mostly status driven actions such as the cases of Google119 or 
Walmart120. As well a special case by itself (which could be seen as an own niche) 
is the agriculture industry (farmers), which also need bigger size photovoltaic 
systems (but smaller than industrial). In all cases, ROI driven investments make 
silicon or thin-film the dominant technologies. 
 
Ground Mounted Solar Plants. 
 
They aim to use portions of land –situated normally in deserted areas- that otherwise 
would remain useless. In the last years solar parks have started to become more 
common, boosted by profitable feed-in tariffs. Higher plant sizes enable a cheaper 
deployment –compared to the rooftop options. However, they have a challenge. Solar 
power plants do not compete with retail electicity, but with electricity generation. This 
means that costs of solar electricity generation have to reach not only the grid parity, but 
the much lower level of bulk electricity (i.e the costs of generation). 
 
- Small-size utility: They are nowadays the typical solar park, which is some terrain 
of several hectares covered by solar panels tracking the sun. Their plant size 
between in the hundreds of kilowatts till a number of megawatts –with makes the 
initial investment much lower than other electricity generation options, but still 
not big enough to provide electricity to large number of population. 
 
- Mid-size utility:  In the range of hundreds of megawatts, they are able to generate 
electricity to little/mid size towns. This is typically the size of Concentrated Solar 
Power plant (which needs these bigger sizes in order to be profitable) or 
Windparks. Solar parks, more flexible in their installation, are aiming to grow 
towards these sizes. 
 
- Big-size utility: (Not a niche anymore) this is the case of the traditional 
(incumbent) electricity generation power plants, such as coal fired, combined 
cycle gas, and Nuclear power in the higher end, albe to provide up to gigawatts of 
large scale energy. 
 
Hybrid Approaches: 
 
Geels (2002) states that one of the chances to leverage the deployment a technological 
discontinuity is through the hybridisation with already existing markets. There are some 
approaches following this pathway: 
 
- BIPV: i.e. Building Integrated Photovoltaics. This approach aims to combine 
photovoltaics and architecture, by substituting the building materials and 
components (such as glass windows, walls, etc) with photovoltaic panels that are 
also able to maintain building properties of the substituted ones (isolation, wind 
                                                 
119 One of Google’s core values is to show as an ecologically friendly company. Many of their projects 
follow this vision such as the Going Green initiative http://www.google.com/corporate/green/ which aims 
to help to leverage clean energies as a future option (Greenblatt, 2008). Among these projects rooftop of 
google have been covered with panels 
(http://www.energyinnovations.com/documents/release_10_16_06.pdf ) and used in a PV monitoring 
project  http://www.google.com/corporate/solarpanels  
120 Wal-Mart To Boost Rooftop Solar At Its California Stores. From: http://online.wsj.com/article/BT-
CO-20090422-719000.html  
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protection,etc. Generally this turns to be an expensive option, suitable only for 
emblematic buildings (townhalls, skyscrapers121, football stadiums122, etc), even if 
some companies are also aiming to offer cheaper integration solutions123. 
Cheapest options of Silicon (polysilicon) and especially thin film technologies (far 
more flexible in the manufacturing) seem the best solutions. 
 
- CHP / CPV-T: CHP stands for Combined Heat and Power. Traditional way to 
profit the energy of the sun was is for creating warmth, which resulted in the  
Solar Thermal industry (for water heating, solar cooling, among others) or the 
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP, for electricity generation –through turbines or 
stirling motors). It is clear that solar panels / solar systems can become more 
profitable if they are able to provide both photovoltaic electricity and warmth at 
the same time.  
 
- Chemicals production: Heat produced in concentrated systems can also be used 
for chemical processes, such as production of Hydrogen through electrolysis 
(McConnell, 2008). This option has not been commercially used, but it has been 
investigated as a possibility for the future. Also electricity produced can help those 
high intensive power industries, to leverage demand of electricity during most 
expensive peak-use period. One example for that would be water desalinisation (as 
stated by Garboushian, 2007).124 
 
 
Figure 46: Evolution of Solar Energy Niche Markets 
 
 
                                                 
121 A Shining Solar Skyscraper for Shenzen: From:  http://www.inhabitat.com/2009/02/23/shenzen-
skyscraper-by-coop-himmelblau/  
122 Taiwan’s Solar Stadium is 100% Powered by the Sun. From: 
http://www.inhabitat.com/2009/05/20/taiwan%E2%80%99s-solar-stadium-100-powered-by-the-sun/  
123 For example, Schott Solar and their BIPV product: InDaX 
http://www.schottsolar.com/global/products/bipv/schott-indax-v-175.html  
124 As one example of application of Amonix HCPV system. 
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5.3.9. Niche Markets for Concentrating Photovoltaic Technologies 
 
Due to the special characteristics of CPV systems, they cannot fit in all the described 
markets, but only in specific ones. It is clear that due to the complexity and normally 
huge sizes and capital costs of the high concentrating systems do not make them 
recommendable for smallest applications.  
 
Offgrid approaches like rural and village electrification or industrial applications have 
been contemplated by some actors. CPV solutions have been claimed to be able to work 
stand-alone and cover the needs for needed application (Garboushian, 2007). Also third 
world and developing countries are in the scope of CPV companies. Nowadays for 
example, such approach is trying to be demonstrated within a framework programme 
project from European commission (see Appendix 13)125. Whether this comes to be an 
adequate approach (or not) still have to be proved. Many challenges have to be solved, 
such as the logistics and the on-site installation of such kind of systems, comparatively 
more delicate and complicated than average PV modules. As well, reliability issues will 
strongly challenged under such conditions of isolation, where possible failures of the 
system could probably not be solved (fast) on-site. Expertise will also have to be created 
to run the system to cover operation and maintenance needs. 
 
About the rooftop niche, the existing amount of rooftops –that could be used for 
producing electricity, and the fact that CPV systems are the ones providing better 
energy efficiency per given area (and for rooftops area is one of the limiting factors) 
brought some actors to attempt to build and develop low profile tracking systems to 
feed this market segment126, some have even tried to integrate them into a rigid 
module127. But in fact, not many systems have been developed commercially: One of 
main reasons is the other limiting factor of rooftops: their shape, which may not allow 
to place a whole set of heavy CPV modules plus tracking device. The other reason is the 
added complexity of CPV systems –motors, moving parts, which may include the need 
of permanent monitoring and maintenance, compared to the simplicity of average 
commercial PV flat modules. And it is still not clear whether the higher performance of 
the systems will in the end pay-off128.  
 
Lower concentration approaches could seem more suitable for some kind of flat 
rooftops (especially industrial)129, but they may have to integrate -as well- a tracking 
device that could encounter the same reticence as the higher concentration ones –even if 
trackers for low concentration devices are usually more simple with more relaxed needs. 
Panels based in advanced optics –such as holographic- could be the ones reaching the 
market in a near future in form of static concentrators and have a chance to leverage 
                                                 
125 Within the scope of the Nacir project there is the on-site installation of CPV demonstration systems in 
Egypt and Morocco. 
126 For example, Sol3G low profile approach with a FeiNa tracker (www.sol3g.com) or  Energy 
Innovation’s Sunflower (http://www.energyinnovations.com/sunflower/)  
127 Like Soliant approach (http://www.soliantenergy.com/) 
128 Greentech Media analyst Michael Kannellos discusses it in ‘Can a Concentrator Company Live Off 
Big Roofs Alone?’ (http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/can-a-concentrator-company-live-off-
big-roofs-alone-6101/ ). 
129 As JxCrystals rooftop low concentrator 1-axis tracked pilot plants in Shanghai, Albuquerque. See 
Appendix 11 or http://www.jxcrystals.com/SolarPV.htm . 
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more established PV modules. Apart from the holographic optics130, light guided131 or 
luminescent approaches132 could also some day result in some kind of BIPV product –
even though this is still under development and far away from being commercial. 
 
Main niche so far has been the space industry, where high efficient III-V cells found its 
place to develop. Despite not being a big market (in size), space has become a very 
important niche for the technological stabilization and field demonstration of 
Multijunction cells. Results gave legitimisation to adopt them as well for terrestrial 
applications. 
 
Regarding utility installations it is not clear yet, which technological approach will get 
imposed over the others in this area –whether thin films, high-efficient silicon or CPV –
so that the three approaches are being checked. The fact is that utilities are the main 
niche targeted by CPV. Main reasons are that CPV systems are able to give best 
performance per given area, and the fact that they are envisaged to be the PV 
technology more capable to scale up (while bringing costs down) the power of the 
plants. Many studies have been pointing out the feasibility of CPV systems for large 
scale deployment as the Dov Raviv Model (founder of MST and in collaboration of Ben 
Gurion University of the Negev) introduced the concept of triple sustainability (Faiman 
et al. 2005), asserting the fact that a gigawatt CPV power plant could not only be 
installed, but as well it would give the necessary returns first, to cover the investment, 
secondly from that moment to further (annually) develop a new (gigawatt) plant, and 
third to substitute the existing ones after 29 years, once they become obsolete. Rasello 
and Ranzetti (2007) state that for smaller utility plants (of less than 50 MW) CPV would 
be the best solar technology –for larger plants instead, CSP would have a higher ROI. 
And low concentration would be only interesting in short term. 
 
The other approach that may get a good acceptance for CPV is the Combined Heat and 
Power. With a mature market of solar thermal collectors, the pathways of some of their 
novelties include systems able to offer both thermal energy and electricity. And 
concentrating collectors are the best option for it (especially the ones with active heat 
sink based in water flow). They are still under development133, but spectacular 
combined conversion efficiencies of 70-75% may be able to raise immediately general 
awareness, if the systems are shown to be reliable. 
 
                                                 
130 Also Sunphocus –with the same technological solution as Prism solar is aiming to provide BIPV 
panels: http://www.sunphocus.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=13&Itemid=12  
131 Such as Morgan Solar’s: http://www.morgansolar.com/products.php  
132 Such as MIT’s Technology spin off Covalent Solar: http://www.covalentsolar.com/Applications  
133 All-in-One Solar Panels and Solar Thermal: http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/solar-panels-
and-solar-thermal-all-in-one-5484.html  
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Summary Tables: 
 
Niche Market Characteristics Size Dominant (PV) Technology Applications 
Consumer 
Product Offgrid 
1-10 W Thin Film (a-Si ) Calculators, Watches, Alarms and other small electronics 
Rural 
Electrification Offgrid 
100W-1kW Silicon 
Small country-houses, isolated 
villages, third world / developing 
countries 
Stand Alone 
Applications Offgrid 
1-10 kW Silicon Water-pumps, Irrigation systems, traffic lights, antennas, etc. 
Space Offgrid 1-100 kW III-V (GaAs and Multijunction) Satellites 
Residencial Grid-connected – Rooftop 
1-10 kW Silicon  House-Rooftops 
Industrial 
Grid-connected 
Rooftop/Ground 
Mounted 
10-100 kW Silicon 
Factory Rooftops (Google), 
Commertial surfaces  (Walmart) , 
public buildings (hospitals, schools,  
Swimming-pools, etc) 
Small Size 
Utility 
Grid-connected – 
Ground Mounted 
0,1 – 10 MW 
Mainly Silicon 
(and Thin Film 
CdTd). Target 
market for CPV 
Solar Parks 
Mid Size Utility Grid-connected – Ground Mounted 
10 – 100 MW 
Concentrated 
Solar Power / 
Wind Power. 
Target market 
for CPV 
Small Power Plants 
Large Size 
Utility 
Grid-connected – 
Ground Mounted 
100 – 1000 
MW 
Gas / Coal / 
Nuclear Large Power Plants 
BIPV (Building 
Integration 
Photovoltaics) 
Hybrid: PV - 
Building 
Integration 
100 – 1000 W Thin Film 
Emblematic Buildings (e.g. Football 
Statiums, Skyscapers, etc), public 
buildings. 
CHP (Combined 
Heat and power) 
Hybrid – PV / 
Solar Thermal / 
Solar Cooling / 
Solar Heating 
0,1 -100 MW ------  
Chemicals 
Poduction Hybrid ------ ------- e.g. Hydrogen 
Table 14: Summary of Solar Energy Markets 
 
 
Market Locations 
 
Apart from the application niches, there is another crucial aspect for CPV technologies:  
They can only be deployed in sunny locations. This condition is especially important for 
concentrating technologies, because they can only profit the direct light. In the maps 
showing the yearly sum of irradicance best locations can be seen134. Here next is shown 
one presented by one of CPV players. 
 
                                                 
134 One of the issues to be solved is the fact that those maps are normally showing global irradiance (i.e 
diffuse and direct light), and instead direct light data is more difficult to be found. 
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Figure 47: Yearly Sum of Global Irradiance (Delta Electronics, 2008) 
 
According to experts (from the CPV corporates) the limiting point where CPV would 
have competitive advantage are the places with irradiance higher than 1500kWh/m2 
compared to flat plate installations (Gordon et al. 2005), 1600kWh/m2 (Delta CPV, 
2008) or 1800kWh/m2 (Concentrix, 2009). This means, that best places to deploy CPV 
technologies are the countries located in the sun-belt (which include Southern Europe, 
North Africa Middle East (MENA), Southwest US, Mexico and Central America and 
Australia. These locations would fit the niches of developing countries (North Africa), 
as well as the ones seeking to install utility solar plants (Southern Europe, US, Australia 
and Middle East). Other more independent sources instead (as the green-tech consultant 
E. Wesoff, 2008) have stated that at nowadays state-of-art only at locations with higher 
irradiance than 2400kWh/m2 would fulfil CPV needs –which reduces significantly the 
deployment possibilities. 
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5.4. Discussion: Visualizing the S-Shape Curve, the Relation of Functions of the 
TIS and the Need of the Multi-level Perspective 
 
Recovering the curve with the cumulative installed capacity, the typical S-Shape curve 
of a typical pattern of adoption (described in the theoretical framework, 2.2) can be 
intuited (at least the starting part of the curve). Three differentiated phases are clearly 
visible: the first proof-of-concept projects were held in the 70ies and early 80ies. Later 
on, next 20 years were characterized by the continued implementation (pre-
development) efforts and several unsuccessful attempts of scaling up to higher pilot 
plant capacities.  
 
The tendency has been outperformed in the last 5 years, when a set of new projects have 
mushroomed. There are many signs of maturity, such as the adoption of the point-focus 
fresnel lens design This fact could represent the definitive take off of commercial CPV 
technologies.  
 
 
Figure 48: CPV Industrial Evolution 
 
The reasons for such adoption tendencies may be explained through the combination of 
the different functions of the TIS that have been already described and the multi-level 
perspective.  
 
During the first phase, development was triggered from institutions due to the oil 
(regime) crisis (landscape) and was governed by the guidance of direction of search, 
which allocated R&D capital resources for the investigation of alternative ways of 
massive energy generations (market formation). Many CPV prototypes (knowledge 
creation) were examined, which were materialized and constructed by a few companies 
(entrepreneurial experimentation). However, weak connectivity of companies did not 
have time to create externalities, at the time when the oil crises (landscape) finished, 
expected results were not completely fulfilled (low legitimacy) so the interest decreased. 
Even if the idea stayed, as a technological niche, no further entrance of capital 
resources came –apart from the R&D funding. 
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Second phase (pre-development) is triggered by the continued efforts coming from the 
R&D programmes to fix the problems encountered in the first designs (Guidance of 
search, supply of R&D capital and knowledge creation). This brought in the 90ies to 
make several pilot attempts to scale up sizes of projects (entrepreneurial 
experimentation and materialisation) despite there was no market pressure anymore 
from utilities (lack of market formation). Even more, governmental subsidies promoting 
roof-top programmes made photovoltaic grow in a different direction: distributed 
generation in roof-tops. Again overoptimistic expectations and the complexity of the 
systems challenged the legitimacy of CPV technologies till the point that several 
companies failed or stepped out –reducing the supply of resources. The reason why 
others survived could be the newly found niche of the satellite and space industry 
(market formation), which could bring necessary returns (supply of capital) to continue 
the development and gave a certain legitimacy to the high efficiency solar cells.  
 
In the last years adoption of CPV systems has gained a certain momentum again. This is 
not by chance; there are three main reasons that have triggered this renewed vitality, and 
they can be explained through the functions of the TIS combined with the multilevel 
perspective. First, is the consolidation of Multijunction cells as the most performing 
solar cells (knowledge creation) and the fact that they are promising the most efficient 
PV systems ever built (legitimacy). The second reason can be understood in the regime 
level: governmental policies (feed-in tariffs) have opened a window of opportunity for 
small utility plants made of photovoltaic panels (market formation). As a consequence 
CPV gets the potential use –which had been missing during the pre-development phase. 
As well it has led to a so huge growth in photovoltaic installation that has resulted in the 
shortage of silicon feedstock (regime), keeping the prices of photovoltaic panels high 
and therefore, opening the opportunity for those systems not using this raw material 
(thin films, CSP or CPV).  
 
For these thee reasons, more R&D resources (and guidance) were allocated to stabilize 
Multijunction-cell-based CPV systems. And not only: those reasons also raised the 
interest of venture capitalists (supply of resources) that that saw an opportunity to invest 
in a set of CPV start ups (new entrants). Those were not only offering new design 
approaches, but also specific technologies for integrating CPV systems (cells, lenses, 
reflectors, cooling) creating an opportunity for industries associated to the CPV value 
chain (market mediated externalities). As well raised the interests of bigger firms (new 
entrants) which gave their experience in their areas such as micro-electronics, 
semiconductor, mass production techniques (entrepreneurial experimentation, 
knowledge sharing and creation of externalities). And all this did not come alone; many 
efforts were done in order to integrate this new entrance of resources and knowledge. 
This led to the creation of specific CPV events, which raised the network externalities 
and spread the knowledge between developers and users. Also from the common work 
qualification standards were developed. It represents a clear milestone towards 
achieving legitimacy among users. As well the most relevant actors in the industry came 
together into the CPV consortium, the first industry association, aiming to further 
increase this legitimacy, not only among potential users but also to policy makers.  
 
As it can be seen, nowadays, all functions of TIS are appearing, and therefore CPV 
technologies have developed the necessary tools for starting a healthy industrial 
deployment, as the time virtuous circles of functions influencing positively between 
each other are appearing. However, still many hurdles and uncertainties need to be 
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clarified, many of them as a consequence of the ongoing functions. There is the big risk 
if ongoing projects fail or do not manage to achieve expected results, the legitimacy of 
CPV would be challenged again and therefore slow down the adoption. As well from 
the landscape and regime levels critical challenges have been triggered in the last years: 
First one the financial crises, which has stopped the entrance of new capital resources, 
making several companies suffer, fail or change perspective (ambiguous behaviour, less 
entrepreneurial experimentation). In spite of that, the allocation stimulus packages 
(supply of resources) for reactivating economy could positively influence green-tech 
industries. The other relevant issue is the -regime- fact that raw material production 
seems to have adapted to the raising demand –so shortage of silicon is coming to the 
end and is showing two clear winners: thin films and CSP –both technologies have 
developed big commercial momentum. This is likely going to slow down the evolution 
of CPV, if demand is deviated to the competitor technologies, and thus, the supply of 
resources get reduced and direction of search changed. 
 
 
Figure 49: Effect of TIS Functions in the CPV Evolution 
 
As a conclusion a couple of ideas can be highlighted: This study shows how an industry 
can only start growing when all the functions of its related TIS get activated. Those 
functions are not independent but they are influencing each other, and positive insights 
from one to the other may produce a virtuous circle of cumulative causation which can 
be profited to foster an industry growth. It has been also shown that at some stand-
points the appearance (or not) of functions may not be completely explained in the TIS 
framework. In that point the multi-level perspective presenting the regime and 
landscape levels has been proved to describe those other factors that have triggered the 
functions of the TIS, therefore it has been shown as a good complement for enriching 
the whole analysis framework. (See Figure 49). 
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Figure 50: Joint TIS-Multilevel Framework for CPV Evolution 
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Chapter 6:  Discussion. How Ready is CPV for the Take-off? 
 
6.1. Introduction 
 
As it has been shown in the last chapter, over the last years many signs of 
industrial/technological maturity can be noticed: while in the past many different design 
approaches were competing (-without any showing a clear superiority of the others), 
nowadays many companies have adopted the point-focus fresnel-lens option, with 
several ones dedicated only in the supply of the optic products. This latter fact can  also 
be seen as another sign of maturity: while historically companies had to develop 
expertise in all the different processes in the value chain, nowadays they can concentrate 
in a single part –being able to optimize it more effectively to offer better product, to 
manufacture it cheaper. Regarding the uncertainty, it has been progressively reduced as 
a result of the growing years of field experience. 
 
For all these reasons it is interesting to address the question: is CPV ready for a massive 
adoption? It may be discussed with the help of the diffusion factors described in the 
theoretical framework. 
6.2. Relative Advantage 
It’s the degree of the perceived superiority of an innovation over the incumbent product 
or process. It can be a superiority in both financial terms and performance. 
McConnell (2001) argues three main hurdles that CPV have to be overcome: 
Performance, Reliability and Costs. All of them have been widely discussed during this 
paper: 
Technological superiority of CPV over standard PV in terms of power output has been 
widely demonstrated in the past (Verlinden et al., 2000; Wheldon et al., 2005; Whitfield 
et al., 1998). 
In order to address the reliability challenges, in the recent years a set of quality testing 
procedures have been collected in a standard135 (IEC 6208). It is focused to address 
accelerated aging and long-term reliability assurance. Till the appearance, CPV products 
had to adopt more general PV tests, such as the one provided by the UL (UL 1703)136. 
These latter ones can give an idea of CPV reliability, but they are in clear disadvantage 
towards standard PV, since procedures may have to be adapted to the specific needs of 
CPV (UL 6703 announced by Kurtz, 2009). Nowadays the different laboratories and 
testing facilities have already started to implement the given IEC standard tests and give 
related certification to the technologies. 
Regarding Costs, CPV Technologies have been permanently envisaged to be the most 
cost effective option –if they manage to scale up manufacturing capacity in the range of 
decens (or hundreds) of MW (Swansson, 2000; Verlinden et al. 2006; King et al. 2005). 
                                                 
135 Previously, in 2001 IEEE defined a preliminary standard, which has been substituted with the IEC –
more updated towards all CPV designs. 
136 For example, pursued by Amonix (Gordon et al., 2007) and awarded to Energy Innovations 
(Sunflower solar concentrator deemed safe for rooftops | Green Tech - CNET News from: 
http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-10007431-54.html?tag=mncol ) 
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Nowadays costs have been achieved at lower production capacities compared to 
standard photovoltaics, and the learning curve has been shown to be also faster. 
However, scaling up production is a cost intensive issue, and it is still on the way. 
In the next table the main factors giving competitive advantage (or disadvantage) 
compared to the other technologies. 
 
Summary Tables: 
 Crystaline Silicon Thin Film CPV CSP 
Cell 
Efficiency 14-16% 5-8% 35-39% --- 
Module 
Efficiency 12-15% 5-10% 24-27% --- 
System 
Efficiency 8-10% 3-5% 21-23% --- 
System 
Costs 3,8-4-5 $/Wp 2 $/Wp 5-6 $/Wp --- 
LCOE 20-30 c/kWh 18-25 c/kWh 25-35c/kWh 12-20 c/kWh 
Pros 
Predominant / 
Mature Technology.  
 
Most versatile in all 
applications. 
 
On the verge of 
achieving grid parity.  
Easy to scale up in 
production.  
 
Most Cost 
Effective – 
achieving better 
ROI’s. 
Expected to be a 
more cost effective 
solution as 
production capacity 
scales up. 
 
More power 
generated per area. 
 
Less equipment, 
material and capital 
investment to scale 
up production 
 
Enables a more 
flexible deployment 
 
No water usage 
Suitable for bigger 
utility sizes 
 
Storage capabilities 
has been developed 
(Molten salt) 
 
Already more mature 
than PV –and being 
commercialized. 
 
Has attracted many 
investments over the 
last years 
Cons 
Si Shortage (until 
2008- 2009).  
 
Relatively High 
Prices –may never 
achieve bulk power 
generation costs 
 
More mature –prices 
can only lower due to 
innovations in 
manufacturing  
Low Efficiency of 
Surface area/land 
use. 
 
Environmental 
concerns (e.g 
Cadmium 
Telluride) 
 
Possible Material 
Shortage –Indium, 
Cadmium) 
Needs DNI. 
Unsuitable for many 
places. 
 
Unsuitable for 
rooftop applications 
–only utility 
 
Old technology –but 
not that many field 
experience without 
failures. 
Needs DNI (longer 
response towards 
changing conditions –
clouds, etc) 
 
Larger deployment 
sizes are needed 
(<50MW) in order to 
be working. This 
means higher initial 
investment and longer 
time-to-market 
 
Large quantities of 
water may be needed 
–which may be 
lacking  the desert 
Table 15: Competitive Advantages of Different Technological Options 
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6.3. Compatibility  
 It’s the perceived degree of a technology’s consistency with existing values, know-how, 
experiences and practices. 
On the costumer side, the emergence of the tracked normal Photovoltaic power plants 
opened a window of opportunity for CPV deployment. The specialized website 
PVresources137 accounts more than 1000 different big size PV plants between 600 kW 
and 60 MW for a total of 3 GW of total installed capacity. Even bigger projects are 
expected. Therefore, it has already been gained pretty much experience with solar 
farms, especially on the project level, overcoming administrative issues and arising 
synergies with the utility companies. In this aspect, a technological shift from standard 
PV (or thin film) to CPV would be just a matter of demonstrating technological 
superiority (translated into a better LCOE). Nowadays CPV are still more costly –
compared especially with thin films, and they compete in the same regime level (the 
same subventions with the same conditions). On the other hand, CPV technologies have 
the advantage that a far better energy conversion density (which means less land 
requirements) has been already demonstrated, and with the optimistic expectations that 
further improvements can still enhance CPV technologies –in a faster ratio than more 
mature PV. 
On the supplier side, there are several aspects. The high efficiency III-V cells were 
developed in the space industry and now coming down to earth. But most remarkable 
synergies are with the microelectronics and semiconductor industries. Thus, it is also 
understandable why in the last years it gained much attention among big payers in 
semiconductor industries (e.g. IBM, that developed an R&D prototype138), Sharp (who 
developed III-V cell production capabilities for an R&D design) or Moser Baer (who 
has been investing in CPV as a part of their vision for PV roadmap). Moreover 
synergies in manufacturing are especially important. Manufacturing material is provided 
by semiconductor companies (Aixtron, Veeco) as processes foundations are very similar 
to microelectronic and semiconductor technologies. Also some of the new entrants are 
coming from the electronics industry –especially notable are the ones coming from 
Taiwan (e.g. Delta Electronics) or Korea, that have much experience in mass production 
and that could reshape the CPV picture if they succeed to start deploying their systems. 
Furthermore, CPV optics shares synergies with electronic industries (Concretely Opto-
electronics, as some CPV designs are trying to integrate optics with the solar cells (e.g. 
Solaria, with their cell-integrated low concentration optics) or LED’s (e.g. some 
secondary optic homogenizers combined with multijunction cells). Other synergies with 
CPV optics technologies may appear with the car industry optics, such as the used for 
the car lights (and that may share similar foundations for example with SolFocus’ 
design). Given the crises in the automotive industry it could give some opportunity for 
suppliers of car components to change scope and start developing some CPV products 
(e.g. Renovalia CPV -Concentracion Solar La Mancha-) is coming from automotive 
industry. 
The tracking systems and foundations are very closely related with the project 
developers. However, as it has been stated in the technological framework, tracking 
systems need to be especially accurate –which could cause failures if the limiting 
specifications are not well understood.  
                                                 
137 http://www.pvresources.com  
138 http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/24203.wss  
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6.4. Complexity 
 It’s the degree of an innovation to be difficult to understand or use.  
One idea has been floating along this writing: CPV systems are the most complex 
photovoltaic systems. They are more than just a compact module that is placed on a 
rooftop and may be working for an amount of years. Instead, CPV systems need a more 
multidisciplinary expertise, as they are combining several technologies from different 
areas that go far away from advanced semi-conductors (as it has been explained in the 
technological framework), and include the described moving parts, optics (and opto-
electronics), construction, electronics, project development, etc. All these aspects may 
add further operation and maintenance costs and –most important- risks that have to be 
dissipated before they can be adopted (and that somehow has been hindering the 
entrance of new actors to develop the technology). 
Moreover it has an added difficulty: specifications needed for the right use of the 
technologies are very advanced. Thus, it is not only important the entrance of the many 
actors in the different stages of the value chain (especially in the part of suppliers and 
costumers), but it also needs a learning process from those new entrants in order to 
understand the key issues and restrictions of the technology that may cause failure in the 
systems. Sometimes CPV has been even compared with automobile with many different 
parts to assemble (Sala and Luque, 2007). Another realistic comparison is wind turbines 
–as they have in common their bigger sizes, moving parts, transportation and logistics 
issues. (Bett, 2003; McConnell, 2003). 
 
6.5. Trialability   
It’s the degree to which an innovation can be tested and tried before adopting it. 
Coming from theoretical designs and prototypes to final scale CPV plants is not easy, 
due to the big size of the systems which require high capital investments –both in 
needed materials, and later on for setting up commercial manufacturing. Therefore, on-
site testing of the different solutions is normally assessed through collaboration between 
firms and research centres. Several on-field data has been published of nowadays 
available commercial products: e.g. Lerchenmüller et al. (2007) reported two year field 
experience with the FLATCON technologies, Stone et al (2006) five years of operation 
on-field. The ISFOC experience is aiming to leverage system level / plant level testing 
for CPV technologies. And some potential users and installers are also testing the 
systems (Abengoa, Enel, PG&E). 
Trialability constraints appear also in the testing procedures for the standard IEC 62008: 
given the bigger sizes of the assemblies, normally the tests are done in a module level, 
which is easier to work with in the labs –where big assemblies would simply not fit in. 
(McConnell and Ji, 2007). This could result in a bias from lab to field. In order to 
address this issue, a qualification standard specific for trackers has been proposed.  
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6.6. Observability 
It’s the degree to which the advantages and benefits of an innovation are visible to 
others.  
This question can be answered from two different points of view: 
The investors need to be aware of the cost benefits of the technologies. And this has 
been a somehow dark topic so far. Some companies have not even published openly the 
technical data regarding their products139. Main reasons so far were the lack of 
knowledge about the technological performance under real working conditions, the lack 
of an effective standard rating methods able to describe a realistic comparison between 
PV, CPV and other renewable energy technologies (by means of capital investment 
costs $/Wp and generated electricity –kWh) and the fact that costs analysis were based 
in the uncertain up-scale of manufacturing capacity. Planning and monitoring 
techniques (e.g. software) have already become pretty common in PV industry. They 
are necessary in order to attract resources, such as investors and bank loans, so that 
expected benefits can turn into development of projects. CPV technologies are just 
starting140. Due to the different nature of DNI (compared to diffuse light) and the 
specific characteristics of the III-V cells technologies planning tools is not yet 
generalized. In this aspect, ISFOC is aiming to work on the monitoring and the 
dissemination of results of their benchmark of technologies that are already being 
installed on their fields. Also some private initiatives such as Energy Innovation’s, or 
Prism Solar141 have been working in this aspect.  
On the other hand, there is another important issue to be addressed. How will these 
technologies be seen by the public opinion? It is still not sure how is going to develop 
the general acceptance of solar farms –i.e. big extensions of terrain of cents of hectares 
covered by trackers. They could encounter some opposition at some point by ecological 
activists if they start to substitute forests –cut trees or natural areas, since they need 
pretty large areas. For example, deployment of wind farms in wild areas has lead to 
some ecologist protest due to the effect of the wind turbines to the migratory birds.  
However, solar farms are normally seen as something positive, since they are normally 
installed in unused areas of deserted/semi-arid areas -making a profit of land areas 
which would be otherwise useless. Especially concentrating photovoltaic needs direct 
light –which would make more humid areas unsuitable for the correct use.  
Furthermore, as general public opinion is getting more aware about ecological concerns 
(such as global warming), cleaner ways of producing energy are expected to , solar 
energy comes into people’s mind as one of the best ways Typical benefits are the 
ecological reasons –in form of CO2 savings.  
                                                 
139 E.g. SolFocus 
140 For example, there is a Standard for Qualification of system performance in pipeline. 
141 Prism Solar recently announced a public-access web-site where everybody can track the performance 
and related ecological benefits of a demonstration panel: 
http://enlighten.enphaseenergy.com/public/systems/9xq3545 
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6.7. Availability  
It’s the degree to which an innovation is ready to be purchased or adopted by a 
customer if desired. 
There are some sources indicating production capacity of several players. Most of the 
published data are not giving real values, but players expectations (Interview with 
Luque and Sala).  For example, a table which appeared published in Renewable Energy 
World magazine in 2006, showing some expectations, which now, 2009 in most cases 
have not been fulfilled. Other source of expected production capacity values are US 
projects from the Solar America Innitiative142. Some of the players have been 
announcing the opening of production lines of both systems and components 
(Concentrix, Sol3G, Solaria, Prism Solar, Concentrator Optics). Finally for this paper it 
has been collected the reference data published by Kurtz (2009), which may give an 
idea of the scale of projects that may be able to be offered.  
In total 147 MW, are accounted. It is still a modest number very far away from standard 
photovoltaic or thin film numbers. It may be enough for completing small-sized 
projects, but still a big effort in up-scaling capacities will be needed during the next 
years. 
 
Figure 51: Yearly Manufacturing Capacity (in MW) of Different Companies (Rubio, F., 2009; 
Kurtz, S., 2009) 
                                                 
142 Given the Fact that one of the objectives of these programmes is to set up pilot manufacturing lines for 
the promising prototypes, and scaling up manufacturing capacity for the ones that have been proved to be 
sucessful 
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6.8. Discussion: Are CPV Technologies Ready for a Massive Deployment? 
 
In the 5th chapter, it has been demonstrated how the lack of appearance of some of the 
functions of a TIS may explain the lack of success at a certain moment of time. 
Furthermore, in this chapter, some other key-factors have been added regarding the 
state-of art of the technology which may also contribute to understand the pattern of 
adoption of a technology.  
 
The main idea is to highlight how technologies showing a clear competitive advantage, 
may need to accomplish further in order to assure their success. In the case of 
Concentrating Photovoltaic technologies this can be clearly noticed. They are already 
showing advantage in certain areas (highest performance per area, less active material 
needed –substituted by cheaper optic components, a faster learning curve, the ability to 
settle and scale up production in a cheaper way, etc).  
 
However, those advantages were not enough to assure the technological success, CPV 
technologies growth was modest for more than 20 years. From the point of view of the 
technologies, the other diffusion factors may also explain the delay. Regarding 
compatibility, such a disruptive technology could not easily find until there was not a 
market where CPV could be compatible –which did not happen till the raise of PV 
tracked ground mounted solar parks. Complexity of the systems made these 
technologies a challenging uncertain and risky investment, where the benefits were 
staying as a promise many times (observability). Due to the big size and the nature of 
the systems (they may work different in different locations), they were difficult to be 
tested (trialability) in real conditions –out of the lab. 
 
Nowadays, all these issues have been somehow addressed. Many of the solutions 
already account years of field experience, standards have reduced technological 
uncertainty and few new entrants from different fields have increased the knowledge on 
(observability, trialability, complexity). Regarding availability, manufacturing capacity 
is able to cover a moderate demand –which is still very far away from standard 
photovoltaic numbers –though. 
 
Hence, it is clear, that a window of opportunity has appeared for the introduction of the 
technologies. Two different strategies are being followed: The ones trying to scale up 
capacity (available), and the ones focusing in the next generation of products (relative 
advantage). Both approaches are cost intensive activities and complementary.  
 
In conclusion, diffusion factors show complementary technologically oriented 
information, which helps to increase the understanding given by the TIS approach. The 
whole analysis shows how in the last years CPV technologies have finally got the 
necessary attention to be taken off. However, some factors have to be fixed yet in order 
to start a massive adoption, because they may still need many years before they become 
cost competitive. This is being pursued by increasing the manufacturing capacity or 
enhancing the technological performance. This means that they will need bridge-nursing 
before becoming a self-sustained industry with a better technology. And main drawback 
will be the fact that it will have to be achieved in the next 5-10 years, before 
Photovoltaic prices reach grid parity, and with the strong competition of the more 
mature technologies: Thin Films and CSP. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
 
Technological transformations do not usually come by chance, not even as a necessity. 
This is clear in the world of renewable energies. Despite their potential advantages 
compared to the fossil fuel based incumbents, they have been historically locked out 
from a massive adoption. Only after many years of development and with the adequate 
regulatory framework some technological options such as wind energy have managed to 
grow and become a considerable share nowadays.  
 
Among Renewables, photovoltaic technologies have also been experiencing a huge 
growth during the last years, however, from total generated electricity, less than 1% is 
coming from photovoltaic sources. Thus they are still far away of becoming a major 
player. The main reason for it is because photovoltaic technologies are still far too 
expensive in order to compete with the others.  
 
Since first generation cells are very close to their theoretical performance limit 
(maturity), the main approaches to cut photovoltaic costs down are enhancing 
manufacturing processes, reducing cell thickness, or substituting silicon for other active 
materials (thin films). A complementary approach consists in concentrating the sunlight 
with mirrors or lenses into a smaller active area. 
 
This paper has made an in-depth study on Concentrating Photovoltaics, highlighting the 
state of art of the technologies, addressing the main performance indicators, designs and 
materials used and describing how they operate. The main idea was to be able to 
understand the sources of their competitive advantage (if any) compared to standard 
photovoltaic (and thin films and CSP technologies): The reduction of active area and the 
possibility of achieving the best performing photovoltaic systems may enable to achieve 
better cost-performances. Moreover this can be achieved in a still flexible way, CPV are 
able to be scaled from little size systems to larger utility plants. The main drawback for 
CPV technologies is the added complexity. 
 
Since a technological change does not come normally alone, the whole industrial 
evolution has been tracked and it has been explained through the framework of a 
Technological Innovation System. This theoretical approach consists in the 
identification of a number of functions which interact with the agents (companies, 
institutions and networks) of an area of knowledge. The functions are: The creation of 
new formal knowledge, the entrepreneurial experimentation; the materialisation, the 
guidance of the direction of search, the supply of resources, the creation of external 
positive economies, the legitimacy and the formation of markets. 
 
The main findings show how in the past, while some of the functions were missing, the 
adoption of CPV technologies has been delayed, until the moment that all the functions 
have been activated. As well it is shown how the appearance of the functions cannot be 
completely explained within the frame of the TIS. Therefore, the theoretical insight has 
been complemented with the multilevel perspective, which clarifies, how those 
technological transitions may be triggered and take place, from niche to regime through 
the influence of the landscape level. This can be seen in the case study: CPV technology 
research was triggered by the need of finding energy alternatives during the oil crises. 
When it passed, research went on, despite not having achieved the needed maturity for a 
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larger scale deployment. It kept being a technological niche till another change in the 
regime level: The shortage of silicon feedstock which triggered the research and 
adoption of alternatives (again). 
 
Nowadays, CPV industry and technology has gained growing attention and has started 
to be adopted. And these next years are going to be crucial for the future success (or 
not) of the CPV technologies. They have to be adapted for the growth –not only 
maturing the technological advances, but scaling up the production capacity in order to 
offer a cost-competitive product. With a photovoltaic industry which is about to reach 
grid parity prices –and therefore become self-sustainable and mature, CPV will need to 
reach even lower prices (bulk electricity prices). This means that they will have to be 
able to influence regulatory framework and subsidies in order to bridge from R&D to 
commercial production –and it will have to be done independently –not in the shadow 
of standard photovoltaic technologies. The creation of the first CPV industry association 
(CPV Consortium) and the standards (IEC 6208, among others) have represented 
crucial milestones for a healthy industrial development. However, there will be the need 
to convince project developers and utilities to follow this technological option, in a 
moment when also thin films and CSP technologies have also started to become 
massively deployed. 
 
For all these reasons, CPV technologies may still need some years for development and 
bridging from pilot to commercial production. And this may probably be up-on 2015-
2020, if all the functions of the TIS have kept being active, making a positive causation 
of virtuous circles, and CPV electricity production can get near to bulk power 
generation costs. In that moment CPV may be ready to become a major player. 
 
Recommendations and Further Research 
 
This work has mainly focused in the specific development of CPV. As it can be seen, at 
some point it is coming in direct competition with standard PV, Thin film and CSP 
technologies. Therefore it would be also interesting to set a whole technological 
comparison, assessing the differences and similarities that have encountered during the 
pre-development phase. This would give a more clear idea on the possibilities that will 
have in the future.  
 
Another interesting point would be to further investigate the upstream part of the value 
chain and to understand how the business is done in the level of the project developers 
and utilities. Pretty much work has been done in the understanding the different 
technological parts. However, it is also crucial to understand the needs of the potential 
users for assuring the success of a technology. 
 
Finally, another way of profiting this work would be to further develop the watch-tower 
framework to an online tool for tracking this specific industry evolution. 
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Appendix 1: CPV Products 
Name Product Name Technology Shape Optics Cell Tracking Cooling Concentration 
System 
Efficiency 
System 
Power 
Output 
Absolicon Absolicon X10 CHP Line-Focus Parabolic Trough Silicon 1 Axis Active - Water 10   
Ahura Energy  CHP         
Amonix Mega Module High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens 
Back 
Contact Si 
-> III-V Mj 
2 Axis - 
Pedestal Passive 500  
35-55 kWp 
(AC) 
Archimedes ARCHIMEDES Low Concentration Line-Focus V-Trough Mirrors Silicon 1 or 2 Axis Passive 2-10   
Arima Eco Solar Kid / Solar Twins / Solar Max High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 
2 Axis - 
Pedestal Passive 476 
17,22% (AC-
System) 
0,4 - 0,8 - 3 
kWp 
BrightPhase 
Energy Photensity System  CHP Line-Focus   1 Axis 
Active - 
Water    
CompSolar  High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V 2 Axis Passive  20,5-26,5% DC Module 2 - 5 kWp 
Concentrating 
Technologies 
LLC (Cteck) 
Micro Dish High Concentration Point-Focus Multi-Mirror III-V Mj 2 Axis - Pedestal Passive 500  1 kWp 
Concentrix 
Solar FLATCON High Concentration Point-Focus Glass Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 
2 Axis - 
Pedestal Passive 500 
27,2% DC-Module 
23% AC-Power 
Plant 
5,75 -13,7 
kWp 
Cool Earth SA-10 High Concentration Point-Focus Inflatable Plastic Mirror III-V Mj 2 Axis 
Active - 
Water 220 
17% DC Module) 
11% (System) 10kWp 
Covalent Solar  Low Concentration  Luminiscent Dye  Static     
C-Power RONDINE R2495 Mid Concentration Point-Focus "Rondine" Mirrors Silicon 2 Axis Passive 25 (Gen1) 20 (Gen2) 
12,3 %(DC-Module) 
12,9% (DC-Module) 4 - 4,8 kWp 
Daido Steel  High Concentration Point-Focus Dome Shaped Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 
2 Axis - 
Pedestal Passive 550 
28% DC-Module 
20% AC-System 1-10 kWp 
Day4Energy LCPV Low Concentration  Mirrors Silicon 1 or 2 Axis No Cooling    
Delta CPV  High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 2 Axis - Pedestal Passive 476 23% DC-Module? 
2 - 5 kW 
1,5 -7,5 kWp 
Di.s.p  CHP (HCPV-T) Point-Focus Mirrors       
Dobontech  Low Concentration  Mirrors Silicon 1 or 2 Axis No Cooling 2   
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Name Product Name Technology Shape Optics Cell Tracking Cooling Concentration 
System 
Efficiency 
System 
Power 
Output 
Emcore CPV Gen 2 High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 2 Axis - Pedestal Active? 500 24% DC-Module 25 kWp 
Energy 
Innovations Sunflower High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 
2 Axis - 
Carussel Passive 1200  2,5 kWp 
Enfocus Diamond? High/Mid Concentration Point-Focus Lenses  
2 Axis (Flat 
Pivot) Passive? 100-300   
Entech Solar Row Mid Concentration Line-Focus Fresnel Lens Silicon 1 Axis Active - Water 20  0,52 kWp 
ES System Sun Raider Low Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V 2 Axis - Monopole Passive? 1100  
0,318 - 1,2 
kWp 
Everphoton  High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 2 Axis - Pedestal Passive 500-1000 25% (DC-Module) 2 - 5,6 kWp 
Green and Gold Sun Cube Low Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens  2 Axis  1100  0,3 kWp 
GreenField 
Solar StarGen High Concentration Point-Focus Compound Reflector Silicon 2 Axis  900   
Greenvolts Carusol High Concentration Point-Focus Mirrors III-V Mj 2 Axis - Carussel Active? 625  3 kWp 
Guascor 
Photon SIFAC High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens 
Back 
Contact Si 
2 Axis - 
Pedestal Passive 500  25 kWp 
INER  High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 2 Axis - Pedestal Passive 476 26,1% DC Module  
Isofoton  High Concentration Point-Focus TIR-R Lens III-V Mj 2 Axis - Pedestal Passive 1000  12 kWp 
JX Crystals  High Concentration Cassegrain Cassegrain Mirrors and Dichroic Lenses TPV 2 Axis Active  32% DC-Module (Combined) 
JX Crystals 3 Sun Panel Low Concentration V Through Mirrors Silicon 
1 Axis - 
Carusel / 
Tripod 
Passive 3 15% DC-Module 14% DC-System 1 - 25 kWp 
Menova Energy 
(Power Spar) PS-140 /PS 35 CHP (HCPV-T) Dense Array 
Parabolic 
Concentrating 
Mirrors 
III-V Mj 2 Axis - Low Profile 
Active - 
Fluid 1000  
7 - 28 kWp 
(AC) 42 kWth 
(Thermal) 
Mereg SOL AMI CHP Point-Focus Heliostats / Compound reflective ?? 2 Axis ?? ?? 
48% (CPV+Heat) 
expected  
Morgan Solar Sun Simba HCPV Low Concentration Point-Focus Light-guide optics (LSO) Silicon/Mj 
Static or 
Tracking 
No 
Cooling? up to 1400   
MST  High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 2 Axis Passive 500  50 kWp 
Opel Inc Mk-I HCPV High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 2 Axis - Pedestal Passive   7,56 kWp 
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Name Product Name Technology Shape Optics Cell Tracking Cooling Concentration 
System 
Efficiency 
System 
Power 
Output 
Opel Inc  Low Concentration V Through Mirrors Silicon 1 or 2 Axis No Cooling    
Optony  Low Concentration   Thin Film      
Pacific Solar 
Tech (MicroPV 
inc.) 
MicroPV Mid Concentration Point-Focus Dome Fresnel Lens Silicon Static Passive 10  0,036-0,145 kWp (Module) 
Prism Solar DA40-160 HPC Low Concentration Holographic Holographic Silicon Passive (Static) 
No 
Cooling 2,4-3,4 14,1% (DC-Module) 0,1 - 30 kWp 
Pyron Solar Solar Triad High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens  2 Axis - Carussel 
Passive - 
Water 500 20-22% DC-Module 3x30 kWp 
Renovalia 
(Concentración 
Solar la 
Mancha) 
MT 500 High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 2 Axis - Pedestal Active? 500 23% DC-Module 
0,09 kWp 
(Module) 
Sharp Sharp CPV High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 2 Axis Passive? 700  2,9 kWp 
Silicon CPV Si-Con™ 120X MCPV Mid Concentration Point-Focus Prismatic Lens Silicon 1 or 2 Axis Passive 120   
Silicon CPV Si-Con™ 4X LCPV Low Concentration Point-Focus Prismatic Lens Silicon 1 or 2 Axis No Cooling 4   
Skyline Solar High Gain Solar Low Concentration Line-Focus Parabolic Trough Silicon 1 Axis Passive 10   
Sol3G M40 High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 2 Axis - Pedestal Passive 476 23% AC-System 0,7 - 4 kWp 
Solar Systems CS500 High Concentration Dense Array Point-Focus Parabolic Dish III-V Mj 
2 Axis - 
Pedestal 
Active - 
Water 500 
29,2% DC-Module 
23,7% DC-System 
19,3 AC-System 
35 kWp 
Solaria  Low Concentration V-Through Cell Integrated Mirrors Silicon 
Static, 1 or 
2 Axis 
No 
Cooling 2  
0,190-0,210 
kWp (Module) 
SolarTec 
International Sol*Con High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 
2 Axis - 
Pedestal Passive 700 24% DC-Module  
Solartech inc (Alpha Solarco) High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens Silicon 2 Axis - Pedestal Active?    
SolBeam  Low Concentration         
SolFocus SF-1100S High Concentration Cassegrain Mirrors Cassegrain Mirrors III-V Mj 
2 Axis - 
Pedestal Passive 650 25% DC-Module 2,5 - 8,5 kWp 
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Name Product Name Technology Shape Optics Cell Tracking Cooling Concentration 
System 
Efficiency 
System 
Power 
Output 
Soliant Energy 
(Practical 
Instruments) 
SE-500X High Concentration Point-Focus Point Focus Fresnel III-V Mj 
Panel - 2 
Axis - 
Integrated 
Passive? 500 21% DC-Module 0,369 kWp 
Soliant Energy (Practical Instruments) Low Concentration Line-Focus Fresnel Lens Silicon 
Panel - 1 
Axis - 
Integrated 
No 
Cooling    
Solucar 
(Abengoa)  Low Concentration V Through Mirrors Silicon 1 or 2 Axis 
No 
Cooling 2  1,5 kWp 
Spirox 
Corporation  High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 
2 Axis - 
Pedestal Passive 476  1-5 kWp 
Stellaris Clear Power Low Concentration Line-Focus Cell-Integrated Mirrors Silicon 
Static, 1 or 
2 Axis 
No 
Cooling 3   
Sunpower  Low Concentration V Through Mirrors Back contact Si 1 or 2 Axis 
No 
Cooling    
Sunrgi XCPV / AccuTrak / COOLMOVE High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens III-V Mj 2 Axis Active 1600   
Sunseeker  CHP Line-Focus Parabolic Trough III-V Mj 1 Axis - Horizontal 
Active - 
Water 19  0,168 kWp 
SV Solar xSun Low Concentration Line-Focus Module integrated Mirrors Silicon 
Static, 1 or 
2 Axis 
No 
Cooling? 2  
0,2 kWp 
(Module) 
Taihan 
Techren MS900 Low Concentration V Through? Fresnel Lens Silicon 1 or 2 Axis 
No 
Cooling 9 
14-18% (AC Module) 
11-12 %(DC System) 5 kWp 
Whitfield Solar Sun Light Mid Concentration Line-Focus Lenses Silicon 2 Axis Passive 40 15% (DC-Module) 13% (DC- System) 0,3-1 kWp 
WS Energia  Low Concentration   Silicon 1 or 2 Axis No Cooling   1,6 kWp 
Xtreme 
Energies  Low Concentration Point-Focus 
Lense - Integrated 
Tracking  No mechanical tracking    
Zenith Solar  CHP (HCPV-T) Dense Array Point-Focus Compound Reflector III-V-Mj 2 Axis 
Active - 
Water 1000 >75% (CPV+Heat)  
Zsun 
Technologies  
High/Mid 
Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel Lens  2 Axis    0,8 - 2 kWp 
Zytech Solar Zytech 120X MCPV Mid Concentration Point-Focus Prismatic Lens Silicon? 2 Axis (1 Axis?) Passive 100  
0,115-0,15 
kWp (Module) 
Zytech Solar Zytech 4X LCPV Low Concentration V Through Mirrors Silicon 1 or 2 Axis Passive 4  0,115-0,150 kWp (Module) 
Table 16: CPV Products (Sophisticated Optics, 2007 and Companies’ Data Sheets) 
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Appendix 2: Relevant Data on Energy Production and Consumption 
 
Table 17: World Net Electricity Consumption by Region, Reference Case, 1990-2030 
 
Source (EIA, 2006) 
 
Net Electricity Generation by Energy Source: 
 
Table 18: World Net Electricity Generation by Energy Source 2006-2030 (EIA, 2009) 
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Renewable Electricity Generation by Energy Source 
 
Table 19: Renewable Electricity Generation by Energy Source, 2006-2030. (EIA, 2009) 
 
About Electric Energy Generation and Consuption 
 
Figure 52: Growth in World Electric Power Generation and Total Energy Consumption, 1990-2030 
(EIA, 2009) 
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Appendix 3: PV Specific Market, Industry and Diffusion Data 
 
Notable Events in the history of photovoltaics (Hegedus and Luque, 2003): 
 
• 1839 Becquerel (FR) discovered photogalvanic effect in liquid electrolytes 
• 1873 Smith (UK) discovered photoconductivity of solid Se 
• 1877 Adams and Day (UK) discover photogeneration of current in Se tubes; first observation of PV effect in solids 
• 1883 Fritts (US) makes first large area solar cell using Se film 
• 1954 First 6% efficient solar cells reported: Si (Bell Lab, USA) and Cu2S/CdS (Air Force, USA) 
• 1955 Hoffman Electronics (USA) offers 2% efficient Si PV cells at $1500/W 
• 1958 NASA Vanguard satellite with Si backup solar array 
• 1959 Hoffman Electronics (USA) offers 10% efficient Si PV cells 
• 1963 Sharp Corp (JP) produces first commercial Si modules 
• 1966 NASA Orbiting Astronomical Observatory launched with 1 kW array 
• 1970 First GaAs heterostructure solar cells by Alferov, Andreev et al. in the USSR 
• 1972 First PV conference to include a session on terrestrial applications (IEEE) 
• 1973 A big year in photovoltaics: Worldwide oil crisis spurs many nations to consider renewable energy including 
photovoltaics; Cherry Hill Conference in USA (established photovoltaics’ potential and legitimacy for government 
research funding); World’s first solar powered residence (University of Delaware, USA) built with Cu2S (not c-Si!) 
solar modules 
• 1974 Project Sunshine initiated in Japan to foster growth of PV industry and applications; Tyco (USA) grows 2.5 
cm wide Si ribbon for photovoltaics, first alternative to Si wafers 
• 1975 First book dedicated to PV science and technology by Hovel (USA) 
• 1980 First thin-film solar cell >10% using Cu2S/CdS (USA) 
• 1981 350 kW Concentrator array installed in Saudi Arabia 
• 1982 First 1 MW utility scale PV power plant (CA, USA) with Arco Si modules on 2-axis trackers 
• 1984 6 MW array installed in Carrisa Plains CA, USA  
• 1985 A big year for high-efficiency Si solar cells: Si solar cell >20% under standard sunlight (UNSW, Australia)  
and >25% under 200X concentration (Stanford Univ. USA)  
• 1986 First commercial thin-film power module, the a-Si G4000 from Arco Solar (USA) 
• 1987 Fourteen solar powered cars complete the 3200 km World Solar Challenge race (Australia) with 
the winner averaging 70 kph 
• 1994 GaInP/GaAs 2-terminal concentrator multijunction >30% (NREL, USA) 
• 1995 “1000 roofs” German demonstration project to install photovoltaics on houses, which triggered 
the present favorable PV legislation in Germany, Japan and other countries 
• 1996 Photoelectrochemical “dye-sensitized” solid/liquid cell achieves 11% (EPFL, Switzerland)  
• 1997 Worldwide PV production reaches 100 MW per year 
• 1998 Cu(InGa)Se2 thin-film solar cell reaches 19% efficiency (NREL, US) comparable with 
multicrystalline Si. First concentrating array for space launched on Deep Space 1 by US (5 kW using 
high efficiency GaInP/GaAs/Ge triple junction cells) 
• 1999 Cumulative worldwide installed photovoltaics reaches 1000 MW 
• 2000 Olympics in Australia highlight wide range of PV applications, and the awarding of the first 
Bachelor of Engineering degrees in Photovoltaics and Solar Engineering (UNSW, Australia) 
• 2002 Cumulative worldwide installed photovoltaics reaches 2000 MW. It took 25 years to reach the 
first 1000 MW and only 3 years to double it; production of crystalline Si cells exceeds 100 MW per 
year at Sharp Corp. (Japan). BP Solar ceases R&D and production of a-Si and CdTe thin-film modules 
in USA ending >20 years of effort 
Box 2: Notable Events in the History of Photovoltaics (Hegedus and Luque, 2003) 
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Table 20: Advantages and Disadvantages of Photovoltaic Systems (Hegedus and Luque, 2003) 
 
Experience Curve of PV Technologies: 
 
Figure 53: Experience Curve for Photovoltaics from 1976 until 1998. Straight Line is Fit 
Indicating an Experience Factor of 1 − 2−0.3 = 0.19 (Hegedus and Luque, 2003) 
 
Breakdown of Cell Manufacturing Costs: 
 
Figure 54: Breakdown of Costs in the Fabrication of a Si-wafer-based PV Module. The Right Side 
Presents the Wafer Costs (Hegedus and Luque, 2003) 
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Table 21: Goals of Solar Cell Research and Manufacturing (Hegedus and Luque, 2003) 
 
 
 
External Costs of Electricity Generation and Energy Pay-back Time for PV 
Technologies 
 
 
Figure 55: External Costs of Electricity Generation and Energy Pay-back Time for PV 
Technologies (PVPT Fact Sheets, 2007) 
 
 
 
Figure 56: Segmentation of the PV Market by Technologies (PVPT Fact Sheets, 2007) 
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PV Market Demand in 2008:  
 
 
Figure 57: PV Market Demand in 2008 (Solarbuzz) 
 
Global PV Installed Capacity and Market Forecasts 
 
Figure 58: Global PV Installations and Global PV Market Forecasts (DOE, Kimbis, 2008) 
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Evolution of PV Electricity Generation Costs and Future Expectations 
 
Figure 59: Evolution of PV Electricity Generation Costs and Future Expectations (DOE-SOI, 
Kimbis, 2008) 
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Appendix 4: CPV System Description 
 
 
CPV System for Utility Scale Applications: 
 
Figure 60: Schema of a Grid Connected CPV System (DOE/EPRI, 1997) 
 
 
Table 22: Energy Yield Comparison between Photovoltaic Technologies and Assumptions 
 
Source: Nishikawa et al. (2008) 
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Appendix 5: Additional Information on III-V Cells 
 
Solar Spectrum: 
 
Figure 61: Solar Radiation Spectrum (Source: Wikipedia) 
 
 
 
Graphical explanation of why III-V multijunction cells are able to convert more sunlight 
into electricity: 
 
Figure 62: Solar Spectrum in Si and Multi-junction Cells (from A. Luque, CONSOLIDER project, 
published by Rubio, F, 2009) 
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Solar Cell Structure: 
 
 
 
Differential characteristics affecting concentrator solar cells: 
 
Source: C-Rating, 2002 
 
Figure 63: Detail of the Multijunction Cell Structure (Bett, AW. et al., 2007) 
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Figure 64: Spectrolab Cell Development Approaches (Jones, 2008) 
 
Future Multijunction Cells Technology Development Roadmaps: 
 
 
 
Figure 66: Roadmap for efficiencies of solar cells (Emcore, 2008) 
Figure 65: Roadmap for Efficiencies of Solar Cells (Spectrolab, 2005) 
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Expected Cell Reduction Costs 
 
Figure 67: Expected Cell Reduction Costs in Spectrolab (Jones, 2008) 
 
Sources:  
 
Solar Radiation. Wikipedia. From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_radiation  
 
Bett, AW., Dimroth, F., Siefer, G., (2007). Multijunction Concentrator Solar Cells. 
Concentrator Photovoltaics edited by Luque, A and Andreev, V. Springer. Pp. 67-87 
 
C-Rating, (2002). “Test, Rating and Specification of PV Concentrator Components and 
Systems. Final Report”. From:  
http://www.ies-def.upm.es/ies/Crating/final_report_part2.pdf  
 
Jones, R., (2008). “Terrestrial PV Technology from the Aerospace Industry” presented 
at IEEE SCV EDS/Applied Materials Full-Day Symposium. IEEE Santa Clara Valley 
Electron Devices Society. Spectrolab. From: 
http://www.ewh.ieee.org/r6/scv/eds/slides/20081002-Russ-Jones-Spectrolab.pdf 
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Appendix 6: Additional Information on CPV Optics 
 
Optical Designs: 
 
Figure 68: Fresnel Lens Configurations. (a) Point Focus Fresnel Lens Showing a Typical Ray 
Hitting the Circular Active Area of the Solar Cell. (b) Linear, or One-axis, Fresnel Lens Focusing 
on a Line of Solar Cells in a String. (c) Domed Linear Fresnel Lens (Swansson, 2003) 
 
 
Figure 69: Reflective Concentrator Configurations. (a) Reflective Paraboloid, or Dish, Focusing 
on a Cell Array. (b) Linear Parabolic Trough Focusing on a Line of Cells (Swansson, 2003) 
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Optical losses in PV 
 
- Attenuation losses (coatings, transmissivity, reflectivity etc.): 5 - 25%. 
- Ray rejection and/or étendue dilution effects: 
o Chromatic losses 0 - 8%. 
o Symmetry and aperture geometries 15 - 50%. 
o Optical component design 3 - 50%. 
o Unattainability < 5%. 
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Source: Winston et al. (2008) 
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Appendix 7: Additional Information on Tracking Systems 
 
Hereby some other tables and complementary information has been collected. Data has 
not been further processed from original sources, but it may be relevant to complete the 
understanding given in the main work. 
 
Tracking Designs: 
 
 
Figure 70: Two-axis Tracker with Elevation and Azimuth Tracking Mounted on a Pedestal 
(Swansson, 2003) 
 
 
Figure 71: Two-axis Roll-tilt Tracking Arrangement Using Central Torque Tube (left), Two-axis 
Roll-tilt Tracking Arrangement Using Box Frame (right) (Swansson, 2003) 
 
 
 
Figure 72: Turntable Two-axis Tracker (Swansson, 2003) 
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Figure 73: One-axis Horizontal Tracker with Reflective Trough (left). One-axis Polar Axis Tracker 
with Reflective Trough (right) (Swansson, 2003) 
 
 
Figure 74: Static Tracking Based in Bi-facial Vells (Swansson, 2003) 
 
Advantages in Power Output for Tracking Systems 
 
Figure 75: Power Output Comparison between 2-Axis Tracking and Flat Plate Designs –and Peak 
Power Demand (Gordon et al., 2007) 
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Further Information on Cost of CPV Trackers: 
 
 
Figure 76: Tracker Cost vs Maximum Service Wind Speed for a Specific Tracker Design 
Dimensioned for Three Different Aperture Surfaces and 1000 units/year Productions. (Luque-
Heredia, 2004) 
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Appendix 8: CPV Economical Aspects and Costs 
 
Performance and Costs of Concentrators Vs Thin Film Technologies: 
 
Table 23: Annual Performance and Energy Cost Summary for Central Station Plants. Calculations 
for Constant 1990 $, for a 50 Mwp Plant in Central California, USA. (Whisnant et al., Chapter 21 
published at Hegedus and Luque, 2003) 
 
Performance and Costs of 1 Junction III-V cells Vs. Multijuntion Based Technologies : 
 
Table 24: Costs for Very High Efficiency 1000 Suns-concentrating Systems for one Junction (1-J) 
and Four Junctions (4-J) Cells. NDI Stands for Normal Direct Irradiation. EGL Stands for 
Extremely Good Location with NDI = 2700 W·m−2·year−1. “No Learning” means with Present 
Costs (2002) while “Learning” means They are Reduced by a Learning Curve with Experience 
Factor of 0.32 (Hegedus and Luque, 2003) 
 
 
Figure 77: Cost of CPV Generated Electricity (Luque et al. 2006; Kurtz, 2009) 
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Costs Comparison between Fixed Flat-plate System and Concentrating Systems 
 
 
Table 25: Projected System Efficiency Trends among Different Technologies and Expected LCOE 
 
Source: Nishikawa et al. (2008) 
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Figure 78: Projected Electricity Costs of the Different Technological Options (Swansson, 2000; 
Kurtz, 2009) 
 
CPV Cost Reduction Learning Curve (Prices Given in AU $): 
 
Figure 79: CPV Cost Reduction Learning Curve at Solar Systems (Lasich, 2007) 
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Appendix 9: Qualification and Standards 
 
Qualification standards help developers design their new products by identifying 
weaknesses before production and project installation. They give customers the 
confidence that their project investments will pay off. In short, they can contribute 
immensely to a technology's successful market entry. 
 
Standards take years to develop because the process is based on consensus. 
Companies do not want standards that are unnecessarily strict or require expensive test 
procedures. Customers want standards that ensure good product performance. So, input 
from both groups -companies and customers - as well as from relatively objective 
research organizations leads to an accepted set of test procedures vital for successful 
entry of CPV into the market. (McConnell, 2006) 
 
IEEE (2001) and IEC (2006) 
 
Figure 80: Summary of Standards (Kurtz, 2009) 
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Appendix 10: Technological Guidance 
 
Guidance in Europe: 
 
 
R&D Topics for Concentrator Solar Cell Manufacturing. 
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R&D Topics for Concentrator Optical Systems 
 
 
R&D Topics for Module and System Assembly and Fabrication 
 
 
R&D Topics for Balance of System 
 
Source: Strategic Research Agenda, 2006 
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Guidance in USA: 
 
 
Figure 81: Technology Development Pipeline (DOE-SAI, Kimbis, 2008) 
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Appendix 11: Actors 
 
High Concentration 
Company Name Position in Value Chain Country Technology Design Web-page 
A C GAVA (GGE Licence) System Integrator Spain High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.acgava.net/index.php?lang=en 
Amonix System Integrator USA High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.amonix.com 
Arima Eco System Integrator Taiwan High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.arimaeco.com/ 
CompSolar System Integrator Taiwan High Concentration Point Focus Fresnel http://www.compsolar.com/ 
Concentrating Technologies LLC (CTek) System Integrator USA High Concentration Point-Focus Multi-Mirrors  
Concentrix Solar System Integrator Germany High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel (FLATCON) http://www.concentrix-solar.de/ 
Cool Earth System Integrator USA High Concentration Inflatable Concentrator http://www.coolearthsolar.com/ 
Daido Steel System Integrator Japan High Concentration 
Point-Focus Dome-Shaped 
Fresnel http://www.daido.co.jp/english/index.html 
Delta CPV System Integrator Taiwan High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel 
http://www.delta.com.tw/product/cp/cpv/cpv_
main.asp 
http://www.deltaww.com/ 
Emcore System Integrator Germany High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.emcore.com/ 
Energy Innovations System Integrator USA High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.energyinnovations.com/ 
ES System (GGE Licence) System Integrator South Korea High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.essystem.kr/ 
Everphoton System Integrator Taiwan High Concentration Point Focus Fresnel http://www.everphoton.com/ 
Green and Gold System Integrator Australia High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.greenandgoldenergy.com.au/ 
GreenField Solar System Integrator USA High Concentration Point Focus Lens http://greenfieldsolar.com 
Greenvolts System Integrator USA High Concentration Mirrors - Low profile tracking http://www.greenvolts.com/ 
Guascor Photon System Integrator Spain High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.guascorfoton.com/ 
Isofoton System Integrator Spain High Concentration Advanced TIR-R Lenses 
http://www.isofoton.com/energy-
solutions/developments/concentration-
systems/ 
JX Crystals System Integrator USA High Concentration 
TPV - Cassegrain with dichroic 
optics http://www.jxcrystals.com/ 
Menova Energy (Power Spar) System Integrator Canada High Concentration Reflective CPV-T http://www.power-spar.com 
Mereg System Integrator Germany High Concentration Heliostat CPV-T? http://www.mereg.de 
MST System Integrator Israel High Concentration Point Focus Lens http://www.rmst.co.il/ 
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Company Name Position in Value Chain Country Technology Design Web-page 
Nathaniel Group System Integrator USA High Concentration  http://www.nathaniel.com/ 
Opel Inc System Integrator Canada High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.opelinc.com/ 
Pacific Solar Tech (MicroPV inc.) System Integrator USA High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.pacificsolartech.com/ 
Pyron Solar System Integrator USA High Concentration 
Point-Focus Fresnel - Low Profile 
Tracking http://www.pyronsolar.com/ 
Renovalia (Concentración Solar la 
Mancha) System Integrator Spain High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.cslamancha.com/ 
Sharp System Integrator Japan High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.sharp.co.jp 
Sol3G System Integrator Spain High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.sol3g.com 
Solar Systems System Integrator Australia High Concentration Parabolic Dish Mirrors http://www.solarsystems.com.au 
SolarTec International AG System Integrator Germany High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel (Sol*Con) http://www.solartecag.de 
Solartech inc System Integrator USA High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.sst-usa.net/ 
SolFocus System Integrator USA High Concentration Cassegrain Mirrors http://www.solfocus.com 
Spirox Corporation System Integrator Taiwan High Concentration Point Focus Fresnel 
http://www.spirox.com/products_solar_hcpv.ht
ml 
Sunrgi System Integrator USA High Concentration 
Point-Focus Fresnel - Advanced 
Cooling http://www.sunrgi.com/ 
Table 26: High Concentration System Integrators 
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Low Concentration Players 
Company Name Position in Value Chain Country Technology Design Web-page 
Archimedes System Integrator Germany Low Concentration Parabolic Trough Mirrors http://www.archimedes-solar.de/ 
Day4Energy System Integrator  Low Concentration  http://www.day4energy.com/ 
Dobontech System Integrator Spain Low Concentration Mirrors http://www.dobontech.com 
Honeyung Energy System Integrator China Low Concentration  http://www.happyiswater.com.cn/ 
Juri Photovoltaic System Integrator China Low Concentration   
JX Crystals System Integrator USA Low Concentration V-Trough Mirrors http://www.jxcrystals.com/ 
NetCrystal System Integrator USA Low Concentration Strechable Silicon!  
Opel Inc System Integrator Canada Low Concentration V-Trough Mirrors http://www.opelinc.com/ 
Optony System Integrator USA Low Concentration Low Concentration http://optony.com/ 
Prism Solar System Integrator USA Low Concentration Holographic Concentration http://www.prismsolar.com/ 
Skyline Solar System Integrator USA Low Concentration Line Focus Parabolic Trough http://www.skyline-solar.com/ 
Solaria System Integrator USA Low Concentration Cell-integrated V-Through mirrors http://www.solaria.com/ 
SolBeam System Integrator USA Low Concentration   
Soliant Energy (Practical 
Instruments) System Integrator USA Low Concentration Panel Integrated Tracking http://www.soliantenergy.com/ 
Solucar (Abengoa) System Integrator Spain Low Concentration V-Trough Mirrors http://www.abengoasolar.com 
Square Engineering System Integrator India High Concentration Point-Focus Fresnel http://www.squareengg.com 
Stellaris System Integrator USA Low Concentration Cell-integrated Lenses http://www.stellaris-corp.com/ 
SunPhocus System Integrator USA Low Concentration Holographic Concentration http://www.sunphocus.com/ 
Sunpower System Integrator USA Low Concentration V-Through Mirrors http://us.sunpowercorp.com/ 
SV Solar System Integrator USA Low Concentration Panel integrated Mirrors http://www.sv-solar.com 
Taihan Techren System Integrator Taiwan Low Concentration   
Whitfield Solar System Integrator UK Low Concentration Line-Focus http://www.whitfieldsolar.com/ 
WS Energia System Integrator Portugal Low Concentration  http://www.ws-energia.com/ 
Xtreme Energies System Integrator USA Low Concentration  http://www.xesolar.com/ 
Zytech Solar System Integrator Spain Low Concentration V-Trough Mirrors http://www.zytech.es 
Table 27: Low Concentration System Integrators 
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Mid Concentration Players 
Company Name Position in Value Chain Country Technology Design Web-page 
Pythagoras Solar System Integrator Israel Mid Concentration  http://www.pythagoras-solar.com/ 
C-Power System Integrator Italy Mid Concentration Mirrors http://www.cpower.it/index.php?lang=en 
Enfocus System Integrator USA Mid Concentration Prismatic Lenses http://www.enfocus.us/ 
Entech System Integrator USA Mid Concentration Line-Focus Fresnel. Also CPV-T http://www.entechsolar.com/ 
Silicon CPV System Integrator UK Mid Concentration Prismatic Lenses http://www.siliconcpv.co.uk 
Zytech Solar System Integrator Spain Mid Concentration Prismatic Lenses http://www.zytech.es 
Table 28: Mid Concentration System Integrators 
 
Combined Heat and Power 
Company Name Position in Value Chain Country Technology Design Web-page 
BrightPhaseEnergy System Integrator USA CHP  http://www.brightphaseenergy.com 
Shap System Integrator Italy CHP Parabolic Dish http://www.shap.it/ 
Absolicon System Integrator Sweden CHP Parabolic Trough Reflector http://www.absolicon.com/ 
Heliodynamics System Integrator USA CHP Linear-Fresnel Mirrors http://www.heliodynamics.com/ 
Sunseeker System Integrator Australia CHP Linear-Parabolic Trough http://www.sunseekerenergy.com 
Ahura Energy System Integrator USA CHP CPV-T http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/ 2008/12/04/150- solar-start-ups-part-2-cpv-780/ 
Distributed Solar Power System Integrator Israel CHP Parabolic Mirror- CPV-T http://www.disp.co.il/Profile.html 
Entech System Integrator USA Mid Concentration Line-Focus Fresnel. Also CPV-T http://www.entechsolar.com/ 
Zenith Solar System Integrator Israel High Concentration Compound Parabolic CPV-T http://www.zenithsolar.com/ 
Table 29: CHP System Integrators 
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Others 
Company Name Position in Value Chain Country Technology Design Web-page 
Covalent Solar System Integrator USA Thin Film CPV Luminiscent Dye http://www.covalentsolar.com 
Sunovia System Integrator USA Thin Film CPV  http://sunoviaenergy.com/ 
Morgan Solar System Integrator USA Low/High Concentration Light Guide Optics (LSO) http://www.morgansolar.com/ 
Aosion Technologies System Integrator China    
ENN Solar Energy System Integrator China   http://www.ennsolar.com/ 
Zsun Technologies System Integrator China  Point Focus Fresnel http://www.cdzsun.com/ 
American CPV System Integrator USA    
Table 30: Other System Integrators 
 
Optics 
Company Name Position in Value Chain Country Technology Design Web-page 
Concentrator Optics Optics Germany CPV Optics  http://www.concentratoroptics.com/ 
Isuzu Glass Optics Japan CPV Optics 
Fresnel Lenses / Prisms / 
Aspheric Mirrors / CPC - 
Compound Parabolic 
Concentrator 
http://www.isuzuglass.com/development/cpv.html 
Fresnel Optics Optics Germany Fresnel Lenses  http://www.fresnel-optics.de 
Microsharp Optics UK Fresnel Lenses  http://www.microsharp.co.uk/ 
3M Optics USA Lenses  www.3m.com/ 
Light Prescription Innovations Optics USA / Spain Lenses  http://www.lpi-llc.com/ 
Edmund Optics Optics USA CPV Optics 
Compound Parabolic 
Concentrator / Precision 
Ellipsoidal and Parabolic 
Reflectors / Light Pipe 
Homogenizing Rods 
http://www.edmundoptics.com/ 
Banyan Energy Optics USA   http://www.banyanenergy.com/ 
Table 31: CPV Optics Producers 
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CPV Cells 
Company Name Position in Value Chain Country Technology Design Web-page 
Cesi Ricerca Cells Italy III-V  http://www.cesiricerca.it/ 
Solapoint Cells Taiwan III-V  http://www.solapoint.com 
Solar Junction Cells USA III-V  http://www.sj-solar.com/ 
Wakonda Technologies Inc Cells USA III-V Novel Manufacturing of Flexible III-V Thin Films http://wakondatech.com 
Energies Nouvelles et 
Environnement (ENE) Cells Belgium III-V / Germanium   
Azur Space Cells Germany III-V Multijunction  http://www.azurspace.com/ 
Emcore Cells USA III-V Multijunction  http://www.emcore.com/ 
Microlink Devices Cells USA III-V Multijunction  http://www.mldevices.com/ 
Sharp Cells Japan III-V Multijunction  http://www.sharp-world.com/ 
Spectrolab Cells USA III-V Multijunction  http://www.spectrolab.com/ 
Spire Semiconductor Cells USA III-V Multijunction  http://www.spirecorp.com/spire-semiconductor/index.php 
SolVoltaics Cells Sweden Nanowire Multijunction  http://www.solvoltaics.com 
Cyrium Cells Canada Quantum Dot  http://www.cyriumtechnologies.com/ 
Quantasol Cells Canada Quantum Dot  http://www.quantasol.com/ 
Sunpower Cells USA Rear Point Contact Silicon  http://us.sunpowercorp.com/ 
VPEC Asia Cells Taiwan III-V Multijunction - Solar cell epi wafer  http://english.vpec.com.tw/modules.php 
JX Crystals Cells USA TPV  http://www.jxcrystals.com/ 
Epistar Cells Taiwan III-V  http://www.epistar.com.tw/about-e.htm 
AonexTechnologies Cells  III-V?   
Table 32: CPV Cells Producers 
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Trackers 
Company Name Position in Value Chain Country Technology Design Web-page 
Titan Trackers Trackers Spain CPV Specific Carrusel http://www.titantracker.com 
Array Technologies / Wattsun Trackers USA CPV Specific Tripod, Carrusel (Rooftop) http://www.wattsun.com/ 
FCC Trackers Spain CPV Specific  http://www.fasur.com/fasur_ingles/index.htm 
Feina Trackers Spain CPV Specific  http://trackers.cat 
GMW Trackers Taiwan CPV Specific   
Pairan Trackers  CPV Specific Pedestal  
Abengoa Trackers Spain CPV Specific Pedestal  
Inspira Trackers Spain CPV Specific  http://solfocus.com 
Opel Inc Trackers Canada CPV Specific  http://www.opelinc.com/ 
RayTracker Trackers USA CPV Specific  http://www.raytracker.com 
Deger Energy Trackers Germany PV  http://www.degerenergie.de 
Meca Solar Trackers Spain PV  http://www.mecasolar.com/ 
Sinnosol Technologies Trackers Germany PV  http://www.sinosol-technologies.com/ 
Solon Trackers Germany PV  http://www.solon.com/ 
Table 33: Tracking Systems Producers 
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Others 
Company Name Position in Value Chain Country Technology Design Web-page 
Sustainable Energy 
Technologies Balance Of Systems  Canada Inverters   
Robotiker-Technalia Balance Of Systems  Spain Inverters / Tracking Systems Electronics http://www.robotiker.es 
Celsia Technologies Cooling System USA Cooling System Electronics http://www.celsiatechnologies.com 
Soldaduras Avanzadas Monitoring System Spain Solar Simulator For indoor characterisation of CPV modules 
Sylarus Raw Material USA Germanium Germanium http://sylarus.com/ 
IQP Raw Material USA III-V III-V http://www.iqep.com 
Axt Raw Material USA III-V Materials (GaAs, InP, Ge) 
III-V Materials (GaAs, InP, 
Ge) http://www.axt.com 
Umicore Raw Material USA   http://www.umicore.com/ 
Aixtron Manufacturing Equipment Germany Epitaxial Reactor MOCVD Reactor www.aixtron.com/ 
Veeco Manufacturing Equipment  Epitaxial Reactor MOCVD Reactor http://www.veeco.com/ 
CHAD Industires Manufacturing Equipment USA  Equipment http://www.chadindustries.net/solar/index.htm 
Reactive Nano Technologies Manufacturing Process USA Nanofoil / Nanobond Bonding with intant thermal dissipation http://www.rntfoil.com/ 
Projektgesellschaft Solare 
Energiesysteme (PSE) R&D Germany Consultancy  http://www.pse.de 
Green Mountain Engineering Consultancy USA Engineering Consultancy  http://www.greenmountainengineering.com 
Table 34: Other CPV Relevant Players 
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Project Development and Utilities 
ENEL Utility Italy Cpower / Sol3G /Sharp   
Pacifica Gas & Electric Utility USA Greenvolts   
Avista Corp Utility USA   www.avistacorp.com 
XinAoGroup Utility China Emcore   
Sinnosol Technologies Project Developer Germany   http://www.sinosol-technologies.com/ 
Abengoa Project Developer Spain Concentrix / Sol3G / Solucar   
Dazia Energy Project Developer Spain Emcore  http://www.daziaenergy.com 
Pod Generating Group Project Developer Canada Emcore  http://www.podgenerating.com/ 
SunPeak Solar Project Developer USA Emcore  http://www.sunpeaksolar.com/ 
Betasol Project Developer Spain Opel Inc   
Flix Solar Project Developer Spain Sol3G   
EMPE Solar Project Developer Spain SolFocus   
Helios Energy Partners Project Developer USA SolFocus   
KRS Energy Project Developer USA SolFocus   
Samaras Group Project Developer Greece SolFocus   
Chevron Energy Solutions Project Developer     
Electricidad Alsanbo Project Developer Spain Sol3G   
Sylcom Project Developer Spain Abengoa  http://www.sylcomsolar.com/ 
Solarig Project Developer     
SunEdison Project Developer USA   http://www.chevronenergy.com 
Xcel Energy Project Developer USA    
Solon Project Developer Germany   http://www.solon.com/ 
Table 35: Project Developers and Utilities 
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Appendix 12: Table of Universities and Research Centres 
 
Actors Country Kind of Actor CPV R&D Activities Webpage 
Universidad 
Politecnica de 
Madrid (UPM) 
Spain Universities FP5 - PV-Fibre FP7 – Nacir http://www.upm.es/ 
University of 
Ferrara Italy Universities 
FP5 – Ideoconte 
FP7 - Apollon http://www.unife.it/unife-en  
Arizona State 
University (ASU) USA Universities 
DOE-SOI-TPP-Amonix 
DOE - Highperf PV - IB 
DOE - Next Generation 
Photovoltaic Devices and 
Processes 
http://www.asu.edu/ 
University of 
Delaware USA Universities 
DARPA - VHESC 
DOE - Highperf PV - IB http://www.udel.edu 
Australian National 
University (ANU) Australia Universities 
Syracuse 
DARPA -VHESC http://solar.anu.edu.au/ 
University of 
Nevada (UNLV) USA Universities 
Test Site - Amonix 
DOE-SOI-TPP-Amonix http://www.cer.unlv.edu 
Ben Gurion 
University of the 
Negev 
Israel Universities FP6 – Hicon-PV http://web.bgu.ac.il/Eng/Home/ 
University of 
Cyprus Cyprus Universities 
FP7 – Nacir 
FP6 - Fullspectrum 
FP7 - Orion 
FP7 - Apollon 
http://www.ucy.ac.cy/ 
Philipps University 
of Marburg Germany Universities FP6 - Fullspectrum 
http://www.physik.uni-
marburg.de/optik 
University of 
Glasgow (UG) UK Universities FP6 - Fullspectrum http://www.elec.gla.ac.uk 
University of 
Utrecht 
Netherland
s Universities FP6 - Fullspectrum http://www.uu.nl 
Imperial College of 
London UK Universities 
FP6 - Fullspectrum 
FP6 - Wellbus http://www.sc.ic.ac.uk/~q_pv/ 
Toyohashi 
University Japan Universities Syracuse http://www.tut.ac.jp/english/ 
University of 
Reading UK Universities 
FP2 - The photovoltaic eye 
FP4 - Development of optical 
concentrators for small PV 
systems   
FP5 - Conman 
http://www.rdg.ac.uk/ 
Universite 
Catholique de 
Louvain (UCL) 
Belgium Universities FP2 – Monochess http://www.uclouvain.be/en-index.html 
Université d'Aix-
Marseille III 
(Université de Droit 
d'Économie et des 
Sciences)  
France Universities 
FP2 – Monochess 
FP4 - Efficiency and fabricability 
improvements in silicon 
concentrating cells 
http://www.univ-cezanne.fr/ 
Universidad del 
Pais Vasco  Spain Universities 
FP3 – Monochess2 
PF4 - P.v. venetian store - static 
concentrator module with bifacial 
cells  
http://www.ehu.es/ 
University of Ulster UK Universities FP5 – Ideoconte http://www.ulst.ac.uk/ 
Georgian Technical 
University  Georgia Universities 
FP4 - Photovoltaic installations 
with sunlight concentrators   
http://www.gtu.ge/english/ind
ex.htm 
Universidad de 
Sevilla Spain Universities 
FP4 - P.v. venetian store - static 
concentrator module with bifacial 
cells  
http://www.us.es/ 
Universität Bremen Germany Universities FP5- Inflatcom FP5 – Hamlet http://www.uni-bremen.de/ 
Universidad 
Europea de Madrid Spain Universities FP5- Inflatcom http://www.uem.es/ 
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Actors Country Kind of Actor CPV R&D Activities Webpage 
Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering and 
Information 
Technology of 
Bratislava 
Slovakia Universities FP5 – Clon  
Fachhochschule 
Gelsenkirchen Germany Universities FP5 – CAC 
http://www2.fh-
gelsenkirchen.de/FH-
Sites/FH-Main/ 
Universität 
Konstanz Germany Universities FP5 - Conman http://www.uni-konstanz.de/ 
Universidad 
Politecnica de 
Cartagena 
Spain Universities FP5 - Conman http://www.upct.es/ 
Universitat de 
Barcelona Spain Universities FP5 - Conman 
http://www.ub.edu/homeub/en
/ 
Universita ta Malta Malta Universities FP6 – Hicon-PV http://www.um.edu.mt/ 
University of 
Rochester USA Universities 
DARPA - VHESC 
DOE - Next Generation 
Photovoltaic Devices and 
Processes 
http://www.rochester.edu/ 
Georgia Institute of 
Technology USA Universities DARPA - VHESC http://www.gatech.edu/ 
Purdue University USA Universities DARPA - VHESC http://www.purdue.edu/ 
University of 
California Santa 
Barbara 
USA Universities DARPA - VHESC http://www.ucsb.edu/ 
Massachusetts 
Institute of 
Technology 
USA Universities 
DARPA - VHESC 
DOE-SAI-TPP-Energy 
Innovations 
http://web.mit.edu/ 
Harvard University USA Universities DARPA – VHESC http://www.harvard.edu/ 
University of New 
South Wales - 
Australian National 
University 
Australia Universities DARPA – VHESC http://www.unsw.edu.au/ 
Yale University USA Universities DARPA – VHESC http://www.yale.edu/ 
Carnegie Mellon 
University USA Universities DARPA – VHESC http://www.cmu.edu 
University of 
California of 
Merced 
USA Universities DOE-SOI-TPP-Boeing http://www.ucmerced.edu/ 
University of Illinois USA Universities 
DOE - Highperf PV - IA 
DOE - Next Generation 
Photovoltaic Devices and 
Processes 
http://illinois.edu/ 
California Institute 
of Technology USA Universities DOE - Highperf PV - IB http://www.caltech.edu/ 
Ohio State 
University USA Universities DOE - Highperf PV - IB http://www.osu.edu/ 
Research Institutes – Labs 
Fraunhofer ISE Germany Research Institutes - Labs FP7 - Nacir http://www.ise.fhg.de/ 
Fraunhofer-Institut 
fuer Angewandte 
Polymerforschung 
Germany Research Institutes - Labs 
FP6 - Fullspectrum 
PF6 - ULTHEFFCONSYS www.iap.fhg.de 
Fraunhofer 
Gesellschaft zur 
Forderung der 
Angewandten 
Forschung 
Germany Research Institutes - Labs 
FP1 
FP2 - The photovoltaic eye 
FP3 - Monochess2 
FP5 -  C-Rating 
FP5 - PV-Fibre 
FP5 - Conman 
FP6 - Hicon-PV 
www.fraunhofer.de 
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Actors Country Kind of Actor CPV R&D Activities Webpage 
Instituto de Energia 
Solar - Universidad 
Politecnica de 
Madrid 
Spain Research Institutes - Labs 
FP2 – Monochess 
FP2 - The photovoltaic eye 
FP3 - Monochess2 
FP4 - Ultra compact high flux 
GaAs cell photovoltaic 
concentrator   
FP4 - Photovoltaic installations 
with sunlight concentrators  
FP4 - Efficiency and fabricability 
improvements in silicon 
concentrating cells   
FP4 - Development of optical 
concentrators for small PV 
systems   
PF4 - P.v. venetian store - static 
concentrator module with bifacial 
cells  
FP4 - Euclides 
FP5 - Inflatcom 
FP5 - Ideoconte 
FP5 - Hamlet 
FP5 - C-Rating 
FP5 - PV-Fibre 
FP6 - Fullspectrum 
FP7 - Nacir 
http://www.ies.upm.es/ 
Zenter for Solar 
Energy and 
Hydrogen 
Research Baden-
Wuerttemberg 
(ZSW) 
Germany Research Institutes - Labs 
FP3 - Advanced PV systems for 
Mediterranean climate   
FP4 - Development of optical 
concentrators for small PV 
systems  
FP4 - PV Plant with single-axis 
tracking of V-Troughs 
(Arquimedes) 
FP5 - Ideoconte 
http://www.zsw-bw.de/ 
Italian National 
Agency for New 
Technologies, 
Energy and the 
Environment 
(ENEA) 
Italy National Labs 
FP3 - Advanced PV systems for 
Mediterranean climate   
FP7 - Apollon 
http://www.enea.it/com/ingl/d
efault.htm 
Sandia National 
Lab USA 
Research 
Institutes - Labs 
Certification & Testing 
DOE-SAI-TPP-Energy 
Innovations 
http://www.sandia.gov/ 
Ioffe Physico 
Technical Insitute Russia 
Research 
Institutes - Labs 
FP4 - Ultra compact high flux 
GaAs cell photovoltaic 
concentrator   
FP4 - Photovoltaic installations 
with sunlight concentrators   
FP6 - Fullspectrum 
http://www.ioffe.rssi.ru/index_
en.html 
NREL USA National Labs 
Certification & Testing 
DARPA VHESC 
DOE-SAI-TPP-Amonix 
DOE-SAI-TPP-Boeing 
DOE-SAI-TPP-Energy 
Innovations 
http://www.nrel.gov/ 
TÜVRheinland USA Research Institutes - Labs Certification & Testing 
http://www.tuvptl.com/index.ht
m 
Instituto de 
Sistemas 
Fotovoltaicos de 
Concentración 
(ISFOC) 
Spain Research Institutes - Labs 
Certification & Testing 
FP7 - Nacir www.isfoc.com 
Interuniversitair 
Mikroelectronica 
Centrum VZW 
(IMEC) 
Belgium Research Institutes - Labs 
FP1 - ENNONUC 3C 
FP2 - Monochess 
FP3 - Monochess2 
www.imec.be 
Centre National de 
la Recherche 
Scientifique 
(CNRS) 
France Research Institutes - Labs FP7 - Apollon http://www.cnrs.fr/ 
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Actors Country Kind of Actor CPV R&D Activities Webpage 
Centro Ricerche 
Plast-Optica (CRP) Italy 
Research 
Institutes - Labs 
FP7 - Orion 
FP7 - Apollon 
http://www.crpo.it/eng/home_
crp_eng.htm 
State Enterprise 
Scientific Research 
Technological 
Institute of 
Instrument 
Engineering (SE 
SRTIIE) 
Ukraine Research Institutes - Labs FP7 - Apollon  
JRC - Joint 
Research Center 
(European 
Commision) 
Europe National Labs 
FP5 - C-Rating 
FP6 - Fullspectrum 
FP7 - Apollon 
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/jrc/ind
ex.cfm 
Energy research 
Centre of the 
Netherlands (ECN) 
Holland Research Institutes - Labs 
FP7 - Apollon 
FP6 - Fullspectrum http://www.ecn.nl/en/ 
New and 
Renewable Energy 
Centre (NaREC) 
UK Research Institutes - Labs FP7 - Apollon http://www.narec.co.uk/ 
Commissariat à 
l'Énergie Atomique 
(CEA) 
France Research Institutes - Labs 
FP5 - Hisicon 
FP6 - Fullspectrum http://www.cea.fr/ 
Laboratoire 
d'electronique, de 
technologie et 
d'instrumentation 
(LETI-CEA) 
France Research Institutes - Labs FP5 - Hisicon http://www-leti.cea.fr 
Paul Scherrer 
Institute (PSI) Switzerland 
Research 
Institutes - Labs FP6 - Fullspectrum 
http://www.psi.ch/index_e.sht
ml 
Consejo Superior 
de Investigaciones 
Científicas (CSIC) 
Instituto de 
Catálisis y 
Petroleoquímica 
Spain National Labs FP6 - Fullspectrum http://www.csic.es/index.do www.icp.csic.es 
Centro de 
Investigaciones 
Energeticas 
Medioambientales 
y Tecnologicas 
(CIEMAT) 
Spain 
National Labs / 
Research 
Institute 
FP5 - CAC 
FP5 - Sevilla PV 
FP6 - Hicon-PV 
FP6 - Solarplots 
http://www.ciemat.es/ 
Centro Nacional de 
Energias 
Renovables 
(CENER) 
Spain 
National Labs / 
Research 
Institute 
FP6 - Solarplots http://www.cener.com/ 
Toyota 
Technological 
Institute, Nagoya 
Japan Research Institutes - Labs Syracuse 
http://www.toyota-
ti.ac.jp/english/index-e.htm 
Jacob Blaustein 
Institute for Desert 
Research 
Israel Research Institutes - Labs Syracuse http://bidr.bgu.ac.il/bidr 
Forschungsverbun
d Berlin E.V Germany 
Research 
Institutes - Labs 
FP3 - Monochess2 
FP4 - Efficiency and fabricability 
improvements in silicon 
concentrating cells 
http://www.fv-berlin.de/ 
Scientific Research 
Institute OPTICA   
Research 
Institutes - Labs FP4 - Photovoltaic installations with sunlight concentrators   
Institut für 
Solarenergie 
Forschung GmbH - 
Hameln / 
Emmerthal 
Germany Research Institutes - Labs 
PF4 - P.v. venetian store - static 
concentrator module with bifacial 
cells  
http://www.isfh.de/ 
Foundation for 
Technical and 
Industrial Research 
at the Norwegian 
Institute of 
Technology 
Norway Research Institutes - Labs FP5 - Hisicon  
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Actors Country Kind of Actor CPV R&D Activities Webpage 
Instituto 
Tecnológico y de 
Energías 
Renovables (ITER) 
Spain Research Institutes - Labs 
FP4 - Euclides 
FP5 - C-Rating http://www.iter.es/ 
National Centre for 
Scientific Research 
"Demokritos" 
Greece Research Institutes - Labs FP5 - Proteas PS System 
http://www.demokritos.gr/inde
x_muk.asp 
Center for 
Creativity and 
Innovation 
Slovakia Research Institutes - Labs FP5 - Clon  
Instituto para la 
Diversificacion y 
Ahorro de Energía 
(IDAE) 
Spain 
National Labs / 
Research 
Institute 
FP5 - Sevilla PV http://www.idae.es/ 
Imperial College of 
London - Physics 
Department, 
Blackett Laboratory 
UK Research Institutes - Labs FP6 - Wellbus 
http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/ph
ysics 
Deutsche Zentrum 
für Luft- und 
Raumfahrt e.V. 
(German 
Aerospace center) 
Germany Research Institutes - Labs FP6 - HiconPV http://www.dlr.de/ 
Consiglio 
Nazionale della 
ricerche (CNR) 
Italy 
National Labs / 
Research 
Institute 
FP7 - Orion http://www.cnr.it/sitocnr/Englishversion/Englishversion.html 
Modernios E-
Technologijos Lithuania 
Research 
Institutes - Labs FP7 - Orion http://www.met.lt/index2.php 
Table 36: Universities and Research Centres 
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Appendix 13: CPV R&D Activities In Europe 
 
Project Name R&D Programme Partners Start Date 
End 
Date 
ENNONUC 3C  
High Efficiency III-V Solar Cells for 
Use with Fluorescent Concentrators 
1st Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
Interuniversitair 
Mikroelectronica Centrum VZW 
(IMEC) 
1987 1987 
High Efficiency III-V Solar Cells for 
use with fluorescent concentrators 
1st Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
Fraunhofer Gesellschaft zur 
Forderung der Angewandten 
Forschung E.V. 
1986 1989 
MONO-CHESS 
Mono-chess : concepts for high 
efficiency solar cells 
2nd Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
Interuniversitair 
Mikroelectronica Centrum VZW 
(IMEC) 
Universite Catholique de 
Louvain 
Université d'Aix-Marseille III 
(Université de Droit d'Économie 
et des Sciences)  
1990 1992 
The photovoltaic eye. A new concept 
for very high photovoltaicefficiency   
2nd Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
Fraunhofer Gesellschaft zur 
Forderung der Angewandten 
Forschung E.V. 
University of Reading 
1990 1992 
MONOCHESS II 
Concepts of high efficiency silicon 
solar cells. Monocrystalline part. 
Phase II 
3rd Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
European Renewable Energy 
Centers Agency - Eurec Agency 
EEIG 
ENE SA (Energies Nouvelles et 
Environment)  
Siemens Solar GmbH  
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
Fraunhofer Gesellschaft zur 
Forderung der Angewandten 
Forschung E.V. 
Forschungsverbund Berlin E.V 
Universidad del Pais Vasco  
BP Solar LTD 
Interuniversitair 
Mikroelectronica Centrum VZW 
(IMEC) 
1992 1995 
Advanced PV systems for 
Mediterranean climate   
3rd Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
European Renewable Energy 
Centers Agency - Eurec Agency 
EEIG  
Zenter for Solar Energy and 
Hydrogen Research Baden-
Würtemberg (ZSW) 
Ente per le Nuove Tecnologie, 
l'Energia e l'Ambiente (ENEA)  
1993 1994 
Ultra compact high flux GaAs cell 
photovoltaic concentrator   
4th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
Progressive Technologies 
(Russia) 
Scientific Engineering Center 
for Microelectronics - Russian 
Academy of Sciences (Ioffe 
Institute) 
1997 1999 
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Project Name R&D Programme Partners Start Date 
End 
Date 
Photovoltaic installations with sunlight 
concentrators   
4th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
Fraunhofer Institute for Solar 
Energy Systems  
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute 
of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences 
Scientific Research Institute 
OPTICA  
Georgian Technical University  
1998 1999 
Efficiency and fabricability 
improvements in silicon concentrating 
cells   
4th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
BP SOLAR LTD  
Université d'Aix-Marseille III 
(Université de Droit d'Économie 
et des Sciences)  
Angewandte Solarenergie - 
ASE GmbH  
Forschungsverbund Berlin e.V. 
- Gemeinsame Verwaltung  
1997 1999 
Ultra compact high flux GaAs cell 
photovoltaic concentrator   
4th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
E.N.E. SA - Energies Nouvelles 
et Environment 
Progressive Technologies  
Scientific Engineering Center 
for Microelectronics - Russian 
Academy of Sciences (Ioffe 
Institute) 
CONTI TEMIC 
MICROELEKTRONIC GMBH  
1997 1999 
EUCLIDES 
3rd Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
Instituto Tecnologico y de 
energias Renovables (ITER) 
BP-Solar 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
1993 1994 
EUCLIDES 
DEMONSTRATION POWER PLANT 
BASED ON THE EUCLIDES 
PHOTOVOLTAIC CONCENTRATOR 
4th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
Instituto Tecnologico y de 
energias Renovables (ITER) 
BP-Solar 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
1996 2000 
Development of optical concentrators 
for small PV systems   
4th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
University of Reading 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
Zentrum für Sonnenenergie- 
und Wasserstoff-
Forschung,Baden-Württemberg 
1996 1998 
P.v. venetian store - static 
concentrator module with bifacial cells   
4th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
Isofoton 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
Euroinks SRL 
Institut für Solarenergie 
Forschung GmbH - Hameln / 
Emmerthal 
Joint Stock Company Pillar  
Universidad de Sevilla  
Universidad del Paòs Vasco  
1998 2001 
PV Plant with single-axis tracking of 
V-Troughs (Arquimedes) 
4th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission.  
Zentrum für Sonnenenergie- 
und Wasserstoff-Forschung 
Baden-Württenberg  
1992 1996 
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Project Name R&D Programme Partners Start Date 
End 
Date 
INFLATCOM 
Industrialisation of ultra-flat 
concentrator module of high-
efficiency ('INFLATCOM') 
5th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Coordinator: Isofoton 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
Universität Bremen 
Universidad Europea de Madrid 
Optolab Microsystems GMBH 
E.N.E. SA - Energies Nouvelles 
et Environment 
2000 2002 
HAMLET 
(High efficiency iii-v based solar cell 
under concentrated sunlight : 
advanced concepts for mass 
production and low cost electricity 
(HAMLET) 
5th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Isofoton 
Universität Bremen 
Aixtron AG 
E.N.E. SA - Energies Nouvelles 
et Environment 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
2002 2004 
HISICON 
High efficiency silicon solar cells 
concentrator ('HISICON') 
5th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Isofoton 
Electricite de France 
Commissariat a l'Energie 
Atomique (CEA) 
Foundation for Technical and 
Industrial Research at the 
Norwegian Institute of 
Technology 
Laboratoire d'electronique, de 
technologie et d'instrumentation 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
2000 2003 
C-RATING 
Test, Rating and Specification of Pv 
Concentrator Components and 
Systems 
5th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
European Commission, 
Directorate General JRC 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur 
Förderung der angewandten 
Forschung e.V. - FhG 
Angewandte Solarenergie - 
ASE BmbH 
Instituto Tecnológico y de 
Energías Renovables (ITER) 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
2000 2003 
IDEOCONTE 
Identification and development of the 
optimum si-cells concentrator 
technology for pv power systems 
(IDEOCONTE) 
5th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
Zentrum fuer Sonnenenergie 
und Wasserstoff forschung 
Baden Wuerttemberg ZSW 
BP Solar LTD 
University of Ulster 
Universitá di Ferrara 
Inspira S.L 
2002 2006 
PROTEAS PS SYSTEM 
Triple hybride concentrating pv 
system fot the co-generation of 
electricity, heat and cooling power 
5th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Inspira SL 
Zenon SA Robotics and 
Informatics 
Miltech Hellas 
Institute of Microelectronics 
National Centre for Scientific 
Research "Demokritos" 
GBU Gesellschaft für 
Bodenanalytik und 
Umwelttechnik 
2003 2005 
STRAPCON 
Solar tracking for photovoltaic 
concentration technologies 
(STRAPCON) 
5th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Inspira SL 2002 2006 
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Project Name R&D Programme Partners Start Date 
End 
Date 
SEVILLA PV 
The Worlds Largest Double 
Concentration PV System - PV 
Electricity For Southern Europe At 
Lowest Costs 
5th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
WIP - KG 
Aplicaciones Técnicas de la 
Energia SL 
Centro de Investigaciones 
Energéticas Medioambientales 
y Tecnológicas (CIEMAT) 
Isofoton SA 
Instituto para la Diversificacion 
y Ahorro de Energía 
Solartec SRO 
Sanlúcar Solar Solúcar, S.A. 
(ex. INSTALACIONES 
INABENSA, S.A.) 
BP Solar España 
Compagnie de Saint Gobain SA 
2003 2007 
PV FIBRE 
Indoor operation of 1000x 
multijunction cells by fibre 
transmission (PV-FIBRE) 
5th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Inspira SL 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid - Instituto de Energía 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur 
Förderung der angewandten 
Forschung e.V 
Ceramoptec GMBH 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Madrid 
2001 2004 
CAC 
Controlled atmosphere pv 
concentrator (CAC) 
5th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Centro de Investigaciones 
Energeticas Medioambientales 
y Tecnologicas (CIEMAT) 
Solartec SRO 
Sanlúcar Solar Solúcar, S.A. 
(ex. Instalaciones Inabesa, 
S.A.) 
Fachhochschule Gelsenkirchen 
2002 2005 
CLON 
Cluster of Innovative Sun Reflection 
Concentrators 
5th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Soebundsun Solarenergie 
GMBH 
Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering and Information 
Technology of Bratislava 
Centre for Creativity and 
Innovation 
Autokomponent AS 
Vunar 
2003 2005 
CONMAN 
Improvement of photovoltaic 
concentrator systems and technology 
transfer to a manufacturer 
(CONMAN) 
5th Framework 
Programme European 
Comission 
Karl Jungbecker GMBH 
Endesa Operaciones SA 
Universität Konstanz 
University of Reading 
Optical Products Ltd. 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Cartagena 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur 
Förderung der angewandten 
Forschung e.V. 
Universitat de Barcelona 
2002 2005 
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Project Name R&D Programme Partners Start Date 
End 
Date 
FULLSPECTRUM 
6th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Universidad Politécnica de 
Madrid (IES-UPM), Coordinator  
Fraunhofer ISE, Freiburg 
Germany;  
Ioffe Physico-Technical 
Institute, St. Petersburg, 
Russia;  
CEA, Grenoble, France; 
ECN, Petten, The Netherlands;  
Isofoton, Málaga, Spain;  
Projektgesellschaft Solare 
Energiesysteme (PSE), 
Freiburg, Germany;  
RWE Solar Space Power, 
Heilbronn, Germany;  
Philipps University of Marburg, 
Germany;  
PSI, Villigen, Switzerland;  
University of Glasgow (UG), 
United Kingdom;  
CSIC, Madrid, Spain;  
University of Utrecht, The 
Netherlands;  
Imperial College, London, 
United Kingdom;  
FHG, Golm, Germany;  
Solaronix, Aubonne, 
Switzerland; 
Inspira, Las Rozas, Spain;  
European Commission, DG 
JRC, Ispra, Italy;  
University of Cyprus, Nicosia, 
Cyprus 
2003 2008 
WELLBUS 
Study of Efficiency Enhancement 
Mechanisms in Quantum Well Solar 
Cells for Better Utilization of the Solar 
Spectrum (WELLBUS) 
6th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Imperial College of London 
Physics Department, Blackett 
Laboratory 
2004 2005 
HICON-PV 
High Concentration PV Power 
System (HICONPV) 
6th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Universita Ta Malta 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur 
Förderung der angewandten 
Forschung e.V. 
Ben Gurion University of the 
Negev 
RWE Space Solar Power 
GMBH 
Electricite de France 
PSE GMBH 
Solucar Energia SA 
Centro de Investigaciones 
Energeticas Mediambientales y 
Tecnológicas (CIEMAT) 
Deutsche Zentrum für Luft- und 
Raumfahrt e.V. (German 
Aerospace center) 
2004 2006 
SOLAR PLOTS 
MULTIPLE OWNERSHIP GRID 
CONNECTED PV SOLAR-PLOTS 
WITH OPTIMISED TRACKING AND 
LOW CONCENTRATION 
REFLECTORS 
6th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Joao Nuno Serra, Sociedade 
Unipessoal, Lda 
Alternativas Energéticas 
Solares S.A. 
Commisariat a l'Energie 
Atomique (CEA) 
Total Energie 
Centro Nacional de Energias 
Renovables (CENER) 
Centro de Investigaciones 
Energeticas Mediambientales y 
Tecnológicas (CIEMAT) 
Elektro Ljubljana Javno Podjetje 
za Distribucijo Elektricne 
Energije DD 
2004 2006 
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Project Name R&D Programme Partners Start Date 
End 
Date 
ULTHEFFCONSYS 
Ultra-high efficiency photovoltaic 
systems with concentrator modules 
based on Fresnel lenses and multi-
junction solar cells 
6th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission. Marie 
Curie Actions 
Fraunhofer Institute for Solar 
Energy Systems (Fraunhofer-
ISE) 
2005 2007 
Orion: Optimization of Si solar cells, 
plastic materials and technologies 
for the development of more 
efficient concentRatION photovoltaic 
systems 
7th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Integra Renewable Energies 
Consiglio Nizionale della 
ricerche 
Modernios E-Technologijos 
OCRP (Centro Ricerche Plast-
Optica) 
Traxle 
University of Cyprus 
2008 2009 
Apollon Project 
7th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
CESI-Ricerca 
Aixtron 
Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) 
ENE - Energies Nouvelles et 
Environment 
Centro Ricerche Plast-Optica 
(CRP) 
State Enterprise Scientific 
Research Technological 
Institute of Instrument 
Engineering (SE SRTIIE) 
JRC - Joint Research Center  
Italian National Agency for New 
Technologies, Energy and the 
Environment (ENEA) 
University Of Cyrpus 
CPower 
Solar*Tec 
Energy research Centre of the 
Netherlands (ECN) 
ENEL 
Tecnalia Robotiker 
New and Renewable Energy 
Centre (NaREC) 
University of Ferrara 
2008 2013 
Project NACIR 
7th Framework 
Program of European 
Commission 
Universidad Politécnica de 
Madrid  - Instituto de Energia 
Solar (UPM-IES) 
Fraunhofer Institut für Solare 
Energiessysteme (Fraunhofer 
ISE) 
Instituto de Sistemas 
Fotovoltaicos de 
Concentración, S.A. (ISFOC) 
Concentrix Solar GmbH 
Isofotón, S.A. 
Office National d'Electricité of 
Morocco (ONE) 
Ministry of Water Resources 
and Irrigation of Egypt (NWRC) 
2009 2014 
Table 37: R&D Activities in Europe 
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Extra References: 
 
European Comisión: http://cordis.europe.eu 
 
And specific web-sites: 
 
C-Rating: http://www.ies-def.upm.es/ies/CRATING 
Ideoconte: http://www.ies-def.upm.es/ies/Ideoconte/Ideoconte.htm 
Sevilla PV: http://www.energiasrenovables.ciemat.es/index.php?pid=4000&id=26&tipo=proyectos 
PV Fibre: http://www.ies-def.upm.es/ies/PVFIBRE/PVFIBRE.html 
Fullspectrum: http://www.fullspectrum-eu.org 
Orion: http://www.orion-project.eu/ 
Apollon: http://www.apollon-eu.org 
Nacir: http://www.ies.upm.es/index.php?id=551 
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Appendix 14: CPV R&D in USA 
 
Project Name R&D Programme Partners Funding (Mil. $) 
Total 
Cost 
(Mil. $) 
Start 
Date 
End 
Date 
Photo Voltaic Concentrator 
Initiative program (PVCI) DOE – PVCI 
Cell Developers: 
ASEC 
Spectrolab 
Sunpower 
Solarex 
Module: 
Entech 
Solar Kinetics 
Alpha Solarco 
SEA Corporation 
  1990 1993 
A Three-Junction Solar Cell for High 
Concentration Applications DOE - Highperf PV - IA EMCORE Photovoltaics   2001 2003 
Near-Term Integration of III-V Cells 
Operating at 440X, into ENTECH's Field-
Proven Concentrator Module 
DOE - Highperf PV - IA ENTECH   2001 2003 
High Efficiency, Low Cost, III-V 
Concentrator PV Cell and Receiver Module DOE - Highperf PV - IA Spectrolab, Inc.   2001 2003 
Lens-Based Concentrator Modules: 
Exploring Critical Optical and System 
Integration Issues 
DOE - Highperf PV - IA SunPower Corporation   2001 2003 
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 Heterojunction Solar Cells 
for Extreme High-Efficiency Photovoltaic 
Concentrators 
DOE - Highperf PV - IA University of Illinois   2001 2003 
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Project Name R&D Programme Partners Funding (Mil. $) 
Total 
Cost 
(Mil. $) 
Start 
Date 
End 
Date 
Design and Demonstration of a Greater 
than 33% Efficiency High- Concentration 
Module Using over 40% III-V Multijunction 
Devices 
DOE - Highperf PV - IB Amonix   2003 2007 
Development of IEC Design Qualification 
Standard for Concentrator PV Modules DOE - Highperf PV - IB Arizona State University   2003 2007 
Four-Junction Solar Cell with 40% Target 
Efficiency Fabricated by Wafer Bonding 
and Layer Transfer 
DOE - Highperf PV - IB California Institute of Technology   2003 2007 
A Scaleable Reflective Optics High 
Concentration PV System DOE - Highperf PV - IB Concentrating Technologies, LLC   2003 2007 
Novel High Efficiency PV Devices Based 
on the III-N Material System DOE - Highperf PV - IB University of Delaware   2003 2007 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigation 
of Approaches to >50% Efficient Solar 
Cells 
DOE - Highperf PV - IB University of Delaware   2003 2007 
Toward 40%-Efficient Hybrid Multijunction 
III-V Terrestrial Concentrator Cells DOE - Highperf PV - IB JX Crystals   2003 2007 
Optimized III-V Multijunction Concentrator 
Solar Cells on Patterned Si and Ge 
Substrates 
DOE - Highperf PV - IB Ohio State   2003 2007 
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Project Name R&D Programme Partners Funding (Mil. $) 
Total 
Cost 
(Mil. $) 
Start 
Date 
End 
Date 
Ultra-High-Efficiency Multijunction Cell and 
Receiver Module DOE - Highperf PV - IB Spectrolab, Inc.   2003 2007 
Low Concentration PV System Prototype 
Assessment of a 3x Mirror Module with 
SunPower’s 20% Efficient A-300 Solar Cell 
DOE - Highperf PV - IB SunPower Corporation   2003 2007 
DARPA - VHESC 
Phase 1 DARPA 
DuPont 
Research Contributors 
University of Delaware 
National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory 
University of Rochester 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Purdue University 
University of California Santa 
Barbara 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology 
Harvard University 
University of New South Wales - 
Australian National University 
Yale University 
Carnegie Mellon University 
Optical Research Associates 
Partners: 
BP Solar  
Blue Square Energy 
Energy Focus 
Emcore 
SAIC 
33,6  53  2005 2007 
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Project Name R&D Programme Partners Funding (Mil. $) 
Total 
Cost 
(Mil. $) 
Start 
Date 
End 
Date 
Amonix: Low Cost High Concentration PV 
Systems for Utility Power Generation 
DOE - Solar America 
Initiative - “Technology 
Pathway Partnerships” 
Amonix 
CYRO Industries / Rockaway, NJ 
Arizona State University / Tempe, 
AZ 
UNLV / Las Vegas, NV 
Xantrex / Burnaby, British Columbia
Imperial Irrigation District / Imperial, 
CA 
Hernandez Electric / Imperial, CA 
NREL / Golden, CO 
Northstar/ Gardena, CA 
SpectroLab/ Sylmar, CA 
Micrel/ San Jose, CA 
JOL Enterprises / Yuma, AZ 
14,8  
3,2  (first 
year) 
14, 8 2007 2010 
Boeing: High Efficiency Concentrating 
Photovoltaic Power System 
DOE - Solar America 
Initiative - “Technology 
Pathway Partnerships” 
Boeing 
Light Prescription Innovators / 
Altadena, CA 
University of California / Merced, 
CA 
PV Powered / Bend, OR 
Array Technologies Inc. / 
Albuquerque, NM 
James Gregory Associates/Sylarus/ 
Columbus, OH 
Southern California Edison / 
Rosemead, CA 
NREL / Golden, CO 
Caltech / Pasadena, CA 
13,2  
5,9  (first 
year) 
16,6 2007 2010 
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Project Name R&D Programme Partners Funding (Mil. $) 
Total 
Cost 
(Mil. $) 
Start 
Date 
End 
Date 
Practical Instruments: Concentrating Solar 
Panels. Bringing the Highest Power and 
Lower Cost to rooftop. 
DOE - Solar America 
Initiative - “Technology 
Pathway Partnerships” 
Practical Instruments 
SpectroLab/ Sylmar, CA 
Sandia National Labs / 
Albuquerque, NM 
MIT / Cambridge, MA 
SunEdison / Baltimore, MD 
4,0 
2,2 (first 
year) 
4,1 2007 2010 
Advanced semiconductor materials for 
Breakthrough photovoltaic Applications 
DOE - Solar America 
Initiative - Next 
Generation Photovoltaic 
Devices and Processes 
Arizona State University 0,881152 1,287824 2007  
High Efficiency Nanostructured III-V 
Photovoltaics for Solar Concentrator 
Applications 
DOE - Solar America 
Initiative - Next 
Generation Photovoltaic 
Devices and Processes 
Rochester Institute of Technology 0,843695 1,115857 2007  
Transfer Printed Microcells with Micro-optic 
concentrators for Low Cost-High 
Performance Photovoltaic Modules 
DOE - Solar America 
Initiative - Next 
Generation Photovoltaic 
Devices and Processes 
University of Illinois 0,9  1,125000 2007  
Novel Manufacturing of Flexible III-V Thin 
Films 
DOE - Solar America 
Initiative - Next 
Generation Photovoltaic 
Devices and Processes 
Wakonda Technologies inc 0,892735 2,103403 2007  
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Project Name R&D Programme Partners Funding (Mil. $) 
Total 
Cost 
(Mil. $) 
Start 
Date 
End 
Date 
Skyline Solar:Medium-Concentration PV 
with Low Cost and Explosive Scalability 
DOE- Solar America 
Initiative - PV Incubator Skyline Solar 3  5,399143 2008 2012 
Spire Semiconductor:Manufacturing of 
high-efficiency bi-facial tandem 
concentrator solar cells 
DOE- Solar America 
Initiative - PV Incubator Spire Semiconductor 2,970820 3,713525 2008 2012 
EnFocus: Pilot Manufacturing of Rooftop-
Ready Solar Panels Using High 
Concentration Photovoltaics 
DOE- Solar America 
Initiative - PV Incubator EnFocus 2,9  3,92  2007 2010 
MicroLink Devices: Development of Lower 
Cost, High-Efficiency, Solar Cells For 
Concentrating Applications  
DOE- Solar America 
Initiative - PV Incubator MicroLink Devices 2,4  3  2007 2010 
Solaria Corporation: Simplified, Low Cost, 
2x Concentration Flat Plate Module 
DOE- Solar America 
Initiative - PV Incubator Solaria Corporation 2,6  4,6  2007 2010 
SolFocus: Reflective Concentrating PV 
Panels Enabling Large-Scale, Reliable 
Energy Generation 
DOE- Solar America 
Initiative - PV Incubator SolFocus 2  4,28  2007 2010 
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Project Name R&D Programme Partners Funding (Mil. $) 
Total 
Cost 
(Mil. $) 
Start 
Date 
End 
Date 
MicroLink Devices: Development of Lower 
Cost, High-Efficiency, Solar Cells For 
Concentrating Applications - Phase 2  
DOE- Solar America 
Initiative - PV Incubator MicroLink Devices 2,55  3,2  2008 2012 
SolFocus: Reflective Concentrating PV 
Panels Enabling Large-Scale, Reliable 
Energy Generation - Second Phase 
DOE- Solar America 
Initiative - PV Incubator SolFocus 
2  
0,241732 
4,28  
4,075 2008 2012 
DARPA – VHESC 
Phase 2 DARPA 
DuPont 
Industrial partners in the program 
include:  
BP Solar 
Blue Square Energy 
Energy Focus 
Emcore 
SAIC 
Research partners include: 
University of Delaware 
National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Purdue University 
University of Rochester 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology 
University of California Santa 
Barbara 
Optical Research Associates 
Australian National University 
 100  2007 2010 
Table 38: CPV R&D Activities in USA 
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Extra References: 
 
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE):  
 http://www.eere.energy.gov  
 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory: http://www.nrel.gov/solar  
 
Solar Energy Technologies Program:http://www.eere.energy.gov/solar   
Solar America Initiative: http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/solar_america  
  
Mehos, M., Lewandowski, A., Symko-Davies, M. and S. Kurtz, (2001). „Concentrating 
Photovoltaics: Collaborative Opportunities within DOE’s CSP and PV Programs” 
presented at the NCPV Program Review Meeting Lakewood, Colorado, 14-17 October 
2001. Found at: http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy02osti/31143.pdf 
 
Symko-Davies, M., Zweibel, K., Benner, J., Sheldon, P., Noufi, R., Kurtz, S., Coutts, T. 
and Hulstrom R., (2001). “High Performance Photovoltaic Project: Identifying Critical 
Paths” presented at the NCPV Program Review Meeting Lakewood, Colorado, 14-17 
October 2001. Found at: http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy02osti/31030.pdf 
 
Symko-Davies, M. and McConnell, R. (2004).  “High-Performance Photovoltaic Project 
Overview”, Presented at the 2004 DOE Solar Energy Technologies, October 25-28, 
2004 Denver, Colorado. Found at: http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy05osti/37013.pdf 
 
McConnell, R., and Symko-Davies, M., (2005). “DOE High Performance Concentrator 
PV Project”, presented at the International Conference on Solar Concentrators for the 
Generation of Electricity or Hydrogen, 1-5 May 2005, Scottsdale, Arizona. Found at: 
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy05osti/38645.pdf 
“DOE Solar Energy Technologies Program - Overview and Highlights” (EERE), May 
2006. Found at: http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/pdfs/39081.pdf 
McConnell, R. and Symko-Davies, M. (2006). “Multijunction Photovoltaic 
Technologies for High-Performance Concentrators” Presented at the 2006 IEEE 4th 
World Conference on Photovoltaic Energy Conversion (WCPEC-4) Waikoloa, Hawaii, 
May 7–12, 2006. Found at: http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy06osti/39791.pdf 
 
Chalk, S. and Cornelius, C. (2007). “Solar America Initiative. A Plan for the Integrated 
Research, Development, and Market Transformation of Solar Energy Technologies.” 
Draft. 5 February,  2007. Found at:  
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/solar_america/pdfs/sai_draft_plan_Feb5_07.pdf 
 
Cornelius, C., 2007. “Solar America Initiative Update. Strategy, R&D Pipeline, Industry 
Trends, Next Steps”. From: DOE Solar Energy Technologies Program. Found at: 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/review_meeting/pdfs/plen_4_cornelius_sai.pdf 
 
Brosnahan, K. and Mapes, M. (2007). “Next Generation Photovoltaic Devices and 
Processes Selections”. DOE Solar Energy Technologies Program Thursday, November 
8, 2007. Found at:  
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http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/solar_america/pdfs/next_generation_pv_prospectus.
pdf 
 
Brosnahan, K. and Stephens, M. (2007). “Overview of Solar America Initiative Awards. 
Project Announcements On Technology Pathway Partnerships”. Solar America 
Initiative. DOE Solar Energy Technologies Program. March 8-9, 2007. Found at: 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/pdfs/sai_fact_sheet_tpp_project_prospectus.pdf 
 
Brosnahan, K. and Stephens, M. (2008). ”University PV Processes and Products 
Development Support”. DOE Solar Energy Technologies Program. Wednesday, March 
12, 2008. Found at:  
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/solar_america/pdfs/university_pv_031208.pdf 
 
Thomas P Kimbis (2008), Multi Year Program Plan 2008-2012, Solar Energy 
Technology Program (US Department of Energy - Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Energy, April 15, 2008), Found at: 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/pdfs/solar_program_mypp_2008-2012.pdf 
SOLAR ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES PROGRAM NEWSLETTER. July 2008.  
Found at: http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/pdfs/solar_newsletter_july08.pdf 
 
SOLAR ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES PROGRAM NEWSLETTER. March 2009. 
Found at: http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/pdfs/solar_newsletter_200903.pdf 
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Appendix 15: International Conferences and Workshops 
 
Name Acronym Date Location Web 
First International 
Conference on Solar 
Electric Concentrators 
ICSC1 2002/05/20-22 Louisiana, USA 
The International Solar 
Concentrator Conference 
(SC2) for the Generation of 
Electricity or Hydrogen 
ICSC2 2003/11/10-14 Alice Springs, Australia 
The International Solar 
Concentrator Conference 
(SC3) for the Generation of 
Electricity or Hydrogen 
ICSC3 2005/05/1-5 Scottsdale, Arizona 
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy05osti/3802
4.pdf 
2005 Taiwan Symposium on 
HCPV Systems & Taiwan 
New Energy Industrial 
Forum 
Taiwan 
Symposium on 
HCPV 
2005 Taiwan http://iner.gov.tw 
The International Solar 
Concentrator Conference 
(SC2) for the Generation of 
Electricity or Hydrogen 
ICSC4 2007/03/12-16 El Escorial, Spain http://congresos.ies.upm.es/icsc4// 
International Workshop on 
Concentrating Photovoltaic 
Optic and Power 
 2007/10/11-12 Marburg, Germany 
http://www.concentrating-
pv.org/marburg2007/index.html 
Concentrated Photovoltaic 
Summit 08 
CPV Today 
EU08 2008/04/01-02 
Madrid, 
Spain 
http://www.cpvtoday.com/eu08/progra
mme.shtml 
CSP & CPV Finance & 
Investment Summit 08 
CPV eufinance 
08 2008/10/08-09 
Madrid, 
Spain http://www.csptoday.com/eufinance/ 
International Conference on 
Solar Concentrators for the 
Generation of Electricity 
ICSC5 
ICSC5 2008/11/16-19 Palm Desert, Ca. USA http://icsc5.com/ 
Concentrated Photovoltaic 
Summit USA 09 
CPV Today 
USA09 2009/02/03-04 
San Diego, 
USA 
http://www.cpvtoday.com/usa/program
me.shtml 
2nd International Workshop on Concentrating 
Photovoltaic Power Plants: Optical Design & 
Grid connection 
2009/03/9-10 Darmstadt, Germany 
http://www.concentrating-
pv.org/program.html 
Concentrated Photovoltaic 
Summit 09 
CPV Today 
EU09 2009/04/28-29 
Toledo, 
Spain 
http://www.cpvtoday.com/eu09/progra
mme.shtml 
CSP, CPV and Thin Film 
Technologies Summit Mena 
CPV Today 
MENA 09 2009/06/02-03 
Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab 
Emirates 
http://www.newsolartoday.com/mena0
9/agenda.shtml 
2009 Asia HCPV 
Application Forum 
HCPV 
Asia2009 2009/10 
Taipei, 
Taiwan 
http://www.everphoton.com/hotnews.h
tml 
Table 39: Internacional Conferences and Workshops 
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Appendix 16:  Installed Capacity 
 
# Company  
Installed 
Capacity 
(kWp) 
Year Place Location Comment State of Art 
1 Sandia Lab 1 1976 USA Albuquerque, New Mexico Sandia Lab Prototype 
2 Spectrolab/Sandia Lab 11 1978 USA Spectrolab Spectrolab Prototype 
3 Martin Marietta/Sandia 10 1978 USA 
Albuquerque, 
New Mexico Sandia Lab Prototype 
4 UPM - Madrid 1 1978 Spain Madrid Panel Ramón Areces – UPM Madrid Prototype 
5 PCA - Ansaldo 1 1978 Italy Ansaldo PCA – Ansaldo.Italy Prototype 
6 LAAS - Sophocle 1 1978 France Toulouse The Sophocle (LAAS, Toulouse, France) Prototype 
7 SOLERAS 350 1981 Saudi Arabia Soleras Village SOLERAS Village in Saudi Arabia Pilot 
8 Acurex 60 1981 USA  PV/Thermal Acurex-System Prototype 
9 Martin Marietta 250 1982 USA Phoenix Sky Harbour Airport Phoenix Pilot 
10 E-Systems 25 1982 USA Dallas, Texas E-Systems-PV/Thermal System for Dallas Airport Prototype 
11 BDM  50 1982 USA Albuquerque BDM Corp. Office Block., Albuquerque Prototype 
12 ARCO 1500 1983 USA Carrizo Plain ARCO - Atlantic Richfield oil company Pilot 
13 Entech 24 1984 USA Fort Worth, Dallas 
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport PVT 
System provided electricity to DFW and 
thermal energy for the DFW Hyatt Hotel Prototype 
14 Entech 10 1985 USA  Albuquerque, New Mexico Sandia National Labs,  Pilot 
15 Entech 22 1988 USA  Albuquerque, New Mexico Sandia National Labs, Pilot 
16 Alpha Solarco 15 1989 USA Pahrump, Nevada POCA Alpha Solarco Array Prototype 
17 Entech 300 1990 USA Austin, Texas 3M, City of Austin, State of Texas – Energy Office - U.S. Department of Energy Pilot 
18 Entech 20 1991 USA Davis, California 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company –Photo 
Voltaics for Utility Scale Applications 
(PVUSA) Pilot 
19 Entech 40 1992 South Africa South Africa Commercial – Module Kits Commercial 
20 Amonix 18 1995 USA Nevada IHPVC System in Nevada Power Company Prototype 
21 Entech 100 1995 USA Fort Davis, Texas Central and South West Company Commercial 
22 Entech 100 1995 USA Dallas, Texas TU Electric (Texas Utilities Company) Commercial 
23 Entech 0,8 1995 USA Minneapolis, Minnesota Northern States Power Company Commercial 
24 Solar Systems 40 1996 Australia Lucas Heights Hydrogen Production Research Prototype 
25 PVI 30 1996 USA Los Angeles PVI – Clean Air Now,Los Angeles,CA Prototype 
26 
Photovoltaics 
International (Sea 
Corporation) 
30 1996 USA Sacramento PVI,Sacramento Municipal Utility District 
Prototype 
27 PVI 3 1996 USA Arizona PVI Arizona Public Service Prototype 
28 Solar Systems 40 1997 Australia White Cliffs Australian National University (ANU) Pilot 
29 Amonix 15 1998 USA  IHCPV Caligornia Polytechnic University Pomona Prototype 
30 Entech 2,4 1998 USA Cleveland, Ohio NASA Commercial 
31 Euclides 480 1999 Spain Tenerife Euclides Pilot 
32 Australian National University 20 2000 Australia Rockingam Australian National University (ANU) Prototype 
33 Amonix 100 2001 USA 
Glendale 
Arizona APS 
Site 
Glendale Arizona APS Site 
Commercial 
34 Amonix 125 2002 USA East Field Site APS STAR Center, East Field Site Commercial 
35 Amonix 145 2003 USA Tempe Arizona APS STAR Center, West Field Site Pilot 
36 Amonix 140 2003 USA Prescott, Arizona Prescott Arizona APS Site Commercial 
37 Entech 1,3 2003 USA Maui, Hawaii NASA/Boeing Company Commercial 
38 Solar Systems 220 2003 Australia Umuwa  Commercial 
39 ANU 40 2003 Australia  Australian National University (ANU) Prototype 
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# Company  
Installed 
Capacity 
(kWp) 
Year Place Location Comment State of Art 
40 
Concentrating 
Technologies LLC 
(Cteck) 
1 2004 USA Arizona Arizona Public Service (APS) 
Prototype 
41 Daido Steel 1,5 2004 Japan   Prototype 
42 Daido Steel  2004 Japan   Prototype 
43 Daido Steel  2004 Japan   Prototype 
44 Daido Steel  2004 Japan   Prototype 
45 Daido Steel  2004 Japan   Prototype 
46 Boeing 1 2004 USA Arizona Arizona desert, Prototype 
47 Solar Systems 192 2005 Australia Hermannsburg  Commercial 
48 Solar Systems 240 2005 Australia Yuendumu  Commercial 
49 Solar Systems 288 2005 Australia Lajamanu Power and Water Corporation, Commercial 
50 SolarTec AG 1 2005 Germany Berlin- Adlershof Berlin- Adlershof Prototype 
 Abengoa 1200 2005 Spain Solucar Sevilla PV Pilot 
51 Jx Crystals 0,15 2005 USA Albuquerque  Prototype 
52 Amonix 75 2006 USA Las Vegas, Nevada Nevada Power Company Commercial 
53 Guascor Foton 1000 2006 Spain Caceres Talayuela Commercial 
54 Guascor Foton 25 2006 Spain Madrid Torre ID-AE Pilot 
55 Sol3G  2006 Spain Mont-Ras (Girona)  Mont-Ras (Girona) - October 2006  
56 Sol3G 1 2006 Denmark Braedstrup (Denmark)  Braedstrup (Denmark) - July 2006  Prototype 
57 Jx Crystals 0,7 2006 USA Las Vegas, Nevada  Prototype 
58 Jx Crystals 0,7 2006 USA Oak Ridge, TN  Prototype 
59 Jx Crystals 4 2006 China Shangai  Prototype 
60 Green and Gold 3 2006 Australia  Energy Farm 1 (SEF1) on the roof of GGE Prototype 
61 INER 1,2 2006 Taiwan   Prototype 
62 INER 5 2006 Taiwan   Prototype 
63 Pyron Solar 6,6 2007 USA El Cajon, CA. El Cajon, CA. Prototype 
64 ? 100 2007 Italy Adrano ENEL - Adrano - Si Based Concentrated Pilot 
65 ? 520 2007 Italy Adrano ENEL - Adrano - Multijunction Technology Pilot 
66 ? 200 2007 Italy Adrano ENEL - Adrano - Flat module on tracking Pilot 
67 Concentrix 17 2007 Spain Lorca Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt (DBU) Pilot 
68 Emcore 5700 2007 Korea  DI Semicon Future 
69 Greenvolts 3 2007 USA  Avista Pilot 
70 Guascor Foton 2000 2007 Spain Navarra Villafranca Commercial 
71 Guascor Foton 600 2007 Spain Murcia  Commercial 
72 Sharp 5,8 2007 Italy Catania Enel - Catania Pilot 
73 Sol3G 8 2007 Italy 
Catania 
(Sicily) - 
October 2007 
SGS Future - Enel 
Pilot 
74 Sol3G  2007 Spain Torregrossa (Lleida) Torregrossa (Lleida) - September 2007 Prototype 
75 Sol3G  2007 Spain Alcobendas (Madrid) Alcobendas (Madrid) - September 2007 Prototype 
76 Sol3G 1 2007 Spain Sanlúcar la Mayor (Sevilla) Solúcar/Abengoa Prototype 
77 Sol3G  2007 Spain 
Cerdanyola 
del Vallés 
(Barcelona) 
Cerdanyola del Vallés (Barcelona)- March 
2007 Prototype 
78 SolFocus 17 2007 USA Palo Alto, California Palo Alto Regional Water Plant Commercial 
79 SolFocus 2,5 2007 USA Kaliuha Kona, Hawaii 
National Energy Laboratory of Hawaii 
(NELHA) Commercial 
80 ISCAT 32 2007 Italy Saluzzo ISCAT Prototype 
81 Green and Gold 15 2007 India  Square Engineering's SEF India 1 Pilot 
82 INER 100 2007 Taiwan Taiwan INER - R&D Pilot 
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# Company  
Installed 
Capacity 
(kWp) 
Year Place Location Comment State of Art 
83 Daido Steel 30 2008 Japan 
Tokoname, 
Aichi 
Prefecture, 
Aichi Rinku New Energy Feasibility Study 
Area Pilot 
84 Everphoton 1 2008 Taiwan   Prototype 
85 Amonix 38,1 2008 USA Las Vegas, Nevada University of Nevada in Las Vegas Site Pilot 
86 Concentrix 100 2008 Spain Solúcar, Sevilla Casaquemada, Solucar. Abengoa Commercial 
87 Concentrix 200 2008 Spain Puertollano ISFOC Pilot 
88 Concentrix 5,75 2008 Italy Altomonte Electricité de France (EDF) and Edison Pilot 
89 OPEL Inc. 5 2008 Canada 
City of 
Medicine Hat, 
Alberta 
City of Medicine Hat, Alberta 
Pilot 
90 Cpower 4,8 2008 Italy Catania Enel - Catania Pilot 
91 Cpower 4 2008 Italy 
San Giovanni 
di Ostellato, 
Ferrara 
Sypro Spa 
Pilot 
92 Emcore 850 2008 Spain Extremadura  Unsuccessful – Downsized 
93 Emcore 50 2008 China Langfang XinAo Group Pilot 
94 Emcore 300 2008 Spain Ibahernando, Extremadura Dazia Energy Commercial 
95 Emcore 100 2008 Spain Pajarejos Solarig Commercial 
96 Delta CPV 400 2008 Taiwan  INER Pilot 
97 Guascor Foton 3000 2008 Spain Navarra Villafranca Commercial 
98 Guascor Foton 2800 2008 Spain Navarra Villafranca Commercial 
99 Guascor Foton 1500 2008 Spain Sevilla Ecija Commercial 
100 OPEL Inc. 9,5 2008 USA Trumbull The Sports Zone in Trumbull, CT Commercial 
101 OPEL Inc. 10 2008 Korea  initial trial order from Dass Tech Co. Ltd., and Taiho Solar Co., Ltd. Pilot 
102 Sol3G 200 2008 Spain Santa Pola Electricidad Ansaldo - Aquagest Commercial 
103 Sol3G 800 2008 Spain Flix Flix Solar (Parque Solar Ramón Escriche) Commercial 
104 Sol3G 400 2008 Spain  ISFOC Pilot 
105 Sol3G  2008 Spain Valladolid – 2008 Valladolid - 2008 Prototype 
106 Sol3G  2008 Spain Vallverd (Lleida)  Vallverd (Lleida) - 2008 Prototype 
107 Sol3G  2008 Spain Olocau del Rei (Castellón) Olocau del Rei (Castellón) - 2008 Prototype 
108 Sol3G  2008 Spain Orense  Orense - 2008 Prototype 
109 Sol3G  2008 Spain Manresa Manresa - 2008 Prototype 
110 Sol3G  2008 Spain Huesca  Huesca - 2008 Prototype 
111 Sol3G  2008 Israel Israel Israel – 2008 Prototype 
112 Sol3G  2008 Spain Valencia Valencia – 2008 Prototype 
113 SolarTec AG 1 2008 Russia Sant Petersburg Ioffe Institute Rooftop Prototype 
114 Solar Systems 130 2008 Australia Umuwa  Commercial 
115 Solar Systems 140 2008 Australia Victoria Bridgewater Power Facility Commercial 
116 SolFocus 200 2008 Spain Almoguera ISFOC Pilot 
117 SolFocus 300 2008 Spain Puertollano ISFOC Pilot 
118 SolFocus 7,6 2008 USA Fremont, California KGO AM 810 Radio Transmitter Site Commercial 
119 Spirox Corporation 1,5 2008 Taiwan Hsin-Chu , Taiwan Spirox, Hsin-Chu , Taiwan Prototype 
120 Spirox Corporation 5 2008 Taiwan Tainan, Taiwan NCKU, Tainan , Taiwan Prototype 
121 Jx Crystals 100 2008 China Shangai  Pilot 
122 Green and Gold 16,5 2008 Spain  Energies AC Gava's (Spanish Licensee) "SolarCub" Pilot 
123 Skyline Solar 24 2008 USA San Jose, Ca Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority. Prototype 
124 Concentrix 300 2009 Spain Puertollano ISFOC Pilot 
125 Arima Eco 10 2009 Taiwan Taiwan  Pilot 
126 Cool Earth Solar 1400 2009 USA Tacy Prove of Concept Future 
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# Company  
Installed 
Capacity 
(kWp) 
Year Place Location Comment State of Art 
127 CSM 300 2009 Spain Puertollano ISFOC Pilot 
128 Emcore  2009 USA  SunPeak Solar MOU 
129 Emcore 300 2009 Spain  ISFOC Pilot 
130 Arima 300 2009 Spain  ISFOC Pilot 
131 Greenvolts 2000 2009 USA Byron, Ca GV1 Project. Pacific Gas & Electric Company Future 
132 Guascor Foton 2000 2009 Spain Murcia Moratalla Commercial 
133 OPEL Inc. 440 2009 Spain  BETASOL Commercial 
134 SolFocus 1600 2009 Greece  Samaras Group Future 
135 OPEL Inc. 131 2009 USA Plainville, CT Linden Street School in Plainville, CT Commercial 
136 Jx Crystals 300 2009 China Shangai  Future 
137 Everphoton 200 2009 Taiwan  Colaboration with INER? Future 
138 Morgan Solar 2,5 2009 Canada  Earth Rangers Centre Future 
139 Zenith Solar  2009 Israel Kvutzat yavne  Commercial 
140 OPEL Inc. 2375 Future Spain  BETASOL Future 
141 Cool Earth Solar 10000 2010 USA Central Valley Pilot plant Future 
142 Emcore  2010 USA Southwestern  Future 
143 Solar Systems 2000 2010 Australia Victoria Victoria project. First Phase Future 
144 Solar Systems 1776 2010 Australia 
Kalgoorlie 
(600km from 
Perth) 
Kalgoorlie project 
Future 
145 SolFocus 10000 2010 Spain  EMPE Solar -103$ - 80 million Euro deal LOI 
146 Guascor Foton 11000 2012 Spain    
147 Solar Systems 152000 2013 Australia Victoria Victoria Project. Commisioning Future 
148 Scaled Solar 75000 2013 USA San Francisco Bay Area   
149 Everphoton 800 Future Taiwan  Colaboration with INER? Future 
150 Emcore 60000 Future China Langfang XinAo Group Follow Up 
151 Emcore 14300 Future Korea  DI Semicon LOI 
152 Emcore 60000 Future Canada   MOU 
153 OPEL Inc. 10000 Future Korea  Dass Tech Co. Ltd., and Taiho Solar Co., Ltd. Future 
154 SolFocus 8400 Future Greece  Samaras Group LOI 
155 SolFocus 200000 Future USA Pueblo 
Consotrium with KRS Energy Helios Energy 
Partners -> Power Purchase agreement with 
Xcel Energy 
Unsuccessful 
MOU 
156 Amonix       
157 Solar Systems   Australia Fosterville  Prototype 
158 Solon AG 1000  USA Colorado Low Concentration Commercial 
159 Jx Crystals   USA Issaquah  Prototype 
Table 40: CPV Plants & Installed Capacity 
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140 http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2009/04/opel-intl-and-betasol-increase-solar.html 
141 http://social.cpvtoday.com/content/cool-earth-solar-starts-work-its-first-prototype-power-plant 
142 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2008&news=180 
143 http://www.solarsystems.com.au/154MWVictorianProject.html 
144 http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/WAPressrelease.pdf 
145 http://www.solfocus.com/en/news-events/press-releases/2008-11-03.php 
146 http://www.cpvtoday.com/eu/presentations/JoseTonaGuascorFoton.pdf 
147 http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/FactSheet-Technology.pdf 
148  
149 http://www.everphoton.com/e200kw.html 
150 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2008&news=192 
151 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2007&news=174 
152 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2007&news=172 
153 http://www.marketwire.com/press-release/Opel-International-Inc-TSX-VENTURE-OPL-875599.html 
154 http://www.pv-tech.org/news/_a/solfocus_samaras_expand_commercial_solar_cpv_plans_to_in_greece_to_10_mw/ 
155 http://www.chieftain.com/articles/2009/03/28/business/local/doc49cd8e618048b889048972.txt 
156  
157  
158 http://www.photon-magazine.com/news_archiv/details.aspx?cat=News_PI&sub=america&pub=4&parent=1218 
159 http://www.jxcrystals.com/SolarPV.htm 
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Appendix 17: Online Web-resources 
 
Renewable Energies & Solar Energy Technology and Industry News: 
Name Web 
CPV Today http://www.cpv-today.com 
PV-Tech http://www.pv-tech.org 
Greentech Media http://www.greentechmedia.com 
Photon International http://www.photon-magazine.com/ 
Gunther's Portfolio http://guntherportfolio.com/ 
Compound Semiconductor http://www.compoundsemiconductor.net/ 
Semiconductor Today http://www.semiconductor-today.com 
Cleantech Group http://cleantech.com/news/solar 
Renewable Energy World http://www.renewableenergyworld.com 
CNET http://www.cnet.com/ 
Technology Review http://www.technologyreview.com 
Solar Energy Business Review http://solar.energy-business-review.com/ 
Science Daily http://www.sciencedaily.com/news/matter_energy/solar_energy/
Solarbuzz http://www.solarbuzz.com/ 
Solar Server http://www.solarserver.de 
Solar Energy News http://www.esolarenergynews.com 
Table 41: Renewable Energies & Solar Energy Technology and Industry News 
 
Online PV-CPV resources: 
Name Web 
ENF http://www.enf.cn 
PV Resources http://www.pvresources.com 
UNEnergy http://www.unenergy.org 
Solarweb http://www.solarweb.net/ 
Table 42: Online PV-CPV Resources 
 
Solar Energy and Renewable Energies Associations: 
Name Acronym Area Web 
Solar Energy Industries Association  SEIA USA http://seia.org 
European PhotoVoltaic Industry 
Association EPIA Europe http://epia.org 
The International Solar Energy Society ISES International http://www.ises.org/ 
American Solar Energy Society ASES USA http://www.ases.org/ 
Solar Electric Power Association SEPA USA http://www.solarelectricpower.org/ 
The Solar Alliance  USA http://www.solaralliance.org 
Australian and New Zealand Solar 
Energy Society ANZSES Australia http://www.anzses.org/ 
Solar Energy Society SESCI Canada http://www.solarenergysociety.ca/ 
Asociación de la Industria Fotovoltaica ASIF Spain http://www.asif.org 
European Association for Renewable 
Energies  EUROSOLAR Europe http://www.eurosolar.org 
European Forum for Renewable Energy 
Sources EUFORES Europe http://www.eufores.org 
Clean Energy Council  Australia http://www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au 
British Photovoltaic Association PV-UK UK http://www.pv-uk.org.uk 
BSi Bundesverband Solarindustrie e.V BSI Germany http://www.bsi-solar.de 
Sonnenenergie-Fachverband Schweiz SOFAS Switzerland http://www.sofas.ch 
Canadian Solar Industries Association CANSIA Canada http://www.cansia.ca/ 
Table 43: Solar Energy and Renewable Energies Industry Associations
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Appendix 18: Web References (Industry News and Press Releases) 
 
New Topic Date Accessed Source 
DOE sets aside $300M for autos, solar, carbon 
capture | Cleantech Group 2009-06-11 
2009-06-11 
23:49:32 
http://www.cleantech.com/news/4582/doe-sets-aside-300m-
vehicles-solar 
Laser Focus World - Sensors Unlimited 
advocates using its cameras for solar-cell 
inspection 
2009-06-11 2009-06-11 23:41:47 
http://www.laserfocusworld.com/display_article/364443/12/none/non
e/TECHN/Sensors-Unlimited-advocates-using-its-cameras-for-solar-
cell-inspectio 
Optics Balzers Launches Innovation: Sofi™ Solar 
Filter Satisfies the Most Rigorous Requirements 2009-06-10 
2009-06-10 
15:53:09 
http://www.businesswire.com/portal/site/google/?ndmViewId=news_
view&newsId=20090610005670&newsLang=en 
Concentrix plant maintains 23% efficiency - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 2009-06-09 
2009-06-10 
02:24:38 http://compoundsemiconductor.net/cws/article/business/39425 
Energía Solar OK: Guascor desarrollará energía 
solar en Sicilia con inversión de 900 millones 2009-06-09 
2009-06-10 
02:24:02 
http://energiasolarok.blogspot.com/2009/06/guascor-desarrollara-
energia-solar-en.html 
NREL: News - NREL Seeks Proposals, 
Announces Awards for Photovoltaic Technology 
Incubator Program 
2009-06-09 2009-06-11 18:53:37 http://www.nrel.gov/news/press/2009/696.html 
Concentrix Reveals CPV Plant Efficiency Figures 
- Renewable Energy World 2009-06-04 
2009-06-04 
17:04:35 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/06/con
centrator-pv-plant-efficiency-figures-revealed?cmpid=rss 
Concentrix Plant Feeds Solar Electricity with 23% 
AC Efficiency | Solar PV Business News | ENF. 2009-06-03 
2009-06-04 
16:38:47 http://news.enf.cn/en/news/news_9112.html 
Greentech Media: U.S. Solar Market: So 
Promising, Except for 2009 2009-06-03 
2009-06-11 
23:54:25 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/u.s.-solar-market-so-
promising-except-for-2009/ 
Solar Trackers: Facing the Sun - Renewable 
Energy World 2009-06-01 
2009-06-04 
16:29:37 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/06/sol
ar-trackers-facing-the-sun?cmpid=rss 
Obama Announces US $467M in Stimulus 
Funding for Geothermal and Solar Energy 
Projects - Renewable Energy World 
2009-05-28 2009-05-31 15:21:50 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/05/oba
ma-announces-us-467m-in-stimulus-funding-for-geothermal-and-
solar-energy-projects?cmpid=rss 
SEPA Unveils Its Top Ten Utility Rankings for 
2008 - Renewable Energy World 2009-05-28 
2009-05-31 
15:23:53 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/05/sep
a-unveils-its-top-ten-utility-rankings-for-2008?cmpid=rss 
Prism Solar Technologies (PST) Releases Real-
time Test Data of Solar Module's Power 
Enhancement Capability. 
2009-05-28 2009-05-31 15:22:33 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/partner/prism-solar-
technologies-inc-7416/news/article/2009/05/prism-solar-
technologies-pst-releases-real-time-test-of-solar-modules-power-
enhancement-capability-?cmpid=rss 
Skyline Solar Appoints Dr. Lars Podlowski to its 
Board of Directors | Solar Energy News 2009-05-27 
2009-05-28 
10:41:49 
http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2009/05/skyline-solar-appoints-
dr-lars.html 
SolFocus module becomes first concentrator PV 
product to meet IEC 62108 standard - 
Photovoltaics International 
2009-05-27 2009-05-28 10:39:50 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/solfocus_module_becomes_first_concentrator_pv
_product_to_meet_iec_62108_sta/?utm_source=Feeds&utm_camp
aign=News+Feed&utm_medium=rss 
Could Ontario Be the Next Germany? - 
Renewable Energy World 2009-05-27 
2009-05-31 
15:20:20 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/05/cou
ld-ontario-be-the-next-germany?cmpid=rss 
SolFocus Becomes First Company to Receive 
IEC Certification on Concentrator Photovoltaic 
(CPV) Modules | Solar Energy News 
2009-05-27 2009-05-28 10:42:23 
http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2009/05/solfocus-becomes-first-
company-to.html 
IEC gives SolFocus CPV panels a stamp of 
approval | Cleantech Group 2009-05-27 
2009-05-28 
10:40:40 
http://www.cleantech.com/news/4504/iec-gives-solfocus-cpv-panels-
stamp 
Department of Energy - President Obama 
Announces Over $467 Million in Recovery Act 
Funding for Geothermal and Solar Energy 
Projects 
2009-05-27 2009-05-31 16:03:17 http://www.energy.gov/news2009/7427.htm 
OPEL International Files First Quarter 2009 
Financials 2009-05-21 
2009-05-22 
11:50:01 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/partner/opel-inc-
6643/news/article/2009/05/opel-international-files-first-quarter-2009-
financials?cmpid=rss 
Space Systems/Loral awards high-efficiency 
solar-cell supply contract to Emcore - 
Photovoltaics International 
2009-05-21 2009-05-22 11:47:24 
http://www.pv-tech.org/news/_a/space_systems_loral_awards_high-
efficiency_solar-
cell_supply_contract_to_em/?utm_source=Feeds&utm_campaign=
News+Feed&utm_medium=rss 
Spire Expands its International Solar Reach 2009-05-21 2009-05-22 11:36:45 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/partner/spire-
corporation-2558/news/article/2009/05/spire-expands-its-
international-solar-reach 
Cyrium Technologies' Multi-Junction Solar Cells 
Offer Industry-Leading Performance; Helping to 
Move Cost of Renewable Solar Energy Toward 
Grid Parity | SYS-CON CANADA 
2009-05-21 2009-05-22 11:37:49 http://ca.sys-con.com/node/973279 
Cyrium claims record efficiencies for 
commercially manufactured multi-junction solar 
cells 
2009-05-21 2009-05-22 11:48:05 
http://www.semiconductor-
today.com/news_items/2009/MAY/CYRIUM_210509.htm 
NREL Wins Prize For IMM Solar Cells | Solar 
Feeds News and Commentary Network 2009-05-09 
2009-05-09 
02:09:36 
http://solarfeeds.com/solar-industry/7055-nrel-wins-prize-for-imm-
solar-cells-.html 
Australia to join IRENA as it announces 1GW 
solar program - Photovoltaics International 2009-05-19 
2009-05-19 
17:41:20 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/australia_to_join_irena_as_it_announces_1gw_sol
ar_program/?utm_source=Feeds&utm_campaign=News+Feed&utm
_medium=rss 
Tool Order: Taiwan’s INER adds another Aixtron 
MOCVD tool for solar cell development - 
Photovoltaics International 
2009-05-19 2009-05-19 17:41:58 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/tool_order_taiwans_iner_adds_another_aixtron_m
ocvd_tool_for_solar_cell_deve/?utm_source=Feeds&utm_campaign
=News+Feed&utm_medium=rss 
Is Yingli Green closing the cost-per-watt gap with 
First Solar? - Photovoltaics International 2009-05-18 
2009-05-22 
11:24:04 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/editors_blog/_a/is_yingli_green_closing_the_cost_per_watt
_gap_with_first_solar/?utm_source=PV+Tech+Newsletter&utm_cam
paign=4354123e23-
pvtech_newsletter_20_05_2009&utm_medium=email 
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New Topic Date Accessed Source 
INER Inaugurates Solar Energy Test Center In 
Kaohsiung, Taiwan - Solar : News 2009-05-15 
2009-05-15 
10:20:56 
http://solar.energy-business-
review.com/news/iner_inaugurates_solar_energy_test_center_in_ka
ohsiung_taiwan_090515 
EO Releases New Catalog with Solar Focus 2009-05-15 2009-05-15 02:47:45 
http://manufacturing.dbusinessnews.com/shownews.php?type_new
s=latest&newsid=183097 
Emcore considers asset sale - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 2009-05-13 
2009-05-14 
00:00:42 http://compoundsemiconductor.net/cws/article/business/39056 
Solar Energy News: Entech Solar to Present at 
JMP Securities Conference May 18, 2009 2009-05-12 
2009-05-12 
22:28:58 
http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2009/05/entech-solar-to-present-
at-jmp.html 
NREL solar cell wins Excellence in Technology 
Transfer award 2009-05-12 
2009-05-14 
14:58:32 http://www.solarserver.de/solarmagazin/news-e.html#news671 
Solar Energy News: VTA & Skyline Solar Kick Off 
Power Plant Partnership 2009-05-12 
2009-05-12 
22:29:37 
http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2009/05/vta-skyline-solar-kick-
off-power-plant.html 
Solar Energy News: EnergyMixx Announces 
HelioDynamics Commissions First Solar 
Concentrator 
2009-05-12 2009-05-12 22:27:39 
http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2009/05/energymixx-announces-
heliodynamics.html 
RNT’s NanoBond® Passes 1000 Thermal Cycles 
for CPV Thermal Interface | Reactive 
NanoTechnologies 
2009-05-12 2009-05-14 16:51:58 
http://www.rntfoil.com/site/press-releases/rnt%e2%80%99s-
nanobond%c2%ae-passes-1000-thermal-cycles-for-cpv-thermal-
interface 
Optony, U.S. NREL in concentrating solar PV 
project | Cleantech Group 2009-05-11 
2009-05-14 
00:03:15 
http://cleantech.com/news/3098/optony-u-s-nrel-in-concentrating-
solar-pv-project 
EMCORE Corporation Announces Unaudited 
Results for Its Second Quarter and Six-Month 
Period Ended March 31, 2009 
2009-05-11 2009-05-20 14:08:57 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2009=221 
ArimaEco gears up for a new milestone | CPV 
Today 2009-05-10 
2009-05-10 
18:14:15 http://social.cpvtoday.com/content/arimaeco-gears-new-milestone 
Investigadores de la Universidad de LLeida 
patentan un nuevo sistema de energía solar 2009-05-09 
2009-05-10 
15:36:39 
http://erenovable.com/2009/05/09/investigadores-de-la-universidad-
de-lleida-patentan-un-nuevo-sistema-de-energa-solar/ 
OPEL International asserts second BETASOL 
HCPV deal | GUNTHER Portfolio 2009-05-08 
2009-05-08 
11:46:16 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2009/05/opel-international-asserts-
second-betasol-hcpv-deal/ 
NREL: News - NREL Solar Cell Wins Federal 
Technology Transfer Prize 2009-05-07 
2009-06-05 
22:38:40 http://www.nrel.gov/news/press/2009/686.html 
Solar Energy News: Entech Solar, Inc. 
Announces First Quarter Results 2009-05-07 
2009-05-07 
20:11:42 
http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2009/05/entech-solar-inc-
announces-first.html 
Concentrix Solar’s FLATCON® Technology | 
Solar PV Business News | ENF. 2009-05-06 
2009-05-07 
17:03:38 http://news.enf.cn/en/news/news_8796.html 
OPEL New USA Manufactured Solar Tracker 
Product | Solar PV Business News | ENF. 2009-05-06 
2009-05-07 
16:56:40 http://news.enf.cn/en/news/news_8794.html 
Solar Energy News: OPEL International 
Announces a New USA Manufactured Solar 
Tracker Product 
2009-05-06 2009-05-07 10:24:39 
http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2009/05/opel-international-
announces-new-usa.html 
Concentrix Solar To Launch New Generation CX-
75 Modules - Solar : News 2009-05-06 
2009-05-07 
18:14:14 
http://solar.energy-business-
review.com/news/concentrix_solar_to_launch_new_generation_cx7
5_modules_090506 
PV in 2009: Winners, Strugglers and Losers 2009-05-05 2009-05-05 18:18:26 
http://beta.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/pv-dont-get-left-
behind-3637/ 
The Top Tens of Greentech 2009-05-05 2009-05-05 17:22:24 
http://beta.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/the-top-ten-of-
greentech-3606/ 
Top Ten Solar - SolFocus 2009-05-05 2009-05-05 18:23:15 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/top-ten-solar-
companies-3794/N8/ 
Greentech Media: Green Light » Blog Archive » 
Skyline Solar Officially Emerges From Stealth 2009-05-04 
2009-05-04 
21:21:06 
http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2009/05/04/skyline-solar-
officially-emerges-from-stealth-1460/ 
Startup Skyline Solar Comes Out Shooting for 
Grid Parity — Can It Deliver? | Green Business | 
Reuters 
2009-05-04 2009-05-07 11:44:16 
http://www.reuters.com/article/earthToTech/idUS190148474520090
504 
Technology Review: Cheaper Solar 
Concentrators 2009-05-04 
2009-05-04 
16:17:05 http://www.technologyreview.com/business/22582/ 
ZenithSolar - The Most Efficient Solar Energy 
Collector In The World? | Green Prophet 2009-05-04 
2009-05-04 
18:57:58 
http://greenprophet.com/2009/05/04/8733/zenithsolar-zenith-solar-
israel/ 
Skyline Solar unwraps low-cost solar concentrator 
| Green Tech - CNET News 2009-05-04 
2009-05-04 
14:42:52 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-10232586-54.html 
Skyline Solar emerges from secrecy with a new 
solar architecture - R & D 2009-05-04 
2009-05-11 
11:39:02 
http://www.rdmag.com/ShowPR.aspx?PUBCODE=014&ACCT=140
0000101&ISSUE=0905&RELTYPE=IDN&PRODCODE=00000000&
PRODLETT=AI&CommonCount=0 
Stealthy Skyline Solar comes out into the light, 
touts high-gain CPV technology - Photovoltaics 
International 
2009-05-04 2009-05-04 14:39:30 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/stealthy_skyline_solar_comes_out_into_the_light_
touts_high-
gain_cpv_technol/?utm_source=Feeds&utm_campaign=News+Fee
d&utm_medium=rss 
Startup Skyline Solar Comes Out Shooting for 
Grid Parity — Can It Deliver? 2009-05-04 
2009-05-04 
14:44:53 
http://earth2tech.com/2009/05/04/startup-skyline-solar-comes-out-
shooting-for-grid-parity-can-it-deliver/ 
Skyline Solar : Scalable Solar Power 2009-05-04 2009-05-04 16:33:36 http://www.skyline-solar.com/press_05042009.htm 
Prism Solar scores $5 million in bridge-round 
financing to buy, build out factory - Photovoltaics 
International 
2009-05-01 2009-05-03 20:45:34 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/prism_solar_scores_5_million_in_bridge-
round_financing_to_buy_build_out_fac/?utm_source=Feeds&utm_c
ampaign=News+Feed&utm_medium=rss 
Prism Solar Technologies Closes Bridge Round 
Financing of $5 Million Dollars 2009-04-30 
2009-05-07 
13:45:08 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/partner/prism-solar-
technologies-inc-7416/news/article/2009/04/prism-solar-
technologies-closes-bridge-round-financing-of-5-million-dollars 
Israel Inaugurates Unique Solar Farm : 
Renewable Energy News 2009-04-30 
2009-05-10 
20:38:19 
http://www.energymatters.com.au/index.php?main_page=news_arti
cle&article_id=424 
Energía solar fotovoltaica de concentración | 
CONSUMER EROSKI 2009-04-30 
2009-05-07 
10:23:46 
http://www.consumer.es/web/es/medio_ambiente/energia_y_ciencia
/2009/04/30/184943.php 
Greentech Media | Can a Concentrator Company 
Live Off Big Roofs Alone? 2009-04-30 
2009-04-30 
22:18:20 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/can-a-concentrator-
company-live-off-big-roofs-alone-6101.html 
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New Topic Date Accessed Source 
EVERPHOTON Energy Corporation is proudly 
announcing its winning of the tender of 200 KW III 
V triple junction modules productions, the first 
phase bidding in 2009 for the 1MW project 
initiated by the Institute of Nuclear Energy 
Research (INER) 
2009-04-30 2009-04-30 18:15:52 http://www.everphoton.com/e200kw.html 
Inauguran una granja solar con tecnología 
pionera en Israel 2009-04-29 
2009-04-29 
18:01:51 
http://erenovable.com/2009/04/29/inauguran-una-granja-solar-con-
tecnologa-pionera-en-israel/ 
Science Foundation Arizona :: Science 
Foundation Arizona Announces $4 Million 
Investment to Develop Solar Technology and 
Launch the Solar Technology Institute 
2009-04-29 2009-05-07 16:50:45 
http://sev.prnewswire.com/environmental-
services/20090429/DC0728629042009-1.html 
$21m loss brings further cost cuts at Veeco - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 2009-04-28 
2009-04-28 
16:11:17 http://compoundsemiconductor.net/cws/article/business/38847 
Sunseeker signs agreement with nations roof llc 2009-04-28 2009-05-14 16:14:39 
http://www.solarindustrymag.com/e107_plugins/content/content_lt.p
hp?content.3020 
Spire Opens Advanced Technology Center - 
Renewable Energy World 2009-04-28 
2009-04-28 
16:13:59 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/04/spir
e-opens-advanced-technology-center?src=rss 
Solar Energy News: SolFocus Showcases New 
Concentrator Photovoltaic (CPV) Technology and 
Commercial Deployment Success at CPV Summit 
2009 in Toledo, Spain 
2009-04-28 2009-04-28 17:53:45 
http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2009/04/solfocus-showcases-
new-concentrator.html 
ZenithSolar Launches Solar Energy Plant At 
Kvutzat Yavne, Israel - Solar : News 2009-04-27 
2009-04-30 
22:50:08 
http://solar.energy-business-
review.com/news/zenithsolar_launches_solar_energy_plant_at_kvut
zat_yavne_israel_090427 
Concentrix Solar: Concentrix Solar successfully 
installs new tracking system in CPV power plant 2009-04-27 
2009-04-27 
23:46:29 
http://www.concentrix-solar.de/news/newssingle/artikel/concentrix-
solar-setzt-erfolgreich-neues-tracking-system-bei-kraftwerk-
ein/6/?L=1&cHash=ccf13db11d 
SolFocus Showcases New Concentrator 
Photovoltaic (CPV) Technology and Commercial 
Deployment Success at CPV Summit 2009 in 
Toledo, Spain - MarketWatch 
2009-04-27 2009-05-07 16:49:46 
http://www.marketwatch.com/news/story/solfocus-showcases-new-
concentrator-photovoltaic/story.aspx?guid=%7BC7B83B03-D2D1-
4484-AE54-61A6B9A0ACF9%7D&dist=msr_1 
Solar Energy News: Quentin T. Kelly Purchases 
the Name of “WorldWater & Solar Technologies” 
Plus the Full Product Line and Technology of 
Mobile MaxPure® Solar Water Purification 
Systems 
2009-04-27 2009-04-27 23:45:16 
http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2009/04/quentin-t-kelly-
purchases-name-of.html 
SolFocus Expands Glassworks Factory in Arizona 
- Renewable Energy World 2009-04-27 
2009-04-27 
14:44:36 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/04/solf
ocus-expands-glassworks-factory-in-arizona?src=rss 
Solar Energy News: SolFocus Cuts Ribbon on 
Expanded Glassworks Factory in Mesa, Arizona 2009-04-24 
2009-04-24 
21:30:56 
http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2009/04/solfocus-cuts-ribbon-on-
expanded.html 
SolFocus > News events > Press releases > 
2009 04 23 2009-04-23 
2009-04-25 
17:38:32 
http://www.solfocus.com/en/news-events/press-releases/2009-04-
23.php 
Concentrix Solar: Concentrix Solar successfully 
installs new tracking system in CPV power plant 2009-04-23 
2009-05-08 
15:53:33  
Spire Opens New Advanced Technology Center 2009-04-23 2009-04-23 22:56:55 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/partner/spire-
corporation-2558/news/article/2009/04/spire-opens-new-advanced-
technology-center?src=rss 
Spectrolab to Take Its New C3MJ Technology 
Forward | Solar PV Business News | ENF. 2009-04-22 
2009-05-08 
00:51:56 http://news.enf.cn/en/news/news_8654.html 
Opel & Betasol Secure Loan for CPV Project - 
Renewable Energy World 2009-04-22 
2009-04-24 
08:55:40 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/04/ope
l-betasol-receive-loan-for-2-3-mw-cpv-solar-project?src=rss 
Solar Technology Institute to be opened in 
Arizona - Photovoltaics International 2009-04-21 
2009-04-22 
01:14:15 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/solar_technology_institute_to_be_opened_in_ariz
ona/?utm_source=Feeds&utm_campaign=News+Feed&utm_mediu
m=rss 
Solar Energy News: OPEL Int'l and BETASOL 
Increase Solar Footprint with Second Utility 
Grade Solar Farm in Spain 
2009-04-21 2009-04-22 01:01:03 
http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2009/04/opel-intl-and-betasol-
increase-solar.html 
OPEL Int'l and BETASOL Increase Solar 
Footprint with Second Utility Grade Solar Farm in 
Spain 
2009-04-21 2009-04-22 01:08:45 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/partner/opel-inc-
6643/news/article/2009/04/opel-intl-and-betasol-increase-solar-
footprint-with-second-utility-grade-solar-farm-in-spain?src=rss 
ZenithSolar New Solar Farm Adds Hot Water to 
Cheap Electricity | Solar PV Business News | 
ENF. 
2009-04-20 2009-05-08 00:53:39 http://news.enf.cn/en/news/news_8554.html 
Astrom apuesta por la Concentración 
Fotovoltaica | CPV Today 2009-04-20 
2009-04-27 
11:23:35 
http://es.cpvtoday.com/content/astrom-apuesta-por-la-
concentraci%c3%b3n-fotovoltaica 
OPEL forms subsidiary to partner with European 
solar project developers 2009-04-20 
2009-05-07 
15:47:34 
http://www.semiconductor-
today.com/news_items/2009/APRIL/OPEL_200409.htm 
Greentech Media: Green Light » Blog Archive » 
150 Solar Startups, Pt. 2: CPV (UPDATED 1/24) 2009-04-18 
2009-04-18 
22:26:21 
http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2008/12/04/150-solar-start-
ups-part-2-cpv-780/ 
Two Early Solar Lions - Extraordinary Men with 
Extraordinary Visions - Renewable Energy World 2009-04-17 
2009-05-07 
13:55:15 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/04/two
-early-solar-lions-extraordinary-men-with-extraordinary-visions 
5 solar projects get $4 million in grants 2009-04-17 2009-05-07 16:52:33 http://www.tucsoncitizen.com/daily/local/114651.php 
Greentech Media | Bringing CPV to Scale 2009-04-17 2009-04-18 22:17:17 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/bringing-cpv-to-scale-
6056.html 
Greentech Media | Soliant Gets Interim CEO 2009-04-17 2009-04-28 12:49:58 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/soliant-gets-interim-ceo-
6061.html 
Greentech Media | GreenVolts Replaces CEO 
Bob Cart 2009-04-14 
2009-04-16 
22:44:50 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/greenvolts-replaces-ceo-
bob-cart-6047.html 
GreenVolts » GreenVolts Appoints Executive 
Chairman 2009-04-14 
2009-04-16 
22:43:52 
http://www.greenvolts.com/news_and_events/press/2009/04/14/gre
envolts-appoints-executive-chairman/ 
Veeco Experts to Speak at Various Worldwide 
Solar Industry Events 2009-04-14 
2009-04-25 
19:07:58 http://www.nanowerk.com/news/newsid=10074.php 
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GreenVolts Jolts Concentrating PhotoVoltaic 
(CPV) Business Plans | GUNTHER Portfolio 2009-04-10 
2009-04-10 
14:10:24 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2009/04/greenvolts-jolts-concentrating-
photovoltaic-cpv-business-plans/ 
The Solar Drop @ GoGreenSolar.com: 
holographic solar panels? 2009-04-09 
2009-04-10 
00:01:55 http://blog.gogreensolar.com/2009/04/holographic-solar-panels.html 
Prism Solar Technologies to Present at 
TechConnect Summit in Houston, Texas May 5 2009-04-07 
2009-04-07 
16:09:00 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/partner/prism-solar-
technologies-inc-7416/news/article/2009/04/prism-solar-
technologies-to-present-at-techconnect-summit-in-houston-texas-
may-5?src=rss 
Spire, NREL partner on 42% triple-junction 
concentrator solar cell development - 
Photovoltaics International 
2009-04-07 2009-04-07 16:11:51 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/spire_and_nrel_partner_on_42_three-
junction_concentrator_solar_cell_develop/?utm_source=Feeds&utm
_campaign=News+Feed&utm_medium=rss 
Greentech Media: Green Light » Blog Archive » 
Update: Prism Solar Has No Plan to Raise $150M 2009-04-06 
2009-04-07 
16:18:38 
http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2009/04/06/prism-solar-aims-
to-raise-150m-for-factory-build-out-1333/ 
Spire to Develop 42% Efficient Concentrator 
Solar Cell | Solar PV Business News | ENF. 2009-04-06 
2009-05-08 
00:49:23 http://news.enf.cn/en/news/news_8072.html 
Spire Semiconductor to Develop 42% Efficient 
Concentrator Solar Cells 2009-04-06 
2009-04-05 
13:08:36 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/partner/spire-
corporation-2558/news/article/2009/04/spire-semiconductor-to-
develop-42-efficient-concentrator-solar-cells?src=rss 
Prism Solar looks to raise ambitious $150M for 
solar hologram plant » VentureBeat 2009-04-03 
2009-04-07 
16:28:48 
http://venturebeat.com/2009/04/03/prism-solar-looks-to-raise-
ambitious-150m-for-solar-hologram-plant/ 
La Universidad de Lleida integra la energía solar 
de concentración en fachadas y cubiertas 2009-04-03 
2009-04-03 
10:43:31 
http://www.energias-
renovables.com/paginas/Contenidosecciones.asp?Id=16766 
Concentrator photovoltaic cell efficiency to reach 
50% by 2015 2009-04-02 
2009-04-25 
19:15:32 http://www.nanowerk.com/news/newsid=9925.php 
lageneraciondelsol.com - España es referente 
mundial de la industria de Concentración 
Fotovoltaica (CPV) 
2009-04-02 2009-04-02 13:31:04 
http://www.lageneraciondelsol.com/secciones/lomasinformativo/noti
cias/noticia.asp?noticia=1688 
Prism Solar Buys 60-MW Manufacturing Plant - 
Renewable Energy World 2009-03-31 
2009-03-31 
14:08:15 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/03/pris
m-solar-acquires-60-mw-manufacturing-facility?src=rss 
Entech suspends CSP operations to focus on 
next-generation products - Photovoltaics 
International 
2009-03-30 2009-03-30 17:27:30 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/entech_suspends_csp_operations_to_focus_on_n
ext-
generation_products/?utm_source=Feeds&utm_campaign=News+F
eed&utm_medium=rss 
ArimaEco Starts Installation of CPV Project at 
ISFOC after Obtained IEC62108 Compliance 2009-03-30 
2009-05-08 
15:21:01 
http://www.arimaeco.com/news.php?action=show&id=73&cid=6&pa
ge=1&keyword= 
Spain leads 2008 solar market | Cleantech Group 2009-03-30 2009-06-11 23:55:46  
Spain leads 2008 solar market | Cleantech Group 2009-03-30 2009-03-30 18:07:31 
http://www.cleantech.com/news/4313/spain-leads-solar-market-
2008 
The Pueblo Chieftain Online :: Depot solar project 
wins important nod 2009-03-29 
2009-03-29 
20:47:07 
http://www.chieftain.com/articles/2009/03/28/business/local/doc49cd
8e618048b889048972.txt 
Sol3G Achieves nearly 23% efficiency in Flix 
Installation 2009-03-28  
http://www.sol3g.com/downloads/pdf/sol3g_press_note_eficiency_fli
x_eng.pdf 
Sol3g Achieves Nearly 23% Efficiency in Flix 
Installation | Solar PV Business News | ENF. 2009-03-26 
2009-05-08 
00:47:14 http://news.enf.cn/en/news/news_7650.html 
EPIA: Photovoltaics market topped 5.5GW in 
2008; 129% growth y-on-y - Photovoltaics 
International 
2009-03-25 2009-03-30 05:13:45 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/eipa_photovoltaics_market_topped_5.5gw_in_200
8_129_growth_y-on-y/ 
EPIA: Photovoltaics market topped 5.5GW in 
2008; 129% growth y-on-y - Photovoltaics 
International 
2009-03-25 2009-03-26 01:53:46 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/eipa_photovoltaics_market_topped_5.5gw_in_200
8_129_growth_y-on-
y/?utm_source=Feeds&utm_campaign=News+Feed&utm_medium=
rss 
Connecticut school's rooftop GaAs-based CPV 
solar installation goes live (Compound 
Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2009-03-24 2009-03-31 08:49:22 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2009/03/connecticut_school
s_rooftop_ga.html 
 2009-03-24  http://www.opelinc.com/news/wp-content/uploads/2009/03/mar-24-09.pdf 
SolFocus turns focus on Greece 2009-03-23 2009-03-28 17:38:21 
http://www.sunwindenergy.com/swe/content/home/details.php?id=1
6&rub=solarstrom 
Opel Inc. Brightens Connecticut's Clean Energy 
Future 2009-03-20 
2009-03-23 
18:46:48 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/partner/opel-inc-
6643/news/article/2009/03/opel-inc-brightens-connecticuts-clean-
energy-future?src=rss 
GreenVolts & NREL Collaborate on 
Commercializing IMM Multi-Junction Solar Cell - 
Renewable Energy World 
2009-03-19 2009-03-19 16:58:42 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/03/gre
envolts-nrel-collaborate-on-commercializing-imm-multi-junction-
solar-cell?src=rss 
Greentech Media | GreenVolts Delays its 2MW 
Solar Field 2009-03-19 
2009-03-21 
09:24:02 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/greenvolts-delays-its-2mw-
solar-field-5916.html 
GreenVolts and NREL to team on III-V IMM multi-
junction solar cells (Compound Semiconductor 
Blog) - compoundsemiconductor.net 
2009-03-16 2009-03-31 08:52:53 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2009/03/greenvolts_and_nr
el_to_team_on.html 
Entech Solar joins forces with Fraunhofer CSE for 
back-contact cell testing - Photovoltaics 
International 
2009-03-13 2009-03-13 19:19:54 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/entech_solar_joins_forces_with_fraunhofer_cse_f
or_back-
contact_cell_testing/?utm_source=Feeds&utm_campaign=News+Fe
ed&utm_medium=rss 
Greentech Media | 2009 Global PV Demand 
Analysis and Forecast: The Anatomy of a 
Shakeout II 
2009-03-13 2009-03-13 19:24:53 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/GreentechMedia/Report/2009Glob
alPVDemandAnalysisForecastTheAnatomyofaShakeoutII.html 
"España es pionera y referente internacional en 
cuanto al desarrollo e implantación de la CPV" | 
Entrevistas 
2009-03-13 2009-03-13 19:32:55 
http://energelia.com/entrevistas/charlamos-con-pedro-banda-
director-del-isfoc-sobre-la-tecnologia-fotovoltaica-de-
concentracion.html 
ZenithSolar To Dedicate First Solar Energy Farm 
in Israel | Green Prophet 2009-03-12 
2009-05-04 
19:02:11 http://greenprophet.com/2009/03/12/7539/david-faiman-zenith-solar/ 
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SolFocus partners for 200 MWp Concentrator 
PhotoVoltaic Project at Pueblo Chemical Depot | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 
2009-03-11 2009-03-30 04:02:53  
SolFocus partners for 200 MWp Concentrator 
PhotoVoltaic Project at Pueblo Chemical Depot | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 
2009-03-11 2009-03-29 20:36:41 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2009/03/solfocus-partners-for-200-mwp-
concentrator-photovoltaic-project-at-pueblo-chemical-depot/ 
Amonix Introduces CPV System - Renewable 
Energy World 2009-03-10 
2009-03-27 
13:57:00 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/03/am
onix-introduces-hcpv-system 
Greek CPV project grows to 10MW (Compound 
Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2009-03-09 2009-03-31 08:53:51 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2009/03/greek_cpv_project
_grows_to_10m.html 
SolFocus expands Greece CPV plans to 10 MW | 
Cleantech Group 2009-03-09 
2009-03-29 
16:30:51 
http://cleantech.com/news/4250/solfocus-expands-greece-cpv-
plans-1 
ArimaEco targets mass production capability | 
CPV Today 2009-03-09 
2009-05-10 
18:14:48 
http://social.cpvtoday.com/content/arimaeco-targets-mass-
production-capability 
The Pueblo Chieftain Online :: Commissioners to 
vote on proposed solar plant today 2009-03-05 
2009-03-29 
21:50:18 
http://www.chieftain.com/articles/2009/03/05/news/local/doc49af8de
397bdb486045341.txt 
Entech Solar cuts workforce - Photovoltaics 
International 2009-03-02 
2009-03-30 
17:34:35 http://www.pv-tech.org/news/_a/entech_solar_cuts_workforce/ 
Concentrating PV 'could reach grid parity by 
2011' (Compound Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2009-03 2009-03-31 08:56:41 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2009/03/concentrating_pv_
could_reach_g.html 
California utility PG&E buys big into solar power | 
Green Tech - CNET News 2009-02-24 
2009-05-04 
16:18:42 
http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-10171036-
54.html?tag=mncol;txt 
eSolar, NRG Energy to build solar power plants | 
Green Tech - CNET News 2009-02-23 
2009-05-04 
16:20:22 
http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-10169532-
54.html?tag=mncol;txt 
In Search of GreenVolts GV1 – Part 2 | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 2009-02-20 
2009-03-29 
20:49:53 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2009/02/in-search-of-greenvolts-gv1-
part-2/ 
In Search of GreenVolts GV1 – Part 2 | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 2009-02-20 
2009-03-30 
14:18:04  
Chinese start-up Tonghui orders three Aixtron 
reactors (Compound Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2009-02-17 2009-03-31 09:03:56 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2009/02/chinese_start-
up_tonghui_order.html 
Obama Signs Stimulus Package 2009-02-17 2009-05-11 18:14:54 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/obama-signs-
stimulus-package-5736/ 
Tonghui Electronics to Enter LED Market With 
AIXTRON MOCVD Tools 2009-02-17 
2009-04-25 
19:11:22 http://www.nanowerk.com/news/newsid=9296.php 
Celsia NanoSpreaders Cool Next Generation 
Solar Power Arrays | PR Newswire | Find Articles 
at BNET 
2009-02-11 2009-05-10 23:13:43 
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m4PRN/is_2009_Feb_11/ai_n31
348187/?tag=content;col1 
EMCORE: CPV Questions for the Fiscal 2009 
First Quarter Conference Call | GUNTHER 
Portfolio 
2009-02-09 2009-03-30 14:21:58 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2009/02/emcore-cpv-questions-for-the-
fiscal-2009-first-quarter-conference-call/ 
ISFOC First Phase 1.7 MegaWatt Installations 
Underway | GUNTHER Portfolio 2009-02-04 
2009-03-30 
23:35:44 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/02/isfoc-first-phase-17-megawatt-
installations-underway/ 
Interview with Emilio Agudo Domínguez, project 
manager, Soldaduras Avanzadas | CPV Today 2009-01-29 
2009-05-07 
21:10:27 
http://social.cpvtoday.com/content/interview-emilio-agudo-
dom%C3%ADnguez-project-manager-soldaduras-avanzadas 
OPEL International 440kW HCPV install deal with 
enigmatic BETASOL | GUNTHER Portfolio 2009-01-28 
2009-03-29 
20:50:57 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2009/01/opel-international-440kw-hcpv-
install-deal-with-enigmatic-betasol/ 
CHAD Industries Announces Implementation of 
CPV Welding System | Business Wire | Find 
Articles at BNET 
2009-01-28 2009-05-10 23:13:00 
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m0EIN/is_2009_Jan_28/ai_n313
32516/?tag=content;col1 
Daido Steel Building Pilot Plant that Concentrates 
Solar Energy to Make Electricity | Japan for 
Sustainability 
2009-01-25 2009-05-07 17:19:15 http://www.japanfs.org/en/pages/028686.html 
ArimaEco’s Official Announcement of IEC62198 
Test Compliance 2009-01-23 
2009-05-08 
15:21:53 
http://www.arimaeco.com/news.php?action=show&id=62&cid=6&pa
ge=1&keyword= 
Arima Eco Energy Technologies Corp. 2009-01-21 2009-05-08 01:18:17 http://www.arimaeco.com/arima_10k.html 
EMCORE Corporation Completes Its Sale of 
WorldWater & Solar Technologies Corporation 
(Entech Solar, Inc.) Shares for $5.9 Million 
2009-01-20 2009-03-30 00:04:37 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2009&news=214 
Solar with 41-percent efficiency? | Cleantech 
Group 2009-01-16 
2009-03-29 
16:51:24 http://cleantech.com/news/4067/solar-41-percent-efficiency 
EETimes.com - Scientists grow PV crystals with 
record efficiency 2009-01-15 
2009-03-29 
17:19:23 
http://www.eetimes.com/rss/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=212900704
&cid=RSSfeed_eetimes_newsRSS 
Weltrekord: 41,1% Wirkungsgrad für 
Mehrfachsolarzellen am Fraunhofer ISE — 
Fraunhofer ISE 
2009-01-14 2009-05-08 15:55:02 
http://www.ise.fraunhofer.de/presse-und-
medien/presseinformationen/presseinformationen-2009/weltrekord-
41-1-wirkungsgrad-fuer-mehrfachsolarzellen-am-fraunhofer-ise 
OPEL International and Partner Installing 440kW 
of High Concentration Panels in Spain 2009-01-14 
2009-03-29 
21:59:05 
http://www.marketwire.com/press-release/Opel-International-Inc-
TSX-VENTURE-OPL-937630.html 
Sol3g 200 kWp HCPV Santa Pola Installation 
Update | GUNTHER Portfolio 2009-01-13 
2009-03-29 
20:53:01 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2009/01/sol3g-200-kwp-hcpv-santa-pola-
installation-update/ 
Greentech Media | All-in-One Solar Panels and 
Solar Thermal 2009-01-12 
2009-04-25 
19:48:52 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/solar-panels-and-solar-
thermal-all-in-one-5484.html 
SolFocus Raises $47.5 Million to Push 
Concentrator Photovoltaic (CPV) Technology 
Firmly into Commercialization Phase 
2009-01-09 2009-03-30 20:20:52 
http://www.businesswire.com/portal/site/home/permalink/?ndmViewI
d=news_view&newsId=20090109005110&newsLang=en 
SolFocus raises $47.5 million to push CPV firmly 
into commercialization (Compound 
Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2009-01-09 2009-03-31 09:06:07 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2009/01/solfocus_raises_47
5_million_to.html 
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EMCORE Corporation Raises Additional Cash 
Through the Sale of Shares of WorldWater & 
Solar Technologies Corporation 
2009-01-08 2009-03-30 00:06:00 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2009&news=213 
Marketbuzz 2009: Annual World Solar PV Market 
Report 2009 
2009-03-29 
23:27:13 http://www.solarbuzz.com/Marketbuzz2009-intro.htm 
IBM Research Unveils Breakthrough in Solar 
Farm Technology 2008-15-05 
2009-04-25 
19:19:06 http://www.nanowerk.com/news/newsid=5735.php 
EMCORE Concentrator PhotoVoltaic Encore | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 2008-12-30 
2009-03-30 
14:29:05 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/12/emcore-concentrator-
photovoltaic-encore/ 
Extra solar panels in Spain driving down prices | 
Cleantech Group 2008-12-23 
2009-06-11 
23:55:08 
http://www.cleantech.com/news/4014/extra-solar-panels-spain-
driving-down-prices 
In Search of GreenVolts GV1 | GUNTHER 
Portfolio 2008-12-23 
2009-03-29 
20:54:55 http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/12/in-search-of-greenvolts-gv1/ 
SolFocus and Samaras Group ink first Greek 
terrestrial III-V solar agreement (Compound 
Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-12-16 2009-03-30 17:35:37 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/12/solfocus_and_sam
aras_group_agr.html 
Skyline Solar Dawn | GUNTHER Portfolio 2008-12-15 2009-03-30 14:32:01 http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/12/skyline-solar-dawn/ 
SolFocus lands Greek deal for concentrated solar 
| Green Tech - CNET News 2008-12-15 
2009-03-27 
17:12:22 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-10122976-54.html?tag=mncol 
Concentrix Solar inaugurates Freiburg CPV 
production line (Compound Semiconductor Blog) 
- compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-12-12 2009-03-31 09:07:25 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/12/concentrix_solar_in
augurates_f.html 
Strategy Analytics: compound-based 
photovoltaics market to soar (Compound 
Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-12-08 2009-03-31 10:02:40 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/12/strategy_analytics_
compound-ba.html 
Greentech Media: Solar a Bust in Spain 2008-12-02 2009-05-31 16:01:49 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/solar-a-bust-in-spain-
5297/ 
Sol3g: 800 kWp High Concentration PhotoVoltaic 
Flix Installation Inaugurated | GUNTHER Portfolio 2008-11-26 
2009-03-29 
20:57:11 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/11/sol3g-800-kwp-high-
concentration-photovoltaic-flix-installation-inaugurated/ 
Mildura Solar Project Information Centre closing 
soon 2008-11-25  
http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/MilduraSolarProjectInfo
rmationCentreclosingsoonMRAT261108.pdf 
Emcore deploys first CPV system in China with 
the XinAo Group (Compound Semiconductor 
Blog) - compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-11-21 2009-03-31 10:04:20 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/11/emcore_deploys_fi
rst_cpv_syste.html 
EMCORE Deploys First Concentrator Solar 
Photovoltaic System in China with the XinAo 
Group 
2008-11-21 2009-03-30 00:02:01 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2008&news=210 
European project breaks solar cell efficiency 
record 2008-11-20 
2009-04-25 
19:21:50  
OPEL Installs 9.5 kW Solar System 2008-11-20 2009-03-29 22:02:35 
http://www.marketwire.com/press-release/Opel-International-Inc-
TSX-VENTURE-OPL-923153.html 
European project breaks solar cell efficiency 
record 2008-11-20 
2009-04-25 
19:16:46 http://www.nanowerk.com/news/newsid=8287.php 
25% Efficiency: SolFocus Introduces New 
Concentrating Solar PV Product : TreeHugger 2008-11-14 
2009-04-25 
19:40:47 
http://www.treehugger.com/files/2008/11/new-solfocus-
concentrating-solar-photovoltaic-25-percent-efficiency.php 
Project APOLLON cooperates with SolarTec AG 2008-11-14 2009-03-31 01:22:36 
http://www.solartecag.de/eng/press/2008_11_14_Project_APOLLO
N.pdf 
Dual-junction PV efficiency record raised to 
32.6% 2008-11-13 
2009-05-07 
17:07:33 
http://www.semiconductor-
today.com/news_items/2008/NOV/IES_131108.htm 
Record deal for boosted solar panels | Green 
Tech - CNET News 2008-11-03 
2009-03-27 
17:14:38 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-10080968-54.html?tag=mncol 
Cool Earth Solar eyes rural power with balloons | 
Green Tech - CNET News 2008-11-03 
2009-03-27 
17:26:48 
http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-10080034-
54.html?tag=mncol;txt 
SolFocus inks $103M CPV deal in Spain | 
Cleantech Group 2008-11-03 
2009-03-29 
16:18:24 http://cleantech.com/news/3814/solfocus-inks-103m-cpv-deal-spain 
Laser Focus World - PHOTOVOLTAICS: Europe, 
U.S. set new efficiency records for triple-junction 
solar cells 
2008-11-01 2009-06-11 23:46:20 http://www.laserfocusworld.com/articles/343734 
Pyron Solar - NEWS :: Press Releases :: San 
Diego 10/28/2008 2008-10-28 
2009-05-07 
19:13:36 http://www.pyronsolar.com/news_pr4.html 
German solar reaches 40-percent efficiency | 
Cleantech Group 2008-10-26 
2009-03-29 
15:56:24 
http://cleantech.com/news/3579/german-researchers-attain-40-
percent-solar-efficiency 
Concentrix, Abenoga connect solar plant to 
Spanish grid | Cleantech Group 2008-10-24 
2009-03-29 
16:24:48 
http://cleantech.com/news/3773/concentrix-abenoga-connect-solar-
plant-grid 
Concentrix Solar successfully connects 100 kW 
CPV to Spanish grid (Compound Semiconductor 
Blog) - compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-10-24 2009-03-31 10:05:24 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/10/concentrix_solar_s
uccessfully.html 
AXT becomes CPV Consortium charter member 
(Compound Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-10-21 2009-03-31 10:06:15 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/10/axt_becomes_cpv_
consortium_cha.html 
Greentech Media: Green Light » Blog Archive » 
VC Rumor Mill: Skyline Solar Funding and More 2008-10-17 
2009-05-04 
22:04:09  
Greentech Media: Green Light » Blog Archive » 
CPV, Pt. 5: More VC Funding in CPV 2008-10-15 
2009-05-05 
01:17:12 
http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2008/09/15/cpv-pt-5-more-vc-
funding-in-cpv-572/ 
Soliant Energy Focuses With $21M 2008-10-14 2009-05-07 17:11:03 http://earth2tech.com/2008/10/14/soliant-energy-focuses-with-21m/ 
Greentech Media | Soliant Lands $21M 2008-10-14 2009-04-18 16:17:07 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/soliant-lands-21m-
5002.html 
EETimes.com - Shedding light on solar cell 
technology 2008-10-11 
2009-05-01 
02:34:50 
http://www.eetimes.com/news/latest/showArticle.jhtml;jsessionid=XY
043MIVATEFQQSNDLPSKH0CJUNN2JVN?articleID=211800572&
pgno=1 
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Greentech Media: Green Light » Blog Archive » 
CPV, Pt. 3: Solar Cells for High-Concentration 
Photovoltaics 
2008-10-08 2009-05-04 22:22:16 
http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2008/09/08/cpv-pt-3-solar-
cells-for-high-concentration-photovoltaics-537/ 
Greentech Media: Green Light » Blog Archive » 
CPV, Pt. 2: Low-Concentration Photovoltaics 2008-10-04 
2009-05-04 
22:50:25 
http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2008/09/04/cpv-pt-2-low-
concentration-photovoltaics-522/ 
Greentech Media: Green Light » Blog Archive » 
CPV, Pt. 1: Stuck in the Middle 2008-10-03 
2009-05-05 
01:18:28 
http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2008/09/03/cpv-pt-1-stuck-in-
the-middle-510/ 
Emcore agrees three-year, $25 million loan 
(Compound Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-10-03 2009-03-31 10:09:57 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/10/emcore_agrees_th
ree-year_25_mi_1.html 
Bridgewater Research Facility 2008-09-31  http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/BridgewaterResearchFacilityMRFINAL301008_000.pdf 
U.S. DOE puts up $17.6M for solar PV | 
Cleantech Group 2008-09-30 
2009-03-29 
16:22:56 http://cleantech.com/news/3597/us-doe-puts-176m-solar-pv 
Concentrix Solar installs 100kW of FLATCON 
Power Plants at Casaquemada | GUNTHER 
Portfolio 
2008-09-27 2009-03-29 20:59:30 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/10/concentrix-solar-installs-100kw-
of-flatcon-power-plants-at-casaquemada/ 
German solar reaches 40-percent efficiency | 
Cleantech Group 2008-09-26 
2009-03-29 
16:52:59  
Emcore, Concentrix, SolFocus, Isofoton & ISFOC 
launch CPV Consortium (Compound 
Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-09-25 2009-03-31 10:12:48 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/09/cpv_consortium_of
ficially_laun.html 
SolFocus first to complete CPV installation at 
3MW ISFOC solar power plant (Compound 
Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-09-25 2009-03-31 10:11:23 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/09/solfocus_first_to_c
omplete_cpv.html 
EETimes.com - Group forms solar concentrator 
consortium 2008-09-25 
2009-05-01 
02:47:26 
http://www.eetimes.com/showArticle.jhtml;jsessionid=OEZDS5DKY
RFHIQSNDLPSKH0CJUNN2JVN?articleID=210603868 
GreenVolts Grabs $30 M for World's Largest 
Non-Silicon Photovoltaic Project : TreeHugger 2008-09-23 
2009-04-25 
19:41:57 
http://www.treehugger.com/files/2008/09/greenvolts-grabs-30-
million-for-worlds-largest-nonsilicon-pv-project.php 
Fraunhofer ISE raises Euro PV efficiency record 
to 39.7% 2008-09-23 
2009-05-07 
18:15:02 
http://www.semiconductor-
today.com/news_items/2008/SEPT/FRAUNHOFER_230908.htm 
California Energy Commission approves 
SolFocus CPV panels - Photovoltaics 
International 
2008-09-22 2009-05-10 19:12:01 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/california_energy_commission_approves_solfocus
_cpv_panels/ 
SolFocus gets California regulatory nod | 
Cleantech Group 2008-09-22 
2009-03-29 
16:19:33 
http://cleantech.com/news/3547/solfocus-gets-california-regulatory-
nod 
CPV firm Sunrgi to feature in Wired magazine's 
Nextfest showcase (Compound Semiconductor 
Blog) - compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-09-18 2009-03-31 10:16:31 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/09/cpv_firm_sunrgi_to
_feature_in.html 
Scaled Solar snags two HCPV power systems 
deals in California - Photovoltaics International 2008-09-18 
2009-04-19 
02:27:03 
http://www.pv-
tech.org/news/_a/scaled_solar_snags_two_hcpv_power_systems_d
eals_in_california/ 
Scaled Solar Signs Two New Sales Contracts 
Totaling Approximately 75 Megawatts - PR.com 2008-09-18 
2009-04-19 
02:23:35 http://www.pr.com/press-release/105787 
Greentech Media: Green Light » Blog Archive » 
VC Rumor Mill: Skyline Solar Funding and More 2008-09-17 
2009-03-30 
16:51:24 http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2008/10/17/vc-rumor-mill-663/ 
SolFocus Plans 100 MW Production Facility In 
China 2008-09-17 
2009-05-11 
00:42:50 
https://www.fis.dowjones.com/article.aspx?ProductIDFromApplicatio
n=4&aid=DJFCTI0020080917e49h0002t&r=Rss&s=DJFCTI 
GreenVolts CarouSol debuts at Solar Power 
International 2008 | GUNTHER Portfolio 2008-09-16 
2009-03-30 
21:25:52 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/10/greenvolts-carousol-debuts-at-
solar-power-international-2008/ 
MORGAN SOLAR ANNOUNCES LOW COST, 
HIGH EFFICIENCY SOLAR POWER SYSTEM 2008-09-16 
2009-04-30 
20:40:10 
http://www.morgansolar.com/blog/wp-content/press_release_-
_morgan_solar_160908.pdf 
Veeco becomes charter member of CPV 
Consortium (Compound Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-09-15 2009-03-31 10:17:56 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/09/veeco_becomes_c
harter_member_o.html 
Greentech Media: Green Light » Blog Archive » 
CPV, Pt. 4: Concentrated Photovoltaic Poetry 
Corner With Sunrgi 
2008-09-11 2009-05-04 22:19:30 
http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2008/09/11/cpv-pt-4-
concentrated-photovoltaic-poetry-corner-with-sunrgi-552/ 
Greentech Media | Out of Africa: New 
Concentrating-Solar Tech Inspired by Congo Stint 2008-09-03 
2009-04-30 
20:42:19 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/out-of-africa-new-
concentrating-solar-tech-inspired-by-congo-stint-1346.html 
Solar energy could employ 10 million by 2030 - 
environmentalresearchweb 2008-09-02 
2009-05-07 
12:03:15 http://environmentalresearchweb.org/cws/article/futures/35662 
Concentrix move heralds CPV solar expansion - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 2008-08-26 
2009-05-11 
00:42:06 http://compoundsemiconductor.net/cws/article/fab/35532 
Greentech Media: Green Light » Blog Archive » 
Netcrystal Stretches the Limits of Solar 
Performance and YHN’s Credulity 
2008-08-19 2009-04-19 02:05:48 
http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2008/08/19/netcrystal-
stretches-the-limits-of-solar-performance-and-yhn%E2%80%99s-
credulity-474/ 
Concentrix Solar nears FLATCON Module 
volume production | GUNTHER Portfolio 2008-08-18 
2009-03-30 
21:26:36 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/08/concentrix-solar-nears-flatcon-
module-volume-production/ 
High-efficiency FLATCON® technology enters 
industrial-scale production 2008-08-15  
http://www.concentrix-
solar.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Pressemitteilungen/CX_Press_Rele
ase_25MW-2008-08-15.pdf 
Solar cell breaks world record for efficiency | 
Green Tech - CNET News 2008-08-14 
2009-03-27 
17:17:21 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-10017282-54.html?tag=mncol 
NREL sets solar cell efficiency record of 40.8% 2008-08-14 2009-05-07 18:16:21 
http://www.semiconductor-
today.com/news_items/2008/AUGUST/NREL_140808.htm 
Semiconductor Today 2008-08-14 2009-05-31 20:14:55  
NREL pips record with 40.8% efficiency III-V solar 
cell (Compound Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-08-13 2009-03-31 10:18:48 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/08/nrel_pips_record_
with_408_effi.html 
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NREL Solar Cell Sets World Efficiency Record at 
40.8 Percent 2008-08-13 
2009-04-25 
19:27:35 http://www.physorg.com/news137862843.html 
U.S. DOE to invest $24M in solar energy | 
Cleantech Group 2008-08-13 
2009-03-29 
18:00:46 http://cleantech.com/news/3225/us-doe-invest-24m-solar-energy 
Sol3g produces 1000th High Concentration 
PhotoVoltaic M40 Module “grid” | GUNTHER 
Portfolio 
2008-08-10 2009-03-30 21:30:36 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/08/sol3g-produces-1000th-high-
concentration-photovoltaic-m40-module-
%e2%80%9cgrid%e2%80%9d/ 
Sunflower: First Qualified PV Concentrator for 
Rooftops - GoodCleanTech 2008-08-08 
2009-04-27 
02:43:54 
http://www.goodcleantech.com/2008/08/sunflower_first_qualified_pv
_c.php 
$40 million solar contracts place focus on 
California for Emcore (Compound Semiconductor 
Blog) - compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-08-06 2009-03-31 10:20:07 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/08/40_million_solar_c
ontracts_pla.html 
Sunflower solar concentrator deemed safe for 
rooftops | Green Tech - CNET News 2008-08-05 
2009-03-27 
17:16:29 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-10007431-54.html?tag=mncol 
Sunflower solar concentrator deemed safe for 
rooftops | Green Tech - CNET News 2008-08-05 
2009-03-27 
20:12:19  
EMCORE Continues to Diversify Its Terrestrial 
Backlog with Signing of Two Purchase 
Agreements for Concentrator Solar Cells and 
Receivers 
2008-08-05 2009-03-29 23:59:43 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2008&news=204 
Cyrium Technologies Raises $15 Million 2008-08-01 2009-04-25 19:14:21 http://www.nanowerk.com/news/newsid=6603.php 
GreenVolts breaks ground on America's largest 
HCPV power plantI - PHOTON International 2008-08 
2009-03-30 
13:58:25 
http://www.photon-
magazine.com/news_archiv/details.aspx?cat=News_PI&sub=americ
a&pub=4&parent=1218 
Competition heats up in concentrating solar firms 
| Green Tech - CNET News 2008-07-31 
2009-03-27 
17:10:59 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-10003969-54.html?tag=mncol 
EETimes.com - Solar-cell startup obtains funding 2008-07-31 2009-05-01 02:51:20 
http://www.eetimes.com/showArticle.jhtml;jsessionid=OEZDS5DKY
RFHIQSNDLPSKH0CJUNN2JVN?articleID=209900971 
SolFocus completes initial phase of 3 MW 
spanish CPV solar project (Compound 
Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-07-30 2009-03-31 10:23:15 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/07/solfocus_complete
s_initial_pha.html 
Cleantech gets a boost in Canada | Cleantech 
Group 2008-07-29 
2009-03-29 
16:46:33 http://cleantech.com/news/3172/cleantech-gets-boost-canada 
Direct From Outer Space to a Rooftop Near You: 
Record-Breaking Solar Cells Win Prestigious 
Award : TreeHugger 
2008-07-28 2009-04-27 01:01:28 
http://www.treehugger.com/files/2008/07/inverted-metamorphic-
multijunction-solar-cell-wins-award.php 
Emcore wins R&D 100 award for inverted 
metamorphic solar cells (Compound 
Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-07-28 2009-03-31 10:24:31 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/07/emcore_wins_rd_1
00_award_for_i.html 
El Grupo Guascor vuelve a reinventarse · 
ELPAÍS.com 2008-07-27 
2009-05-07 
11:47:24 
http://www.elpais.com/articulo/empresas/Grupo/Guascor/vuelve/rein
ventarse/elpepueconeg/20080727elpnegemp_10/Tes 
EMCORE Wins 2008 R&D 100 Award For 
Inverted Metamorphic Multi-junction Solar Cell 
Technology 
2008-07-25 2009-03-29 23:54:12 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2008&news=202 
Everphoton Plans To Set Up The First HCPV 
Power Plant In Asia - Solar Global News 2008-07-24 
2009-04-30 
18:54:48 
http://www.solar-
global.net/news/everphoton_plans_to_set_up_the_first_hcpv_power
_plant_in_asia-9666.html 
LED companies Everlight and Epistar are 
collaborating with Yee Fong Chemical and 
EVERPHOTON to set up the first HCPV power 
plant in Asia by the end of 2008, with the plant to 
have an estimated initial capacity of 1MWp 
2008-07-22 2009-04-30 17:25:50 http://www.everphoton.com/power.html 
SolFocus aiming for 100MW CPV ramp - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 2008-07-18 
2009-05-11 
00:44:00 http://compoundsemiconductor.net/cws/article/fab/35058 
Emerging Energy News: NREL, Optony to 
develop new CPV system 2008-07-16 
2009-05-11 
12:06:44 http://www.energycurrent.com/index.php?id=3&storyid=11883 
Thin-film dyes boost solar cells - 
environmentalresearchweb 2008-07-15 
2009-05-07 
12:05:32 http://environmentalresearchweb.org/cws/article/futures/35001 
Greentech Media | Dyeing for More Solar Power 2008-07-10 2009-04-30 21:50:27 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/dyeing-for-more-solar-
power-1107.html 
MIT Solar Concentrator Improves Solar Cell 
Efficiency and Design Options : TreeHugger 2008-07-10 
2009-04-25 
19:39:45 
http://www.treehugger.com/files/2008/07/mit-solar-concentrator-
innovation.php 
MIT opens new 'window' on solar energy - MIT 
News Office 2008-07-10 
2009-04-25 
19:47:10 http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2008/solarcells-0710.html 
$29 million purchase orders boost Emcore's solar 
division (Compound Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-07-09 2009-03-31 10:25:38 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/07/29_million_purchas
e_orders_boo.html 
EMCORE Corporation Sells a Portion of its 
WorldWater Preferred Stock Investment 2008-06-30 
2009-03-29 
23:52:56 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2008&news=200 
Israeli Solar Tech to Power Server Farms 2008-06-25 2009-03-27 16:22:44 
http://earth2tech.com/2008/06/25/israeli-solar-tech-powers-
networking-gear/ 
KGO Radio Solar Project Update: SolFocus 
Installed! | GUNTHER Portfolio 2008-06-25 
2009-03-30 
21:35:35 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/06/kgo-radio-solar-project-update-
solfocus-installed/ 
Instituto de Energía Solar: ISFOC receives the 
three firsts high performance CPV plants of the 
world 
2008-06-24 2009-05-07 18:34:46 
http://www.ies.upm.es/index.php?id=16&tx_ttnews[tt_news]=4&no_c
ache=1 
Wal-Mart plans test of Menova solar-roof 
technology – Daily Commercial News 2008-06-11 
2009-05-10 
23:21:35 http://dcnonl.com/article/id28189 
GUNTHER Portfolio: Concentrix Concentrator 
PhotoVoltaic System achieves 23% Efficiency 2008-06-08 
2009-03-30 
04:46:53 
http://guntherportfolio.blogspot.com/2008/06/concentrix-
concentrator-photovoltaic.html 
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GUNTHER Portfolio: Concentrix Concentrator 
PhotoVoltaic System achieves 23% Efficiency 2008-06-08 
2009-03-30 
21:18:53  
HP to license technology to solar startup | 
Cleantech Group 2008-06-05 
2009-03-29 
16:33:09 
http://cleantech.com/news/2931/hp-to-license-technology-to-solar-
startup 
With transparent HP tech, pretty solar buildings? | 
Green Tech - CNET News 2008-06-03 
2009-03-27 
21:26:34 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-9956574-54.html?tag=mncol 
With transparent HP tech, pretty solar buildings? | 
Green Tech - CNET News 2008-06-03 
2009-05-11 
11:34:33 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-9956574-54.html 
OPEL International Brings Solar Power to 
Medicine Hat, Alberta | Market Wire | Find Articles 
at BNET 
2008-06-01 2009-05-10 18:24:01 
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_pwwi/is_200806/ai_n26682509/?
tag=content;col1 
Smells like fish in the fog | Cleantech Group 2008-05-30 2009-03-29 15:59:24 
http://cleantech.com/news/2914/cleantech-avenger-imperium-rec-
emcore-emkr 
Cool Earth Solar also at BIG Solar | GUNTHER 
Portfolio 2008-05-22 
2009-03-30 
21:39:02 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/05/cool-earth-solar-also-at-big-
solar/ 
CitronResearch.com » More Explanation of the 
Fraud at Emcore (Nasdaq:EMKR) 2008-05-21 
2009-03-29 
16:17:46 
http://www.citronresearch.com/index.php/2008/05/21/more-
explanation-of-the-fraud-at-emcore-nasdaqemkr/ 
Very High Efficiency Solar Cells at PVSC 33 | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 2008-05-20 
2009-03-30 
21:55:45 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/05/very-high-efficiency-solar-cells-
at-pvsc-33/ 
IBM Concentrator PhotoVoltaic (CPV) Solar 
Power Research Breakthrough : TreeHugger 2008-05-17 
2009-04-25 
19:37:47 
http://www.treehugger.com/files/2008/05/ibm-concentrator-photo-
voltaicsolar-power_.php 
EETimes.com - IBM claims major boost in solar 
cell efficiency 2008-05-15 
2009-03-30 
20:07:27 
http://www.eetimes.com/news/latest/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=207
800558 
IBM replants chip-cooling tech in solar farms | 
Green Tech - CNET News 2008-05-14 
2009-03-27 
17:13:25 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-9943943-54.html?tag=mncol 
In Search of Skyline Solar – Part 2 | GUNTHER 
Portfolio 2008-05-11 
2009-05-11 
10:40:21 http://guntherportfolio.com/2009/05/in-search-of-skyline-solar-part-2/ 
GreenVolts at BIG Solar | GUNTHER Portfolio 2008-05-07 2009-03-30 23:00:10 http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/05/greenvolts-at-big-solar/ 
GUNTHER Portfolio: Sol3g lands 800kW High 
Concentration PhotoVoltaic deal with Flix Solar 2008-05-06 
2009-03-30 
14:00:25 
http://guntherportfolio.blogspot.com/2008/05/sol3g-lands-800kw-
high-concentration.html 
EMCORE Receives $28 Million Order for 
Concentrator Solar Cell Receivers from ES 
System in Korea 
2008-05-05 2009-03-30 01:47:03 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2008&news=196 
Energy Innovations Introduces RayTracker GC 
Single-Axis Solar Tracker 2008-05-05 
2009-05-11 
12:22:02 
http://www.spacedaily.com/reports/Energy_Innovations_Introduces_
RayTracker_GC_Single_Axis_Solar_Tracker_999.html 
Solar Energy News: EMCORE Lands $28 MM 
Deal With ES Systems 2008-05-05 
2009-03-30 
17:50:32 
http://www.esolarenergynews.com/2008/05/emcore-lands-28-mm-
deal-with-es-systems.html 
Emcore to supply solar cell receivers to ES 
System | Cleantech Group 2008-05-05 
2009-03-29 
16:01:51 
http://cleantech.com/news/2799/emcore-to-supply-solar-cell-
receivers-to-es-system 
KGO Radio Solar Project Update: SolFocus 
install delayed | GUNTHER Portfolio 2008-05-03 
2009-03-30 
23:03:58 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/05/kgo-radio-solar-project-update-
solfocus-install-delayed/ 
Sunrgi's 'extreme' solar concentrators to match 
grid power | Green Tech - CNET News 2008-04-29 
2009-03-27 
17:22:00 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-9931422-54.html?tag=mncol;txt 
Canadian government selects two 
nanotechnology-based photovoltaic projects for 
funding 
2008-04-24 2009-04-25 19:13:34 http://www.nanowerk.com/news/newsid=5462.php 
Green companies to watch: Renewable energy | 
Green Tech - CNET News 2008-04-22 
2009-03-27 
20:20:17 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-9916858-54.html?tag=mncol 
Where Are Emcore's Commercial-Sized Orders? -
- Seeking Alpha 2008-04-15 
2009-03-30 
13:47:23 
http://seekingalpha.com/article/72367-where-are-emcore-s-
commercial-sized-orders 
Boeing: Spectrolab to Provide Renewable Energy 
to Australia 2008-04-14 
2009-05-08 
11:00:02 http://www.boeing.com/news/releases/2008/q2/080414a_nr.html 
MIT, Fraunhofer set up energy research center | 
Cleantech Group 2008-04-14 
2009-03-29 
16:54:05 
http://cleantech.com/news/2692/mit-fraunhofer-set-up-energy-
research-center 
Emcore to deploy CPV systems with XinAo Group 
in China (Compound Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-04-11 2009-03-31 10:26:54 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/04/emcore_to_deploy
_cpv_systems_w.html 
EMCORE Supplying CPV Systems to China 
Energy Company | Energy Resource | Find 
Articles at BNET 
2008-04-10 2009-05-10 22:10:53 
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m5CNK/is_2008_April_10/ai_n2
5148420/?tag=content;col1 
EMCORE Corporation to Deploy Concentrator 
Solar Photovoltaic Systems with XinAo Group in 
China 
2008-04-10  http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2008&news=192 
Emcore wins $4.6m follow-up order for solar cells 
(Compound Semiconductor Blog) - 
compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-04-02 2009-03-31 10:27:40 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/04/emcore_wins_46m
_followup_order.html 
EMCORE Corporation Receives $4.6 Million 
Follow-on Order for Concentrator Solar Cell 
Receiver Assemblies from Concentration Solar la 
Mancha 
2008-04-02  http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2008&news=190 
1366 Technologies is Bringing Solar Power 
Closer to $1/Watt : TreeHugger 2008-03-27 
2009-04-27 
01:02:42 
http://www.treehugger.com/files/2008/03/1366-technologies-solar-
power-energy-panels.php 
At the Zenith of Solar Energy 2008-03-26 2009-04-29 17:54:07 
http://www.businessweek.com/globalbiz/content/mar2008/gb200803
26_485582.htm 
Solaria: Finding Clever Ways to Make Cheaper 
Solar Panels : TreeHugger 2008-03-20 
2009-04-27 
01:06:45 
http://www.treehugger.com/files/2008/03/solaria-cheaper-solar-
panels-pv-silicon.php 
EETimes.com - DOE funds solar-cell projects 2008-03-14 2009-05-01 02:52:54 
http://www.eetimes.com/showArticle.jhtml;jsessionid=OEZDS5DKY
RFHIQSNDLPSKH0CJUNN2JVN?articleID=206903731 
Solar projects getting $13.7M from U.S. DOE | 
Cleantech Group 2008-03-13 
2009-03-29 
16:06:05 
http://cleantech.com/news/2586/solar-projects-getting-13-7m-from-
u-s-doe 
Solar modules twice as efficient as conventional 
silicon - environmentalresearchweb 2008-03-13 
2009-05-07 
11:58:57 http://environmentalresearchweb.org/cws/article/futures/33333 
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Power boost for SA solar power station 2008-03-10  http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/SolarSystemsMediaReleasePowerboostforSAsolarpowerstation10-03-08.pdf 
Emcore gets $39M follow-on solar order | 
Cleantech Group 2008-02-28 
2009-03-29 
16:02:32 
http://cleantech.com/news/2520/emcore-gets-39m-follow-on-solar-
order 
TRUenergy invests in leading edge Solar 
Systems technology (Compound Semiconductor 
Blog) - compoundsemiconductor.net 
2008-02-27 2009-03-31 10:28:27 
http://compoundsemiconductor.net/blog/2008/02/truenergy_invests_
in_leading_e.html 
IMEC claims record 24.7% efficiency for single-
junction GaAs-on-Ge solar cell 2008-02-25 
2009-05-07 
17:51:22 
http://www.semiconductor-
today.com/news_items/2008/FEB/IMEC_250208.htm 
TRUenergy invests in leading edge Solar 
Systems technology 2008-02-25  
http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/TRUenergyinvestsinlea
dingedgeSolarSystemstechnology.pdf 
Solar companies not yet beaming about new 
nanotube black | Cleantech Group 2008-02-20 
2009-03-29 
16:36:46 http://cleantech.com/news/2484/solar-rti-research-black-thermal 
Cool Earth Solar attracts a Hot $21 Million in 
Series A Financing | GUNTHER Portfolio 2008-02-14 
2009-03-30 
23:05:57 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/02/cool-earth-solar-attracts-a-hot-
21-million-in-series-a-financing/ 
Cool Earth Solar generates power with 'solar 
balloons' | Green Tech - CNET News 2008-02-14 
2009-03-29 
18:19:49 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-9872345-54.html?tag=mncol;txt 
KGO RADIO LAUNCHES SOLAR POWER 
ACTION PLAN 2008-02-12 
2009-03-30 
20:36:01 
http://www.solfocus.com/news_file/20080221124357_KGO%20Goe
s%20Solar%2002%20012%2008-2.pdf 
Emcore Signs Deal with SunPeak for CPV - 
Renewable Energy World 2008-02-01 
2009-03-30 
04:28:38 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2008/02/em
core-signs-deal-with-sunpeak-for-cpv-51324 
Greentech Media | Concentrating on the 
Southwest Sun 2008-02-01 
2009-03-30 
23:40:20 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/concentrating-on-the-
southwest-sun-547.html 
EMCORE Corporation Enters Into A Multi-Year 
Agreement To Supply Solar Concentrator 
Photovoltaic Systems for Utility Scale Power 
Projects In The Southwestern US 
2008-01-31 2009-03-29 23:49:58 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2008&news=180 
GUNTHER Portfolio: Sol3g inaugurates High 
Concentration PhotoVoltaics factory 2008-01-29 
2009-03-30 
20:11:08 
http://guntherportfolio.blogspot.com/2008/01/sol3g-inaugurates-
high-concentration.html 
'Concentrated PV' solar power plant hits mark in 
Spain | Green Tech - CNET News 2008-01-15 
2009-03-27 
20:10:02 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-9850837-54.html?tag=mncol 
Sol3g inaugurates High Concentration 
PhotoVoltaics factory | GUNTHER Portfolio 2008-01-09 
2009-03-31 
00:11:27 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2008/01/sol3g-inaugurates-high-
concentration-photovoltaics-factory/ 
GreenVolts - Planning - Community Development 
Agency - Alameda County 2008 
2009-03-29 
22:08:56 http://www.acgov.org/cda/planning/greenvolts.htm 
Nuclear group expands options 2008 2009-05-01 01:23:09 
http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/archives/2008/01/19/20033
97887 
Parques Solares de Navarra, Villafranca - Foros 
de energía solar Solarweb.net 2007-2009 
2009-05-11 
01:01:14 
http://www.solarweb.net/forosolar/aspectos-economicos-legales-
administrativos/6300-parques-solares-navarra-villafranca.html 
Flawed EMCORE Concentrator PhotoVoltaic 
System deal with the Pod Generating Group? | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 
2007-12-24 2009-03-31 00:13:51 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/12/flawed-emcore-concentrator-
photovoltaic-system-deal-with-the-pod-generating-group/ 
Pyron Solar - NEWS :: Press Releases :: San 
Diego 12/20/2007 2007-12-20 
2009-05-07 
19:18:02 http://www.pyronsolar.com/news_pr2.html 
Approval for state-of-the-art solar facility 2007-12-19  http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/SolarSystemsTestFacilityMediaRelease19Dec07.pdf 
EMCORE Corporation To Supply 20 Megawatts 
Of Concentrating Solar Photovoltaic Systems in 
South Korea 
2007-12-17 2009-03-30 00:20:08 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2007&news=174 
Emcore to supply Pod Generating solar projects | 
Cleantech Group 2007-12-12 
2009-03-29 
16:03:03 
http://cleantech.com/news/2188/emcore-to-supply-pod-generating-
solar-projects 
EMCORE Corporation enters into an Agreement 
to supply 60MW of Terrestrial Solar Power 
Systems in Ontario, Canada 
2007-12-12 2009-03-30 00:16:09 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2007&news=172 
German feed-in tariff reductions delayed till 2010 | 
Cleantech Group 2007-12-05 
2009-06-11 
23:52:03 
http://www.cleantech.com/news/2160/german-feed-in-tariff-
reductions-delayed-till-2010 
Solar concentrator collects $63 million in new 
funding | Green Tech - CNET News 2007-11-20 
2009-03-27 
17:08:44 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-9820924-54.html?tag=mncol 
Solar concentrator collects $63 million in new 
funding | Green Tech - CNET News 2007-11-20 
2009-03-29 
18:25:22 http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-9820924-54.html?tag=mncol;txt 
US splashes out on solar energy - 
environmentalresearchweb 2007-11-20 
2009-05-07 
12:00:27 http://environmentalresearchweb.org/cws/article/futures/31853 
ISFOC Awards 1.3MW of Concentrator 
PhotoVoltaic power plants | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-11-19 
2009-03-31 
00:31:41  
ISFOC Awards 1.3MW of Concentrator 
PhotoVoltaic power plants | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-11-19 
2009-03-29 
21:35:45 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/11/isfoc-awards-13mw-of-
concentrator-photovoltaic-power-plants/ 
NREL: News - Wakonda Technologies is the 
Clean Energy Entrepreneur of the Year 2007-11-08 
2009-05-08 
01:30:48 http://www.nrel.gov/news/press/2007/539.html 
2007 California Clean Tech Open Final Awards 
Event Gala | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-10-30 
2009-03-31 
00:32:33 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/10/2007-california-clean-tech-open-
final-awards-event-gala/ 
Greentech Media | Soliant Switches Focus 2007-10-27 2009-03-26 16:59:59 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/soliant-switches-focus-
125.html 
GreenVolts presents at Alternative Energy 
Innovations 2007 | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-10-26 
2009-03-31 
00:33:58  
 2007-10  http://www.isofoton.com/corporate/material/pdf/dossier/notas/2007_octubre_ing.pdf 
GreenVolts presents at Alternative Energy 
Innovations 2007 | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-09-26 
2009-03-29 
21:36:32 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/10/greenvolts-presents-at-
alternative-energy-innovations-2007/ 
The Toronto Cleantech Forum in pictures | 
Cleantech Group 2007-09-26 
2009-03-29 
16:59:10 http://cleantech.com/news/1993/toronto-cleantech-forum-in-pictures 
ISFOC 1.3MW CPV Power Plant tenders made 
public | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-09-23 
2009-03-31 
00:34:55 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/09/isfoc-13mw-cpv-power-plant-
tenders-made-public/ 
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The lobby not on the Hill | Cleantech Group 2007-09-12 2009-03-29 17:23:45 http://cleantech.com/news/1770/the-lobby-not-on-the-hill 
The new Pod on the block | Cleantech Group 2007-09-11 2009-03-29 16:04:26 http://cleantech.com/news/1766/the-new-pod-on-the-block 
Emcore claims largest sale of CPV cells | 
Cleantech Group 2007-09-06 
2009-03-29 
15:53:16 http://cleantech.com/news/1713/emcore-gets-24m-purchase-order 
EETimes.com - Solar firm gains $52 million in 
funding 2007-09-06 
2009-05-01 
02:55:16 
http://www.eetimes.com/showArticle.jhtml;jsessionid=OEZDS5DKY
RFHIQSNDLPSKH0CJUNN2JVN?articleID=201804458 
SolFocus raises $52 million more for concentrator 
| News Blog - CNET News 2007-09-04 
2009-03-27 
20:21:37 http://news.cnet.com/8301-10784_3-9770579-7.html?tag=mncol 
SolFocus raises $52M | Cleantech Group 2007-09-04 2009-03-29 16:27:30 http://cleantech.com/news/1693/solfocus-raises-52m 
Large scale solar manufacturing for Victoria 2007-09-04  http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/PressreleaseFinal4-10-07.pdf 
EMCORE Receives a $24 Million Purchase Order 
for Concentrator Solar Cells from Green and Gold 
Energy 
2007-08-29 2009-03-30 00:10:53 http://www.emcore.com/news_events/release?y=2007&news=163 
Germany's Fraunhofer boosts solar efficiency | 
Cleantech Group 2007-08-23 
2009-03-29 
16:55:29 
http://cleantech.com/news/1648/germanys-fraunhofer-boosts-solar-
effic 
Solar start-up SolFocus buys sun-tracking 
company | News Blog - CNET News 2007-08-01 
2009-03-27 
17:09:32 http://news.cnet.com/8301-10784_3-9752859-7.html?tag=mncol 
Solar power while you park the car | News Blog - 
CNET News 2007-08-01 
2009-03-27 
20:22:46 http://news.cnet.com/8301-10784_3-9753156-7.html?tag=mncol 
FAQ: A concentrated power boost for solar 
energy - CNET News 2007-08-01 
2009-03-27 
17:25:38 
http://news.cnet.com/FAQ-A-concentrated-power-boost-for-solar-
energy/2100-11392_3-6199933.html?tag=mncol;txt 
42.8% Efficiency: A New Record for Solar Cells : 
TreeHugger 2007-08-01 
2009-04-25 
19:52:13 http://www.treehugger.com/files/2007/08/428_efficiency.php 
SolFocus buys Spain's Inspira | Cleantech Group 2007-08-01 2009-03-29 16:29:18 http://cleantech.com/news/1552/solfocus-buys-spains-inspira 
Sol3g secures Triple Junction Solar Cells from 
Azur Space | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-07-30 
2009-03-31 
02:27:33 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/07/sol3g-secures-triple-junction-
solar-cells-from-azur-space/ 
Sol3g and Azur Space sign a contract for the 
supply of triple-jonction concentration cells 2007-07-26 
2009-03-31 
02:32:11 http://www.sol3g.com/sol3g_notaprensa_v1SF_250707_en.pdf 
$3.5 billion Solaria cell supply deal | Cleantech 
Group 2007-07-23 
2009-03-29 
17:12:59 http://cleantech.com/news/1510/new-solaria-cell-deal-largest-to-date 
EnFocus Engineering garners $2.9 Million 
Photovoltaic Technology Incubator Award | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 
2007-07-19 2009-03-31 02:16:49 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/07/enfocus-engineering-garners-
29-million-photovoltaic-technology-incubator-award/ 
Cool Earth Solar combines with Radiant Energy | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-07-07 
2009-03-31 
02:10:45 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/07/cool-earth-solar-combines-with-
radiant-energy/ 
PV Industry Forum 2007 | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-07-02 2009-03-29 21:47:09 http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/07/pv-industry-forum-2007/ 
PV Industry Forum 2007 | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-07-02 2009-03-31 02:09:21  
Approaching the horizon: Very large-scale 
photovoltaics - Renewable Energy World 2007-07-01 
2009-05-07 
12:12:03 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2007/07/app
roaching-the-horizon-very-large-scale-photovoltaics-51486 
Prism Solar opens R&D facility in Tucson, 
Arizona | Cleantech Group 2007-06-29 
2009-03-29 
17:05:20 http://cleantech.com/news/1399/prism-solar-opens-r-d-facility-in-tucs 
Sol3g talks M40 HCPV Solar Modules and 
Systems at Intersolar | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-06-27 
2009-03-31 
02:07:01 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/06/sol3g-talks-m40-hcpv-solar-
modules-and-systems-at-intersolar/ 
GreenVolts does it again with 2MW Solar Electric 
Plant deal with PG&E | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-06-27 
2009-03-31 
02:07:58 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/06/greenvolts-does-it-again-with-
2mw-solar-electric-plant-deal-with-pge/ 
Striking up the intermediate band | Cleantech 
Group 2007-06-21 
2009-03-29 
16:07:12 http://cleantech.com/news/1365/striking-up-the-intermediate-band 
GreenVolts scores Solar Project and Investment 
from Avista | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-06-18 
2009-03-31 
02:04:31 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/06/greenvolts-scores-solar-project-
and-investment-from-avista/ 
GUNTHER Portfolio: GreenVolts scores Solar 
Project and Investment from Avista 2007-06-18 
2009-03-30 
01:33:45 
http://guntherportfolio.blogspot.com/2007/06/greenvolts-scores-
solar-project-and.html 
Cool Earth Solar emerges from Stealth Mode | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-06-17 
2009-03-31 
02:03:03 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/06/cool-earth-solar-emerges-from-
stealth-mode/ 
NuEdison merges with SV Solar | Cleantech 
Group 2007-06-14 
2009-03-29 
16:37:35 http://cleantech.com/news/1321/nuedison-merges-with-sv-solar 
Big Solar: Behind the technology, players, and 
hotspots - June 1, 2007 2007-06-05 
2009-03-27 
18:41:57 
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/business2/business2_archive/200
7/06/01/100050990/ 
Cool Earth Solar: Solar farms on the cheap | 
News Blog - CNET News 2007-05-23 
2009-03-27 
20:26:04 http://news.cnet.com/8301-10784_3-9722126-7.html?tag=mncol 
SolBeam plans flat-panel solar concentrator | 
News Blog - CNET News 2007-05-16 
2009-05-11 
01:46:11 http://news.cnet.com/8301-10784_3-9720063-7.html 
EMCORE gives multi junction Spectrolab cells 
run for money | Cleantech Group 2007-05-16 
2009-03-29 
15:54:27 
http://cleantech.com/news/1178/emcore-gives-multi-junction-
spectrolab 
SolBeam plans flat-panel solar concentrator | 
News Blog - CNET News 2007-05-16 
2009-03-27 
21:28:06 http://news.cnet.com/8301-10784_3-9720063-7.html?tag=mncol 
Development of the High Concentration 
Photovoltaic (PV) System in Taiwan 2007-05-14 
2009-05-01 
01:59:18 
http://www.aec.gov.tw/english/historical/files/press/press_20070514.
pdf 
Greentech Media: Green Light » Blog Archive » 
SV Solar RIP? 2007-04-27 
2009-05-04 
21:07:54 http://greenlight.greentechmedia.com/2009/04/27/sv-solar-rip-1421/ 
Solaria Supercell Revisited | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-04-23 2009-03-31 01:55:43 http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/04/solaria-supercell-revisited/ 
Moser Baer PV reveals Solaria Supercell | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-04-05 
2009-03-31 
01:49:47 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/04/moser-baer-pv-reveals-solaria-
supercell/ 
Guascor Fotón ha conseguido ya una cartera de 
pedidos para dos años. elcorreodigital.com 2007-03-29 
2009-05-07 
12:10:09 
http://www.elcorreodigital.com/vizcaya/prensa/20070329/economia_
viz/guascor-foton-conseguido-cartera_20070329.html 
GGE Press Release Korea 2007 03 21 2007-03-21  http://www.greenandgoldenergy.com.au/Documents/GGEPressReleaseKorea20070321a.pdf 
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Solar America Initiative announces $168 m in 
funding - environmentalresearchweb 2007-03-12 
2009-05-07 
11:50:32 http://environmentalresearchweb.org/cws/article/futures/27310 
Delta Develops 35% Efficiency Concentrator 
Solar Cell Receiver Assembly 2007-03-09 
2009-03-31 
15:28:07 http://www.delta.com.tw/press/press_detail.asp?sid=1&id=219 
Delta commercializing Spectrolab's high 
efficiency cells | Cleantech Group 2007-03-09 
2009-03-29 
15:52:29 http://cleantech.com/news/node/863 
U.S. solar companies to split $168M in grants | 
Cleantech Group 2007-03-08 
2009-03-29 
17:29:28 
http://cleantech.com/news/856/u-s-solar-companies-to-split-168m-
in-gr 
Silicon Valley Solar partnering with Europe's 
Conergy | Cleantech Group 2007-03-06 
2009-03-29 
17:08:48 
http://cleantech.com/news/835/silicon-valley-solar-partnering-with-
eu 
GreenVolts Concentrates PhotoVoltaics in San 
Francisco | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-03-05 
2009-03-31 
01:46:59 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/03/greenvolts-concentrates-
photovoltaics-in-san-francisco/ 
GUNTHER Portfolio: GreenVolts Concentrates 
PhotoVoltaics in San Francisco 2007-03-05 
2009-03-30 
00:27:15 
http://guntherportfolio.blogspot.com/2007/03/greenvolts-
concentrates-photovoltaics.html 
Solaria spills low concentration photovoltaic 
technology at Symposium | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-03-01 
2009-03-31 
01:45:50 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/03/solaria-spills-low-concentration-
photovoltaic-technology-at-symposium/ 
Solaria presenting at Alternative Energy 
Symposium | GUNTHER Portfolio 2007-02-21 
2009-03-31 
01:42:12 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2007/02/solaria-presenting-at-alternative-
energy-symposium/ 
The Energy Blog: Sol X Signs Agreement with 
GSS to Produce Solar Concentrator Modules 2007-01-24 
2009-03-31 
15:26:13 
http://thefraserdomain.typepad.com/energy/2007/01/second_genera
ti.html 
Silicon Valley Solar outsources manufacturing to 
Germany | Cleantech Group 2007-01-24 
2009-03-29 
17:10:51 
http://cleantech.com/news/649/silicon-valley-solar-outsources-
manufac 
La mayor instalación con seguimiento de 
Cataluña tendrá seguidores TITAN TRACKER 2007 
2009-05-07 
18:51:39 
http://www.titantracker.com/v_portal/informacion/informacionver.asp
?cod=3&te=19&idage=3&vap=0 
2007 Cleantech Awards recipients | Cleantech 
Group 2007 
2009-03-29 
17:01:01 http://cleantech.com/news/1908/2007-cleantech-awards-recipients 
Silicon Valley Solar outed | Cleantech Group 2006-12-13 2009-03-29 16:39:00 http://cleantech.com/news/472/silicon-valley-solar-outed 
Spectrolab solar cell breaks 40% efficiency 
barrier | Cleantech Group 2006-12-07 
2009-03-29 
16:05:06 
http://cleantech.com/news/454/spectrolab-solar-cell-breaks-40-
efficie 
New World Record for Solar Cell Technology : 
TreeHugger 2006-12-07 
2009-04-25 
19:43:27 http://www.treehugger.com/files/2006/12/new_world_recor.php 
Boeing: Boeing Spectrolab Terrestrial Solar Cell 
Surpasses 40 Percent Efficiency 2006-12-06 
2009-05-08 
10:56:09 http://www.boeing.com/news/releases/2006/q4/061206b_nr.html 
Solaria Keeps Solar Technology Secret | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 2006-11-27 
2009-03-31 
01:38:58 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2006/11/solaria-keeps-solar-technology-
secret/ 
GUNTHER Portfolio: Solar start ups at the 19th 
NREL Industry Growth Forum Part 1 2006-11-02 
2009-03-30 
20:37:25 
http://guntherportfolio.blogspot.com/2006/11/solar-start-ups-at-19th-
nrel-industry.html 
World-leading Australian solar technology for 
export under AP6 2006-11-01  
http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/SolarSystemsAP6Medi
aRelease-011106.pdf 
Australia building biggest solar power station in 
the world | Cleantech Group 2006-10-26 
2009-03-29 
16:08:11 
http://cleantech.com/news/242/australia-building-biggest-solar-
power- 
Boeing: Boeing's Spectrolab Produces Two 
Millionth Multi-Junction Solar Cell 2006-10-24 
2009-05-08 
11:07:16 http://www.boeing.com/news/releases/2006/q4/061024c_nr.html 
The Energy Blog: Sharp Shows CPV Panel at 
Solar Power 2006 Conference 2006-10-21 
2009-03-31 
15:07:23 
http://thefraserdomain.typepad.com/energy/2006/10/sharp_shows_c
pv.html 
Clean Edge - The Clean-Tech Market Authority - 
News 2006-10-19 
2009-03-31 
15:04:27 http://www.cleanedge.com/story.php?nID=4364 
The Energy Blog: SolFocus Completes $32 
Million Funding, Signs Manufacturing Agreement 2006-10-18 
2009-03-31 
15:01:14 
http://thefraserdomain.typepad.com/energy/2006/10/solfocus_compl
e.html 
SolFocus signs Triple Play Deal with Moser Baer 
India for Manufacturing, Distribution, and 
Strategic Investment | GUNTHER Portfolio 
2006-10-12 2009-03-31 01:29:02 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2006/10/solfocus-signs-triple-play-deal-
with-moser-baer-india-for-manufacturing-distribution-and-strategic-
investment/ 
SolFocus deal with Boeing(Spectrolab) and 
AMAT Solar Webcast Event | GUNTHER Portfolio 2006-10-01 
2009-03-31 
01:11:09 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2006/09/solfocus-deal-with-
boeingspectrolab-and-amat-solar-webcast-event/ 
La empresa vasca Guascor Fotón construirá 
módulos fotovoltaicos en Navarra y Extremadura 2006-09-28 
2009-05-07 
12:47:09 
http://terranoticias.terra.es/internacional/articulo/guascor_foton_nav
arra_extremadura_1111701.htm 
Energías Renovables, el periodismo de las 
energías limpias - Guascor Fotón suministrará 
2,95 MW fotovoltaicos de concentración para 
Navarra y Extremadura 
2006-09-26 2009-05-07 12:41:49 
http://www.energias-
renovables.com/paginas/Contenidosecciones.asp?ID=15&Cod=994
0&Tipo=historico&Nombre=Solar%20termoel%C3%83%20%C3%82
%C2%B9ctrica 
World-leading mega scale solar power station for 
Victoria 2006-09-25  
http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/SolarSystemsMediaRel
ease.pdf 
GUNTHER Portfolio: California Governor Arnold 
Schwarzenegger addresses Solar Power 2006 2006-09-22 
2009-03-30 
01:37:24 
http://guntherportfolio.blogspot.com/2006/10/california-governor-
arnold.html 
Solar concentrator firm Solaria lands $22 million - 
CNET News 2006-09-19 
2009-03-27 
20:27:01 
http://news.cnet.com/Solar-concentrator-firm-Solaria-lands-22-
million/2100-1008_3-6117169.html?tag=mncol 
The Rebirth of Concentrating Photovoltaics - 
Renewable Energy World 2006-09-19 
2009-03-30 
20:30:42 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2006/10/the
-rebirth-of-concentrating-photovoltaics-46295 
Two solar heavyweight VCs back startup 
Practical Instruments | Cleantech Group 2006-09-17 
2009-03-29 
16:42:19 
http://cleantech.com/news/174/two-solar-heavyweight-vcs-back-
startup- 
Google to install biggest corporate solar power 
system in the world | Cleantech Group 2006-09-16 
2009-03-29 
17:25:07 
http://cleantech.com/news/177/google-to-install-biggest-corporate-
sol 
Solar start-up SolFocus pens Indian deal - CNET 
News 2006-09-10 
2009-03-27 
17:18:09 
http://news.cnet.com/Solar-start-up-SolFocus-pens-Indian-
deal/2110-11746_3-6124486.html?tag=mncol 
Boeing: Boeing Wins Contract to Build Solar Cells 
for Renewable Energy 2006-08-28 
2009-03-31 
01:15:08 http://boeing.com/news/releases/2006/q3/060828a_nr.html 
SolFocus vs. Concentrix Solar: Battle of the Solar 
Concentrator PhotoVoltaic (CPV) start-ups | 
GUNTHER Portfolio 
2006-08-23 2009-03-31 01:07:18 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2006/08/solfocus-vs-concentrix-solar-
battle-of-the-solar-concentrator-photovoltaic-cpv-start-ups/ 
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GUNTHER Portfolio: SolFocus vs. Concentrix 
Solar: Battle of the Solar Concentrator 
PhotoVoltaic (CPV) start-ups 
2006-08-23 2009-03-30 00:36:41 
http://guntherportfolio.blogspot.com/2006/08/solfocus-vs-concentrix-
solar-battle-of_23.html 
SolFocus Receives $25 Million in Funding : 
TreeHugger 2006-08-15 
2009-04-25 
19:50:53 http://www.treehugger.com/files/2006/08/solfocus_receiv.php 
Solar Systems and Boeing enter Agreement 2006-08-14  http://www.solarsystems.com.au/documents/SpectrolabAugust142006.pdf 
Start-up bags funding for solar concentrators - 
CNET News 2006-07-25 
2009-03-27 
20:28:45 
http://news.cnet.com/Start-up-bags-funding-for-solar-
concentrators/2100-11398_3-6098135.html?tag=mncol 
EETimes.com - Solar startup secures $25 million 
in Series A 2006-07-25 
2009-05-01 
02:56:38 
http://www.eetimes.com/showArticle.jhtml;jsessionid=OEZDS5DKY
RFHIQSNDLPSKH0CJUNN2JVN?articleID=191100234 
SolFocus brings other solar photovoltaic 
concentrator companies into focus | GUNTHER 
Portfolio 
2006-07-25 2009-03-31 01:03:57 
http://guntherportfolio.com/2006/07/solfocus-brings-other-solar-
photovoltaic-concentrator-companies-into-focus/ 
Merger Promises Solar Power At Fossil Prices : 
TreeHugger 2006-07-19 
2009-04-25 
19:49:54 http://www.treehugger.com/files/2006/07/merger_means_so.php 
Stellaris joins solar start-up race - CNET News 2006-05-31 2009-03-27 17:19:52 
http://news.cnet.com/Stellaris-joins-solar-start-up-race/2100-
11398_3-6078445.html?tag=mncol 
The Energy Blog: Heliotube Flat Panel Solar 
Troughs 2006-05-08 
2009-03-31 
14:59:36 
http://thefraserdomain.typepad.com/energy/2006/05/practical_instr.h
tml 
Old solar tech back in limelight - CNET News 2006-05-05 2009-03-27 16:59:10 
http://international.com.com/Old-solar-tech-back-in-limelight/2100-
11746_3-6068926.html?tag=mncol 
The Energy Blog: Holographic Solar 2006-04-29 2009-03-31 14:59:02 
http://thefraserdomain.typepad.com/energy/2006/04/holographic_sol
.html 
Holographic Solar: New Method of Concentrating 
Sunlight Could Be Cheaper : TreeHugger 2006-04-28 
2009-04-27 
00:54:34  
Holographic Solar: New Method of Concentrating 
Sunlight Could Be Cheaper : TreeHugger 2006-04-28 
2009-04-26 
17:00:01 http://www.treehugger.com/files/2006/04/holographic_sol_1.php 
PARC and SolFocus Join Forces : TreeHugger 2006-03-14 2009-04-26 16:34:34 http://www.treehugger.com/files/2006/03/parc_and_solfoc.php 
Energías Renovables, el periodismo de las 
energías limpias- Puertollano albergará un centro 
pionero mundial en tecnología solar de 
concentración 
2006-03-14 2009-05-07 12:37:53 
http://www.energias-
renovables.com/PAGINAS/Contenidosecciones.asp?ID=15&Cod=9
971&Tipo=historico&Nombre=Solar%20termoel%C3%83%20%C3%
82%C2%B9ctrica 
The Energy Blog: Concentrix Concentrating 
Photovoltaic Technology 2006-03-08 
2009-03-31 
14:58:23 
http://thefraserdomain.typepad.com/energy/2006/03/concentrix_con
c.html 
Kleiner Perkins, PARC warm to clean tech - 
CNET News 2006-02-17 
2009-03-29 
18:23:50 
http://news.cnet.com/Kleiner-Perkins%2C-PARC-warm-to-clean-
tech/2100-11746_3-6041141.html?tag=mncol;txt 
EETimes.com - PARC, startup aim to cut solar 
costs 2006-02-16 
2009-05-01 
03:00:36 
http://www.eetimes.com/showArticle.jhtml;jsessionid=OEZDS5DKY
RFHIQSNDLPSKH0CJUNN2JVN?articleID=180203275 
The Energy Blog: Practical Instruments Closes 
Financing to Enable Production of Heliotube CPV 2006.10-19 
2009-03-31 
15:06:53 
http://thefraserdomain.typepad.com/energy/2006/10/practical_instr.h
tml 
The Energy Blog: Stellaris Concentrating 
Photovoltaic Glazing 2005-11-23 
2009-03-31 
14:52:10 
http://thefraserdomain.typepad.com/energy/2005/11/stellaris_conce.
html 
Hyper-Powerful and Inexpensive Solar by Pyron : 
TreeHugger 2005-11-02 
2009-04-27 
00:55:32 http://www.treehugger.com/files/2005/11/pyron_solar.php 
UD to lead $53 million solar cell initiative 2005-11-02 2009-05-07 23:23:32 http://www.udel.edu/PR/UDaily/2006/nov/solar110205.html 
Sunball - the World's First "Solar Appliance"? : 
TreeHugger 2005-10-31 
2009-04-27 
01:05:48 http://www.treehugger.com/files/2005/10/sunball_-_the_w.php 
PHOTON International The Photovoltaic 
Magazine - NEW PRODUCTS - 2005-09 
2009-05-07 
12:54:51 
http://www.photon-magazine.com/media/media_2005-
09_ww_med_feat_Fraas.htm 
The Energy Blog: The 25X Sunflower™ 
Concentrating Solar Module 2005-08-19 
2009-03-31 
14:50:32 
http://thefraserdomain.typepad.com/energy/2005/08/the_25x_sunflo
w.html 
The Energy Blog: About Concentrating 
Photovoltaic Solar Power 2005-08-02 
2009-03-31 
14:48:16 
http://thefraserdomain.typepad.com/energy/2005/08/about_concentr
a.html 
Cost Of Photovoltaic Concentrators Falling Fast 2005-07-19 2009-04-25 19:29:20 http://www.physorg.com/news5273.html 
Cost Competitive Electricity from Photovoltaic 
Concentrators Called 'Imminent' 2005-07-15 
2009-04-25 
19:28:32 http://www.physorg.com/news5214.html 
Wired 13.07: The Dotcom King & the Rooftop 
Solar Revolution 2005-07-13 
2009-03-27 
18:17:47 http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/13.07/solar.html 
Sunflower 250: Inexpensive Solar Power? : 
TreeHugger 2005-07-06 
2009-04-27 
00:59:54 http://www.treehugger.com/files/2005/07/sunflower_250_i.php 
PHOTON International The Photovoltaic 
Magazine - NEW PRODUCTS - 2005-05 
2009-05-07 
16:48:40 
http://www.photon-magazine.com/news/news_2005-
05_eu_feat_Flatcon.htm 
Boeing: Boeing Spectrolab Solar Cells Inducted 
into the Space Technology Hall Of Fame 2004-04-01 
2009-05-08 
11:05:19 http://www.boeing.com/news/releases/2004/q2/nr_040401o.html 
Boeing: Spectrolab Terrestrial Concentrator Solar 
Cell Achieves Unparalelled Solar Energy 
Conversion 
2003-07-25 2009-05-08 11:06:30 http://www.boeing.com/news/releases/2003/q3/nr_030725s.html 
EETimes.com - Thermal photovoltaics see first 
commercial light 1998-05-10 
2009-06-04 
16:34:32 http://www.eetimes.com/story/OEG19981005S0025 
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